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ABSTRACT 

xi 

Surface corrosion on aluminum aircraft skins, near joints and around fasteners is often an 
indicator of buried structural corrosion and cracking.  Aircraft paints are routinely removed to reveal the 
presence of corrosion on the surface of metal structures, and the aircraft is subsequently repainted 
following repair.  This process can be very expensive, time consuming, and results in the generation of 
air pollution and process waste. A method,  other than visual inspection, is needed to detect the early 
onset of corrosion on metal substrates covered by protective coatings so that aircraft paints do not have 
to be stripped without cause. By employing non-destructive techniques to inspect the aircraft exterior 
structure without removing coatings, the amount of stripping and reapplication of coatings that occurs at 
the military rework facilities can be substantially reduced. It is anticipated that hazardous pollutants will 
be significantly reduced by eliminating scheduled organic coating removal and moving to a process 
where IR measurements will be used to determine when and if coating removal is required. 

 
This report documents and presents the results and theory of both Infrared Reflectance Imaging 

Technique (IRRIT) and Blackbody Illumination Methods, which  produce high fidelity images of 
corrosion and other structural defects under coatings.  The technology exploits the difference in infrared 
(IR) reflection properties between corroded and non-corroded metallic surfaces.  Infrared radiation from 
maintenance facility lights, the sun, or a low-wattage IR heater illuminates the area to be observed.  The 
IR energy passes directly through the coating and then reflects off the metallic substrate back through the 
coating and into an IR camera.  Since the corroded areas do not reflect the IR energy as well as the non-
corroded areas, a picture or image is generated by the IR camera much the same as observing the 
corrosion under standard visual techniques. 

 
The demonstration and validation measurements at NAVAIR Jacksonville (P-3 Outer Mold Line) 

and Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center (KC-135 Inner Mold Line and B-52 Inner Mold Line) illustrate 
clearly that the IRRIT is an improved method of corrosion inspection compared to the current baseline 
visual inspection method. IRRIT will give an engineering and corrosion control staff the capability to 
make sound engineering decisions as to whether to remove coatings or not to remove the coatings based 
on the reliable detection of corrosion through coatings. A level of 70-80% accuracy was achieved with 
the IRRIT while performing in a non-interference role with production. This inspection accuracy rate is 
significantly higher than the 5-25% accuracy of the visual inspection method. In theory, if the IRRIT user 
spends significant time scanning and doing the real-time inspection the level of accuracy should be close 
to 100%. 

 
The cost and environmental benefit criteria for pollution prevention was projected and applied 

based on actual usage data of materials plus projected waste savings scenarios from the demonstration 
and validation measurements at NAVAIR Jacksonville and Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center. The 
study, based upon an aircraft with an estimated 6500 square feet surface area, confirms a potential 
environmental savings of 300,000 pounds of Volatile Organic Compounds, 2,500 pounds of Chromates, 
and 1,100,00 pounds of Hazardous Mtaerials can be saved for a fleet of 100 aircraft over a 4 year period. 
Additionally, labor and material savings of $135,000 per aircraft can be realized. 

 
The detection of corrosion under coatings was initially funded by the Strategic Environmental 

Research & Development Program (SERDP) under Contract DACA72-99-C-0011 and a follow-on 
contract was awarded and funded by the Environmental Security Technology Certification Program 
(ESTCP) for the purpose of eliminating or minimizing pollution from unnecessary paint removal 
operations on DoD weapons platforms, such as, aircraft.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 

Prematurely stripping aircraft for corrosion inspection or maintenance purposes 
causes excess pollution in the form of Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP), Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOC) emissions, Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) waste, and 
carcinogenic chromates. Aircraft organic coatings are routinely removed to reveal the 
presence of corrosion and treat corrosion on the surface of metal structures, and the 
aircraft is subsequently recoated.  This process is expensive, time consuming, and results 
in the generation of large quantities of waste that must be disposed of appropriately.  A 
method is needed to detect the early onset of corrosion on metal substrates covered by 
protective coatings so that aircraft coatings do not have to be stripped unnecessarily.  By 
employing nondestructive techniques to inspect the aircraft exterior structure and finish, 
the amount of unnecessary stripping and reapplication of coatings that occurs during 
aircraft maintenance can be substantially reduced. 

 
Aircraft rework typically involves the stripping and reapplication of coatings 

applied to protect aircraft structure. With recent advances in coating technology, new 
coatings will last beyond the current depot level maintenance cycles of 4-8 years for most 
military aircraft. It is currently feasible to apply corrosion inhibiting primers that provide 
excellent adhesion properties and are not intended to be routinely stripped. In addition, it 
is anticipated that the next generation of cleanable, durable topcoats may remain on the 
air vehicle for extended periods (10+ years). In the past, stripping of the coatings 
provided a means to visually inspect the condition of the substrate. As the industry moves 
toward application of more permanent coatings, it is imperative that alternate inspection 
techniques be developed which can verify the integrity of the coating system and 
substrate without relying on coating removal for similar aircraft coating systems. 

 
Over the years, a variety of nondestructive methods have been evaluated for 

detection of corrosion under paint, but no modern technique has been broadly 
implemented.  One of the limitations of most conventional Non Destructive Inspection 
(NDI) techniques is their lack of sensitivity to relatively small concentrations of corrosion 
products at the metal/coating interface.  Ultrasonic test and eddy current inspection, two 
of the most widely used NDI techniques in the Aerospace community, can be used to 
detect relatively large amounts of material loss due to corrosion, but they do not meet the 
objective of detecting corrosion under paint in its earliest stages.  Another NDI technique, 
flash thermography, has been shown to be effective for detection of corrosion under paint 
at early stages, but it is relatively slow, open to operator interpretation, and labor-
intensive when compared to Infrared Reflectance Imaging Technique (IRRIT). 

 
The IRRIT approach was successfully developed under a previous Government 

contract managed by the Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program 
(SERDP) Project PP-1137 under the Secretary of Defense Office with Northrop 
Grumman Corporation (NGC) as the prime contractor. The technology exploits the 
difference in infrared reflection properties between corroded and non-corroded metallic 
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surfaces.  IR radiation from maintenance facility lights, the sun, or a low-wattage IR 
heater illuminates the area to be observed.  The IR passes directly through the coating and 
then reflects off the metallic substrate back through the coating and into an IR camera.  
Since the corroded areas do not reflect the IR energy as well as the non-corroded areas, a 
picture or image is generated by the IR camera much the same as observing the corrosion 
under standard visual techniques. This technology can be utilized as a tool to more 
accurately assess aircraft coating system performance for purposes of service life 
extension and corrosion management. Use of this inspection tool is projected to result in 
significant DoD (Department of Defense) pollution mitigation.  

 
1.2 Objectives of the Demonstration 

The objective of the project was to demonstrate/validate (Dem/Val) the capability 
of IRRIT to detect corrosion through aircraft coating systems as compared to visual 
corrosion inspection.  Applicable goals of the Dem/Val were as follows:  

• Compare IRRIT with current visual inspection techniques to assess corrosion 
through outer mold line (OML) coatings and gather data at NAVAIR Jacksonville 
on P-3 aircraft.  

• Compare IRRIT with current visual inspection techniques to assess corrosion 
through inner mold line (IML) coatings and gather data at Oklahoma City Air 
Logistics Center (OC-ALC) on KC-135 and B-52 aircraft.  

• Prove the technique and determine cost/waste reductions from actual depot 
maintenance operations. 

• Show potential reduction in Hazardous Materials (HAZMATs) and VOC 
emissions. 

• Determine the reduction in cost to inspect and repair coatings due to reduction in 
labor hours and flow/down times. 

• Collect and analyze data and develop recommendations for technology transfer. 
 

1.3 Regulatory Drivers 
The need to reduce pollution is driven by regulatory issues and government 

policies. The National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) has 
been the principal compliance driver over the last decade for the aerospace industry, in 
particular NESHAP 40 CFR Part 63. HAZMAT reduction is driven by the Clean Air Act 
(CAA) and RCRA through Pollution Prevention (P2) efforts.  Many P2 projects impact 
both CAA and RCRA concurrently.  Examples are: 

• CAA:  Solvent substitution replacing high vapor pressure solvents with 
compliant, lower vapor pressure chemicals, utilizing non-VOC and/or non-HAP 
solvents and coatings, powder coat applications vs. conventional coating, etc.. 

• RCRA:  Reducing or eliminating toxic/corrosive/flammable/reactive waste 
streams through material substitution, increasing recycling efforts for solid waste, 
etc.   

Both CAA and RCRA mandate either directly or indirectly that efforts to minimize 
pollution be instituted.  The CAA under the NESHAP 40 CFR Part 63 places such 
restrictive limits on material use, that when considering the liability of using chemicals 
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that could potentially be used for non-compliant applications, material substitution has a 
far greater appeal.  When signing a Hazardous Waste Manifest, the generator declares 
that they have a program in place to reduce the volume and toxicity of waste generated to 
the degree determined to be economically practical. This minimizes the present and 
future threat to human health and the environment. 
 

The emission of chromium compounds has been reduced significantly under the 
NESHAP regulation, which impacts most aircraft maintenance and rework facilities. This 
regulation limits the amounts of air pollution such as toxic chromate that can be 
generated for facilities such as NAVAIR Jacksonville and OC-ALC. NAVAIR 
Jacksonville and OC-ALC follow Title V, which is the Air Operating Permit Issued by 
State Department Environment of Protection. It is noted that Title V is one (1) of six (6) 
in the CAA. Additionally many states require active pollution prevention programs with 
set goals to eliminate pollution from maintenance operations within their states by law. 
IRRIT will promote the reduction of the above environmental concerns.  
 
1.4 Stakeholder/End-User Issues 

The demonstrations validated that the technology can be used to detect corrosion 
through coatings in a maintenance environment.  The IRRIT will ascertain the current 
condition and integrity of the OML and IML coating systems, for an engineering 
disposition of required maintenance. It is anticipated this technique will lead to deferred 
or reduced maintenance, for example interval shift, reduced maintenance by scuff 
sanding and repainting or spot repair. Stakeholder decision making issues include the 
ability to use the IRRIT inspection tool for establishing the following: 

1. Criteria for stripping and repainting the entire aircraft 
2. Criteria for local small spot strip and re-paint 
3. Criteria for strip and re-paint of large local areas 
4. Criteria for scuff, sand, and prime/topcoat if no corrosion is present under 

coatings 
 
The affected weapon systems may include the following aircraft: 

Exterior Finish System (OML)– 
• United States Coast Guard (USCG): All Aircraft 
• United States Navy (USN):  P-3, E-2, E-6, T-45, C-2, C-9, C-40 
• United States Air Force (USAF): E-3, E-8, C-12, C-20, C-21, C-32, C-37, 

VC-25, All USAF Trainer Aircraft 
Interior Finish Systems (i.e., IML, Fuel Cell and Components) –  
• USCG: All Aircraft 
• USN:  All Aircraft 
• USAF: All Aircraft 
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2. TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 
 
2.1 Technology Development and Application 

The technology developed in the SERDP Project PP-1137 as described in Section 
2.1.1 is the base technology. Figure 2-1 illustrates the IRRIT system.  

 

 
Figure 2-1: IRRIT System 

 
2.1.1 Infrared Reflectance Imaging Technique (IRRIT) 

One way to detect corrosion products at the paint/metal interface is to use an optical 
reflectance probe to detect changes in reflectance as a result of corrosion. Spectral 
reflectance signatures may be used to detect the presence of various chemical species, 
including corrosion products. An IR beam must be able to pass through the coating, 
reflect from the metal surface, and pass back out through the coating. Coatings are 
normally designed with pigment sizes tailored so that they are opaque in the visible 
region of the spectrum (0.40 to 0.75 micrometer (μm)), so they preclude using optical 
techniques in the visible to “see” through the coating to the metal. However, the 
scattering power of pigments is diminished as the probe wavelength becomes longer. For 
many coatings, a spectral window opens in the near and mid-wave infrared (MWIR, 3-5 
μm) spectral regions. As a result, a correctly adjusted IR camera can simply see through 
some paints (refer to Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-2: IR Wavelength versus Visible Wavelength 

 
The IRRIT concept employs the use of IR focal plane technology coupled to 

spectral filters to image the reflectance of large areas of an aircraft’s structure 
simultaneously.  Sensitive high-resolution IR focal plane cameras are already used to 
obtain thermal images for use in thermography. IR cameras can be used to create an 
image showing reflectance variations over a painted aluminum surface. Band pass filters 
can be selected to match the paint transmission windows based on the spectral database 
of paints and corrosion of metal surfaces.  

 
Spectral imaging systems can be specially designed from commercial systems. 

During the SERDP program, these systems were incorporated in a hand-held camera, 
which produced images that were quickly downloaded to a computer for analysis. A 
hand-held Merlin® IR Camera (FLIR Systems) system was used to inspect broad areas of 
an aircraft fuselage, and with a change of lens, it was converted into a low power 
magnifying system to obtain detailed assessments of corrosion. 

 
There is a significant reduction in reflectance from a corroded substrate.  By 

identifying the ratio of the reflectance spectra of the painted clean aluminum to the 
spectra of the painted corroded aluminum, a contrast enhancement technique was 
developed.  It was found that the corrosion signature in the paint transmission window 
can be “seen” through this paint system with this camera. Figure 2-3 illustrates an IR 
image with corrosion beneath the coating, note the corrosion and how it appears dark.  
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Figure 2-3: Visible Image versus IR Image 

 
Contrast is enhanced by rejecting IR reflection from the paint in the non-

transmitting regions.  In principle, this is not unlike a technique known as IR 
reflectography that is used to see the underlying canvas in paintings. However, 
reflectography uses IR film or low sensitivity near-IR cameras that are inefficient in 
penetrating the paint. In addition, reflectography is not a multi-spectral technique (no 
rejection of non-transmitting spectral regions), and it does not have any sensitivity in the 
mid-IR paint transmission region between 4 and 5 μm.  Broadband IR radiation is used to 
illuminate the painted part.  The intensity of the illumination should be sufficient to 
dominate the parts’ natural thermal emission at ambient temperature and in the spectral 
range of interest.  As a result of the investigation into paint and coating IR transmission 
described above, a spectral filter, preferably cold (77 Kelvin [-321.07ºF/-196ºC], the 
operating temperature of Indium Antimonide (InSb) Mid-IR camera focal plane), is used 
to block out all IR light in the non-transmissive regions of the paint.  In the non-
transmissive regions, light would only be reflected from the upper portion of the paint 
layer and result in significantly reduced contrast in the final image. 

 
The reasons for the ability of the IR spectral imaging technique to see through 

layers of paint include a reduction in diffuse scattering at the longer wavelengths, and the 
high sensitivity and dynamic range of today’s commercial IR cameras.  Scattering, which 
is the physical scattering of light by objects or pigments, is significantly reduced when 
the wavelength is increased by an order of magnitude (0.50 to 5.0 μm).  This is because 
the wavelength becomes much larger than the physical size of the pigment particles.  The 
paint transitions from being a diffuse scatterer in the visible region into a transparent 
“clear coat” in the mid IR.  That is why so much surface detail can be resolved in the 
images. In addition, these cameras are normally used for thermal imaging where small 
differences in temperature need to be measured.  This translates into a high sensitivity for 
small differences in reflectance for the spectral imaging technique.  For thicker paint 
coatings with low contrast between corroded and un-corroded areas, there will be a small 
difference in reflectance in the painted panel between the two areas. A sensitive IR 
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camera can image a surface with low contrast. High fidelity images of the substrate can 
be imaged through certain commercial and military paint systems (up to 10 mils) with 
available commercial MWIR camera systems outfitted with spectral filters. 
 
2.1.2 IR Blackbody Technique 

Another technique utilizing the same Merlin® MWIR camera to detect corrosion 
under coatings  involves the use of IR radiation which emanates directly from the part 
itself without the need of external heaters to provide IR energy. In this case, the IR 
radiation is emitted from the part’s surface in the form of blackbody radiation, which 
penetrates out through the coating and is imaged by the IR camera. The advantage to the 
blackbody method is that external illuminators are not needed and that the energy only 
has to pass through the coating once. The major difference between the two approaches is 
that the part itself becomes the illuminator. In the case of blackbody radiation, the 
corrosion actually emits more IR radiation than the uncorroded surface and hence, 
corrosion shows up as a lighter (hotter) area then the uncorroded area. This is just the 
opposite from the IR reflectance method that indicates corrosion as a dark area when 
imaged with the Merlin® MWIR camera.   
 
2.1.3 IRRIT versus IR Blackbody 

It is important to understand the image differences between IR reflectance and the 
blackbody modes. Figure 2-4 (A) is a standard visible light image of a painted corroded 
aluminum panel illustrating exposed corrosion on the left hand side with the right side 
being corrosion that has been painted with epoxy primer and gloss urethane color insignia 
white. The corrosion can not be seen under the coating, except when observed with IR as 
illustrated in  Figure 2-4 (B and C).  

 
Figure 2-4 (B and C) illustrates the primary observable difference between the IR 

Reflectance and the Blackbody Modes when detected in the Merlin® MWIR camera. 
 
In the reflectance mode, as illustrated in Figure 2-4 (B), the observed corrosion is 

denoted by the dark areas while in the case of the Blackbody Mode the observed 
corrosion is white. 
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Figure 2-4: IR Reflectance versus IR Blackbody 

 
Comparing both Figure 2-4 (B and C) and superimposing them over each other, it 

can be clearly seen that the dark patterns match the light corrosion patterns in the 
respective figures. These facts lead to an interesting possibility that if the IR heat flux of 
the corroded areas equals the IR heat flux of the non-corroded areas, the corrosion will 
not be observable and hence the corrosion would not be detected through the coating. In 
fact, this is a distinct possibility that could be encountered in the field by the camera 
operator. Such a scenario could occur while using the IR camera system in the IR 
reflectance mode. For example, a hot metallic aircraft structure would emit IR energy in 
the blackbody mode with the corrosion appearing light such as in Figure 2-4 (C). If an IR 
reflectance method using IR illuminators is employed the corrosion will appear dark, as 
previously demonstrated, provided the corrosion area does not emit more energy than the 
background in reflection. The potential issue is that if the illuminators do not provide 
enough IR flux to be reflected from the non-corroded background, this background will 
appear darker provided the blackbody mode dominates the IR reflectance mode. The 
corroded area may appear to be the same with respect to the background brightness or the 
corroded area in the IR reflectance mode would emit energy in the blackbody equal to the 
energy being reflected by the IR reflectance heaters in the non-corroded area. This would 
create a condition of zero contrast and hence no corrosion will be observed by the IR 
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camera operator. This condition is obviously not acceptable with respect to the 
demonstration and validation of the equipment to the end user. A laboratory study using a 
controlled temperature protocol was conducted to address this issue and determine the 
actual parameters required to eliminate this possibility (refer to Appendix E.7). This 
study concluded that if this scenario was to occur, a solution would be to increase the IR 
heat flux that is emitted from the IR illuminators, thus overpowering the blackbody 
effect. 

 
2.2 Previous Testing of the Technology 

Significant prior testing of the IRRIT technology occurred under the SERDP 
Project 1137 by NGC. The testing protocol and results of the testing can be found in the 
Final Report, “Non Destructive Testing of Corrosion Under Coatings,” September 2004. 

 
The objective of SERDP Project 1137 was to research and develop nondestructive 

inspection techniques to locate hidden corrosion on aircraft surfaces without requiring 
removal of the coating. The most promising corrosion inspection method studied under 
the SERDP contract was the IRRIT. The SERDP Project 1137 Final Report describes 
progress made for years 1999 through 2004 for Corrosion Detection and Standards 
Development.   
 
2.3 Factors Affecting Cost and Performance 

The primary factors that affect cost and performance are listed in Table 2-1, below.  
 

Table 2-1: Cost and Performance Factors 
Cost Factors 

1. Deferred or reduced magnitude of aircraft corrosion maintenance  
2. Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) issues (e.g., wastewater, 

hazardous waste, VOCs, chrome paint use) 
3. Capital Costs 

Performance Factors 
1. Coating type, composition and IR transmission 
2. Coating thickness 
3. Climate conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity) 

Cost and Performance 
1. Inspection/Scan rate 
2. Detection threshold and sensitivity 
3. Labor 

 
2.4 Advantages and Limitations of the Technology 

 
2.4.1 Comparison to NDI Technologies 

Some of the advantages and limitations of the IRRIT technology and a comparison 
between other corrosion inspection techniques are illustrated in Table 2-2. In Table 2-2, 
IRRIT and the visual inspection alternative (both shaded gray) are the two alternatives 
directly compared against each other during the Dem/Val. Reviewing the table illustrates 
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that the IRRIT is competitive with the alternate methods of detecting corrosion under 
coatings. As described in the comments column, the IRRIT can quickly generate real 
time images comparable to a visual inspection of a stripped surface. Analysis of the 
images requires the same skill set as that required for a visual determination of corrosion 
damage.  This differs from most other NDI systems, which produce non-visual data 
requiring interpretation.  

 
A variety of nondestructive methods have been evaluated for detection of corrosion 

under paint, but no modern technique has been implemented.  One of the limitations of 
most conventional NDI techniques is their lack of sensitivity to relatively small 
concentrations of corrosion products at the metal/coating interface.  Ultrasonic test and 
eddy current inspection, two of the most widely used NDI techniques in the aerospace 
community, can be used to detect relatively large amounts of material loss due to 
corrosion, but they do not meet the objective of detecting corrosion under paint in its 
earliest stages. 
 

Table 2-2: Inspection Method Comparisons 

Inspection 
Method 

Time to conduct 
corrosion survey for a 

10 ft2 surface area 

Skill 
Level System Cost 

Near Surface 
Detection 

Sensitivity Level 
Comments 

Ultrasonic 4 hrs 
 Set up time = 1 hr. High Medium 

30K to 100K 
Low to very poor on 

surfaces 
Interpretation 

Issues 
Eddy Current, 
Conventional 

1 hr 
Set up time =0.5 hr. High Medium 

45K to 100K 
Low, but problems 

with fasteners/joints 
Interpretation 

Issues/problems 
MOI (Eddy 

Current) 
30 min 

Set up time = 0.5 hr. Med. Low 
25K Low Interpretation 

Issues 

Thermography 1 hr 
Set up time = 2 hrs. 

High/ 
Med. 

High 
150K+ High Images require 

Interpretation 

X-Ray 4 hrs 
Set up time = 2 hrs. High High/Medium 

50K to 125K Medium 
Health Issues 

Work area must be 
cleared of personnel 

Microwave 1 hr 
Set up time = 0.25 hr. High Low 

5K to 10K 

Medium, but issues 
with 

Fasteners / joints 

Edge Effects, 
Interpretation 

Problems 

IR Reflectance 
(IRRIT) 

15 min 
Set up time =0.5 hr. 

Low/
Med. 

Medium 
70K High 

Real Time Images, 
Easy to Interpret* 

Fast 
Visual 

Inspection 
10 min 

Set up time < 0.5 hr. Med. Low 
5K Medium Interpretation Issues 

*Unique to IRRIT: Lowest projected labor times and rates needed for cost effective corrosion surveys. Easiest technique to interpret because of real time 
images with highest fidelity of all systems compared.  Note: Set up times vary, depending on standards to be checked, equipment warm up, and calibration. 
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2.4.2 Coating System Limiting Factors 
The following table illustrates coating systems that were tested with the IRRIT. In 

general, MWIR (3-5 micrometers) cameras are capable of imaging through typical 
organic coatings applied to proper military specification thicknesses. It should be noted 
that IR transmission is dependent on coating type and thickness. Also, although details 
are given in Table 2-3 to specific coatings and manufacturers, the IRRIT technology is 
not limited to these specific products. This table documents what coatings have been 
tested and either showed MWIR transmission success or failure. Typical aircraft OML 
and IML coating systems allow significant MWIR transmission. IRRIT failed to image 
through low IR primer, CARC coatings, polysulfide sealants, and metal filled coatings. 

 
Table 2-3: Paint and Coating Systems Tested with IRRIT 

Type Specification Color # (FED-STD-595) Manufacturer Part # 
Pretreatment – Chemical 

Conversion Coating MIL-C-81706 Class 1A Not Applicable Turco Alumigold or  
Alodine 600 

CPC BMS 3-35 Not Applicable Zip-Chem Cor-Ban 35 
MIL-P-23377 Type I High 

Solids Not Applicable Deft 02-Y-40A 

MIL-P-85582 Type I, Class C1 Not Applicable Deft 44-GN-7 
MIL-P-85582 Type I, Class N 

(Candidate) Not Applicable Deft 44-GN-098 

MIL-P-85582 Type I, Class C2 Not Applicable Deft 44-GN-072 

Epoxy Primer 

TT-P-2760 Type I  
Class C Not Applicable Deft 09-Y-002 

Solvent-Borne Epoxy 
Primer MIL-P-23377 Type I Class C Not Applicable PRC DeSoto EEAY051A 

Polyurethane Topcoat MIL-PRF-85285 Type I Gloss Gray 16440 Hentzen 04644AUX-3 
Polyurethane Topcoat MIL-PRF-85285 Type I Gloss White 17925 Deft 03-W-127A 

High Solids Polyurethane 
Topcoat MIL-PRF-85285 Type I Flat Gray 36293 Deft 03-GY-322 

High Solids Epoxy Primer BMS 10-79 Not Applicable Akzo Nobel 10P20-44 
NSN: AD32-47-300-0354 

Polyurethane Topcoat BAMS565-09 Type I Class A 
Grade B Coast Guard Gloss White Akzo Nobel Eclipse ECL-G-46 

NSN: AD32-47-300-0446 

Polyurethane Topcoat BMS 10-79 Coast Guard Gloss Orange Akzo Nobel Eclipse ECL-G-6615 
NSN: AD32-47-300-3655 

Fluid Resistant Epoxy 
Topcoat MIL-PRF-22750 Gloss White 17925 Deft 01-W-081 

Fuel Tank Coating AMS-C-27725 Not Applicable PRC DeSoto 825X309 
Flat Gray 36173 Deft 99-GY-001 
Flat Gray 36118 Deft 99-GY-13 
Flat Gray 36375 Deft 99-GY-003 

APC Polyurethane Topcoat MIL-PRF-85285 Type I 

Gloss White 17925 Deft 99-GY-009 
Epoxy Primer MIL-P-53022B Type I Not Applicable Sherwin Williams E90W201/V93V202 

Flat Green 34094 Sherwin Williams F93G27/V93V20 MIL-C-46168 Type IV Flat Black 37030 Sherwin Williams  
Flat Green 34094 Sherwin Williams F93G104 MIL-C-53039A Flat Black 37030 Sherwin Williams F93B102 
Flat Green 34094 Sherwin Williams F93G504/V93V502 

CARC Polyurethane 
Topcoat 

MIL-C-64159 Type II Flat Black 37030 Sherwin Williams F93B505/V93V502 
Low IR Epoxy Primer MIL-P-85582 Type II, Class C2 Not Applicable Deft 44-GN-76 

Low Density Epoxy Primer MIL-P-85582 Type I, Class C2 Not Applicable Deft 44-GN-36 
Polysulfide Sealant MIL-S-81733 Type III Not Applicable PRC DeSoto  

Green Shading = IRRIT had success with this coating when applied up to 2-3 times proper military specification 
Orange Shading = IRRIT had success only when this coating applied to proper military specification thickness 
Red Shading = IRRIT had no success imaging through coating 
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3. DEMONSTRATION DESIGN 
 
3.1 Performance Objectives 

The main performance objective of this demonstration is to identify corrosion 
under coatings with the IRRIT technology. The performance objectives for this project 
can be found in Table 3-1. 
 

Table 3-1: Performance Objectives 
Type of 

Performance 
Objective 

Primary 
Performance 

Criteria 

Expected 
Performance 

(Metric) 

Actual 
Performance 

Quantitative 1. Product 
Testing 

Higher Level of Accuracy 
w/IRRIT Regarding Corrosion 
Detection, as Compared to 
Visual Inspection.  

Performance 
Criteria Met 

Quantitative 2. Hazardous 
Materials 

Projected Reduction of VOC, 
HAP, and HAZMAT (by 
deferring maintenance) 
Pollution Prevention Savings 
Resulting from Reduced 
Maintenance 

Performance 
Criteria Met 

Quantitative 3. Process Waste 

Projected Reduction of VOC, 
HAP, and HAZMAT (by 
deferring maintenance) 
Pollution Prevention Savings 
Resulting from Reduced 
Maintenance. No known process 
waste generated. 

Performance 
Criteria Met 

Quantitative 

4. Factors 
Affecting 
Technology 
Performance 

Scan Rate w/IRRIT will Not 
Interfere w/Current 
Maintenance Flow Process 
(Complimentary Tool to Visual 
Inspection) Scan Rate of 
Dem/Val (Surface Area 
Inspected) Enhanced Condition 
Based Assessment 

Performance 
Criteria Met 
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3.2 Selecting Test Platforms/Facilities 
Two facilities were chosen to Dem/Val the IRRIT technology. The NAVAIR 

Jacksonville, FL, facility was chosen to Dem/Val the IRRIT on an aircraft OML. The 
OC-ALC facility was selected to Dem/Val the IRRIT on an aircraft IML. Army ground 
vehicles were considered, but were rejected, due to the inability of the IRRIT to image 
through the Chemical Agent Resistant Coating (CARC) system (refer to Table 2-3 and 
Appendix E.5).     

  
3.2.1 NAVAIR Jacksonville, P-3 OML 

The P-3 aircraft maintained at NAVAIR Jacksonville, FL were selected as the 
OML is corrosion prone and the IR characteristics of the current paint system lend itself 
to successful demonstration of the IRRIT.  The P-3 operates in a maritime environment 
that exposes the aircraft to severe corrosive conditions.  The aircraft, when not on patrol, 
are also stationed in a maritime environment.  High corrosion areas on the P-3 aircraft 
were targeted during the Dem/Val based on the past history of P-3 corrosion surveys and 
maintenance records.  The P-3 aircraft uses standard military coatings and finishes.  

 
Corrosion inspection currently consists of visual inspections. Chemical stripping of 

the aircraft (Figure 3-1) occurs on set intervals regardless of the corrosion findings. It was 
the goal of this project to demonstrate that the IRRIT can successfully identify the surface 
condition beneath the paint.  

 
Mr. John Benfer, PI for this ESTCP program is the Senior Corrosion Engineer at 

NAVAIR Jacksonville. Mr. Paul Kenny, the Senior NDI Engineer at NAVAIR 
Jacksonville, works with Mr. Benfer in the process of investigating the potential 
incorporation of IR systems into various NAVAIR process streams.  
 

 
Figure 3-1: Paint Removed from P-3 Aircraft by Chemical Paint Stripping 
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3.2.2 OC-ALC, KC-135 IML and B-52 IML 
The KC-135 and B-52 aircraft maintained at OC-ALC were selected for a number 

of reasons, primarily, both models are aging (some aircraft are up to forty years old), 
aircraft availability, and the opportunity to Dem/Val the IRRIT on IMLs. Since the 
IRRIT system had already been demonstrated on the exterior of the P-3 aircraft and some 
limitations were identified with thicker OML coatings, it was decided that IRRIT would 
next be evaluated on IMLs. IML inspections allowed an additional data set for IRRIT 
inspections on complex surfaces and geometries. If one can reduce/prevent IML 
corrosion by early detection then serious structural damage can be potentially avoided. 
After a preliminary inspection, it was confirmed that the KC-135 IML (refer to Figure 
3-2) and B-52 IML were suitable for Dem/Val. 

  
KC-135 and B-52 lead maintenance engineers expressed a high degree of interest in 

the IRRIT technology due to potential labor and maintenance cost savings. Ms. Hoang 
Nguyen, the engineer in charge of B-52 maintenance, showed interest due to the fact that 
areas of the B-52 IML are coated with a chromated primer.  Some of these chromated 
areas have been stripped and replaced during required fleet-wide inspections, which 
might have been avoided through use of the IRRIT. Mr. Steve West and Mr. Jeff Catron, 
senior NDI engineers at OC-ALC, also showed interest in the implementation of IR 
systems, and supported the selection of the KC-135 as a target for the Dem/Val. 
Currently, the KC-135 IML corrosion inspection technique consists of visual and eddy 
current inspections of structurally critical areas. Incorporating IRRIT could reduce the 
amount of paint stripping required. 

 

 
Figure 3-2: Typical KC-135 IML 
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3.3 Test Platform/Facility History/Characteristics 
A description of the facilities and the platforms selected to Dem/Val the technology 

are as follows: 
 

3.3.1 NAVAIR Jacksonville, P-3 OML 
The facility chosen for the OML Dem/Val was NAVAIR Jacksonville, Florida. 

Since its establishment in 1940, the production shops have maintained almost every type 
of Navy aircraft - fighter and attack planes, patrol, antisubmarine, reconnaissance, 
transport, trainer, special configuration, and helicopters. The overall workload has 
expanded to include the rework of engines, components and ground support equipment, 
plus other support functions vital to the Fleet.  

 
Continual change and improvement have characterized the Depot's history. 

NAVAIR Jacksonville occupies 54 buildings on over 102 acres with several offsite 
locations as well and returns over $219 million in payroll to the Jacksonville economic 
community. The Depot is an industrial leader in the region and one of three modern 
industrial facilities commissioned by the Navy to perform in-depth maintenance, repair, 
overhaul and modification of fleet aircraft, engines, and aeronautical components. Other 
Navy depot facilities exist; examples are NAVAIR Cherry Point, NC, and North Island, 
CA. Similar facilities exist within the Air Force, as well as the Army. 

 
The platform chosen for the OML Dem/Val was the P-3 Orion Aircraft. This 

aircraft is a four-engine turboprop anti-submarine and maritime surveillance aircraft. The 
P-3 was originally designed as a land-based, long-range, Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
patrol aircraft, the P-3s mission has evolved in the late 1990s and early 21st century to 
include surveillance of the battle space, either at sea or over land. Its long range and long 
loiter time have proved to be invaluable assets during Operation Iraqi Freedom as it can 
view the battle space and instantaneously provide that information to ground troops, 
especially U.S. Marines. 

 
The P-3 has advanced submarine detection sensors such as Directional Frequency 

and Ranging (DIFAR) sonobuoys and Magnetic Anomaly Detection (MAD) equipment. 
The avionics system is integrated by a general purpose digital computer that supports all 
of the tactical displays, monitors and automatically launches ordnance and provides flight 
information to the pilots. In addition, the system coordinates navigation information and 
accepts sensor data inputs for tactical display and storage. The P-3 can carry a mixed 
payload of weapons internally and on wing pylons. 

 
The aircraft is constructed of conventional aluminum typical of structures designed 

in the 1960’s. It consists of 2024-T3 (OML) and 7075-T6 (Wings), and typical aerospace 
coatings. The overall surface area of the P-3 is approximately 6,500 ft2. The P-3 fuselage 
has a radius of 68 inches that begins to taper at Fuselage Station (FS) 901 to a radius of 
48 inches at FS 1117.  The P-3 OML uses standard coatings consisting of MIL-C-5541 
chemical film treatment, MIL-PRF-85582 Type I epoxy primer (Deft Primer Part No. 44-
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GN-7), and MIL-PRF-85285 Type I polyurethane topcoat (Hentzen, Federal Standard 
Color No. 16440).  
 
3.3.2 OC-ALC, KC-135 IML and B-52 IML 

The facility chosen for the IML Dem/Val was OC-ALC. OC-ALC, located at 
Tinker Air Force Base (TAFB), was founded in 1941 (as the Oklahoma City Air Material 
Area, OC-AMA) when the War Department sought to establish an aircraft maintenance 
depot in the central U.S. OC-ALC was soon tasked to repair B-17s and B-24 bombers in 
World War II, and fitted out B-29 bombers. OC-ALC subsequently supported all major 
conflicts in which the U.S. was engaged. The facility was renamed OC-ALC in 1974. 

 
OC-ALC maintains a wide range of aircraft (over 2000 in a multitude of models) 

for all U.S. Armed Services. It is the premier aircraft engine maintenance facility in the 
U.S. Department of Defense, servicing jet engines dating from the Korean War to the 
most modern stealth aircraft engines and is responsible for managing some 23,000 
engines throughout the DoD. Maintenance is not limited to engines – airframe and 
avionics maintenance are part of OC-ALC’s duties. Airframe maintenance, which 
requires substantial paint stripping for corrosion detection and thus drives IRRIT interest 
in OC-ALC. 

 
The platforms chosen for the IML Dem/Val were the KC-135 Stratotanker and the 

B-52 Stratofortress. 
 
The KC-135 Stratotanker, introduced to service in 1956, is based on the Boeing 

367-80 prototype (the “Dash-80” that also led to the famous Boeing 707.) The last KC-
135 was delivered to USAF service in 1965, indicative of the age of all KC-135s in 
service. The most notable function of the KC-135 is aerial refueling of other U.S. military 
aircraft, extending their ranges significantly. However, the KC-135 may also transport up 
to 83,000 pounds of cargo in its voluminous interior. Through the years, the KC-135 has 
been altered to do other jobs ranging from flying command post missions (including the 
EC-135C “Looking Glass”) to reconnaissance. Because of the cancellation of the KC-767 
program, the KC-135 will remain in service and likely be upgraded in coming decades, 
making detection of corrosion on these aging airframes more critical. 

 
The B-52 Stratofortress was conceived as an intercontinental bomber and was 

introduced in 1954. A total of 744 B-52s were built, with the last delivered in 1962, 
making all B-52s in excess of forty-five years old. Over the years, the B-52s have been 
modified substantially from their original role as high-altitude nuclear bombers. B-52s 
can now carry in excess of one hundred conventional bombs, operate at “treetop” in 
ground-hugging flight, may utilize a wide range of weapons (from simple free-fall bombs 
to cruise missiles), are the most economical of the U.S.’s heavy bombers, and boast the 
highest combat readiness rate of U.S. heavy bombers (80% readiness, vs. 57% for the B-1 
and 40% for the B-2). For these reasons, the USAF plans to keep the B-52 in service until 
the year 2040, with associated maintenance concerns for aircraft that will eventually be 
older than the retirement age of their crews. 
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The KC-135 IML includes standard aircraft coatings. Consisting of chemical film 
treatment MIL-C-5541, epoxy primer MIL-PRF-23377, and a corrosion preventative 
compound (CPC). The B-52 IML bomb bay area includes the same coating system as the 
KC-135 IML with the addition of MIL-PRF-85285 topcoat.  
 
3.4 Present Operations 

Current corrosion inspection processes at NAVAIR Jacksonville and OC-ALC are 
as follows: 

  
3.4.1 NAVAIR Jacksonville, P-3 OML 

Current NAVAIR Jacksonville, operations require the P-3 aircraft to be stripped of 
organic coating for the purpose of OML corrosion inspections, approximately every 4 
years. After coating removal, the OML or exterior of the aircraft is inspected by visual 
means for corrosion. Corrosion is then removed and then repainted in accordance with 
the Local Process Specification (LPS 650). Waste streams are summarized in a baseline 
process flow diagram (refer to Figure 5-1 in Section 5). Refinishing of the P-3 is a major 
cost driver, which involves material cost, labor costs, and disposal costs associated with 
the RCRA waste. 

 
3.4.2 OC-ALC, KC-135 IML and B-52 IML 

Current OC-ALC operations require the IML of B-52 and KC-135 aircraft to be 
stripped of coatings on an as-required basis for the purpose of IML corrosion inspections. 
In the most recent example cited, B-52s bomb bay longerons were stripped of their paint 
during depot maintenance visits until every B-52 in the fleet had been stripped and 
inspected.  Similarly, 48 KC-135s pass through OC-ALC annually and the IML is 
selectively stripped in areas requiring maintenance at each induction.  
 
3.5 Pre-Demonstration Testing and Analysis 

No current practice can be used to obtain baseline data for rapidly imaging 
corrosion through paint. Therefore to further define the technology to be demonstrated, 
optimization/baseline testing (refer to Section 3.5.1), and mini field demonstrations (refer 
to Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4, and 3.5.5) have been accomplished prior to the Dem/Val. 
Mini field demonstrations were conducted to further refine the technology and the 
operation of the system. These entailed optimization/baseline testing and taking the 
camera system into the field to conduct data collection and assessments.  The details of 
these field measurements are contained in Section 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4, 3.5.5, and Appendix 
B. The results of the optimization/baseline testing are summarized in Appendix E. 

 
3.5.1 Pre-Demonstration Optimization/Baseline Testing 

A summary of the optimization/baseline testing consists of the following: 
• Field of View (FOV) and Resolution Study 
• Coating Types and Thicknesses 
• Part Contour and Geometry 
• Dust, Dirt, Oils/Grease (operational Fluids) 
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• Illumination Method 
• Image Processing 
• Ergonomics 
• Thickness, Temperature, Illumination and Software 

 
This optimization/baseline test plan has been included as Appendix D.  A number 

of test specimens were created to simulate these potential variables identified above. 
These test specimens used alloys, surface preparations, and coatings that are 
representative of the demonstration aircraft. The results of the optimization/baseline 
testing and laboratory testing can be found in Appendix E.  Supplemental evaluation of 
commonly used aircraft coatings can be found in Appendix L.  

 
3.5.2 A-10 Mini Demonstration  

A mini-demonstration was held at Hill Air Force Base (HAFB) in Ogden, UT in 
March 2005 utilizing the IRRIT. It was shown with this demonstration that corrosion 
could be detected in areas not readily observable without the aid of this IR inspection 
tool. Current practice was to visually inspect the coatings for indications of corrosion, 
prior to rework of the corrosion. It was demonstrated that HAFB had the potential to 
visually “miss” corrosion not readily observable on the surface of the coating, and in fact 
this was the case. IR photographs that were taken clearly demonstrated that corrosion was 
visible under the coating and not on the surface (refer to Figure 3-3). If not properly 
maintained in a timely manner this would result in additional corrosion and more 
pollution (refer to Figure 3-4). 

  

 
Figure 3-3: A-10 Fuel Cell - IR Images 
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Figure 3-4: Severe Corrosion in A-10 Fuel Cell IML 

 
3.5.3 Fort Bragg, NC, Pre-Demonstration Planning 

Two trips were made to the Fort Bragg, NC Army Facility during January and May 
2005. These trips explored the potential of doing a Dem/Val at Fort Bragg on Army 
ground vehicles, Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV). However, laboratory 
testing concluded that the CARC did not allow for sufficient MWIR transmission (refer 
to Appendix E.5), thus the project was redirected to USAF IML coating systems. 

     
3.5.4 US Coast Guard Mini Demonstration 

A mini-demonstration was held at the Sandia Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) NDI Validation Center facility in Albuquerque, NM in July 2005.  A US Coast 
Guard (USCG) aircraft, HU-25 was inspected using the IRRIT system (refer to Figure 
3-5). 
 

The USCG Aging Aircraft Branch (AAB) at the Aircraft Repair and Supply Center, 
Elizabeth City, NC, has been an active participant in a cross service program that 
includes corrosion detection under aircraft coatings. USCG AAB arranged for a HU-25 
aircraft (tail # 2103) to be used for the USCG mini demonstration. The contact at the NDI 
validation center was Mr. David Moore. The Sandia Facility was tasked to evaluate the 
paint thickness of aircraft to verify the measurements are representative of USCG 
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aircraft. The paint thickness of this aircraft was in the medium average range of 8-11 mils 
with some areas of 6 mils and other areas of 13 mils, but for the most part between 8-11 
mils. This aircraft is a good representation of the USCG HU-25 air vehicle fleet. 
Attendees/participants included Mr. John Benfer (NAVAIR Jacksonville), Mr. John 
Speers (WP-AFB), Mr. David Allen (ASM Management), Mr. Rusty Waldrop (USCG 
AAB), and Mr. Sam Benavides (USCG AAB), Mr. John Weir, Mr. Steven Chu, and Mr. 
Dennis Leyble, all of NGC.  
 

The initial concerns over the ability to detect corrosion under coatings were paint 
thickness and the ability to detect the reflectance properties of the corrosion with a gloss 
topcoat applied. High gloss paint degrades the MWIR contrast due to less flux reaching 
the substrate. 
 

The team detected several areas that appeared with a reflectance signature 
indicative of surface corrosion. These areas were marked and organized. The marked 
areas, while painted, demonstrated no signs of visual corrosion indicators. A Sandia 
representative, Joe Dimambro, performed thermography with the ThermoScope II™ on 
specific locations previously marked out by the IRRIT scan. Paint stripping and visual 
inspection of the bare surfaces validated the IRRIT corrosion reports.  

 
The IRRIT demonstrated the ability to detect corrosion under the HU-25 paint 

scheme of cross section thickness between 8-10 mils. This was successful, despite the 
relatively thick coatings and glossy paint scheme of the aircraft. The camera was easy to 
use, lightweight, and demonstrated enhanced capability as compared to visual inspection 
and flash thermography.   
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Figure 3-5: USCG HU-25 - IR Images 

 
3.5.5 Warner Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC), Pre-Demonstration 

One site visit was made to WR-ALC in October 2005 to explore the potential of 
doing an additional OML Dem/Val on the C-130 or C-17 aircrafts (refer to Appendix 
B.2). An IRRIT inspection of selected C-130 and C-17 aircraft at WR-ALC was 
accomplished. However, the results indicated reduced inspection capability.  This 
reduced capability to image through these coatings may be the result of the type of primer 
and/or the specific color of topcoat used by the USAF on OML applications as compared 
to the Navy.  This trip resulted in an investigation of free-standing films based on typical 
USAF OML paint schemes by FTIR transmission analysis. 

 
The FTIR transmission analysis of the free-standing films proved that insufficient 

MWIR is transmitted through the USAF OML paint schemes (refer to Appendix E.3). 
This led to redirecting the USAF OML effort to USAF IML at OC-ALC and the 
feasibility of using the KC-135 IML and B-52 IML as candidate aircraft for IRRIT 
inspection.   

 
3.5.6 Summation of Pre-Demonstration Testing and Analysis 

In summary, the pre-demonstration testing confirmed the ability to effectively use 
the IRRIT to successfully detect corrosion through typical aircraft coatings. This testing 
also defined the operating envelope of the IRRIT system primarily related to coating 
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thickness, color, IR illumination, and transmissibility (refer to Appendix B). The 
optimization/baseline testing characterized the IRRIT system parameters; whereas the 
field pre-demonstration visits resolved operational issues. Improvements made during 
pre-demonstration testing confirmed the system was ready for a depot/production 
Dem/Val, concurrent with existing production processes.  
 
3.6 Testing and Evaluation Plan 
 
3.6.1 Demonstration Set-Up and Start-Up 

The Dem/Vals took place at NAVAIR Jacksonville and OC-ALC. Equipment (refer 
to Figure 3-6) was manually transported to aircraft depot location, utilizing two travel 
containers. The IRRIT system was set-up every day (refer to Appendix A for the Merlin® 
camera procedures) and tested/calibrated to ensure the system was functioning properly 
prior to use. Calibration involved the use of a “1951 USAF Glass Slide Resolution 
Target” coated with the same coating system as the P-3 aircraft. This standard ensured 
the IRRIT system was operating and functioning properly. For safety protection purposes 
(of equipment and personnel), the system had a surge-protected 110V power and Ground 
Fault Interrupt Circuit (GFIC). Operation of the IRRIT system and all Dem/Val activities 
occurred on a non-interference basis. 

 
The IR Merlin® Camera is manufactured and serviced by FLIR/Indigo in Goleta, 

California. In the unlikely event that the camera was damaged, the camera would have 
been sent back for repair to FLIR. NGC also had two backup Merlin® cameras and 
accessories that could have been used to continue the Dem/Val. If the lens of the camera 
had become dirty or greasy, NGC would clean the lens with Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) in 
accordance with FLIR/Indigo recommended procedure for cleaning the lens.  
 

Figure 3-6: IRRIT System Schematic 
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3.6.2 Period of Operation 
The dates and duration of each phase for both the OML and IML Dem/Vals are 

found in the following Gantt charts. 
 

 
Figure 3-7: Gantt Chart for Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val 

 

 
Figure 3-8: Gantt Chart for USAF KC-135 + B-52 IML Dem/Val 

 
3.6.3 Surface Area Inspected 

For the Navy OML Dem/Val, a random sampling of two P-3 aircraft with standard 
paint schemes were used to demonstrate and validate the IRRIT, which resulted in a total 
of 300 square feet of P-3 surface area inspected with the IRRIT (refer to Appendix F). 
The 300 square feet encompassed 200 square feet from the first P-3 (Tail # 912, Bureau 
Number (BUNO) 158912) wing and fuselage sections (100 square feet each), and 100 
square feet from the second P-3 (Tail # 772, Bureau Number (BUNO) 162772) wing 
section only. The areas inspected with the IRRIT system were selected due to the fact that 
they were historically corrosion prone areas. 
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For the USAF IML Dem/Val, three KC-135 and two B-52 aircraft were also used 
to demonstrate and validate the IRRIT, which resulted in approximately 100 square feet 
total of KC-135 and B-52 surface area inspected with the IRRIT. The KC-135 bulkheads 
sections were selected to showcase the IRRIT system on IML locations, and the ability to 
inspect structurally vital components in complex geometry areas. The B-52 longeron 
sections were inspected with the IRRIT and had previously been stripped and recoated 
for inspection purposes.   

 
3.6.4 Operating Parameters for the IRRIT 

The typical operating parameters were determined by previous 
optimization/baselining work (refer to Section 3.5).  The set-up of the system involved 
two inspectors. The first operator acted as the IRRIT camera operator, looking for the 
corrosion, real-time. The second operator monitored the real-time video, equipment and 
data acquisition.  

 
The IR camera with an internal cooler requires 15-30 minutes of cool down to 

reach the Focal Plane Array (FPA) operating temperature.  Once the camera is cooled, an 
image appears on the monitor and proper distance for the desired Field of View (FOV) is 
established. Depending on the temperature of the aircraft surface and the FPA response, 
the Non Uniformity Correction (NUC) may have to be changed to one appropriate for the 
conditions encountered.  An offset correction will clean up the image.  Images will then 
be acquired from the inspection area of concern. Monitoring of all procedures was 
accomplished in Quality Assurance Control Plan (refer to Appendix C). 
 
3.6.5 Experimental Design 
 
3.6.5.1 Experimental Design - Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val 

During the demonstration process, selected areas on the P-3 painted aircraft were 
inspected visually and with IRRIT. Corrosion sites were fully documented by indexing 
the corrosion sites to the engineering drawing location. IR imaging (IRRIT) of the 
painted section was conducted to locate the sites of corrosion, and IR photographic 
images were taken for documentation purposes. Following chemical paint stripping, the 
same area was inspected visually and digital images were recorded. Visual 
documentation occurred before and after stripping of the coating. A comparison of the 
marked areas exhibiting signs of corrosion was made between the IRRIT (prior to 
chemical stripping) and visual inspection method (post chemical stripping) to validate the 
results. Optimized parameters for the IRRIT were defined and established as a result of 
the IRRIT Optimization/Baseline testing. This optimization activity was completed prior 
to the demonstration/validation on the P-3 aircraft. Two (2) operators were used to 
conduct the IRRIT survey. The IRRIT operator scans the area to be inspected and the 
support person is responsible for recording and marking the corroded regions with a 
grease pencil. Details of the designed experiment can be found in the following sections.  

 
The selected areas inspected were representative of the P-3 structures and known to 

be corrosion prone based on past history with the aircraft. The two high corrosion areas 
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and critical structural areas were selected on both the wing and fuselage OML (refer to 
Figure 3-9). The areas inspected were located (or indexed) according to the P-3 structural 
stations, as defined by the applicable P-3 assembly drawings. 

 

Underneath Wing
OML Fuselage (Aft)

 
Figure 3-9: Areas to be inspected with IRRIT 

 
The lower section of the inner port wing made from corrosion-prone aluminum 

alloy 7075-T6 was inspected between the forward and aft spar and Stations 65 and 147 
(refer to Figure 3-10). 

 

 
Figure 3-10: Navy P-3 Wing Section inspected with IRRIT 
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The fuselage section that was inspected (refer to Figure 3-11) is manufactured out 
of aluminum alloy 2024-T3 and located approximately between Stringers 43 to 46 and 
Stations 850-1050. The fuselage section is curved and is representative of locations on 
the fuselage with a fuselage radius of 48 inches to 68 inches, while the underneath section 
of the wing is mostly topographically flat. The radius section was selected to demonstrate 
dynamic illumination, orientation of the IR camera and a potential reduced FOV. 

 

 
Figure 3-11: Navy P-3 Fuselage Section inspected with IRRIT 

 
IRRIT inspection of the lower wing surface required the orientation of the camera 

in the vertical position, as opposed to the mostly horizontal position for the fuselage 
section. The approximate location of these two (2) selected areas can be seen in Figure 
3-9. Prior to the corrosion survey, actual locations of these areas to be surveyed were 
marked or lined out to establish an acceptable FOV for the camera. The locations were 
approximately 10 feet by 10 feet or 100 square feet total in surface area per location. 

 
The demonstration and validation started off with measuring the coating thickness 

variations to ensure that the aircraft met the under 10 mils criteria for the inspection to 
proceed. Note: This was not anticipated to be a problem as the experience with the P-3 by 
both Northrop Grumman and NAVAIR Jacksonville is that the finish thicknesses have 
not exceeded these values. The other reason to measure the thickness is to document the 
thickness of the coatings, so as to demonstrate that the variation of the coating thickness 
within the 10-mil thickness limit will not adversely effect the interpretation of the 
detected corrosion or lack of corrosion under the surface. The thickness was recorded at 
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or near the intersection of all ribs and stringers. This will produce a natural grid for future 
reference and analysis of the data.  

 
Visual inspections of the two zones were inspected by the NAVAIR Jacksonville 

Corrosion Control Team. This corrosion inspection was conducted (in accordance with 
Navy Manual NA 01-1A-509) prior to coating removal. Corrosion sites were numbered 
and identified by structural location by the NAVAIR personnel, but were not marked on 
the P-3 structure directly so as not to influence the Northrop Grumman Team who were 
responsible for the IRRIT inspection of the coated structure. The NAVAIR personnel 
marked a visual map constructed from either a detailed photograph of the P-3 structure 
showing Stations and Stringers or a visual map constructed from the engineering drawing 
from the two selected areas. For example, each corrosion site had the Station number 
called out in exact inches.  The vertical location was called out by stringer location. The 
closest stringer was measured in inches and the dimensional distance and stringer 
location were recorded. The exact horizontal locations of the corrosion sites were 
determined on the side of the fuselage. The location of each corrosion site was by marked 
by location on the P-3 engineering drawings or detailed photograph of all Stations and 
Stringers, which were apparent in the photograph. 

 
The stripping of the P-3 aircraft was accomplished in accordance with the current 

paint removal methods used at NAVAIR Jacksonville, as called for in the LPS 250. Paint 
stripping was accomplished within Bldg 101S, which is normally used for stripping P-3 
aircraft. The stripping was performed by experienced shop 6211 and shop 62711 
personnel currently responsible for stripping operations. 

 
A visual inspection of the stripped area to identify actual corrosion sites within the 

wing and fuselage inspection zones was conducted by both the NAVAIR team and the 
Northrop Grumman Team. The locations of all visible corrosion sites were documented 
utilizing P-3 structure as a template. Corrosion sites were numbered, identified by 
structural location, categorized, visually mapped and photo documented. The corrosion 
was documented by direct measurement (e.g., length, width, or diameter) and through 
qualitative assessment of degree of corrosion (e.g., light, moderate and severe).  After 
visual inspection, IR photo documentation were conducted on all corrosion sites detected 
during the visual inspection of the stripped surface for future comparisons with the (under 
the coatings) corrosion sites previously detected during the initial IR scan. Corrosion sites 
detected after the stripping, but not found during the initial IR scan under the coating, 
were fully documented as to location and marked as missed or failed to detect. 
Additionally, corrosion sites marked as corrosion sites during the initial IR scan and 
found to be non-corroded areas (after stripping) were marked as a false positive and 
numbered. The last two conditions will be considered failures of the IR system to detect 
the accurate condition of the substrate. 
 

A final corrosion inspection took place after the aircraft had been glass bead peened 
for corrosion removal plus chemical film treated (Alodine) and flash primed. This thin 
flash primer acts as a temporary corrosion prevention measure used at NAVAIR 
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Jacksonville. The inspection procedure was in accordance with the previously described 
procedures except that the area was not re-stripped and inspected again, as this area was 
previously stripped as described above. The purpose of this inspection was to determine 
what the reworked P-3 aircraft looks like under the IRRIT process to assure false 
positives are better understood, defined and cataloged as potential anomalies such as 
Alodine staining, peening marks, potential minor and acceptable corrosion damage left 
after corrosion removal operations, among other miscellaneous anomalies. It must be 
understood that after the flash priming has been accomplished in the production cycle, the 
aircraft was assumed to have only acceptable defects on the surface, active corrosion is 
not present. These under the paint defects were compared and analyzed in accordance 
with the procedure outlined below. This was considered the last inspection (see Figure 
3-12 for the process stream). The final inspection is intended to reduce subsequent 
inspection interpretation issues and errors (false positives) with aircraft selected for the 
Dem/Val.  
 

An assessment comparing the number of corrosion sites identified during the visual 
inspection of the painted surface with the number of corrosion sites identified with the IR 
inspection of the painted surface was made following demonstration. The number of 
actual corrosion sites was determined after the areas inspected were stripped. The total 
percent error (%) was the total number of both the % false positives sites “detected” as a 
percentage of actual corrosion sites and the total number of sites not detected, as a 
percentage of sites actually observed (see formula below). This was analyzed from both 
an estimated total surface area and total number of sites detected perspective. Particular 
attention was given to false positives, as these indications would possibly result in 
stripping an aircraft that would normally not have to be stripped in depot operations. 

 

 
 
An assessment was made comparing the degrees of severity of corrosion sites 

through qualitative and quantitative ratings of the degree of corrosion. Calculations were 
made to establish percent error based upon dimensions of the corroded area and rating of 
severity (e.g. light, moderate, severe). The inspection scan rates were determined and 
compared with the total % error of detection including false positives for all six (6) 
selected areas survey areas. This was compared to the scan rate of the visual technique 
currently used at NAVAIR Jacksonville. 
 

The process stream is summarized in Figure 3-12. Inspection points were selected 
to validate and document each step. However, actual implementation after Dem/Val 
would anticipate only one inspection point. 
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* = Optional IRRIT corrosion inspections shall be considered supplemental data that maybe 
used to correlate the results of the optimization/baseline laboratory testing as applicable.

MANDATORY 
IRRIT Corrosion 
Inspection of A/C 

Bldg. 101S

(1)      
Strip   

Bldg. 101S

(2)        
Wash    

Bldg. 101S

MANDATORY 
IRRIT Corrosion 
Inspection of A/C 

Bldg. 101S

(3)                 
Glass Bead Blast 

Bldg. 101S

(4)                      
Wash Bldg.               

101S                                                     

(5)        
Conversion Coat    

Bldg. 101S

(6)                 
Prime             

Bldg. 122

(8)      
Prime   

Bldg. 868

(9)           
Top Coat    
Bldg. 868

(10)                         
Stencil & Markings        

Bldg. 868

*OPTIONAL  
IRRIT Corrosion 
Inspection of A/C 

Bldg. 101S

MANDATORY 
IRRIT Corrosion 
Inspection of A/C 

Bldg. 101W

*OPTIONAL  
IRRIT Corrosion 
Inspection of A/C 

Bldg. 101S

(7)      
Wash   

Bldg. 868

 
Figure 3-12: Process Stream w/IRRIT Added 

 
3.6.5.2 Experimental Design – USAF KC-135 + B-52 IML Dem/Val 

During the demonstration process, selected areas on the subject aircraft were 
inspected visually and with IRRIT. The process required several hours of access to the 
areas of interest on each aircraft, which was scheduled to avoid interference with regular 
maintenance activities. IR imaging (IRRIT) of the painted section was conducted to 
locate the sites of corrosion, and IR photographic images were taken for documentation 
purposes. Following chemical paint stripping (by default limited to areas with corrosion 
detected by IRRIT), the same area was inspected visually and digital images were 
recorded. Hence, optical documentation occurred before and after stripping of the 
coating. A comparison of the marked areas exhibiting signs of corrosion was made 
between the IRRIT (prior to chemical stripping) and visual inspection method (post 
chemical stripping) to validate the results. Two (2) operators were used to conduct the 
IRRIT survey. The IRRIT operator scanned the area to be inspected and the support 
person was responsible for recording and marking the corroded regions with a grease 
pencil. Details of the Dem/Val procedures can be found in the applicable OC-ALC KC-
135 and B-52 Dem/Val Plan. 

  
The primary vehicle of interest was the KC-135, due to the age of the aircraft (the 

youngest KC-135 was delivered to the USAF in 1965), and the likelihood that it will 
remain in service for decades more.  This age makes detection and repair of corrosion 
damage critical.  KC-135s are also frequently available for inspection, with about 48 
passing through the OC-ALC facility annually (roughly 1 aircraft per week).  Select areas 
of two KC-135 aircraft were inspected. The selected areas inspected were corrosion-
prone areas of concern to KC-135 maintenance personnel. It was noted that the IML of 
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the KC-135 was not regularly stripped of paint, so paint stripping will be limited to areas 
where the IRRIT identifies corrosion. Areas of interest in the KC-135, as illustrated in 
Figure 3-13, include: 

• Fuselage structural frames 
• Two wing carry-over frames (“horseshoe fittings”) 
• Stringer carry-throughs (“splices”) 

 
The KC-135 areas of interest were internal structural components. The “horseshoe 

fittings” are load-bearing members that help distribute loads from one wing to the other, 
wrapping around the diameter of the fuselage like vertical horseshoes. Several similar 
structural frames (“formers”) had been identified as areas of interest to KC-135 
maintenance personnel. Finally, the “carry-throughs” that connect “stringers” (light 
structural frames running lengthwise inside the skin of the aircraft) through the formers 
had also been identified as prone to corrosion and cracking. Wing spars were also 
considered, but preliminary tests during the 19 April 2006 visit to OC-ALC demonstrated 
that the many hydraulics and secondary structural components made access difficult with 
the current FLIR camera. The total inspected area would be about 100 square feet per 
aircraft. 
 

 
Figure 3-13: KC-135 IML IRRIT Inspection Area 

 
After the successful preliminary camera test, B-52 aircraft were selected for IRRIT 

inspection.  Areas of interest in the B-52, as illustrated in Figure 3-14, include: 
• Bomb bay longerons 
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The B-52 areas of interest were in the bomb bay, partly due to their corrosion 
issues (they are exposed to outside weather conditions) and partly due to their 
accessibility and minimal interference with maintenance schedules. Within the bomb bay, 
the primary target was the longerons (heavy lengthwise structural members) at the bottom 
sides of the bay. The total inspected area was about 40 square feet or less. Unlike the KC-
135 inspections, the longerons have previously been stripped and repainted for corrosion 
control purposes. 
 

 
Figure 3-14: B-52 IML Bomb Bay Longeron 

 
The process stream is summarized in Figure 3-15. Inspection points were selected 

to validate and document each step. However, actual implementation after Dem/Val 
would anticipate only one inspection point. 
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Figure 3-15: OC-ALC Process Stream with IRRIT Added 
 
3.6.6 Product Testing 

Product testing for all platforms was accomplished by conducting a corrosion 
survey utilizing the IRRIT to view potential corrosion sites. The NGC Team was 
responsible for conducting the IR inspection for corrosion through the coating. A digital 
video record was made in the IR to continuously monitor the IR survey. The time to 
conduct this survey was recorded. The IRRIT parameters (distance, NUC camera 
settings, illumination type, wattage, etc.) selected for the IR camera were determined by 
an established optimization/baseline test process, prior to the Dem/Val. Corrosion sites 
were marked on the surface of the painted aircraft and labeled in sequence. In addition, 
locations of these marked corrosion sites were documented (according to stations/stringer 
locations designated on aircraft engineering drawings), and digital IR and visible 
photographs. Post-processing the corrosion data could then be categorized as direct 
measurements (e.g. length, width, or diameter) and through qualitative assessment of 
degree of corrosion (e.g. light, moderate, and severe).  

 
In the case of the P-3, additional IR inspections took place to validate maintenance 

induced anomalies during the corrosion removal process, glass bead peening, etc., did not 
show up as corrosion indications on the substrate surface under the paint. The reason for 
this step is to assure that once the aircraft returns to the depot, surface indications were 
not mistaken for corrosion during future IRRIT corrosion inspections. 
 
3.6.7 Demobilization 

The IRRIT was designed to be portable and was easily dismantled and removed 
after daily use (which took on average less than 15 minutes). A formal demobilization 
plan was not applicable, due to the portability of the IRRIT. 
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3.7 Selection of Analytical/Testing Methods 
Calibration standards developed through the Optimization/Baseline testing were 

utilized at the demonstrations to ensure operational performance of the camera. These 
calibrations standard are defined as a “1951 USAF Glass Slide Resolution Target” coated 
with epoxy primer (MIL-PRF-85582) and polyurethane topcoat (MIL-PRF-85285) (refer 
to Appendix E.6). This standard ensured the IRRIT system was operating and functioning 
properly. These standards were checked at the beginning and end of each day of 
operation.  
 
3.8 Selection of Analytical/Testing Laboratory 

NGC conducted the pre-demonstration and pre-validation testing as required by the 
Optimization/Baseline Test Plan. NGC personnel operated the camera during the 
Dem/Val. NGC has extensive experience in previously conducting SERDP and ESTCP 
testing for detecting corrosion under coatings. No outside laboratories or independent 
evaluators were required due the fact that cognizant government and CTC engineers with 
expertise in the corrosion control area were utilized on the project team.  
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4. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 
 
4.1 Performance Criteria 

The general performance criteria used to evaluate the IRRIT technology are 
summarized in Table 4-1. These performance criteria have been categorized as either 
primary or secondary criteria. 

 
Table 4-1: Performance Criteria 

Performance Criteria Description Primary or 
Secondary 

Product Testing 
IR Camera detection limits, test matrix parameters. Distance from area 
of inspection.  Detects corrosion under coatings prior to stripping.  To 
be verified by visual inspection after stripping operations are complete. 

Primary 

Hazardous Materials Generation of hazardous waste will be reduced by the introduction of 
this technology demonstrated by the Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). Primary 

Process Waste Generation of process waste will be reduced by the introduction this 
technology demonstrated by the CBA. Primary 

Factors Affecting 
Technology Performance 

Inspection environment will determine parameters for technology to 
operate optimally.  Camera settings will be adjusted depending on 
Ambient temperature/surface temperature. 
Thickness of coating. 
Chemical composition of coating system. 

Primary 

Ease of Use Minimal operator training required – about 4 hours required. Inspectors 
that normally do visual inspections for corrosion can use this system. Secondary 

Reliability Manufacturer expects at least 8000 hours use before breakdown. No 
expected breakdown during Dem/Val. Secondary 

Versatility 

The IRRIT and BB techniques are ideally suited to any platforms 
(besides P-3) that have coating systems transparent in the 3-5 
micrometer range.  Besides large areas, additional optics can be 
employed to inspect parts for, pits, fractures, part ID obscured visibly by 
the coating. 

Secondary 

Maintenance Setup, operating, and breakdown procedures can be designed for easy 
operation. There is minimal maintenance required for the camera. Secondary 

Scale-Up Constraints 

Depending on the number of cameras employed, an entire aircraft or 
selected locations can be recorded for future comparisons. Corrosion-
prone areas of the aircraft will be inspected first to determine whether or 
not the balance of the aircraft needs to be inspected.    Other equipment 
will be required to scan the entire structure:  Scaffolding will allow 
access to higher areas.  Robotics may also be needed for highly 
automated scanning. 

Secondary 
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4.2 Performance Confirmation Methods 
An overview of the results of the testing conducted is presented in Table 4-2.  
 

Table 4-2: Expected Performance and Performance Confirmation Methods 
Performance Criteria 

 
Expected 

Performance Metric 
Performance 

Confirmation Method 
Actual 

Performance 
PRIMARY CRITERIA (Performance Objectives) (Quantitative) 
Product Testing Corrosion detection equal to or better than the visual 

inspection currently utilized after stripping coatings. 
Visual Records Corrosion 

detection better 
than visual 
inspection (refer to 
Section 4.3.1) 

Factors Affecting Performance 
(Pollution Prevention) 
• temperature of A/C 
• coating thickness 
• chemical composition of coating 

Acceptance criteria: 
Range 32-100 deg. ºF 
Not to exceed 10 mils. 
Mil-Spec epoxy and urethane-based 

Projected by Calculation 
and Measurement 

All factors within 
acceptance 
criteria range, no 
negative impact of 
IRRIT imaging. 

Hazardous Materials No hazardous waste is introduced by this technology. Operating experience No hazardous 
waste was 
introduced by this 
technology. 

Process Waste No process waste is introduced by this technology. Operating experience No process waste 
is introduced by 
this technology. 

SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA (Qualitative) 
Ease of Use Minimal operator training required – about 4 hours 

required. Inspectors that normally do visual 
inspections for corrosion can use this system. 

Operating experience Rapid acquisition 
of IRRIT images 
performed by field 
engineers and 
technicians. 

Reliability Manufacturer expects at least 8000 hours use before 
breakdown. No expected breakdown during Dem/Val. 

Record keeping No reliability 
issues. 

Versatility The IRRIT and BB techniques are ideally suited to any 
platforms (besides P-3) that have coating systems 
transparent in the 3-5μm range.  Besides large areas, 
additional optics can be employed to inspect parts for, 
pits, fractures, part ID obscured visibly by the 
coating. 

Operating 
experience/Assessments 

Blackbody not 
suitable for 
aircraft inspection. 

Maintenance Setup, operating, and breakdown procedures can be 
designed for easy operation. There is minimal 
maintenance required for the camera. 

Operating 
experience/Assessments 

Minor 
maintenance 
required for 
commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) 
data cables. 

Scale-Up Constraints Depending on the number of cameras employed, an 
entire aircraft or selected area can be recorded for 
future comparisons. Corrosion-prone areas of the 
aircraft will be inspected first to determine whether or 
not the balance of the aircraft needs to be inspected.   
Other equipment will be required to scan the entire 
structure:  Scaffolding will allow access to higher 
areas.  Robotics may also be needed for highly 
automated scanning. 

Operating 
experience/Assessments No scale-up 

constraints. 
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4.3 Data Analysis, Interpretation and Evaluation  
The following sections (Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) describe data reduction, validation 

and reporting for the Navy OML and OC-ALC IML Dem/Vals respectively. 
 
The Dem/Vals proved the IRRIT as an improved method of corrosion inspection 

over the current baseline visual inspection method used at the demonstration sites. This 
new method will give the engineering and corrosion control staff the capability to make 
sound engineering decisions as to whether to remove coatings or not to remove the 
coatings based on the reliable detection of corrosion under coatings. Additionally, the 
CBA criteria for pollution prevention was projected and applied based on actual usage 
data of materials plus projected waste savings scenarios (refer to Section 5). 

 
4.3.1 Corrosion Inspection Comparison – NAVAIR Jacksonville, P-3 

The Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val included the inspection of 2 aircraft (P-3s), 
consisting of 300 square feet of inspected area. The first aircraft inspected with the IRRIT 
was P-3 Tail #912, Bureau Number (BUNO) 158912 (200 square feet IRRIT inspected); 
the second aircraft was P-3 Tail #772, BUNO 162772 (100 square feet IRRIT inspected). 
During this Dem/Val various data points were acquired, including coating thickness, air 
(ambient) temperature, aircraft skin/surface temperature, visible images and IR 
images/video (refer to Table 4-4). The following paragraphs discuss these critical data 
points. 

 
Coating thickness evaluation allows the IRRIT user to ascertain if the operational 

parameters of the system are met on selected demonstration aircraft. Based upon FTIR 
analysis, utilizing samples of various coating thicknesses, the user can determine if the 
MWIR transmission of the coating is sufficient to allow imaging through the coating 
system (refer to Table 2-3). Average coating thicknesses that were recorded during the P-
3 OML Dem/Val were 0.5 mils (flash primer) to 4 mils (primer and topcoat), which is 
within the operational parameters of the IRRIT system. 

 
Temperature measurements provide the IRRIT user with information on adjusting 

the quantity of IR illumination, to maximize image contrast. Improper adjustments of IR 
illuminators can create a condition of zero contrast, resulting in the inability to locate and 
image corrosion by the IRRIT operator. Optimization/baseline studies using a controlled 
temperature protocol were conducted to address this issue and determine the actual 
parameters required to eliminate this possibility (refer to Appendix E.7). During the OML 
and IML Dem/Vals, for blackbody imaging method to have worked (based on the MWIR 
camera and internal camera settings that were utilized) an approximate 10°F temperature 
differential from the air to aircraft skin temperature would have been required. However, 
based on the air and substrate temperature data that was recorded at NAVAIR 
Jacksonville and OC-ALC, IR reflectance (IRRIT) was determined to be the best method 
for detecting corrosion beneath the coated surface (refer to Table 4-4 and Table 4-8).  

 
Visible images, IR images, and real-time IR video were recorded for 

documentation and comparison purposes in support of data analysis. A comparison of the 
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areas exhibiting signs of corrosion under coatings was made between the IRRIT (prior to 
chemical stripping) and visual inspection method (post chemical stripping). These results 
were then evaluated in accordance with Table 4-2. Locations within the selected 
inspection areas indicating corrosion under the coating system were marked for further 
detailed IR photo-documentation with a grease pencil or chalk. The data evaluation and 
interpretation consisted of: 1) a quantity of corrosion positively identified; 2) false 
positives (areas that were incorrectly identified as corrosion); and 3) undetected corrosion 
(inspection miss). IRRIT images and visible images (digital) with primer and topcoat (P-
3 as received) were documented to assess corrosion sites identified during the IRRIT and 
visible scans, for determination of detection accuracy and condition based assessments.  

 
After detailed visual and IR photo-documentation of the painted surface, the 

aircraft OML was chemically stripped using standard approved NAVAIR Jacksonville 
procedures.  After chemical stripping, the IR images and visual images were obtained and 
compared with the coated surface, prior to stripping.  The data acquired is summarized in 
Table 4-5 and Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. Finally, an IRRIT inspection after aircraft 
priming was conducted, to demonstrate the effect of corrosion removal processes was 
accomplished (refer to Appendix F – Dem/Val Plan Deviations). This data ensured that 
the surface effect from the glass-bead corrosion removal process is not misinterpreted as 
corrosion. This step further increased the confidence level, that the substrate surface 
finish will not be incorrectly identified, as corrosion on future inducted aircraft. 

 
The results of the data concluded that the IRRIT method of corrosion inspection is 

significantly more accurate than the visual corrosion inspection method (refer to Table 
4-5). The IRRIT method located on approximately 74-77% of the actual corrosion real-
time, whereas the visual inspection located on approximately 5-12% of the actual 
corrosion. Post processing of the IRRIT data increased the average value to 79-86%.  

 
It was noted during Dem/Val that the type and size of corrosion (i.e., filiform, 

general corrosion, etc.) was not a contributing factor in IRRIT inspection error. Post 
processing the IRRIT data to understand demonstration inspection error identified several 
contributing factors that may have occurred during the Dem/Val process (refer to Table 
4-3).  

 
Table 4-3: Inspection Error Contributing Factors (OML)  

Error Type of Error Description 

#1 Operator Error IRRIT operator missed the corrosion location(s), but after reviewing IR images or IR 
video it was determined that the system actually picked it up. 

#2 Operator Error 
IRRIT operator missed the corrosion location(s) due to MWIR camera auto-gain issue 
(refer to Appendix E.8 Investigation to Correct Auto-Gain Image Issue), which was 
later corrected post processing. 

#3 Operator Error IRRIT operator did not scan the inspection zone completely – and since the zone was 
not scanned via the IRRIT it would have been impossible to identify the corrosion. 

#4 System Failure IRRIT system could not detect corrosion location(s) through coating system. This 
option did not occur during the Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val. 

#5 Operator and 
System Failure  False Positive - Location incorrectly identified as corrosion through coating. 
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In theory, if the IRRIT user spends a lot of time scanning and doing the real-time 
inspection the level of accuracy should be close to 100%. However, due to the time 
constraints of production and other reasons a level of 74-77% accuracy with the IRRIT, 
which is still significantly higher than the 5-25% accuracy of the visual inspection 
method.    

 
Table 4-4: Navy P-3 Dem/Val Data Points Acquired (Raw Data) 

As Received (Primer + Topcoat) 

P-3 OML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin 
Temperature 

Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

IR Video 
(hour:min:sec) 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Wing 26 Measurements 
(AVG = 2.44 mils) 

5 Measurements 
(AVG = 69.1°F) 

4 Measurements 
(AVG = 70.6°F) 2/7/2006 

Fuselage 24 Measurements 
(AVG = 3.07 mils) 

3 Measurements 
(AVG = 70.1°F) 

4 Measurements 
(AVG = 71.9°F) 

375 
Images 

201 
Images 02:29:09 

2/7/2006 

Post Chemical Stripping 

P-3 OML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin 
Temperature 

Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

IR Video 
(hour:min:sec) 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Wing Not Required 2 Measurements 
(AVG = 64.5°F) 

2 Measurements 
(AVG = 66.8°F) 2/10/2006 

Fuselage Not Required 1 Measurement 
(AVG = 71.8°F) 

4 Measurements 
(AVG = 78°F) 

173 
Images 

101 
Images 01:22:51 

2/10/2006 

Flash Primer 

P-3 OML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin 
Temperature 

Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

IR Video 
(hour:min:sec) 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Wing 26 Measurements 
(AVG = 0.79 mils) 

3 Measurements 
(AVG = 80.5°F) 

2 Measurements 
(AVG = 81.9°F) 5/8/2006 

N
av

y 
P-

3 
T

ai
l #

91
2 

Fuselage 9 Measurements 
(AVG = 0.54 mils) 

2 Measurements 
(AVG = 85.2°F) 

1 Measurement 
(AVG = 84.9°F) 

60 
Images 

48 
Images NA 

5/8/2006 

As Received (Primer + Topcoat) 

P-3 OML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin 
Temperature 

Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

IR Video 
(hour:min:sec) 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Wing 15 Measurements 
(AVG = 3.59 mils) 

2 Measurements 
(AVG = 80.1°F) 

2 Measurements 
(AVG = 79.95°F) 

136 
Images 

100 
Images 00:50:17 5/6/2006 

Fuselage NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F (Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 
Post Chemical Stripping 

P-3 OML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin 
Temperature 

Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

IR Video 
(hour:min:sec) 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Wing Not Required 2 Measurements 
(AVG = 78.55°F) 

2 Measurements 
(AVG = 78.7°F) 

125 
Images 

102 
Images NA 5/10/2006 

Fuselage NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F (Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 
Flash Primer 

P-3 OML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin 
Temperature 

Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

IR Video 
(hour:min:sec) 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Wing NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F (Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 

N
av

y 
P-

3 
T

ai
l #

77
2 

Fuselage NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F (Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 
Note: IRRIT Real-Time Accuracy Range = 74-77% 

IRRIT Post-Processing Accuracy Range = 79-86% 
Visual Accuracy Range = 5-25% 
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Table 4-5: Navy P-3 OML Real-Time Results versus Post-Processing Results 
Real-Time Results (P-3 OML Wing Section) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Actual 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results 10 1 163 172 5% 
IRRIT Inspection Results 128 0 44 172 74% 

Post-Processing Results (P-3 OML Wing Section) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Actual 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results Visual inspection does not allow for post-processing results. 
IRRIT Inspection Results 135 0 37 172 79% 

Real-Time Results (P-3 OML Fuselage Section) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Actual 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results 5 0 66 71 7% 
IRRIT Inspection Results 55 0 16 71 77% 

Post-Processing Results (P-3 OML Fuselage Section) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Actual 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results Visual inspection does not allow for post-processing results. 

N
av

y 
P-

3 
T

ai
l #

91
2 

IRRIT Inspection Results 57 0 14 71 80% 
Real-Time Results (P-3 OML Wing Section) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Actual 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results 27 2 74 99 25% 
IRRIT Inspection Results 75 0 24 99 76% 

Post-Processing Results (P-3 OML Wing Section) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Actual 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results Visual inspection does not allow for post-processing results. 

N
av

y 
P-

3 
T

ai
l #

77
2 

IRRIT Inspection Results 85 0 10 99 86% 
Note: Post-processing allows the IRRIT user to review IR images and IR video to identify corrosion locations 
that may have gone initially undetected during the real-time inspection.  
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Table 4-6 below illustrates the IRRIT scan rates of the Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val. 

The total average scan rate was 127 ft²/hour. During the Dem/Val process the scan rate 
improves as the experience in IRRIT operation and procedures are refined. The Dem/Val process 
required extensive documentation which reduced the scan rate. Typical field operation of the 
IRRIT inspection would not require this level of documentation. 

  
Table 4-6: Navy P-3 Dem/Val IRRIT Scan Rates 

As Received (Primer + Topcoat) 
P-3 OML Location Scan Rate 

Wing 64 ft²/hour 
Fuselage 73 ft²/hour 

Post Chemical Stripping 
P-3 OML Location Scan Rate 

Wing 150 ft²/hour 
Fuselage 207 ft²/hour 

Flash Primer 
P-3 OML Location Scan Rate 

Wing 150 ft²/hour 

N
av

y 
P-

3 
T

ai
l #

91
2 

Fuselage Scan Rate Not Recorded 
As Received (Primer + Topcoat) 

P-3 OML Location Scan Rate 
Wing 120 ft²/hour 

Fuselage NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F 
(Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 

Post Chemical Stripping 
P-3 OML Location Scan Rate 

Wing Scan Rate Not Recorded 

Fuselage NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F 
(Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 

Flash Primer 
P-3 OML Location Scan Rate 

Wing NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F 
(Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 

N
av

y 
P-

3 
T

ai
l #

77
2 

Fuselage NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – REFER TO APPENDIX F 
(Dem/Val Plan Deviations) 
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Figure 4-1: P-3 Tail #912 (Wing Section) - IR Image 
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Figure 4-2: P-3 Tail #912 (Fuselage Section) - IR Image 
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Figure 4-3: P-3 Tail #772 (Wing Section) - IR Image 
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Figure 4-4 illustrates the corrosion locations that were identified during the Navy 
P-3 (Tail #772, BUNO 162772) Dem/Val. The note within the figure defines the 
corrosion location and what method they were found and documented.  

 

 
Figure 4-4: Navy P-3 OML Wing Section Corrosion Location Identification 
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4.3.2 Corrosion Inspection Comparison – OC-ALC, KC-135 and B-52 
The USAF KC-135 and B-52 IML Dem/Val included inspection of 5 aircraft, 

encompassing 3 KC-135s and 2 B-52s. During this Dem/Val various data points were 
acquired, including coating thickness, air (ambient) temperature, aircraft skin/surface 
temperature, visible images and IR images/video (refer to Table 4-8 and Table 4-9). The 
above data points are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1. 

During this Dem/Val suspected corrosion with the IRRIT system was identified, 
and the corrosion was confirmed by localized paint stripping and visual inspection. The 
inspection areas in the KC-135 were the fuselage IML (refer to Figure 3-13), wing to 
fuselage carry-through fittings (refer to Figure 3-13), while the B-52 were truss-shaped 
longerons in the bomb bay (refer to Figure 3-14). Following IRRIT inspection, the 
suspected corrosion areas were marked and stripped of paint to allow visual inspection. 
The visual and IRRIT inspections were compared to determine the performance of the 
IRRIT inspection. In general, the KC-135s and B-52s did not produce a large number of 
corrosion locations, and of those found, some were either false positives or were 
superficial corrosion that was removed during the stripping process (refer to Table 4-7 
and Table 4-9). 
 

Table 4-7: Inspection Error Contributing Factors (IML) 
Error Type of 

Error/Failure Description 

#1 Operator and 
System Failure  

False Positive - Location incorrectly identified as corrosion through 
coating. In the case of the KC-135, the false positive was due to surface 
contamination (refer to Figure 4-7) 

#2 
Dem/Val 

Procedural 
Error  

Location identified (by IRRIT) as corrosion could not be validated 
during post strip analysis. In the case of the B-52, the coating removal 
process included mechanical measures, which may have resulted in 
inadvertently removing corrosion product (s) (refer to Table 4-9).  

 
During the IRRIT inspection on KC-135 #1, 6 locations were marked to be 

stripped. Out of these 6 locations, 4 were identified as corrosion and the remaining 2 
were identified as spot welds. After chemically stripping the primer, 2 out of the 4 were 
correctly identified as being corrosion by the IRRIT inspection. The 2 locations that were 
falsely identified by the IRRIT inspection, turned out to be a visually transparent “waxy 
substance” on the surface of the primer (see Figure 4-7). Even though this “waxy 
substance” was visually transparent and could not be seen, it was not transparent in the 
IR, and thus was confused to be corrosion. Future IRRIT inspections will have to include 
thoroughly cleaning the surface prior to inspection. The 2 locations that were identified 
by the IRRIT as spots welds were confirmed via the chemical stripping (see Figure 4-8). 
 

KC-135 #2 during the IRRIT inspection appeared corrosion-free. The entirety of 
the main cargo door interior surface was inspected in approximately half an hour, with 
only one suspect corrosion location identified. Bulkheads were also examined with only 
one more corrosion location identified. Due to the success on B-52 #1 and scheduling 
pressures, a visual inspection was not conducted on KC-135 #2. 
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The purpose of the IRRIT inspection on KC-135 #3 was to demonstrate the utility 
of the new-model IRRIT camera (MilCam) for inspecting the wing spar. This entailed 
working in a tight space that had prevented IRRIT inspection with the Merlin® MWIR 
camera. In addition, a technology demonstration was performed for Navy E-6 field 
engineers located at OC-ALC. 
 

Figure 4-5: MilCam used at OC-ALC 
 
Inspection of B-52 #1’s bomb bay longerons yielded a few suspected corrosion 

locations during IRRIT inspection. Eight corrosion locations were identified. After being 
stripped of paint, 7 proved to be corrosion. It is suspected that the corrosion was so minor 
on one of the locations that it was removed during the chemical stripping process. 
 

IRRIT inspection of B-52 #2 revealed 2 suspect corrosion locations on the 
longerons. Subsequent stripping and inspection showed corrosion at one location. It is 
suspect that the corrosion was so minor on the other location that it was removed during 
the chemical stripping process. 
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The IRRIT inspection process performed acceptably on the B-52 IML with no 
significant inspection performance impacts due to complex geometry (found in KC-135 
IML). Based on the IML Dem/Val results, future IRRIT inspections will require the 
removal (dry-wiping) of surface contamination, known to be problematic in IR (i.e., dirt, 
dust, oil, grease, etc.), prior to inspection (refer to Figure 4-7). Early detection of 
corrosion allows the user to minimize or prevent structural damage and pollution 
prevention through the use of the IRRIT (refer to Figure 3-4). IRRIT inspection process 
provides improved sensitivity for detection of surface corrosion as compared to standard 
eddy current and visual inspection methods utilized at OC-ALC (refer to Figure 4-6). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4-6: IRRIT versus Eddy Current 
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Figure 4-7: False Positive – Location Incorrectly Identified as Corrosion by IRRIT 

 
 

 
Figure 4-8: Spot welds evident via IRRIT inspection 
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Table 4-8: USAF KC-135 and B-52 IML Dem/Val Data Points Acquired (Raw Data) 
Primer 

KC-135 IML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Bulkheads 6 Measurements 
(AVG = 0.95 mils) 

0 Measurements 
(AVG = N/A) 

2 Measurements           
(AVG = 71.5°F) 

19 
Images 

31 
Images 10/23/2006 

Post Selected Spot Chemical Stripping 
KC-135 IML 

Location 
Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

K
C

-1
35

 #
1 

Bulkheads Not Required 0 Measurements 
(AVG = N/A) 

0 Measurements        
(AVG = N/A) 

22 
Images 

9 
Images 10/24/2006 

Primer 
KC-135 IML 

Location 
Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

K
C

-1
35

 #
2 

Cargo Door 11 Measurements 
(AVG = 1.31 mils) 

4 Measurements 
(AVG = 75.2°F) 

5 Measurements           
(AVG = 75.9°F) 

10 
Images 

5 
Images 10/25/2006 

Primer 
KC-135 IML 

Location 
Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

K
C

-1
35

 #
3 

Port Wing 
Spar 

NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN –  
Purpose of IRRIT inspection was to show capability of the system in tight spaces. 10/26/2006 

Primer + Topcoat 
B-52 IML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Longerons 6 Measurements 
(AVG = 1.57 mils) 

1 Measurement 
(AVG = 67°F) 

3 Measurements        
(AVG = 67.1°F) 

21 
Images 

17 
Images 10/24/2006 

Post Selected Spot Chemical Stripping 
B-52 IML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

B
-5

2 
#1

 

Longerons Not Required 0 Measurements 
(AVG = N/A) 

0 Measurements        
(AVG = N/A) 

10 
Images 

21 
Images 10/25/2006 

Primer + Topcoat 
B-52 IML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

Longerons 7 Measurements 
(AVG = 3.39 mils) 

1 Measurement 
(AVG = 70°F) 

4 Measurements        
(AVG = 71°F) 

11 
Images 

10 
Images 10/25/2006 

Post Selected Spot Chemical Stripping 
B-52 IML 
Location 

Paint Thickness 
Measurements 

Air Temperature 
Measurements 

Aircraft Skin Temperature 
Measurements 

Visible 
Photos 

IR 
Photos 

Date Data 
Acquired 

B
-5

2 
#2

 

Longerons Not Required 0 Measurements 
(AVG = N/A) 

0 Measurements        
(AVG = N/A) 

10 
Images 

12 
Images 10/26/2006 
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Table 4-9: USAF KC-135 and B-52 IML Real-Time Results 
Real-Time Results (KC-135 IML Bulkhead) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Confirmed 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results No visual corrosion sites confirmed. K
C

-1
35

 #
1 

IRRIT Inspection Results 4 2 * 2 ** 
Real-Time Results (KC-135 IML Cargo Door) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Confirmed 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results No visual corrosion sites confirmed. K
C

-1
35

 #
2 

IRRIT Inspection Results 1 Unknown – No selective spot stripping occurred. 
Real-Time Results (KC-135 IML Port Wing Spar) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Confirmed 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results K
C

-1
35

 #
3 

IRRIT Inspection Results 
NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN –  

Purpose of IRRIT inspection was to show capability of the system in tight spaces. 
Real-Time Results (B-52 IML Longerons) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Confirmed 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results No visual corrosion sites confirmed. B
-5

2 
#1

 

IRRIT Inspection Results 8 1*** * 7 ** 
Real-Time Results (B-52 IML Longerons) 

Inspection Technique 
Suspected 
Areas of 

Corrosion 

False 
Positives Misses 

Confirmed 
Corrosion 

Sites 
% Accuracy 

Visual Inspection Results No visual corrosion sites confirmed. B
-5

2 
#2

 

IRRIT Inspection Results 2 1*** * 1 ** 
* = Due to the fact that selective spot stripping occurred (only for locations that were identified by the IRRIT as having corrosion 
beneath the coating), it is impossible to know if any other corrosion locations were missed. 
** = Cannot determine accuracy solely based on spot stripping, because it is unknown whether or not corrosion was missed in areas 
that were not stripped. 

Notes: 

*** = Corrosion may have been removed by stripping process, mechanical abrasion may have occurred. 
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Table 4-10 below illustrates the IRRIT scan rates of the USAF KC-135 and B-52 
IML Dem/Val. The total average scan rate was 132 ft²/hour. During the Dem/Val process the 
scan rate improves as the experience in IRRIT operation and procedures are refined. The 
Dem/Val process required extensive documentation which reduced the scan rate. Typical field 
operation of the IRRIT inspection would not require this level of documentation. 
 

Table 4-10: USAF KC-135 and B-52 Dem/Val IRRIT Scan Rates 

Primer 

KC-135 IML 
Location Scan Rate 

K
C

-1
35

 #
1 

Bulkheads 133 ft²/hour 

Primer 

KC-135 IML 
Location Scan Rate 

K
C

-1
35

 #
2 

Cargo Door 150 ft²/hour 

Primer 

KC-135 IML 
Location Scan Rate 

K
C

-1
35

 #
3 

Port Wing Spar 
NO MEASUREMENTS TAKEN – Purpose of 

IRRIT inspection was to demonstrate capability of 
the system in areas of limited access. 

Primer + Topcoat 

B-52 IML 
Location Scan Rate B

-5
2 

#1
 

Longerons 108 ft²/hour 

Primer + Topcoat 

B-52 IML 
Location Scan Rate B

-5
2 

#2
 

Longerons 135 ft²/hour 
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Figure 4-9: B-52 #1 (Longeron Section) - IR Image 
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4.3.3 Summation of Dem/Val Results 
Figure 4-10 illustrates the high level of accuracy of the IRRIT inspection method 

(79%, 80%, and 86% Post-Processing IRRIT) as compared to the visual inspection 
method (5%, 7%, and 25% Real-Time Visible), during the Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val. The 
IRRIT inspection identified three times (3X) the amount of corrosion located by visual 
inspection. The IRRIT as compared to the visual inspection method allows for post-
processing the images after the inspection, which can assist the identification of corrosion 
present but not observed during the real-time inspection. Probable IRRIT inspection 
errors can be found in Table 4-3.  
 

Figure 4-10: Navy P-3 OML - Accuracy of IRRIT Inspection versus Visual 
Inspection 
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Figure 4-11 illustrates the high level of accuracy of the IRRIT inspection (50%, 
88%, and 50%) method as compared to the visual inspection method (0%, no corrosion 
visually noted), during the USAF KC-135 and B-52 IML Dem/Val. During this Dem/Val 
the inspected aircraft had low levels of corrosion, thus reducing the data set that was 
recorded. No corrosion was detected via visual inspection, whereas IRRIT successfully 
identified several corrosion locations. Probable IRRIT inspection errors can be found in 
Table 4-7. 
 

Figure 4-11: KC-135/B-52 IML - Accuracy of IRRIT Inspection versus Visual Inspection 
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Figure 4-12 illustrates the average level of detection, comparing visual inspection 
versus IRRIT inspection. This is a weighted average, where all corrosion sites where 
weighted equally for both OML and IML Dem/Vals. This chart illustrates the high level 
of accuracy of the IRRIT inspection method as compared to the visual inspection method. 
In total (including OML and IML Dem/Vals) there were 352 corrosion sites. The IRRIT 
found 287 corrosion sites out of the 352, equaling 82% accuracy. Visual inspection found 
42 corrosion sites out of the 352, equaling 12% accuracy.  

 

Figure 4-12: Average Accuracy of IRRIT Inspection versus Visual Inspection 
 

It was found during demonstration and validation testing that the contributing 
factor for such a large deviation of inspection results between visual and IRRIT was due 
to the detection methods utilized for each technique. The IRRIT method directly images 
corrosion by-product through the paint system due to reflectance contrast differences of 
the substrate. The visual method relies upon the identification of paint surface 
irregularities/blistering (i.e., paint degradation) as a result of substrate volume changes 
associated with corrosion formation. 
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5. COST ASSESSMENT 
As discussed in previous sections, the IRRIT system was demonstrated on both 

OML and IML applications.  Potential economic and environmental savings from use of 
the IRRIT arise largely from the opportunity to reduce coating removal and repaint 
activities.  However, it should be emphasized that the IRRIT is an inspection tool that 
may identify reduction opportunities but does not change the extent of corrosion on an 
aircraft or improve the performance of its coating system.  The primary function of the 
IRRIT is to increase user knowledge of the real condition of the substrate, enabling 
engineering disposition to occur with greater confidence. 

 
When the regular maintenance cycle and maintenance costs are known, potential 

savings from reduced maintenance can be projected.  The other source of potential 
economic savings is that early detection and treatment of corrosion to reduce structural 
damage could aid in extending the over-all service life of affected aircraft and minimize 
the magnitude of corrosion repair.  However, the degree to which the IRRIT could create 
potential savings from increased service life is difficult to quantify without program 
specific understanding of corrosion history for the particular weapon system. 

 
In aviation-related maintenance, decision-making on when or whether corrosion 

treatment and/or coating repair should occur is based primarily on expert knowledge.  
There is no standardized formula across aircraft programs where ‘x’ corrosion locations 
indicate that the surface must be stripped and treated while ‘y’ corrosion locations 
indicates that the surface can be treated with lesser measures.  Instead it is a qualitative 
evaluation guided by experience and multiple considerations of coating condition, past 
coating performance, current corrosion, the service conditions under which the aircraft is 
expected to operate, and many other factors.  As seen in Section 4.3, during the 
Dem/Vals the IRRIT system showed on average a three times (3X) or greater 
improvement over visual inspection techniques. 

 
The regular strip and repaint of the Navy P-3 OML, has been used as a baseline 

process against which to measure potential alternate processes made possible by use of 
data gathered by the IRRIT.  For these purposes, the P-3, with an OML surface area of 
6500 square feet, is considered a “medium sized aircraft” and can be used as a broad 
approximate for other medium sized aircraft.  Approximately every four years each P-3 is 
completely stripped of paint using a chemical stripping agent and then repainted.  One 
cost analysis scenario for the IRRIT is a transition to condition-based maintenance.  In 
condition-based maintenance, aircraft are assessed and treated to varying maintenance 
procedures, according to the extent of actual corrosion present.   

 
It is also possible that weapon system managers could use the increased confidence 

granted by the IRRIT to extend the maintenance interval between strip and repaint events.  
A scenario was considered where it was assumed the improved information and user 
confidence provided by the camera allows a lasting change to aircraft maintenance 
cycles.  This demonstrates the potential impact of even a one year shift to the 
maintenance cycles.  This is an example of potential savings if increased user confidence 
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provided by the IRRIT can be translated into a less conservative maintenance procedure 
interval.  

 
In IML corrosion inspection processes, the baseline process is less clear.  For both 

the KC-135 and the B-52 aircraft, the IML is not stripped and repainted as a matter of 
routine during each maintenance cycle.  Instead there are two scenarios when the IML 
may be partially stripped.  In the first, a visual (and for some critical areas, NDI) 
inspection is carried out when an aircraft enters depot maintenance.  Detected corrosion is 
then treated on an as-needed basis.  This occurs in the KC-135, when during the regular 
maintenance cycle support bulkheads within the cargo area are inspected for signs of 
weakening, fracture, and/or corrosion.  

 
In the second, a “one time order” may require that all aircraft of a particular model 

have a specific IML location stripped during their maintenance cycle, in order to gather 
information on substrate condition in that area.  This recently occurred on the B-52, when 
each B-52 in the fleet had its bomb bay longerons stripped for inspection and then 
repainted.  The longerons are not scheduled to be stripped a second time on subsequent 
maintenance cycles. 

 
The potential impact of the IRRIT on IML maintenance work is difficult to 

quantify due to the lack of regular strip and repaint activity on the surveyed aircraft IML 
areas.  Accordingly, this cost assessment will focus on the potential impact of the IRRIT 
on the OML maintenance work, using the P-3 data as a baseline.  Potential savings from 
use of the IRRIT on aircraft IMLs will be discussed in Section 5.2.7. 

 
5.1 Cost Reporting 

An economic analysis was conducted using the Environmental Cost Analysis 
Methodology (ECAMSM) cost estimating tool, comparing the current chemical depainting 
process of aircraft that is performed at NAVAIR Jacksonville on the P-3 aircraft 
(Baseline Scenario) to potential savings from purchase and use of an IRRIT system.  The 
objective of the cost assessment is to provide cost analysis information, such as yearly 
savings, net present value, and payback period, for use alongside other information (e.g., 
performance data) to make decisions about implementation of the IRRIT system.  The 
ECAMSM methodology was used to perform this analysis to the level necessary to ensure 
the following types of information were included: 
 

• Direct process costs, (e.g., labor, materials); 
• Indirect costs (e.g., hazardous waste management and disposal); and 
• Other cost data (e.g., data related to the maintenance interval that impacts costs). 

The baseline process involves maintenance activities performed at NAVAIR 
Jacksonville in which each P-3 aircraft is completely stripped and repainted 
approximately every four years.  The alternatives below are general models that use 
available real world data but do not directly describe a particular weapon system.  
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Condition-based Maintenance scenario involves changing maintenance from the 
baseline approach of stripping 100% of every aircraft to one where several alternative 
maintenance options are available based on condition of the aircraft.  These options may 
require a smaller surface area of the aircraft to be stripped and/or repainted.  Use of the 
IRRIT is required, because currently a pre-strip visual-based inspection method would 
not provide accurate enough information on aircraft condition. 
 
Maintenance Cycle Extension scenario involves changing the baseline 
stripping/repainting maintenance from its current interval to adding an additional +1, +2, 
+3, or +4 years to the maintenance cycle. 
 
To understand the cost data for these usage scenarios, it is first important to outline them 
in detail.  This is done in Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.2.3. 
 
5.1.1 Baseline Maintenance Procedure 

Currently, P-3 aircraft undergo paint strip, corrosion treatment, and repaint at 
NAVAIR Jacksonville.  The baseline chemical stripping and repainting process of P-3 
aircraft evaluated for this report was broken down into three basic steps that are generally 
repeated every four years for each aircraft.  Approximately 25 P-3 aircraft are processed 
in this manner each year.  As illustrated in Figure 5-1, each step generates air emissions 
and wastes. 
 

 
Figure 5-1: Baseline Maintenance Process 

 
In the first step, the aircraft is brought into the strip hanger, where it is secured, 

stripped of paint using a chemical agent, and surface corrosion is treated.  In the second 
and third steps, the aircraft is taken to the paint hanger where the entire surface area is 
primed and repainted.  Significant costs for the baseline procedure include: 
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• Labor; 
• Materials; 
• Utilities; and 
• Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS). 

 
The costs for the baseline maintenance process will be broken out in detail in Section 5.2. 
 
5.1.2 Alternative Scenario Description: Condition-Based Maintenance 

In the condition based maintenance alternative scenario, it is assumed that when an 
aircraft enters the depot on its regular maintenance cycle, the IRRIT system is used to 
perform inspections to assess the actual amount of corrosion present on the aircraft.  This 
inspection is planned to occur during what is currently aircraft non-active wait time, 
rather than on a critical path.  Overall process flow would therefore not be affected.  
Rather than the baseline scenario, where all P-3 aircraft are treated identically, condition-
based maintenance calls for one of four possible maintenance options.  One of the 
following options would be ordered by a qualified inspector based on the results of the 
IRRIT inspection findings: 
 

• Full Strip – This is the same as the baseline process, with the exception of an 
expanded inspection procedure.  In a condition-based scenario, full-strip will be 
used whenever over 30% of the aircraft shows signs of corrosion heavy enough to 
require stripping to treat. 

 
• Scuff/Sand/Overcoat – In this procedure, intended for aircraft where corrosion is 

relatively minor over less than 30% of the aircraft, only selected corroded areas 
are scuffed and sanded to access the corroded portions of the aircraft substrate.  
These areas are then treated.  For the purposes of the cost analysis, it is assumed 
that the area treated will constitute 25% of the surface area on average.  The entire 
aircraft is then primed, and painted with topcoat in accordance with normal 
procedures. 

 
• Selected Strip – This option is intended for aircraft that exhibit heavy corrosion 

that is limited less than 30% of the surface area.  Only the heavily corroded areas 
of the aircraft are stripped.  For the purposes of the cost analysis, it is assumed 
that the area treated will constitute 25% of the surface area on average.  The 
selected area is stripped, treated for corrosion, and then the entire aircraft is 
primed and painted with topcoat in accordance with normal procedures. 

 
• Spot Repair – In this procedure, intended for aircraft where the corrosion is 

minor, the aircraft is not stripped.  Unlike the scuff/sand/overcoat procedure, no 
large areas of the aircraft are scuffed to expose substrate.  Instead individual 
spots/locations where corrosion is detected are treated.  These areas are expected 
to be present over less than 15% of surface area of the aircraft and, for the 
purposes of the cost analysis, are assumed to constitute 15% of the aircraft surface 
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area.  Unlike the other maintenance procedures, only the treated areas of the 
aircraft are repainted. 

 
The percentages of the baseline strip and repaint process required by each of the 
alternative maintenance procedures are illustrated in Figure 5-2 below. 
 

 
Figure 5-2: Percentage of Baseline Labor and Materials Used in Alternatives 

 
Historical data for condition-based maintenance on the H-53 aircraft was obtained 

from Marine Corps Air Depot– Cherry Point (MCAD Cherry Point).  The H-53 is 
deployed in environments as harsh as or harsher than the P-3.  Therefore, the H-53 data 
was used to estimate the percentage and total numbers of medium sized aircraft that 
would pass through each of the maintenance options on a yearly basis.  Table 5-1, below, 
illustrates these estimated percentages and numbers of aircraft using the P-3 fleet as a 
baseline. 
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Table 5-1: Estimated % of A/C Directed Through Four Condition-Based Maintenance Options 

Maintenance Option Population Distribution 

Aircraft Processed 
Assuming 25 Aircraft per 

Year 
Full Strip 50% 12.5* 
Scuff/Sand/Overcoat 40% 10 
Selected Strip 5% 1.25* 
Spot Repair 5% 1.25* 

 *Numbers remain fractional for purpose of average value per year calculation. 
 

All of the condition-based maintenance scenarios other than full strip are less costly 
than a full strip.  Therefore condition-based maintenance could lead to a cost savings if 
the reduction from conducting procedures other than full-strip are greater than the capital 
and labor costs of inspecting each aircraft using the IRRIT system.  
 
5.1.3 Maintenance Cycle Extension Scenario 

It is assumed that the only change to the baseline maintenance activities under this 
scenario will be the interval shift between stripping and repainting events. All other 
maintenance activities will remain the same for the purpose of this scenario.   
 
5.1.3.1 Current Method for Maintenance Period Determination 

Because of the importance of preventing corrosion damage, aircraft strip and 
repaint schedules are determined through a survey of a significant portion of the fleet in 
the field by the weapons system engineer.  NDI methods currently available for these 
inspections are not fast or portable enough to inspect a significant portion of each 
aircraft’s surface area, leaving the inspecting engineer(s) only the option of a visual 
inspection.  Pre-strip, this visual inspection can only identify corrosion that has 
progressed sufficiently to cause peeling or flaking of the aircraft topcoat. Consequently, 
strip-and-repaint maintenance schedules are determined on an extremely conservative 
basis, as it is difficult to track the speed, frequency, and nature with which corrosion is 
forming underneath topcoat. 
 

In coatings with a long history of implementation, this disadvantage can be 
overcome by the cumulative experience over many years of inspecting aircraft as they are 
stripped.  However, a number of new coatings designed for longer wear life and 
improved durability are being tested and/or implemented by the Navy and other service 
branches.  Without a history of observation to fall back on, strip and repaint cycles must 
be estimated more conservatively. 
 
5.1.3.2 Potential Influence of IRRIT System on Maintenance Cycle 

The IRRIT system represents a unique opportunity to collect more accurate 
corrosion data for the purposes of determining strip and repaint maintenance intervals.  
While this technique could potentially be used on most aircraft models, this scenario 
examines the potential costs and benefits of using information and experience gained 
from use of the IRRIT technology as a decision-making tool in extending the 
maintenance interval of a medium sized aircraft fleet. The following process assumptions 
were made: 
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• The IRRIT system is used to collect data that justifies extending the maintenance 

cycle (i.e., 100% removal of the topcoat) from its current interval (baseline P-3 of 
4 years) to either +1, +2, +3, or +4 year periods. 

• Inspections utilizing an ergonomically packaged IRRIT system require time and 
labor on the part of the inspecting engineer comparable to performing a detailed 
visual inspection. 

• Only a single IRRIT system will be required for its use as a decision-making tool. 
• No economies of scale will be lost in the reduced number of aircraft stripped per 

year. 
 

Table 5-2 illustrates the estimated current and future number of aircraft stripped per 
year for the baseline and calculated based off the baseline for the proposed interval shifts.  
The baseline throughput quantity was provided by NAVAIR Jacksonville (25 aircraft per 
year).  Throughput quantities for the alternative scenarios were estimated by dividing the 
current maintenance interval (4 years) by the new maintenance interval (+1, +2, +3, and 
+4 years), multiplying the result by 25 (current aircraft per year), and rounding up.  For 
example, the calculation for throughput for the +3 year maintenance alternative is as 
follows: 
 

(4 yrs)/(7 yrs) * (25 aircraft/yr) = 15 aircraft/yr 
 

To quantify potential impact to throughput, the numbers of P-3 aircraft stripped per 
year was divided by the baseline quantity (25 aircraft/yr).  This gives the percentage of 
aircraft stripped per year for the alternative relative to the baseline (the baseline is 100%).  
For example, assuming a +3 year depainting interval, the following calculation was 
performed: 
 

(15 aircraft/yr) / (25 aircraft/yr) = 60% 
 
These percentages are also provided in Table 5-2. 
 

Table 5-2: Estimated Annual Quantities of Aircraft Stripped 
Depainting 

Interval 
Number of Aircraft 
Stripped per Year 

Percentage of Baseline Aircraft 
Stripped per year 

Baseline Scenario   
4 Years (current) 25 100% 
Alternative Scenarios  
+1 Years 20 80% 
+2 Years 17 68% 
+3 Years 15 60% 
+4 Years 13 52% 
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Fewer aircraft processed per year could result in a reduced annual cost for stripping, 
corrosion treatment, and repainting. 
 
5.2 Cost Analysis 

Cost data that was used for this economic analysis was accumulated throughout the 
Dem/Val of the P-3 at NAVAIR Jacksonville.  Additionally, information on the current 
P-3 stripping and coating operations was obtained with cooperation from NAVAIR 
Jacksonville.  Costs for the IML scenario described in Section 5.2.8 were based off of P-3 
strip and repaint costs. 

 
5.2.1 Cost of Demonstration 

There was no significant demonstration cost occurred at the Dem/Val sites because 
the IRRIT system did not alter the baseline process for the aircraft surveyed and work 
was conducted on a non-interference basis around the maintenance schedule. 
 
5.2.2 Baseline Cost Analysis 

The cost categories considered for the baseline process were labor, materials, 
utilities, and EHS costs.  As no new equipment was required for the baseline process, no 
capital costs for the baseline were noted.  Equipment costs were not included in the 
baseline because alternate scenarios would only cause some equipment to be used less 
often, not eliminate it entirely.  The cost of stripping and repainting capital equipment 
therefore remains the same across baseline and alternate scenarios.  Additional cost 
savings might occur due to extension of equipment life, but the analysis will first 
consider if the scenarios as given show cost savings without factoring in such third tier 
costs. 
 

Table 5-3, Table 5-4, and Table 5-5 illustrate the data and assumptions used to 
estimate costs for the baseline process. Table 5-3 illustrates the hours of labor allowed by 
P-3 work instructions for each step of the strip and repaint process, and converts these 
labor hours into a dollar value using the baseline labor rate. Table 5-4 illustrates costs of 
materials and utilities for each aircraft stripped and repainted. Table 5-5 illustrates 
disposal costs for the hazardous wastes being produced. Table 5-6 illustrates the sum total 
of all reoccurring costs, Table 5-7 illustrates the VOC emissions produced by each P-3 
aircraft processed, and Table 5-8 illustrates the chromate usage. 
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Table 5-3:  Baseline Labor Requirements 
Category Qty. Units Source  

Labor to chemical 
strip/ID/treat corrosion   547  hrs/ aircraft NAVAIR Jacksonville 

Labor to prime aircraft  92  hrs/ aircraft NAVAIR Jacksonville 
Labor to paint/seal aircraft  201  hrs/ aircraft NAVAIR Jacksonville 
Labor to paint aircraft  474  hrs/ aircraft NAVAIR Jacksonville 
Sub-Total of labor  1,314 hrs/ aircraft Calculated 

Labor Rate 

65.00 $/hr Generic burdened rate.  Not specific to any depot.  
This rate was calculated using a partially burdened 
amount to include standard benefits (e.g., medical, 
vacation). 

Cost per Aircraft 85,397* $/ aircraft Calculated 
*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 

number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 
 

As illustrated in Table 5-3, over 1300 man-hours of labor are required for each P-3 
aircraft stripped and repainted.  These ours include all secondary required labor such as 
moving the aircraft from location to location and preparing set up and take down 
equipment.  Using a generic burdened labor rate of 65 dollars per hour the labor cost per 
aircraft to strip and repaint a P-3 is $85,410.  The impact of varying the labor rate is 
discussed further in Section 5.2.6. 
 

Table 5-4 illustrates the cost of materials and utilities required to strip and repaint a 
P-3 aircraft. 
 

Table 5-4: Baseline Materials and Utilities Cost Data and Assumptions 
Category Qty Units Source 

Materials    
Aluminum/Barrier Tape   1,000 $/aircraft NAVAIR Jacksonville - June 2006 
Stripper, De-sealant, Grinder, 
Solvent, Soap, Bead, and 
Sanding Disk Material  

11,749 $/aircraft NAVAIR Jacksonville - June 2006 

Priming and Sealing Material   4,370  $/aircraft  NAVAIR Jacksonville 

Paint  3,614  $/aircraft  
Report on P-3 Chemical Strip 

Materials & Cost Data, authored by 
T. Cowherd, NAVAIR Jacksonville 

Miscellaneous  500 $/ aircraft Engineering estimate 
Total Materials 21,233* $/aircraft Calculated 
Utilities    
Electric/Steam $1.00 $/hr Per T. Cowherd report 
Production Hours 144 hrs/aircraft Per T. Cowherd report 
Total Utilities 144 $/aircraft Calculated 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
Table 5-5 illustrates the disposal costs for wastes generated by stripping and 

repainting a P-3 aircraft.  Note that because NAVAIR Jacksonville remains underneath 
its VOC emissions limits, there is no direct economic cost per unit of individual VOC 
emission.  VOC emissions are therefore considered separately in Table 5-7 from a purely 
environmental perspective. 
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Table 5-5: Baseline EHS Cost Data and Assumptions 
Category Qty. Units Source of Assumptions 
Impact, Alum Mask Tapes per 
aircraft  600  lbs/ aircraft  Environmental Engineering Office ($1.03/lb 

disposal) 

Glass Bead Media  7,800  lbs/ aircraft  Environmental Engineering Office ($1.03/lb 
disposal) 

Wastewater: Hazardous Waste  114  lbs/ aircraft  Environmental Engineering Office ($1.03/lb 
disposal) 

Subtotal 8,514 lbs/ aircraft Calculated from Tapes, Glass Bead, and 
Haz. Wastewater 

Subtotal – Disposal Cost 8,769* $/aircraft Calculated from $1.03/lb 

Wastewater: Sludge  1,638  lbs/ aircraft  Environmental Engineering Office ($0.45/lb 
disposal) 

Wastewater: Liquid Waste 
(Brine)  1,121  lbs/ aircraft  Environmental Engineering Office ($0.45/lb 

disposal) 

Subtotal 2,759 lbs/ aircraft Calculated from Tapes, Glass Bead, and 
Haz. Wastewater 

Subtotal – Disposal Cost 1,242* $/aircraft Calculated from $0.45/lb 
Wastewater generated requiring 
treatment 15,000 gal/ aircraft Environmental Engineering Office 

($0.8520/gallon disposal) 
Subtotal – Wastewater 
Disposal Cost 12,780 $/aircraft Calculated from $0.8520/gallon 

VOC Emissions unit cost $0 $/ton 
Due to NAVAIR Jacksonville remaining 

under its emissions limit, there is no dollar 
cost 

Subtotal (EHS) 22,791* $/aircraft Calculated 
Total lbs hazardous waste 
generated 11,273 lbs/ aircraft Calculated 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
Table 5-6 illustrates the total baseline costs of an aircraft strip and repaint per aircraft. 
 

Table 5-6: Total Baseline Strip and Repaint Costs 
Category Qty. Units Source of Assumptions 
Labor 85,397 $/aircraft Table 5-3 
Materials 21,233 $/aircraft Table 5-4 
Utilities 144 $/aircraft Table 5-4 
EHS 22,791 $/aircraft Table 5-5 
Total 129,565 $/aircraft Calculated 

 
As can be seen, aircraft strip and repaint is a labor-intensive process, with labor 

comprising over 60% of the cost per aircraft.  EHS costs are also considerable, as many 
of the hazardous wastes created during the process must be disposed of properly.  These 
costs are incurred each time a P-3 is stripped.  If the rate of aircraft being stripped is 
reduced, or if some are allocated to less intensive corrosion-treatment processes, then 
there is significant potential for cost savings.  This will be discussed further in the 
alternative scenario cost analyses. 
 

Though not considered as a dollar value, Table 5-7 illustrates the VOC emissions 
from the painting and stripping materials used.  These were calculated from the usage 
numbers give by NAVAIR Jacksonville and the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for 
each material.  As illustrated in Table 5-7, the chemical stripper, Turco 6881, is 
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responsible for the majority of VOCs released during the baseline strip and repaint 
process. 
 

Table 5-7: Baseline VOC Emissions 
Material VOC 

(lbs/gallon) 
Used/aircraft 

(gallons) 
VOCs/ aircraft 

(lbs) 
Chemical Stripper: Turco 6881 6.38 450 2,873 
Primer: MIL-PRF-85582, TY I, 
Class C1 3.22 40 129 
Sealant: AMS 3276 0.29 4.24 1.23 
Topcoat: MIL-PRF-85285, TY I 3.31 50 166 
Solvent: TT-T-2935 6 42.5 255 
Total N/A N/A 3423* 

 *Note that quantities were calculated to two decimal places but in the indicated cell have been rounded to 
the nearest whole number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
In addition to the VOC emissions, the MIL-PRF-85582D Deft primer used on P-3 

aircraft contains 0.6 lbs/hexavalent chromium per gallon.  Regulatory drivers (see Section 
1.3) mandate that used of chromate containing materials be minimized in order to protect 
against worker exposure.  Total pounds of chromate in primer applied to aircraft are 
illustrated in Table 5-8 below. 
 

Table 5-8: Baseline Chromate Use 
Material Chromates 

(lbs/gallon) 
Used/aircraft 

(gallons) 
Chromate/ aircraft 

(lbs) 
Primer: MIL-PRF-85582, TY I, Class C1 0.6 40 24 

 
In previous tables, costs and emissions have been given per aircraft stripped and 

repainted.  Under the baseline scenario, 25 P-3 aircraft will be stripped and repainted per 
year. Table 5-9 illustrates the annual baseline costs and environmental emissions for the 
baseline process. 
 

Table 5-9: Baseline Costs Per Year 
Category Baseline (per 

aircraft) 
Units Baseline (25 

P-3/ year) 
Units 

Capital Costs N/A  N/A N/A 
    
Annual Operating and Maintenance (O&M) 
Costs 

   

Labor 85,397 $/aircraft 2,134,925* $/year 
Materials 21,233 $/aircraft 530,829* $/year 
Utilities 144.00 $/aircraft 3,600 $/year 
EHS 22,791 $/aircraft 569,774* $/year 
TOTAL 129,565* $/aircraft 3,239,128* $/year 
VOC Release 3,423 lbs VOC /aircraft 85,577* lbs VOC /year 
Total lbs chromates applied 24 lbs chromate /aircraft 600 lbs chromate /year 
Total lbs hazardous waste 
generated 11,273 lbs haz waste/ aircraft 281,825 lbs haz waste/ year 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole number.  This 
may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 
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5.2.3 Condition-based Maintenance Scenario Cost Analysis 
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, a potential condition-based maintenance scenario 

would cause each medium sized aircraft to undergo one of four alternate maintenance 
options.  The maintenance option recommended for each aircraft under this alternative is 
based on the condition of the aircraft.  As these options are only theoretical, the costs 
calculated for each are estimates based on discussions with NAVAIR Jacksonville.  For 
the majority of the processes, the costs are estimated by beginning with the baseline and 
omitting or reducing in scope certain steps.  Only in the Scuff/Sand/Overcoat process is a 
new step created in which selected areas of the aircraft are sanded and scuffed instead of 
stripped. 

 
Per NAVAIR Jacksonville, the requirement for condition-based maintenance is that 

70% of the OML be scanned in a single shift of 8 hours.  Given the surface area of the P-
3 and the estimated scan rate for an ergonomic IRRIT of 280 sq. ft./hour, it was 
calculated that this would require two IRRIT systems.  Consequently, the capital cost of 
for condition-based maintenance is calculated as requiring purchase of two IRRIT 
systems. 

 
Table 5-10 illustrates the capital costs and maintenance costs associated with 

implementing a single IRRIT camera system.  These costs were then used to determine 
the cost of purchasing two IRRIT systems in Table 5-11. 
 

Table 5-10: Single IRRIT System Cost 
Category Quantity Units Source of assumptions 
Training Costs (Capital Cost)   
Number of personnel to 
train on system 4 persons NAVAIR Jacksonville 

Hours required for initial 
training 8 hrs/person Estimated by Northrop Grumman 

Total Training Labor 32 hrs/camera system Calculated 
Training Labor Cost 2,080 $/training session Calculated at labor rate of $65/hr 
Cost to purchase training 15,000 $/training Estimated by Northrop Grumman 
Subtotal (training) 17,080 $/training Calculated 
IRRIT Equipment Cost (Capital Cost)  
Camera, filter, lenses 64,000 $/system Northrop Grumman 
Software 5,000 $/system Northrop Grumman 
Laptop computer 5,000 $/system Northrop Grumman 
Illumination System 1,000 $/system Northrop Grumman 
Camera tripod head 100 $/tripod Northrop Grumman 
Camera Vest/backpack 2,100 $/vest Northrop Grumman 
Heads up display 
eyeglasses 2,000 $/glasses Northrop Grumman 

LCD small display 400 $/LCD Northrop Grumman 
Data transfer cables (set) 8,000 $/set Northrop Grumman 
Subtotal (Equipment) 87,600 $/camera system Calculated 
Equipment Maintenance Costs (Annually Reoccurring Cost) 

Maintenance Costs 8,760 $/year 

Engineering estimate based on 10% of 
capital cost ($87,000); agreed upon by 

Northrop Grumman 
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Table 5-11 illustrates the capital and equipment maintenance costs for the two 
IRRIT systems estimated as required for conducting condition-based maintenance. 
 

Table 5-11: Alternative Capital & Equipment Maintenance Costs 
Category Quantity Units Source of Assumptions 

Equipment (Capital Cost)   
IRRIT System 
Cameras (2) 175,200 $ Calculated cost for two cameras; from single 

camera cost in Table 5-10. 
Training Costs (Capital Cost)   
Training Subcon & 
Labor 17,090 $ As per Table 5-10.  (No increased cost for 

multiple cameras.) 
Equipment Maintenance Cost (Annually Reoccurring Cost) 

Maintenance Costs 17,520 $/year Calculated cost for two cameras; from single 
camera cost in Table 5-10. 

 
Table 5-12, Table 5-13, and Table 5-14 illustrate the potential costs for each of the 

procedures in the condition-based scenario. Table 5-12 illustrates equipment labor costs, 
Table 5-13 illustrates materials and utilities costs, and Table 5-14 illustrates EHS costs.  
The source of all assumptions is data provided from NAVAIR Jacksonville. 
 

Table 5-12: Condition-Based Maintenance Labor Requirements 
Category Full 

Strip 
Scuff/ 
Sand 

Selected 
Strip 

Spot 
Strip 

Units Source 

Labor for 70% surface 
inspection with IRRIT 
system (P-3 has 6500 sq. 
ft. surface area) 

33 33 33 33 Hours/ 
aircraft 

4,550 sq. ft. inspected 
and 280 sq.ft./hr. 

inspection rate for 2 
workers 

Labor hours to chemical 
strip/ID/treat corrosion per 
aircraft 

547 78 168 28 Hours/ 
aircraft 

NAVAIR 
Jacksonville 

Labor hours to prime 
aircraft 92 92 92 28 Hours/ 

aircraft 
NAVAIR 

Jacksonville 
Labor hours to paint/seal 
aircraft 202 202 202 49 Hours/ 

aircraft 
NAVAIR 

Jacksonville 
Labor hours to paint 
aircraft 474 474 474 84 Hours/ 

aircraft 
NAVAIR 

Jacksonville 
Sub-total Labor (hrs) 1347* 878* 968* 221* Hours/ 

aircraft Calculated 

Sub-Total Labor (at 
$65/hr labor rate) 87,555 57,070 62,920* 14,365 $/ 

aircraft 
Calculated based on 

$65/hr rate. 
*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 

number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 
 

As can be seen, the different maintenance procedures vary greatly in the amount of 
labor required on a per aircraft basis and hence on the cost required on a per aircraft 
basis.  It is in this drastic reduction of labor required that provides most of the potential 
cost-savings. 

 
Table 5-13 illustrates the estimated materials, equipment maintenance, and utilities 

costs for each of the maintenance procedures.  Note that material costs are estimates 
based on anticipated P-3 aircraft surface area to be stripped, assuming correspondence to 
full strip and repaint needs.  Even thought the procedures will differ, the material costs 
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for scuff/sand and selected strip are assumed to be about the same as a rough estimate.  
As the same cycle time (144 hours) is allotted to every scenario, the utility usage does not 
change. 
 

Table 5-13: Condition-Based Materials and Utilities Cost Data and Assumptions 
Category Full Strip 

Cost 
Scuff/Sand 

Cost 
Selected Strip 

Cost 
Spot Strip 

Cost 
Units 

Materials/ Equipment for 
stripping, priming, and painting 

 (25% of full 
strip stripping, 
100% repaint) 

(25% of full 
strip stripping, 
100% repaint) 

(No strip, 
15% 

repaint) 

 

Total Aluminum/Barrier Tape 
Costs 1000 250 250 0.00 $/ aircraft 

Total Stripper, De-sealant, 
Grinder, Solvent, Soap, Bead, and 
Sanding Disk Material Costs 

11,749 2,937 2937 1762 $/ aircraft 

Total Priming and Sealing 
Material Costs 4370 4370 4370 655 $/ aircraft. 

Total Painting Material Costs 3615 3615 3615 542 $/ aircraft 
Miscellaneous Materials 500 500 500 75 $/ aircraft 
Subtotal (Materials) 21,233 11,671 11,671 3,035* $/ aircraft 
Utilities      
Electric/Steam 144 144 144 144 hours/ aircraft 
Subtotal (Utilities); at $1/hour 144 144 144 144 $/ aircraft 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
Table 5-14 illustrates EHS costs for the alternate condition-based maintenance 

procedures.  Note that EHS costs are estimates based on anticipated P-3 materials 
requirements for alternative scenarios, assuming correspondence to full strip and repaint 
needs. 
 

Table 5-14: Condition-Based EHS Costs 
Category Full Strip 

Cost 
Scuff / 

Sand Cost 
Selected 

Strip Cost 
Spot Strip 

Cost 
Units 

EHS      
Impact, Alum Mask Tapes             600             150             150 90 lbs/ aircraft 
Glass Bead Media           7,800                -             7,800                  -   lbs/ aircraft 
Wastewater: Hazardous Waste              114              114 114 17  lbs/ aircraft 
Subtotal 8514 264 8064 107 lbs/ aircraft 
Subtotal – Disposal cost $1.03/lb  8769* 272* 8,306* 110* $/aircraft 
Wastewater: Sludge         1,638           1,638           1,638              246  lbs/ aircraft 
Wastewater: Liquid Waste (Brine)           1,121           1,121           1,121 168  lbs/ aircraft 
Subtotal 2759 2759 2759 414 lbs/ aircraft 
Subtotal – Disposal cost $0.45/lb  1242* 1242* 1242* 186* $/aircraft 
Wastewater requiring treatment        15,000          1,875          7,125              750  gallons/ aircraft 
Subtotal – Wastewater Disp. 
cost $0.8520/gal  12,780 1598* 6071* 639 $/aircraft 

VOC Emissions unit cost 0 0 0 0 $/ton 
Subtotal (EHS) 22,791* 3,111* 15,618* 936* $/aircraft 
Total lbs hazardous waste 
generated 11,273 3,023 10,823 521 lbs/ aircraft 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 
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Table 5-15 combines the information from the above tables to provide the cost per 
aircraft of each of the condition-based maintenance alternatives. 
 

Table 5-15: Cost Per Aircraft of Condition-Based Maintenance 
Category Full Strip 

Cost/ Aircraft 
Scuff/Sand 

Cost/Aircraft 
Selected Strip 
Cost/Aircraft 

Spot Strip 
Cost/ 

Aircraft 

Units 

Labor 87,509 57,006 62,897 14,355 $/aircraft 
Materials 21,233 11,671 11,671 3,035 $/aircraft 
Utilities 144 144 144 144 $/aircraft 
EHS 22,791 3,111 15,618 936 $/aircraft 
Total 131,678 71,933* 90,330* 18,470 $/aircraft 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole number.  This 
may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
Table 5-16 illustrates the total cost per aircraft for condition-based maintenance and 

multiplies it by the number to aircraft processed per year to determine the costs if all 
aircraft were processed by that maintenance procedure.  This total is then multiplied by 
the actual expected percentage of aircraft that year to undergo each process to determine 
the expected total costs per year from that condition-based maintenance process. 
 

Table 5-16: Total Procedure Costs 
Category Full Strip Cost/ 

Aircraft 
Scuff/Sand Cost/ 

Aircraft 
Selected Strip 
Cost/ Aircraft 

Spot Strip Cost/ 
Aircraft 

Total (Labor, Materials, 
Utilities, EHS) $131,678 $71,933* $90,330* $18,470 

Aircraft per year 25 
Cost if all 25 aircraft were 
treated with procedure $3,291,950* $1,798,325* $2,258,250* $461,750* 
Percentage of aircraft per year 
(see Table 5-1) 50% 40% 5% 5% 

Cost per Year $1,645,971* $719,331* $112,913*  $23,087* 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole number.  This 
may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
Table 5-17 illustrates the capital cost from condition-based maintenance and sums 

the annual costs of each condition-based maintenance scenario to determine the total 
operating cost of the condition-based maintenance alternative, compared to the baseline. 
 

Table 5-17: Capital and Annual Cost of Condition-Based Maintenance 
Category Quantity 
Capital Costs 
Equipment Cost $175,200 
Training Cost $17,080 
Total Capital Cost $192,290 
Annual Costs  
Full Strip $1,645,971 
Scuff/Sand $719,331 
Selected Strip $112,913 
Spot Strip $23,087 
Equipment Maintenance $17,520 
Total Condition-Based Maintenance Annual Costs $2,518,822 
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Table 5-18 illustrates the simple pay-back period for condition-based maintenance, 
comparing the capital cost and total annual cost in Table 5-17 against the baseline annual 
cost of $3,239,128 illustrated in Table 5-6. 
 

Table 5-18: Condition-Based Maintenance Simple Pay-back Period 
Simple Payback Period 

Baseline (per year) $3,239,128 
Condition-based $2,518,822 
Annual Savings (Loss) $720,306* 
Simple payback on Capital 
cost ($192,290) 

0.27 years 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but 
in table have been rounded to the nearest whole number.  This 
may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
As can be seen in Table 5-18, assuming condition-based maintenance practices 

were implemented, then even with the cost of purchasing and maintaining two IRRIT 
systems and an extra inspection labor cost added to each aircraft, potential condition-
based maintenance using IRRIT would be expected to pay for itself in a single year.  A 
more extensive life cycle analysis is illustrated in Section 5.2.7. 
 

Table 5-19 illustrates the estimated condition-based VOC emissions per aircraft in 
the baseline and condition-based maintenance alternative processes.  Because several of 
the alternative methods require a reduced amount of chemical stripper and in some cases 
a reduced amount of paint, the quantity of VOCs released is greatly reduced.  These 
numbers are estimates based on an anticipated percent reduction in required material. 
 

Table 5-19: VOC Emissions per Aircraft for Condition-Based Processes 
Material Baseline 

VOCs/ 
aircraft (lbs) 

Usage 
Full Strip (lbs) 

Usage 
Scuff/ 

Sand (lbs)  

Usage 
Selected 

Strip (lbs) 

Usage 
Spot 

Strip (lbs) 
Chemical Stripper: 
Turco 6881 2,873 2,873 0 718 0 

Primer: MIL-PRF-
85582, TY I, Class 
C1 

129 129 129 129 19.3 

Sealant: AMS 3276 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 0.18 
Topcoat: MIL-PRF-
85285, TY I 166 166 166 166 24.8 

Solvent: TT-T-2935 255 255 0 63.8 0 
Total 3423* 3423* 296* 1077* 44* 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest 
whole number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 

 
Table 5-20 illustrates the estimated hexavalent chromium used in primer coating 

applied per aircraft in the baseline and condition-based maintenance alternative 
processes.  Because the spot strip application would utilize less primer, the quantity of 
chromium utilized would be somewhat reduced.  These numbers are estimates based on 
an anticipated percent reduction in required material. 
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Table 5-20: Hexavalent Chromium Applied 
Baseline (lbs) / 

aircraft 
Usage 

Full Strip (lbs) 
/ aircraft 

Usage 
Scuff/ 

Sand (lbs) / aircraft 

Usage 
Selected 

Strip (lbs) / 
aircraft 

Usage 
Spot 

Strip (lbs) / 
aircraft 

24 24 24 24 3.6 
 

Table 5-21 illustrates anticipated total VOC emissions, hexavalent chromium use, 
hazardous waste, and wastewater produced per year under the condition-based 
maintenance alternative.  
 

Table 5-21: Condition-Based EHS Emissions 
Emissions Generated Usage 

Full Strip/ 
Aircraft 

Usage 
Scuff/ 
Sand / 

aircraft 

Usage 
Selected 
Strip / 

aircraft 

Usage 
Spot 

Strip / 
aircraft 

VOC per aircraft (lbs) 3423 295.5 1077.4 44.3 
Chromates per aircraft (lbs) 24 24 24 3.6 
Hazardous Waste per aircraft (lbs) 11,273 3,023 10,823 521 
Aircraft per year 25 
Percentage of aircraft per year (see 
Table 5-1) 50% 40% 5% 5% 
VOC Emissions/year (lbs) 42,788 2,955 1,347  55 
Total VOC Emissions/year (lbs) 47,146 
Hexavalent chromium used/year 
(lbs) 300 30 240  5 

Total Chromium used (lbs) 575 
Hazardous waste/year (lbs) 140,913 30,230 13,529 651 
Total Hazardous waste/year (lbs) 185,323 

 
Table 5-22 illustrates the annual VOC emission, hexavalent chromium use, 

hazardous waste, and wastewater savings between condition-based maintenance and the 
baseline process. 
 

Table 5-22: Baseline vs. Condition-Based VOC Emissions 
Category Baseline  Condition-based Annual Savings 
VOC/year 90,407 lbs 47,146 lbs 38,431 lbs 
Hexavalent chromiums/year 600 lbs 575 lbs 25 lbs 
Hazardous waste/year 281,825 lbs 185,323 lbs 96,502 lbs 
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5.2.4 Maintenance Cycle Extension Scenario Cost Analysis 
As discussed in Section 5.1.3, scenarios where IRRIT inspection data was used to 

shift the maintenance interval would not involve altering the baseline maintenance 
process.  As proposed, only the frequency with which the maintenance process is carried 
out would be altered.  The only additional costs anticipated are those associated with the 
purchase and use of one IRRIT camera system as an evaluation tool.  Because the 
information being gathered for interval shift is derived from a weapons system engineer 
taking the camera into the field and using it to inspect in-service aircraft, multiple 
cameras are not required under this scenario.  Labor for inspections in not considered, 
since it is assumed time would be spent gathering data in the field due to use of the 
IRRIT system would be equivalent to the visual inspection that would be performed if the 
IRRIT was unavailable. 

 
A cost comparison and life-cycle cost analysis was conducted on this scenario.  As 

was illustrated in Table 5-10, the capital cost for a single IRRIT camera system (total of 
training costs and equipment costs) is estimated to be approximately $105K.  In addition, 
the camera will add a continuing yearly camera maintenance cost of $8,760. 

 
Table 5-23 illustrates the capital costs and yearly operating costs of the baseline 

compared to potential maintenance cycle extensions created through use of the IRRIT 
system. 
 

Table 5-23: Maintenance Cycle Extension Cost Comparison 
 Baseline (25 

aircraft 
/year) 

+1 Year 
(20 aircraft 

/year 

+2 Year 
(17 aircraft 

/year) 

+3 Year 
(15 aircraft /year 

+4 Year 
(13 aircraft 

/year) 
Capital Costs      
Equipment $0 $87,600 $87,600 $87,600 $87,600 
Training $0 $17,080 $17,080 $17,080 $17,080 
Annual O&M 
Costs      

Labor/ 
Equip. $2,134,925  $1,716,700 $1,460,509 $1,289,715  $1,118,921 

Materials $530,829  $424,663 $360,964 $318,498  $276,031 
Utilities $3,600  $2,880 $2,448 $2,160  $1,872 
EHS $569,774  $455,819 $387,446 $341,865  $296,283 
TOTAL $3,239,128* $2,600,063 $2,211,367 $1,952,237  $1,693,107 
VOC Release 85,577 lbs* 68,461 lbs 58,192 lbs 51,346 lbs 44,500 lbs 
Hexavalent 
Chromium 
applied 

600 lbs 480 lbs 408 lbs 360 lbs 312 lbs 

Total lbs 
hazardous waste 
generated 

281,825 lbs 225,460 lbs 191,641 lbs 169,095 lbs 146,549 lbs 

*Note that quantities were calculated to four decimal places but in table have been rounded to the nearest whole 
number.  This may result in slight discrepancies in sums. 
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Table 5-24 illustrates the simple pay-back period for condition-based maintenance, 
comparing the capital cost and total annual cost in Table 5-17 against the baseline annual 
cost of $3,239,128 illustrated in Table 5-23.  It also illustrates the annual environmental 
savings in VOC, chromates, solid waste, and wastewater emissions if an interval shift 
were to occur. 
 

Table 5-24: Maintenance Cycle Extension Payback Period and EHS Savings 
 +1 Years +2 Years +3 Years +4 Years 

Annual Savings/(Loss) $639,066 $1,027,761 $1,286,891 $1,546,022 
Simple Payback (yrs) 0.16 0.10 0.08 0.07 
Annual VOC savings (lbs) 17,115 27,384 34,231 41,077 
Annual Hexavalent Chromium use 
reduction (lbs) 120 192 240 288 

Annual (lbs) waste savings 56,365 90,184 112,730 135,276 
Annual  (gal) wastewater savings 75,000 120,000 150,000 180,000 

 
5.2.5 Scenario-Based EHS Savings 

As discussed in previous sections, the alternative scenarios could result in 
considerable EHS savings.  These savings have been rendered graphically below, based 
on information previous presented. 

 
The annual VOC emissions and the alternative scenarios for a medium-sized 

aircraft (using P-3 as a baseline) are compared graphically in Figure 5-3 below (rationale 
for Figure 5-3 can be found in Table 5-24). 

 

 
Figure 5-3: Annual VOC Emissions for Alternative Scenarios 
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The annual hexavalent chromate use in the alternatives scenarios is illustrated graphically 
in Figure 5-4 (rationale for Figure 5-4 can be found in Table 5-24). 
 

 
Figure 5-4: Annual Hexavalent Chromate Use for Alternative Scenarios 

 
Annual hazardous waste generated in the alternatives scenarios are illustrated graphically 
in Figure 5-5 below (rationale for Figure 5-5 can be found in Table 5-24). 
 

 
Figure 5-5: Annual Hazardous Waste Produced in Alternative Scenarios 
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5.2.6 Impact of Varying Labor Rate 
A burdened labor rate is often used to account for various other costs incurred by 

the employer to maintain a competent team of personnel.  For example, in addition to 
paying for salaries or hourly wages, the employer must also cover costs for medical 
benefits, training, administrative tasks (e.g., annual reviews), and more.  In addition to 
these costs, some employers can also factor in material and utility costs to determine a 
“shop rate” to recuperate sufficient funds to stay in business. 

 
Due to the nature of this IRRIT task, many of the material and utility costs have 

been accounted for elsewhere in an effort to estimate cost savings by reducing certain 
costs.  For example, materials such as paint and blast media have been captured, as well 
as utilities and EHS costs such as wastewater treatment.  Often times, due to the 
competitive nature of various businesses and the fact that personal salaries may be 
involved, these rates can be sensitive.  To accommodate for the sensitive of labor and 
shop rates, and to avoid the possibility of double-counting costs for items such as 
materials and utilities, an estimated value of $65 per hour was used that would include 
salary and benefits, but exclude material and utility costs already accounted for in other 
data collection efforts.   

 
However, due to the significance of the labor rate on the overall cost assessment, a 

more in-depth analysis was conducted to evaluate impact that the labor rate has on three 
of the financial indicators calculated in this cost assessment:  Annual Savings, Payback 
Period, and Savings per Aircraft.  The labor rate was varied from a low of $45 per hour to 
a high of $100 per hour. Table 5-25 and Table 5-26 illustrate the values for the three 
financial indicators for each labor rate, which was adjusted in $5 increments.  An 
example of annual savings based on a $65 labor rate from Table 5-25 can be found in 
Table 5-24. Values are illustrated for each of the four possible increases in maintenance 
cycles, from the standard cycle to increase of 1 to 4 years. 
 

Table 5-25: Impact of Labor Rate on Savings for +1 and +2 Year Interval Shift 
 + 1 Year +2 Years 
Labor Rate Annual 

Savings 
Payback 

Period (years) 
Savings per 

Aircraft 
Annual 
Savings 

Payback 
Period (years) 

Savings per 
Aircraft 

$45  $507,686  0.20 $2,744.25 $817,553 0.13  $4,419.21 
$50  $540,531  0.19 $2,921.79 $870,105 0.12  $4,703.27 
$55  $573,376  0.18 $3,099.33 $922,657 0.11  $4,987.34 
$60  $606,221  0.17 $3,276.87 $975,209 0.11  $5,271.40 
$65  $639,066  0.16 $3,454.41 $1,027,761 0.10  $5,555.47 
$70  $671,911  0.16 $3,631.95 $1,080,313 0.10  $5,839.53 
$75  $704,756  0.15 $3,809.49 $1,132,865 0.09  $6,123.60 
$80  $737,601  0.14 $3,987.03 $1,185,417 0.09  $6,407.66 
$85  $770,446  0.14 $4,164.57 $1,237,969 0.09  $6,691.72 
$90  $803,291  0.13 $4,342.11 $1,290,521 0.08  $6,975.79 
$95  $836,136  0.13 $4,519.65 $1,343,073 0.08  $7,259.85 
$100  $868,981  0.12 $4,697.19 $1,395,625 0.08  $7,543.92 
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Table 5-26: Impact of Labor Rate on Savings for +3 and +4 Year Interval Shift 
 +3 Years +4 Years 
Labor Rate Annual 

Savings 
Payback 

Period (years) 
Savings per 

Aircraft 
Annual 
Savings 

Payback 
Period (years) 

Savings per 
Aircraft 

$45  $1,024,131  0.10 $5,535.85 $1,230,710 0.08  $6,652.48 
$50  $1,089,821  0.10 $5,890.93 $1,309,538 0.08  $7,078.58 
$55  $1,155,511  0.09 $6,246.01 $1,388,366 0.08  $7,504.68 
$60  $1,221,201  0.09 $6,601.09 $1,467,194 0.07  $7,930.78 
$65  $1,286,891  0.08 $6,956.17 $1,546,022 0.07  $8,356.87 
$70  $1,352,581  0.08 $7,311.25 $1,624,850 0.06  $8,782.97 
$75  $1,418,271  0.07 $7,666.33 $1,703,678 0.06  $9,209.07 
$80  $1,483,961  0.07 $8,021.41 $1,782,506 0.06  $9,635.17 
$85  $1,549,651  0.07 $8,376.49 $1,861,334 0.06  $10,061.26 
$90  $1,615,341  0.07 $8,731.58 $1,940,162 0.05  $10,487.36 
$95  $1,681,031  0.06 $9,086.66 $2,018,990 0.05  $10,913.46 
$100  $1,746,721  0.06 $9,441.74 $2,097,818 0.05  $11,339.55 
 

The results of Table 5-25 and Table 5-26 are illustrated graphically in the following 
figures.  Figure 5-6, Figure 5-7, and Figure 5-8 illustrate Labor Rate vs. Annual Savings, 
Payback Period, and Savings per Aircraft, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 5-6: Annual Savings vs. Labor Rate 
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Figure 5-6 illustrates that, as the labor rate increases, so does the estimated annual 
savings.  This is due to the fact that savings related to labor are anticipated when the 
IRRIT camera is implemented and/or when the maintenance cycle is increased.  
Therefore, as labor rates increase, the potential for savings related to labor costs also 
increases.  The amount of savings for the 1-year increase in maintenance cycle is 
significant moving from about $500,000 to nearly $900,000 – an increase of about 
$400,000.  This increase becomes more substantial for each incremental increase in the 
maintenance cycle.  At the 4-year cycle, the values range from just over $1 million to 
over $2 million, which is an increase of $1 million. 
 

 
Figure 5-7: Payback Period vs. Labor Rate 

 
Figure 5-7 illustrates that the payback period decreases as labor rate increases.  This 

is logical because annual savings increase with the rising labor rate, so the time required 
recovering the capital investment is expected to be reduced. 
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Savings per Aircraft vs. Labor Rate
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Figure 5-8: Savings per Aircraft vs. Labor Rate 

 
As was the case with Annual Savings, the Figure 5-8 illustrates the Savings per 

Aircraft also increases with the labor rate.  As noted previously, this is expected because 
labor is expected to be saved by using the IRRIT camera and/or increasing the 
maintenance cycle.  The expected savings by increasing the cycle one year is significant 
(ranging from about $3,000 to $4,500), and if the maintenance cycle increase to four 
years, the estimated savings is expected to more than double (ranging from about $6,500 
to over $11,000). 
 
5.2.7 Life Cycle Analysis 

In addition, a life cycle cost analysis was carried out on the IRRIT system for the 
condition-based maintenance alterative and interval shift alternative.  Note that the 
maintenance interval extension analysis will hold true only for weapon systems where the 
actual condition of the fleet, as revealed by IRRIT inspection, allows an interval shift. 
 

Per data from the manufacturer, an IRRIT camera is estimated to have a service life 
of 8000 hours (the internal IR camera detector compressor has a lifetime of 8000 hours).  
In the condition-based scenario, no more than 8 hours is spent on inspecting with a single 
camera on any single P-3 aircraft, and no more than 25 aircraft would pass through the 
facility per year.  This would lead to a camera working life of 40 years.  As per ESTCP 
guidance for weapon systems and platforms technology, this has been shortened to a 15-
year life-cycle. 
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Table 5-27 illustrates the 15 year Life Cycle. 
 

Table 5-27: 15 Year Life Cycle 
 Alternative Capital Cost Annual Cost Life Cycle Cost Life Cycle Cost 

Savings 
Baseline $0 $3,239,128 $48,586,920 - 
Condition-Based 
Maintenance $192,290 $2,518,822 $37,782,330 $10,804,590 

+1 Year Interval $104,680 $2,600,063 $39,000,942 $9,585,985 
+2 Year Interval 

$104,680 $2,211,367 $33,170,511 $15,416,417 

+3 Year Interval $104,680 $1,952,237 $29,283,556 $19,303,371 
+4 Year Interval $104,680 $1,693,107 $25,396,602 $23,190,325 

 
Three performance measures were considered in the ECAM evaluation: payback 

period, Net Present Value (NPV), and Internal Rate of Return (IRR).  The payback period 
is the time required to recover all of the capital investment with future cost avoidance.  
NPV calculates the difference between capital investments and the present value of future 
annual cost benefits associated with the alterative.  This value represents the life cycle 
costs associated with the alternative.  The IRR is the discount rate at which NPV is equal 
to zero. 
 

NPV and IRR account for the time value of money and discount the future capital 
investments or annual cost benefits to the current year.  For NPV and IRR, a 15 year life 
cycle and 2.9% discount rate have been used.  The 2.9% discount rate is based off the 
Office of Management and Budget’s estimates as of January 20071. Table 5-28 illustrates 
the calculated 15 year net present value, internal rate of return, and discounted payback 
period for the condition-based maintenance scenario.  Once again it must be cautioned 
that while these results appear extremely favorable, they are built on the assumption that 
the IRRIT will be the sole contributor to allowing radically different maintenance 
procedures.  The accuracy of this assumption rests with the expert evaluation of each 
weapon system owner considering potential use of the IRRIT and with the actual 
condition of the aircraft under evaluation. 
 

Table 5-28: NPV, IRR, and Discounted Payback 
Alternative NPV at 15 Years IRR at 15 years Discounted Payback Period 

Condition-Based 
Maintenance $8,469,204 374 % 0.27 Years 

+1 Year Interval $7,579,912 611 % 0.17 Years 
+2 Year Interval $12,253,774 982 % 0.10 Years 
+3 Year Interval $15,369,853 1230 % 0.08 Years 
+4 Year Interval $18,485,825 1477 % 0.07 Years  

 
 

                                                 
1 http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a094/a94_appx-c.html 
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5.2.8 Inner Mold Line Costs and Savings 
IML surface areas on surveyed aircraft were spot stripped on an irregular basis.  

There was no standardized baseline process that could be used for purposes of 
comparison and the potential impact of the IRRIT system is difficult to quantify. This 
cost analysis has concentrated on potential costs and benefits from use of the IRRIT in 
OML maintenance processes.  This was due to current maintenance practices, where 
OML surface areas on surveyed aircraft were stripped regularly and completely, with the 
6500 sq. ft. of surface area on the P-3 used as an example baseline. 

 
However, there are potential corrosion-prevention benefits by employing IRRIT on 

IML.  IML contains exposed critical support structure of aircraft.  Early detection of 
corrosion could prevent damage to costly and difficult to replace structurally significant 
components.  In addition, the fact that IML surfaces are not stripped on a regular 
maintenance cycle means that if the weapons system engineer desires to inspect surfaces 
below the coating for potential corrosion, a costly one-time stripping order must be issued 
to strip, inspect, and repaint selected areas of the IML on one or more aircraft.  
Potentially, use of the IRRIT could eliminate these ‘inspection strips’ entirely rather than 
merely deferring them, as in the case of OML applications. 

 
For purposes of estimating the impact of eliminating a one-time inspection, 

consider the recently completed B-52 longerons one-time inspection.  The B-52 
longerons run down each side of the bomb bay.  During the one-time inspection, these 
areas were stripped by plastic media blast (PMB) as each not previous inspected B-52 
arrived at OC-ALC for maintenance.  These longerons and the surrounding areas (also 
stripped) composed about 400 sq. ft. of area.  Approximately 20 B-52 aircraft pass 
through OC-ALC each year. 

 
Table 5-29 and Table 5-30 illustrate the estimated environmental impacts of the 

one time inspection.  It should be noted that these coating quantities and EHS emissions 
are estimates based on the surface area stripped, inspected, and repainted and VOC and 
chromium content for the primer and topcoat used on the P-3.  B-52 specific information 
was unavailable. 
   

Table 5-29: One Time Strip, Inspect, and Repaint Coating usage 
Category Quantity for full 

strip and repaint 
(per B-52 aircraft) 

Quantity to spot treat 
corrosion (estimated 
as no more than 10% 

surface area) 

Savings per aircraft 
from spot corrosion 

treatment 

Primer –  
MIL-PRF-85582 

0.4 gallons 0.04 gallons 0.36 gallons 

Topcoat –  
MIL-PRF-85285 

0.25 gallons 0.025 gallons 0.22 gallons 
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Table 5-30: Annual VOC and HAP Savings from IRRIT Inspection 
Category Estimated 

Quantity Saved 
(per aircraft) 

Estimated Annual 
Quantity Saved (20 

aircraft) 

Annual Estimated 
VOC Emissions 

Saved 

Estimated Hexavalent 
Chromium Content (20 

aircraft) 
Primer –  
MIL-PRF-85582 

0.36 gallons 7.2 gallons 23 lbs 4.3 lbs 

Topcoat - MIL-
PRF-85285 

0.22 gallons 4.4 gallons 15 lbs N/A 

 
Figure 5-9 below illustrates the potential impact the elimination of a single one-time 
inspection through use of IRRIT could have on EHS emissions. 
 
 

 
Figure 5-9: IML Full Strip vs. IRRIT Inspection EHS 

 
5.2.9 Cost Analysis Summary 

As can be seen, use of the IRRIT system illustrates an extremely favorable payback 
period in the alternative scenarios, as well as substantial pollution-prevention savings.  
Under all OML scenarios considered, the payback period never exceeds 0.3 years.  
Complete strip and repaint of an aircraft is an expensive process in terms of labor, 
material, and EHS emissions.  The value of deferring the strip and repaint of a single 
aircraft OML equal or greater in size than the P-3 is greater than the cost of an IRRIT 
system. 

 
As stated, however, these potential benefits are solely dependent on providing 

weapon system managers with sufficient increased confidence to alter the maintenance 
procedure/cycle.  Before purchase of an IRRIT system for a particular maintenance 
facility, it should be demonstrated to appropriate weapon system managers and/or 
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inspection team leads.  If and only if agreement is obtained that the IRRIT can be used to 
substantially alter the current maintenance procedure/cycle should purchase of the IRRIT 
be recommended. 

 
These maintenance scenarios are not meant to be P-3 OML specific, and should be 

considered as generic examples of a potential IRRIT impact on a wide range of DoD 
aircraft OML applications.  When applied to aircraft of equal or greater size to the P-3, 
cost savings are likely to be in the same range due as illustrated in P-3 due to the labor 
reduction from having to process less of the aircraft surface area.  Most of the pollution 
prevention savings come from a reduction in chemical stripping.  For aircraft where 
stripping is accomplished by plastic media blast (PMB) as opposed to chemical stripping, 
pollution prevention savings may not be as extensive. 

 
For smaller aircraft there will be less labor and pollution prevention savings.  

However in the case of condition-based maintenance, fewer IRRIT systems will be 
required for a smaller surface area, resulting in less of a capital cost to payback and a 
lower inspection labor per aircraft processed. 

 
In an effort to evaluate the potential savings from use of the IRRIT on other OML 

applications, a “Spreadsheet Tool for Assessing Costs and Benefits of Increasing the 
Maintenance Interval Between Recoating and Stripping Activities” was developed using 
the P-3 data.  This spreadsheet tool and the instructions for its use have been added as 
Appendix H. 
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6. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
 
6.1 Environmental Permits 

The IRRIT System is a hardware specific technology implementation that does not 
generate or produce hazardous waste or other environmental pollutants.  As a result, 
technology permitting is not required by the user community.  Additionally, the improved 
inspection capability of the IRRIT system is projected to reduce hazardous waste and 
emissions by lessening inspection driven depaint process requirements of applicable 
aircraft and components. The pertinent environmental regulations and the necessary 
permits required for waste streams/emissions produced by the depaint and repaint process 
will not change at local implementation sites.  
 
6.2 Other Regulatory Issues 

No regulatory issues are identified due to the passive nature of the IRRIT 
technology. 

 
6.3 End-User/Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Issues 

End users for the IRRIT system consist of in-service depot level maintainers of 
fielded weapon systems and their associated support equipment within the sustainment 
community.   End users include inspectors, quality assurance specialists, and engineers 
within applicable maintenance and engineering departments of the DoD.  IRRIT system 
usage depends upon several process functions related to the specific requirements of the 
end user.  For inspectors, usage is targeted towards a conditional based assessment of 
weapon system repair requirements, while quality assurance specialists may utilize the 
IRRIT system as a tool for process verification and monitoring of corrosion control 
program effectiveness.  Engineering departments can utilize the IRRIT system for 
program related logistical support functions associated with corrosion, paint and wash 
cycle interval evaluations or reliability centered maintenance (RCM) events. 

 
Due to continual technology development and improvement, it must be understood 

that the equipment presently used to demonstrate and validate IR inspection capability 
will not necessarily be the same equipment procured by end users for implementation. 
The IRRIT system equipment utilized for field demonstration was a commercially 
available MWIR camera procured from FLIR Systems and modified by Northrop 
Grumman as a demonstration prototype.  Modifications included installation of an 
external IR illuminator, data transfer interfaces for image recording and data capture, 
installation of internal IR filtering for improved image resolution, and the use of 
ergonomic support equipment.  Future MWIR cameras are expected to be smaller, 
lighter, with improved integrated capabilities (i.e., memory size for recording images, 
built in software, and filtering). The IRRIT system requires the use of a MWIR camera 
(3-5 micrometer) with an array size of at least 320x256 pixels. Array size effects image 
resolution of the camera, and correspondingly the level of detection (in regards to the size 
of corrosion). A 320x256 pixel array size is the minimum desired for use as an inspection 
tool through organic coatings. 
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Technology costs of currently available MWIR cameras range from $50K to $70K 
which will require pre-procurement planning and budgeting by the user community.  As a 
result, initial implementation strategies include the procurement of MWIR cameras 
within an organizational structure that encourages dual use in support of both 
maintenance and field applications. Examples of applicable non-program related 
organizations are depot Corrosion Control and NDI engineering departments.  A program 
budget should be established to fund and develop this technology across the Joint 
Services.  A possible avenue is through collaboration with the Corrosion Steering Group 
(CSG) of the Joint Council of Aging Aircraft (JCAA), the DoD Corrosion Exchange or 
through service specific environmental and engineering program sponsors.  Technology 
budgeting within the depot user community would require coordination with the 
applicable capital equipment procurement program at each field location. 
 
6.3.1 Interested Customers 

End users for the IRRIT system consist of in-service depot level maintainers of 
fielded weapon systems and their associated support equipment that utilize coating 
systems which allow for sufficient MWIR transmission (refer to Table 2-3). Refer to 
Appendix G for Letters of Endorsement obtained from programs following project 
demonstration and data analysis.  

 
Scale-up of this technology across Navy and USAF aircraft inventories compatible 

with IRRIT system OML and IML inspection requirements would result in significant 
environmental reductions of VOC, HAZMAT, and chromate waste with corresponding 
process cost savings (refer to Figure 6-1, Figure 6-2, and Figure 6-3) as a result of 
reduced inspection driven depaint functions and/or paint process deferments. The 
methodology or rationale that was used in generating Figure 6-1, Figure 6-2, and Figure 
6-3 is as follows: all aircraft within the Navy and USAF total active inventory (based on 
2006 estimates) were taken into account. P-3 data was used as the baseline values for 
subsequent calculations. The baseline P-3 values are as follows: 

Baseline Area (sqft) = 6,500 
Baseline VOC “Chemically Stripped” (lbs) = 3,423 
Baseline VOC “No Stripper” (lbs) = 551 
Baseline HAZMAT (lbs) = 11,273  
Baseline Chromate (lbs) = 24 
Baseline Cost ($) = 133,505 
 
Applicability of IRRIT on aircraft OML and IML was based on coating spectral 

studies. Each aircraft’s OML and IML surface areas were estimated as a ratio of the P-3. 
The values were calculated based on the following scenarios:  

1. Aircraft OML (“Chemically Stripped”) and IML (“No Stripper”) applicable to IRRIT 
2. Aircraft OML (“No Stripper”) and IML (“No Stripper”) applicable to IRRIT 
3. Only Aircraft IML (“No Stripper”)  applicable to IRRIT  

 
All aircraft IMLs within the Navy and USAF inventories were found to be 

applicable to IRRIT and a value of 100 square feet was used in the calculations. It should 
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also be noted that a value of 5,636 lbs was used for the USAF HAZMAT calculations, 
due to the use of plastic bead media for OML paint removal. 

  

 
Figure 6-1: Potential Navy Environmental and Cost Savings 

 
 

 
Figure 6-2: Potential USAF Environmental and Cost Savings (without 

APC’s/ELT’s) 
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Figure 6-3: Potential USAF Environmental and Cost Savings (with APC’s/ELT’s) 

 
6.3.2 IRRIT System Modifications 
• MWIR Camera (3-5 micrometer) with a minimum array size of 320x256 pixels. 

Specific camera operating instructions can be found within the manufacturer’s 
operation manual for the specific mid-IR camera procured (refer to Appendix A). 

• IR Band-Pass Filter (3.75–5 micrometer) for enhance imaging through improved 
signal to noise ratio and reduction of paint surface reflections. 

• IR Illuminators: Illuminators must supply sufficient illumination in the 3-5 
micrometer range. Sufficient illumination is defined as enough illumination to 
penetrate the coating system and reflect off the substrate to the camera system 
detector array.   Mag-Lite® halogen flashlights, commonly available within the user 
community, have demonstrated suitable capability for use as IR illuminators for the 
IRRIT system.   A 3M Paint Preparation System (PPS) Sun Gun is also commercially 
available for use as a hand held IR illuminator. 

• IRRIT Operation Standard: A standard is required to check operational ability of 
IRRIT, and to ensure all internal camera settings are appropriate.  Recommended 
operational standard is the use of a commercially available camera resolution 
standard (Air Force Target Standard) coated with the applicable coating system 
representative of the material for inspection.  Target standards can be procured from 
Edmund Industrial Optics. 
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• General IR Inspection Training and Procedures are presented within Appendix K as a 
“Draft” Technical Work Package provided in standard manual format.  Engineering 
offices may customize this instruction to their specific process functions for inclusion 
into the appropriate program manual. 

 
6.3.3 Service and Support Package 

IRRIT system procurement may be performed as individual component purchases 
later integrated by the user community or through IRRIT System Kits produced and 
provided by Northrop Grumman Technical Services (Bethpage, NY), to include, 
operating instructions and support for the IRRIT MWIR camera plus all required 
accessories.  
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Mr. John Benfer is the Principal Investigator (PI) for the ESTCP program. He 
provided strategic direction, technical leadership, and directs overall programmatic and 
major decisions to the program. He was also the POC for performing the Dem/Val at 
NAVAIR, Jacksonville. He works closely with key functional specialists and artisans 
there, most notably the four lead personnel noted in Figure 8-1. Their functions are 
identified in the figure. These four individuals work with Mr. Benfer on an active basis, 
and were involved in the Dem/Vals since late 2004.  

 
The Air Force is providing overall administrative, budget, and contract 

management, with Mr. Brian Pollack (formerly Mr. John Speers) performing these 
functions.  

 
CTC is the prime contractor for the program. Mr. Matthew Campbell is the 

Program Manger for CTC, and also the lead for CBA. CTC provided weekly program 
status updates, and assessed/reported overall cost/schedule data. Additionally, Mr. Mike 
Miller (CTC), Mr. John Thoms (CTC) and Mr. Scott McPherson (CTC) performed the 
cost benefit analyses. Mr. Mike Miller was also responsible for documenting and writing 
the USAF KC-135 and B-52 IML Dem/Val Plan. 

 
NGC executed the actual hands-on portion of the Dem/Vals, which included, in 

part, the proper use of the IR Camera, collection of data, and data analysis. At the 
Dem/Val sites, NGC was managed by Mr. John Weir, under the overall direction of Mr. 
Benfer. NGC worked on a non-interference basis, to ensure unreasonable or unexpected 
work stoppages did not occur for A/C production. Prior to conducting any activity, the 
applicable shop production management was informed of NGC’s intent to perform that 
activity. A time estimate to finish this activity was given by Mr. Benfer and NGC, and 
discussed with shop personnel prior to testing.  

 
Mr. David Allen (Aircraft Structural Maintenance Management) was the Quality 

Assurance Officer for the purpose of this Dem/Val.  He also documented areas of non-
compliance with the procedures of the Dem/Vals (Navy P-3 OML Dem/Val and USAF 
KC-135 and B-52 IML Dem/Val), and document necessary corrective action procedures.  
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Figure 8-1: Organization Chart 
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APPENDIX A ANALYTICAL METHODS SUPPORTING THE 
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IRRIT Technology Theory 
 

Spectral reflectance signatures may be used to detect the presence of various 
chemical species, including corrosion products. An IR beam must be able to pass through 
the coating, reflect off the metal surface, and pass back out through the coating (Figure 
2-2). Coatings are normally designed with pigment sizes tailored so that they are opaque 
in the visible region of the spectrum (0.40 to 0.75 micrometer (μm)), so they preclude 
using optical techniques in the visible to “see” through the coating to the metal. However, 
the scattering power of pigments is diminished as the probe wavelength becomes longer. 
For many coatings, a spectral window opens in the near and mid-wave infrared (MWIR) 
spectral regions. 

 
Figure A-1 below illustrates a schematic of the IRRIT. In this schematic the IR 

camera lens is between the spectral filter and the coated aircraft part. The camera body 
includes the spectral (or bandpass filter) and the focal plane detector. 

 

 
Figure A-1: Principal of IRRIT on Corroded Painted Metal Components 

 
The spectral imaging concept depends on the generation of a database of spectral 

signatures of corroded surfaces and various coating reflectance and transmission data.  
Directional Hemispherical Reflectance (DHR) was utilized to determine the spectral 
properties of surfaces.  As illustrated in Figure A-2, a collimated IR beam in the range of 
1.8 to 15.4 μm was directed near normal to the surface, and the reflected light, both 
specular and diffuse, was measured in an integrating sphere.  Reflectance was then 
plotted as a function of wavelength or wavenumber or equivalent wavelength in 
micrometers (μm). It was important to collect the diffuse component of the reflected light 
since the reflectance signal from any corrosion at the metal surface will be significantly 
scattered by the overlying paint layer. 
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Figure A-2: Integrating Sphere System used to Measure DHR 

 
To test the spectral imaging concept using DHR measurements, NGC layered paint 

films of various thicknesses over non-corroded and corroded aluminum panels.  The 
corroded aluminum panels were made by exposing them to salt fog.  This resulted in a 
thin surface layer of oxide on the panel. Figure A-3 illustrates the DHR spectra of the 
same paint coating on two substrates, one non-corroded, the other corroded. The 
prominent reflectance of the non-corroded substrate between 3.5 to 5.0 μm is the result of 
the substrate reflecting the IR light through the transmissive window of the paint. Clearly 
the corrosion signature in the substrate is affecting the overall reflectance of paint on 
substrate combination. 
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Directional Hemispherical Reflectance (DHR) 
Non-Corroded vs. Corroded Substrate Comparison
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Figure A-3: DHR Comparison Between Non-Corroded and Corroded Substrates 

 
 Figure A-4 illustrates the DHR of a series of topcoat films of various thicknesses 

on top of a corroded aluminum substrate. The transmissive window in the 3.5 – 5.0 μm 
range becomes less prominent as the coating thickness increases. 
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Figure A-4: DHR of Aluminum Panels with Variations in Coating Thickness 
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IRRIT Equipment Description 
 

The Merlin® MWIR camera (refer to Table A-1) is manufactured by FLIR Systems 
Incorporated. FLIR Systems Incorporated contact information is as follows: 
  
FLIR Systems Incorporated 
Indigo Operations 
70 Castilian Drive 
Goleta, CA 93117  
Corporate Office: 805-964-9797 
www.indigosystems.com 
www.flir.com 
 

Merlin® Mid-Wave IR Camera System Setup 
(Note: Refer to the Merlin® MWIR Camera Manual for specific operation details.) 

 
Connections (refer to Figure A-5): 
• 9-pin serial cable goes from the button panel to the remote control pad on Merlin® 

mid-wave IR camera. 
• S-video cable goes from the S-video “out” on the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera to 

distribution amplifier that allows multiple S-video connections. 
• S-video cable from the distribution amplifier out to the Sony HandyCam (or other 

video camcorder) and to a S-video “in” monitor. 
• Optionally: BNC can go from composite video “out” on the Merlin® mid-wave IR 

camera to a BNC video “in” of an external monitor.  
• DC power entry on the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera connects to the AC/DC 

transformer (Line supplied 24V DC) which is then plugged into a power strip outlet. 
• AC power connects the IR illuminators power supply to the power strip outlet. 

 

To “power-up” IRRIT: 
• Connect power supply to the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera and turn on Power Strip.  

Green light on transformer will be illuminated. 
• Turn on Merlin® mid-wave IR camera with the power switch on back of camera. 

Thermal cycling will be loud for 10-15 minutes as the Stirling cooler engages.  
• Turn on HY1802D power supply to power IR source and set dial to selected voltage 

and current. 
• Once the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera has cooled down, an image will be observed 

on the monitor. The Merlin® mid-wave IR camera should be allowed to stabilize for 
30 minutes for best performance. 

• Perform a one-point calibration (offset correction if using the Merlin® mid-wave IR 
camera keypad control, to clean up the noise.  This can be accomplished via the 
remote control pad.  Press the 1PT button.  A message on the monitor will prompt the 
user to place the cool black painted panel in front of the lens.  Press enter (the center 
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button) and wait for the screen to equilibrate to a uniform pattern.  Then remove the 
black plate from the lens. At this point the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera should be 
pointed at the scene (surface) that is to be imaged to check for general image quality. 
If the scene area of interest appears too dark or too light, adjust the display brightness 
and contrast. If this does not improve the image quality an alternate non-uniformity 
correction (NUC) setting may be used to improve the image for the conditions 
encountered. The count level should be about 3000 counts of 4096 for the area of 
interest. Hold the black plate in front of the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera lens. The 
counts should be between 500 to 800 counts. If either the upper or lower count is 
much different use another NUC setting. Use one with a longer integration time if the 
counts are low or one with a shorter integration time if the counts are high. If the 
NUC setting is changed the offset correction will need to be repeated. The check of 
the A/D count levels should then be checked as well. 

• A similar procedure using the analog display monitor could be used to view the 
Merlin® mid-wave IR camera output, as well as the control menu. Hold up the black 
plate in front of the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera lens and press the 1PT button to do 
a 1 point correction. Check the video levels by activating the Waveform function in 
the Calibration menu. There will be an oscilloscope like line displayed at the bottom 
of the display monitor. The line should show near the top of the oscilloscope display 
but not a clipped flat line at the top which would mean saturation. Similarly with the 
black plate in front of the lens the trace should be near the bottom of the display but 
not a flat line which indicates the offset is incorrect for the conditions. If needed a 
different NUC setting should be selected and the above repeated until a good image is 
achieved.       

 

To “power-down” IRRIT: 
• Power down devices: camcorder, blackbody sources, etc. 
• Turn off Merlin® mid-wave IR camera. 
• Power down the Merlin® mid-wave IR camera power supply. 
• Power down the power strip. 
• Put lens cap on Merlin® mid-wave IR camera. 
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Table A-1: Merlin® MWIR Camera Specifications 
Merlin® MWIR Camera Specifications 

Detector Type InSb 
1 - 5.4 µm Spectral Range (3 - 5 µm set by cold filter) 

Detector Size 30 x 30 µm 
Array Format 320 x 256 

Integration Time 5 µs - 16.5 ms 
Camera f/# 2.5 or 4.1 

Cooling Type Integral Stirling 
Noise Equivalent Delta Temperature (NEΔT) < 25 mK (< 18 mK typical) 

Analog Video NTSC @ 30 Hz (PAL @ 25 Hz optional); S-Video 
60, 30*, 15* Hz (50 Hz PAL), 12-bit corrected/uncorrected Digital Video (*Reduced frame rate option disables analog video.) 

Remote Control Button Panel & RS-232 
Size 5.5 "H x 5.0 "W x 9.8 "L 

Weight 9 lbs 
Standard Temperature Measurement 0˚C to +350˚C 
Extended Temperature Measurement +300˚C to +2,000˚C 

Temperature Accuracy ±2˚C ,  or ±2% of reading 
Microscope: 1X 

13 mm (41 x 31 degrees FOV) Optics 
25 mm (22 x 16 degrees FOV) 

 

 
Figure A-5: Merlin® MWIR Camera Rear Panel 
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APPENDIX B ADDITIONAL PRODUCT TESTING 
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B.1 Dry Run (Risk-Reduction) @ NAS Jacksonville, FL 
 
Objective: 
The objective of this trip was to demonstrate a final risk reduction of the IRRIT system, 
prior to beginning the Dem/Val on the Navy P-3 in February 2006. This objective was 
achieved and the IRRIT system successfully imaged through the coating system that is 
currently used on the Navy P-3 aircraft (refer to Figure B-1).  
 

 
Figure B-1: Risk Reduction at NAS Jacksonville 
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In addition to the risk reduction, as previously reported the IRRIT team also 
demonstrated the IRRIT system for some NAVAIR personnel at NAS/NAVAIR 
Jacksonville (refer to Figure B-2). 
 

 
Figure B-2: Briefing on IRRIT System at NAS Jacksonville 
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B.2 USAF - Warner Robins, Georgia 
 
Objective: 
The objective of this trip was to demonstrate the IRRIT system to Warner Robins AFB 
Personnel. 
 
Trip Summary: 
25 October 2005 
• Demonstrated IRRIT system on two C-130 aircraft (C-130 USAF Tail # 0987, C-130 

USAF Tail # 51366). This was the first time the IR camera was used utilizing 110 
power supplied from a portable power unit. No problems were observed with the 
utilization of this type of power. The first survey was of a C-130 (C-130 USAF Tail # 
0987) with a coating thickness of approximately 9 to 16 mils. It was reported that the 
aircraft came from Hill AFB and that the top coat was the Deft Advanced 
Polyurethane Topcoat (APC) or also known as the Extended Life Top Coat. This 
aircraft was difficult to image the substrate under the coatings and it is surmised that 
this was due to the thickness of the coating present as well as the APC formulation in 
the darker color which may contain carbon black that tends to block IR transmission 
if the concentration is too high in the coating. The coating was also heavily “orange 
peeled”, which may have been a contributing factor with contrast issues of the local 
coating thickness variations. The second survey was of another C-130 (ANG 51366 
from the Texas Air National Guard) exhibiting coating thicknesses approximately 4.5 
mils on exterior sections.  Both IR photographs and conventional photographs were 
taken on this exterior location (refer to Figure B-3). The IML was also investigated 
on this aircraft (refer to Figure B-4). The IRRIT system successfully imaged through 
the thinner coated sections of the aircraft. 

 

Figure B-3: Corrosion Under OML Coating of C-130 
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Figure B-4: Substrate Texture Under IML Coating of C-130 

 
26 October 2005 
• Demonstrated IRRIT system on C-17 aircraft (C-17 USAF Tail # 60006). The third 

airplane surveyed was a C-17 (AMC Charleston 60006). The paint thickness was on 
the order of 7 mils. This aircraft was difficult to image the substrate through the 
coatings and it is surmised that this was due to the thickness of the coating present as 
well as the APC formulation in the darker color which may contain carbon black that 
tends to block IR transmission if the concentration is too high in the coating. The 
coating was also heavily “orange peeled”, which may have been a contributing factor 
with contrast issues of the local coating thickness variations. Due to the fact that the 
coating was difficult to image through, it was agreed that an FTIR measurement be 
conducted to establish the transmissibility of this finish system.   

27 October 2005 
• Demonstrated IRRIT system on C-130 aircraft (C-130 USAF Tail # 60215). The 

fourth survey was of another C-130 (USAF Tail # 60215) exhibiting coating 
thicknesses approximately 3.5-9 mils on exterior sections.  Both IR photographs and 
conventional photographs were taken on this exterior location (refer to Figure B-5). 
The IRRIT system successfully imaged through the thinner coated sections of the 
aircraft. However, the IRRIT system was unable to image through the thicker coated 
sections. 
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Figure B-5: Rework Under OML Coating of C-130 

 
Conclusion: 
• C-130 USAF Tail # 0987: Due to coating thickness (refer to Figure B-6) and type the 

IRRIT system appeared to have little success in imaging through the coating.  
• C-130 USAF Tail # 51366: The IRRIT system successfully imaged through the 

thinner coated sections of the aircraft. However, the IRRIT system was unable to 
image through the thicker coated sections. 

• C-17 USAF Tail # 60006: Due to coating thickness and type the IRRIT system 
appeared to have little success in imaging through the coating.  

• C-130 USAF Tail # 60215: The IRRIT system successfully imaged through the 
thinner coated sections of the aircraft. However, the IRRIT system was unable to 
image through the thicker coated sections. 

• It was concluded that the C-130 would not be a good platform to Dem/Val the IRRIT 
system due to the following: 

o Thick/Dark Coating System 
o Little Corrosion Under Coatings 

• Future studies (coating transmission data required via free-standing films) must 
completed on the following coatings (varying thicknesses): 

o MIL-PRF-85285: Deft APC Color # 36173 
o MIL-PRF-85285: Deft APC Color # 36118 
o MIL-PRF-85285: Deft High Solids Color # 36293 
o TT-P-2756: Deft Self-Priming Color # 16440 
o TT-P-2760 Type 1: Deft Primer 
o MIL-PRF-85285: Deft APC Color # 17925 
o MIL-PRF-85285: Deft APC Color # 36375 
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• Investigate a replacement USAF platform to Dem/Val the IRRIT system on, 
potentially the KC-135 at Tinker AFB. 

 

 
Figure B-6: Coating Thickness on C-130 OML 
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B.3 Dry Run (Risk Reduction) @ OC-ALC 
 
Objective: 
The objective of this trip was to check the feasibility of doing a Dem/Val on current IML 
KC-135 and B-52 aircraft at OC-ALC. The trip occurred from 17-20 April 2006. The 
IRRIT was demonstrated on the KC-135 and B-52 to OC-ALC personnel (refer to Figure 
B-7 and Figure B-8). 
 
The trip conclusions are as follows:  
• OC-ALC personnel are willing to support IRRIT Dem/Val on the KC-135, B-52. 
• OC-ALC personnel are willing to arrange “time on aircraft”, and schedules. 
• OC-ALC personnel are willing to supply or direct us to who would be able to answer 

questions regarding environmental/cost data. 
 
Dem/Val activities as shown below were discussed and agreed upon by OC-ALC 
Personnel: 
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Figure B-7: KC-135 IML Visual and IR Images 

 

 
Figure B-8: B-52 IML Visual and IR Images
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APPENDIX C IRRIT DEM/VAL QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY 
CONTROL PLAN 
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1) Purpose and Scope:  

This IRRIT Quality Plan is applicable to all persons participating in IRRIT Dem/Val 
Program. The purpose of this plan is to assure that data obtained during the IRRIT 
Dem/Val at NAVAIR Depot Jacksonville and OC-ALC, is recorded and stored for future 
analysis in accordance to ESTCP directions. It is the responsibility of IRRIT Principal 
Investigator (PI), government employees, and contractors to carryout programmatic and 
technical activities so as to meet any Government and/or NGC quality requirements. .    

2) Quality Assurance (QA) Officer Responsibility:  
The IRRIT Organization and Responsibility Organization Chart, (Figure C-1) depicts 
personnel and their responsibility in the IRRIT Quality Program. 
  

 
Figure C-1: IRRIT Organization and Responsibility Chart 

 
a) Mr. Jack Benfer, IRRIT PI is ultimately responsible for planning, implementing, 

and assessing all quality control procedures applicable to the IRRIT Program.  
b) Mr. David Allen, an independent contractor separate from the personnel engaged 

in the execution of IRRIT Dem/Val, was appointed by the PI to oversea the 
IRRIT Quality Program as the QA Officer. The QA Officer has a broad 
responsibility for managing/monitoring the IRRIT Quality Program to ensure 
proper implementation of quality guidelines. Specific QA Officer responsibilities 
are as follows: 
i) The QA Officer shall periodically inspect activities during the Dem/Val at 

adequate intervals to evaluate its integrity.  The QA Officer shall record the 
date of the inspection, the Dem/Val activity inspected, the phase or segment of 
the Dem/Val inspected, the person performing the inspection, any findings 
and problems, actions recommended and taken to resolve existing problems, 
and any scheduled date for re-inspection. 

ii) The PI and QA Officer shall review the Dem/Val report to ensure that it 
accurately describes the Dem/Val Plan methods and standard operating 
procedures, and that the reported results accurately reflect the raw data 
required of the Dem/Val. 

iii) The QA Officer shall ensure that all relevant documents, procedures, and 
corrective actions pertaining to activities covered under the IRRIT Quality 
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Plan are reviewed and approved for use by the PI. For example, IRRIT Data 
Sheets and the Corrective Action Report developed for this Dem/Val Plan. 

iv) The QA Officer shall maintain control of unassigned serialized laboratory 
notebooks and the list of numerically indexed serialized laboratory notebooks 
for the Program. 

c) NGC’s project manager, Mr. John Weir and his staff, are responsible for all 
quality control needed to collect meaningful data, as it relates to the detection of 
corrosion under coating and the use of all equipment such as the IR camera, 
photographic images, and data storage. NGC personnel shall report quality or 
procedural concerns to the IRRIT PI or QA Officer. 

d) All contractors or government employees involved in the IRRIT Program shall 
familiarize themselves with the IRRIT Quality Plan and implement applicable 
procedures to ensure that essential data are collected and that collected data will 
be useful. All personnel participating in the IRRIT Program shall avoid 
involvement in any activities that would diminish confidence in the program’s 
competence, impartiality, judgment or operational integrity. 

  
3) Data Quality Parameters and Format:  
The data to be collected will include IR images of the test areas, visual images of the 
preprocessed test areas, and visual images of the chemically stripped test areas.  Images 
from before and after various stages in the strip/paint process will be compared in order 
to validate the performance of IRRIT. All parameters associated with the process 
[equipment (camera and IR source), vehicles (paint thickness and color), and 
environment (temperature and sunlight)] shall be recorded on IRRIT Data Sheets.  
 
4) Calibration Procedures, Quality Control Checks, and Corrective Actions: 

a) Calibration Procedures:  equipment and its software used for the IRRIT Dem/Val 
shall be capable of achieving the accuracy required of the camera equipment/DAS 
specified in the Dem/Val Plan, and shall comply with relevant specifications or 
procedures. 

- The IR camera will be checked at the beginning of the day, as a minimum, 
for image quality and at the end of operations or the end of an eight hour shift, 
which ever comes first. The same image standard will be used to perform this 
function. This image will be documented and stored for future reference. This 
procedure will also be repeated, if any change to the camera is made such as 
modification of the temperature correction factor. In the event the image quality 
has degraded, the corrective action will be to understand what camera parameters 
have changed or if the camera is defective. Parameters will be adjusted to 
establish acceptable image quality, prior to use. In the unlikely event the camera 
is defective or is broken, NGC has a backup camera that will be used to continue 
the Demonstration and Validation 

b) Quality Control Checks, and Corrective Actions:  if technical activities deviate 
from the Optimization/Baseline Test Plan, or if Dem/Val activities fail to function 
as expected, the person performing the activity shall originate an IRRIT Dem/Val 
Corrective Action Report  and complete the following actions; 
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i) The originator shall immediately halt activities if its continuation results in an 
unsafe condition or adversely affects data integrity. 

ii) The originator shall then notify the PI or QA Officer via email, phone or on-
site who will began to track and monitor the corrective action report. 

iii) The QA Officer shall ensure that all pertinent information is entered correctly 
and the corrective action report is distributed to the appropriate people. 

iv) The originator shall document corrective actions/preventive measures and 
notify the PI or QA Officer. 

v) The originator, PI, and QA Officer shall maintain a copy of the IRRIT 
Corrective Action Report. Once closed, corrective action reports shall be 
maintained together in a single binder and filed with other data in 
conformance with the ESTCP approved data quality requirements. 

vi) Note: the originator shall also document and immediately notify the PI or QA 
Officer of problems involving material shortages or hardware failure in 
support of the Dem/Val. 

 
5) Demonstration Procedures: 
The inspection operating parameters will be determined prior to Dem/Val during camera 
optimization/baseline testing. Once the data acquisition setup is connected, powered, and 
the camera is cooled, an image should appear on the monitor. A rapid survey scan of the 
target area will be completed, with a monitor displaying the region for any signs of 
corrosion. Sites of interest will be marked with a grease pencil.  Results from the visual 
inspection and images prior to and after various stages in the strip/paint process will be 
compared in order to validate the performance of the IRRIT technique.  
 
6) Quality Program Review: 
The PI and the QA Officer shall review the IRRIT Quality Program to ensure personnel, 
equipment, activities, records, and controls are in conformance with the ESTCP quality 
requirements.  

a) All personnel shall review all applicable quality requirements prior to, during, and 
following any activity under the scope of the IRRIT Quality Plan. 

b) The PI and QA Officer shall review discrepancies and corrective 
actions/preventive measures to ensure all discrepancies were properly 
documented and resolved. 

c) The PI and QA Officer shall review the final Dem/Val report to ensure that it 
accurately describes the Dem/Val methods and standard operating procedures, 
and that the reported results accurately reflect the raw data required of the 
Dem/Val. 

 
7) Data Storage and Archiving:  

a) Personnel performing activities shall ensure all relevant data is entered at the time 
of activity into a serialized, bound laboratory notebook or onto the IRRIT Data 
Sheet.  Activity, performance method, the specific equipment, and individual 
performing the activity shall be recorded. When the laboratory notebook is full 
the QA Officer shall issue a new bound serialized notebook.  The PI will have 
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access to all notebooks at all times. The notebooks will be indexed numerically. 
Upon program completion, all bound serialized notebooks shall be disposed of 
according to ESTCP direction. All laboratory notebooks shall be signed and dated 
at the beginning and end of each workday by all persons making notes and 
recording data. Analog video will be captured, as well as digital images and saved 
to disk. 

b) Upon program completion, all bound serialized notebooks, Data Sheets, diskettes, 
and corrective action reports shall be archived in accordance with ESTCP 
direction. 

c) Any deviations or recommendations for the modification to this plan shall be 
reported to the PI for his review and approval. 
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APPENDIX D OPTIMIZATION/BASELINE TEST PLAN 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this laboratory test plan is to evaluate the capabilities and limits of the 
Infrared Reflectance Imaging Technique (IRRIT), in addition to the blackbody technique 
(these techniques are defined in Section 1.2). Through various test evaluations in the 
laboratory, a database will be created, along with procedures that may be applied onsite 
in the field as applicable. The focus of the testing shall be primarily to create a system 
that is optimized for field use; in particular the Navy’s P-3 Orion aircraft (refer to Figure 
D-1 for potential use on other platforms). 
 

1.1. Scope 
This document shall optimize and baseline the IRRIT for use in the “field”. The test 
matrices shall encompass representative military coatings and coating thicknesses, along 
with the potential and anticipated variables that may be encountered in field and depot 
operations. A number of test specimens will be created to simulate these potential 
variables. The test specimens will utilize alloys, surface preparations, and coatings that 
are identical to the preparations and materials used on the military platforms. Whenever 
possible, screening tests will be utilized to minimize unnecessary work and to focus 
resources on the relevant issues. Optimization of the camera type associated variables 
will also be addressed along with the field variables. Optimization of the technique shall 
be achieved by testing and coming to conclusions regarding the following variables: 

• Typical Military Coatings (Primers and Topcoats) 
o How transparent (allowing IR reflection) is the coating in the 3-5μm IR 

range? 
• Thickness Range of Coatings (Simulate “Real-Life” Coating Stack-Ups, and 

Limits of IRRIT) 
o At what thickness will the coating no longer be transparent in the 3-5μm 

IR range? 
• Surface Temperature 

o IR Reflection 
 Is external IR illumination required to penetrate coating, thus 

allowing IR reflection? 
o Blackbody 

 Is the substrate naturally emitting IR (no external IR illumination 
required)?  

• Distance from Surface (IR Camera Lens to Surface of Substrate) 
o How large of a corrosion defect can be seen at a certain distance away 

from the substrate (corrosion/defect sensitivity)? 
 
Upon completion of testing the above variables, a “database/library” shall be created. The 
goal of this laboratory test plan is to supply the “field” user with the answers to the 
following questions: 

• Can the method of IRRIT be used on this particular platform? 
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• What would the optimized internal camera settings be for this particular paint 
scheme, coating thickness, and surface temperature (Non-Uniformity Correction, 
NUC)? 

• Is external IR illumination required, or is the part naturally emitting IR? 
 

Navy

Army

Coast Guard

Air Force

 
Figure D-1: Military Vehicle Platforms 
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1.2. Technology Description 
IRRIT: The IR passes directly through the coating and then reflects off the metallic 
substrate back through the coating and into an IR camera.  Since the corroded areas do 
not reflect the IR energy as well as the non-corroded areas, a picture or image is 
generated by the IR camera much the same as observing the corrosion under standard 
visual techniques. The corrosion does not reflect the energy, as will the smooth aluminum 
surfaces that that is why the corrosion appears dark. 
Blackbody Technique: This method has the advantage in that the illumination is provided 
by the part itself and not by an external source. The aluminum parts emit or transmit IR 
radiation at room temperature (RT) or slightly above RT. In the case of aircraft paints the 
paint has a transmission window in the 3-5μm region, so the IR can be viewed, as it is 
emitted from the surface. The corrosion emits more energy due to its emissive 
characteristics than the smooth aluminum surface and that is why the corrosion looks 
white. 
 

1.3. Referenced Documents 
Specifications: 
Department of Defense, Federal, and Military 

MIL-C-5541 Chemical Conversion Coatings on Aluminum and 
Aluminum Alloys 

MIL-PRF-85582 Primer Coatings: Epoxy, Waterborne 
MIL-PRF-85285 Coating: Polyurethane, Aircraft and Support Equipment 
QPL-85285 Qualified Product List of Products Qualified Under 

Performance Specifications MIL-PRF-85285 Coating: 
Polyurethane, High-Solids 

FED-STD-595 Colors Used in Government Procurement 
American Society for Testing and Materials 

ASTM B117  Standard Practice for Operating Salt Spray (Fog) Apparatus 
ASTM D1654 Evaluation of Painted or Coated Specimens Subjected to 

Corrosive Environments 
ASTM D2803 Filiform Corrosion Resistance of Organic Coatings on 

Metal 
ASTM E1213 Standard Test Method for Minimum Resolvable 

Temperature Difference for Thermal Imaging Systems 
ASTM E1311 Standard Test Method for Minimum Detectable 

Temperature Difference for Thermal Imaging Systems 
ASTM E1543 Standard Test Method for Noise Equivalent Temperature 

Difference of Thermal Imaging Systems 
ASTM F1110  Sandwich Corrosion Test 
ASTM G1 Preparing, Cleaning, and Evaluating Corrosion Test 

Specimens 
ASTM G46  Examination and Evaluation of Pitting Corrosion 

Indigo Merlin® Mid-Wave IR (MWIR) Camera Manual 
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2. HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
While the methods, applications, and processes described or referenced in this document 
may involve the use of HAZMATs, this document does not address the handling of 
HAZMATs.  It is the sole responsibility of the user to ensure familiarity with the safe and 
proper use of any HAZMATs and to take necessary precautionary measures to ensure the 
health and safety of all personnel involved. 
 

3. TESTING PARAMETERS 
Test specimens shall be manufactured and tested to the following test parameters. Once 
the testing parameters (the limits of the system) are well understood, the final system 
configuration(s) and performance baselines shall be established (and documented) for the 
demonstration/validation on the P-3 aircraft.  
 

3.1. Test Panel Design 
All test panels created shall be documented with the IR camera in addition to a digital 
visible camera prior to the any coating (primer/topcoat) is applied. The test specimens 
that will be created will be manufactured and tested via IRRIT and Blackbody, and will 
be representative of the various military platforms, in terms of coating types, coating 
thickness, and corrosion defects.  
 

3.1.1. Coating Substrates Types and Thicknesses 
The coatings used in this laboratory test plan are based on those used on the P-3 Orion 
aircraft. If the intent is to use this technique on a different paint scheme other than that 
used on the P-3, the “different” paint scheme must be tested with a Fourier-Transform 
Infrared (FTIR) instrument. An FTIR will basically provide a spectral “fingerprint” of the 
coating, or coating stack up. Whether or not the IRRIT works for a particular coating is 
based on how much 3-5μm IR wavelength can be transmitted thru the coating, the more 
IR that is transmitted thru the coating the better your imaging with the IRRIT. 
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3.1.1.1. Navy Paint Schemes (P-3 Aircraft) 

3.1.1.1.1. Primer and Topcoat 
The P-3 (OML) uses Deft Primer Part No. 44-GN-7 Epoxy Primer meeting MIL-PRF-
85582 Type 1. The Top Coat is Hentzen, MIL-PRF-85285 Type 1 Urethane, Federal 
Standard Color No. 16440, part # 04644AUX-3. The normal thickness of these coatings 
will be investigated, as well as thickness values that may be encountered in service. For 
example it is anticipated that thickness of coatings up to 4.8 mils total (paint spec) and 
7.2 mils total (fleet touchup) will be tested, as worst-case scenarios. Thickness values 
above 7.2 mils total will not be tested, for this particular paint scheme.  It is assumed that 
the aircraft would be stripped and hence no pollution savings would justify the 
requirement to see under coatings thicker than 7.2 mils.  
 

3.2 Optimization/Baseline 
A 13 mm lens (primary lens to be used) will be used with the Indigo Merlin® mid-wave 
IR (MWIR) camera since it will give reasonable standoff distances for the 
demonstration/validation work. This lens gives FOV angles of 41 degrees in the 
horizontal axis and 31 degrees in the vertical axis of the camera focal plane. Table D-1 
illustrates the FOV in inches corresponding to a distance in inches from the object 
surface. The instantaneous field of view (IFOV) resolution is essentially the FOV of an 
individual pixel of the focal plane. This is the minimum size feature the camera can 
resolve at a particular distance with this lens. The camera may detect smaller features 
depending on the contrast of the feature to the surrounding area, but it will be displayed 
at the IFOV resolution. Refer to Table A-1 in Appendix B for the Merlin® mid-wave IR 
camera specifications. Information relating to the field of FOV and working distance and 
resolution for the 13mm and 25mm lenses can be found in Table D-1 and Table D-2. 
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Table D-1: FOV in Inches for 13mm Lens 
Distance to Surface 

Inches 
Horizontal 

FOV 
IFOV Resolution 

in Inches 
IFOV Resolution 

in Millimeters 
Vertical FOV IFOV Resolution 

in Inches 
IFOV Resolution in 

Millimeters 
4 2.99 0.01 0.24 2.22 0.01 0.23 
5 3.74 0.01 0.30 2.77 0.01 0.29 
6 4.49 0.01 0.36 3.33 0.01 0.35 
7 5.23 0.02 0.42 3.88 0.02 0.41 
8 5.98 0.02 0.47 4.44 0.02 0.47 
9 6.73 0.02 0.53 4.99 0.02 0.53 
10 7.48 0.02 0.59 5.55 0.02 0.59 
11 8.23 0.03 0.65 6.10 0.03 0.65 
12 8.97 0.03 0.71 6.66 0.03 0.70 
14 10.47 0.03 0.83 7.77 0.03 0.82 
15 11.22 0.04 0.89 8.32 0.03 0.88 
16 11.96 0.04 0.95 8.87 0.04 0.94 
17 12.71 0.04 1.01 9.43 0.04 1.00 
18 13.46 0.04 1.07 9.98 0.04 1.06 
19 14.21 0.04 1.13 10.54 0.04 1.12 
20 14.96 0.05 1.19 11.09 0.05 1.17 
21 15.70 0.05 1.25 11.65 0.05 1.23 
22 16.45 0.05 1.31 12.20 0.05 1.29 
23 17.20 0.05 1.37 12.76 0.05 1.35 
24 17.95 0.06 1.42 13.31 0.06 1.41 
25 18.69 0.06 1.48 13.87 0.06 1.47 
26 19.44 0.06 1.54 14.42 0.06 1.53 
27 20.19 0.06 1.60 14.98 0.06 1.58 
28 20.94 0.07 1.66 15.53 0.06 1.64 
29 21.69 0.07 1.72 16.08 0.07 1.70 
30 22.43 0.07 1.78 16.64 0.07 1.76 
31 23.18 0.07 1.84 17.19 0.07 1.82 
32 23.93 0.07 1.90 17.75 0.07 1.88 
33 24.68 0.08 1.96 18.30 0.08 1.94 
34 25.42 0.08 2.02 18.86 0.08 2.00 
35 26.17 0.08 2.08 19.41 0.08 2.05 
36 26.92 0.08 2.14 19.97 0.08 2.11 
37 27.67 0.09 2.20 20.52 0.09 2.17 
38 28.42 0.09 2.26 21.08 0.09 2.23 
39 29.16 0.09 2.31 21.63 0.09 2.29 
40 29.91 0.09 2.37 22.19 0.09 2.35 
41 30.66 0.10 2.43 22.74 0.09 2.41 
42 31.41 0.10 2.49 23.30 0.10 2.47 
43 32.15 0.10 2.55 23.85 0.10 2.52 
44 32.90 0.10 2.61 24.40 0.10 2.58 
45 33.65 0.11 2.67 24.96 0.10 2.64 
46 34.40 0.11 2.73 25.51 0.11 2.70 
47 35.15 0.11 2.79 26.07 0.11 2.76 
48 35.89 0.11 2.85 26.62 0.11 2.82 

Note = Items in yellow are the prime distances of interest for the optimization/baseline testing.  
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Table D-2: FOV in Inches for 25mm Lens 
Distance to Surface 

Inches 
Horizontal FOV IFOV Resolution 

in Inches 
IFOV Resolution in 

Millimeters 
Vertical FOV IFOV Resolution in 

Inches 
IFOV Resolution in 

Millimeters 
12 4.67 0.01 0.37 3.37 0.01 0.36 
13 5.05 0.02 0.40 3.65 0.02 0.39 
14 5.44 0.02 0.43 3.94 0.02 0.42 
15 5.83 0.02 0.46 4.22 0.02 0.45 
16 6.22 0.02 0.49 4.50 0.02 0.48 
17 6.61 0.02 0.52 4.78 0.02 0.51 
18 7.00 0.02 0.56 5.06 0.02 0.54 
19 7.39 0.02 0.59 5.34 0.02 0.57 
20 7.78 0.02 0.62 5.62 0.02 0.59 
21 8.16 0.03 0.65 5.90 0.02 0.62 
22 8.55 0.03 0.68 6.18 0.03 0.65 
23 8.94 0.03 0.71 6.46 0.03 0.68 
24 9.33 0.03 0.74 6.75 0.03 0.71 
25 9.72 0.03 0.77 7.03 0.03 0.74 
26 10.11 0.03 0.80 7.31 0.03 0.77 
27 10.50 0.03 0.83 7.59 0.03 0.80 
28 10.89 0.03 0.86 7.87 0.03 0.83 
29 11.27 0.04 0.89 8.15 0.03 0.86 
30 11.66 0.04 0.93 8.43 0.04 0.89 
31 12.05 0.04 0.96 8.71 0.04 0.92 
32 12.44 0.04 0.99 8.99 0.04 0.95 
33 12.83 0.04 1.02 9.28 0.04 0.98 
34 13.22 0.04 1.05 9.56 0.04 1.01 
35 13.61 0.04 1.08 9.84 0.04 1.04 
36 14.00 0.04 1.11 10.12 0.04 1.07 
37 14.38 0.04 1.14 10.40 0.04 1.10 
38 14.77 0.05 1.17 10.68 0.04 1.13 
39 15.16 0.05 1.20 10.96 0.05 1.16 
40 15.55 0.05 1.23 11.24 0.05 1.19 
41 15.94 0.05 1.27 11.52 0.05 1.22 
42 16.33 0.05 1.30 11.81 0.05 1.25 
43 16.72 0.05 1.33 12.09 0.05 1.28 
44 17.11 0.05 1.36 12.37 0.05 1.31 
45 17.49 0.05 1.39 12.65 0.05 1.34 
46 17.88 0.06 1.42 12.93 0.05 1.37 
47 18.27 0.06 1.45 13.21 0.06 1.40 
48 18.66 0.06 1.48 13.49 0.06 1.43 
49 19.05 0.06 1.51 13.77 0.06 1.46 
50 19.44 0.06 1.54 14.05 0.06 1.49 
51 19.83 0.06 1.57 14.34 0.06 1.52 
52 20.22 0.06 1.60 14.62 0.06 1.55 
53 20.60 0.06 1.64 14.90 0.06 1.58 
54 20.99 0.07 1.67 15.18 0.06 1.61 
56 21.77 0.07 1.73 15.74 0.07 1.67 
57 22.16 0.07 1.76 16.02 0.07 1.70 
58 22.55 0.07 1.79 16.30 0.07 1.73 
59 22.94 0.07 1.82 16.58 0.07 1.76 
60 23.33 0.07 1.85 16.86 0.07 1.78 
61 23.71 0.07 1.88 17.15 0.07 1.81 
62 24.10 0.08 1.91 17.43 0.07 1.84 
63 24.49 0.08 1.94 17.71 0.07 1.87 
64 24.88 0.08 1.97 17.99 0.07 1.90 
65 25.27 0.08 2.01 18.27 0.08 1.93 
66 25.66 0.08 2.04 18.55 0.08 1.96 
67 26.05 0.08 2.07 18.83 0.08 1.99 
68 26.44 0.08 2.10 19.11 0.08 2.02 
69 26.82 0.08 2.13 19.39 0.08 2.05 
70 27.21 0.09 2.16 19.68 0.08 2.08 
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When the camera is looking at a gloss painted surface care must be taken with the IR 
illumination. If the camera is looking at a gloss reflective surface, hot sources within the 
virtual FOV will be imaged (see Figure D-2), as with a mirror. Hot IR sources should be 
placed outside the virtual FOV with the sources directed toward the area to be viewed. 
An approach that may be used is to illuminate the area with a low temperature broad area 
diffuse source within the FOV, which would not saturate the camera, but would provide 
sufficient illumination to see under the paint. If the surface is a matt or “camouflage” type 
surface the light would be diffused and would not be re-imaged.  
 

Gloss 
Surface

Virtual 
Field of 
View

 
Figure D-2: Virtual FOV 

 

3.3. Specialty Coating Types and Thicknesses 
The regions on the P-3 Orion that we are completing the Dem/Val are composed of 
typical aircraft coatings that we have tested (via FTIR and with the IRRIT) and know to 
be transparent in the wavelength that we are interested in. Optimized camera settings that 
will be established upon completion of this test plan will be used as the same settings that 
will be accomplished while imaging specialty coatings. An example of a specialty 
coating is: 
AMS-C-27725 Fuel Tank Coating, QPL PRC DeSoto Part # 825X309 
 

3.4. Part Contours and Geometry 
Due to the fact that the surfaces on aircraft are not all flat, studies must be accomplished 
to find the optimized camera distance to the surface and proper IR illumination. IR 
illumination becomes sensitive in regions that are extremely curved. The goal of the 
laboratory studies shall be to find the optimized distance that the illuminators shall be 
from the camera so that they do not reflect (and become bright spots/locations) on the 
focal plane. The illuminators should be out of the FOV, yet still provide sufficient 
illumination to penetrate the coating. A few samples with varying geometry (refer to 
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Figure D-6, Figure D-7, Figure D-8, and Figure D-9) and bulk corrosion defects will be 
manufactured and coated with the P-3 paint scheme, to establish the optimized distance. 
The following optimized parameters shall be recorded, as a result of a given 
contour/geometry: 

- FOV at a given distance 
- Optimized illuminator distance and angles 

 

3.5. Dust, Dirt, Oils, and Grease 
Surface contaminations will be investigated, including oil, grease, dust, fuel, water, and 
hydraulic fluid.  In the Dem/Val for the P-3, the aircraft will be inspected in the “as 
washed condition”. Effectiveness of the cleaning procedures is questionable. This 
requires testing lab samples with various surface contaminants.  
 

3.6. Illumination Method 
Various angles and intensities of the IR illuminators will be studied for the optimized 
settings for the various scenarios that could occur during the Dem/Val. The goal of the 
laboratory testing of the IR illuminators is to determine the optimized position and 
intensity of the IR illuminators at various distances and contours/geometries. The 
following variables must be studied in order to achieve an optimized system for the P-3 
Dem/Val in regards to IR illumination: 
• Wattage, Source design 
• Angles/Part Geometry 
• Substrate Temperature 
 

3.7. Image Processing Software and Data Acquisition System 

• Data Integration Time 
• Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC) 
 

3.8. Ergonomics 
Ergonomics is an ongoing effort that shall be worked on in the laboratory to achieve a 
system that is friendly and easy to use. The following items shall be optimized to meet 
our needs:  
• Size 
• Weight 
• Attachments 
• Comfort/Ease of Use 
• Visual Displays 
It should be noted that we are currently working on issues relating to cable management, 
mounting an LCD display, handles, and mounting the illuminators in such a way that we 
can measure the angles that they are directed. 
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4. TEST LABORATORIES/FACILITIES 

• Northrop Grumman Integrated Systems – Bethpage, NY 
• Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC) – Largo, FL 
• NAVAIR (Navy) – Jacksonville, FL 
• Fort Bragg (Army) - Fayetteville, NC 
• USCG Air Station (Coast Guard) – Elizabeth City, NC  
• FLIR Systems Incorporated, Indigo Operations – Goleta, CA 

 

5. SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZATION/BASELINE TEST PLAN 
The goal of this optimization/baseline test plan is to test variables that could be 
encountered in the field and test them in the lab. This will allow the IRRIT to be better 
“prepared” for use at the Dem/Val. 
In order for the technique to be successful the capabilities and the limits of the system 
must be defined and tested.  
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Test  
Variables 

Surface Temperature  
• 60˚F ± 2˚F 
• 70˚F ± 2˚F 
• 80˚F ± 2˚F 
• 90˚F ± 2˚F 
• 100˚F ± 2˚F 

Distance  
(Camera Lens to Area of Interest) 

• 4 inches ± .5 inches 
• 6 inches ± .5 inches 
• 8 inches ± .5 inches 
• 12 inches ± .5 inches 

Coating Thickness 
• 1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 
• 3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 
• 4.5 mils to 7.2 mils 
• 6.0 mils to 9.6 mils 

Optimization 

Camera/Software  
Procedure

Illumination  
Procedure 

Angles 

Wattage 

NUC 

Data Integration Time 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS SHALL BE OPTIMIZED BASED ON THE ABOVE TEST VARIABLES. 

Blackbody 

 
Figure D-3: Approach for Optimizing/Baselining the IRRIT + Blackbody Technique 
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Table D-3: Optimization/Baseline Variables 

 

Cea:tiac Tllidaae•• 
(N..,. P-l Paiat Sc:M-) 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

l .S mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

1.5 mils to 2.4 mils 

3D milsto4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

31l mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3 .0 mils to 4.8 mils 

3.0 mils to 4.8 mils 

4 .5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 mils to 72 mils 

4 .5 mils to 72 mils 

4.5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 mils to 72 mils 

4 .5 mils to 72 mils 

4.5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 mils to72mils 

4 .5 mils to 72 mils 

4 .5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 mils to 72 mils 

4 .5 mils to72 mils 

4 .5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 mils to72 mils 

4 .5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 mils to 72 mils 

4 .5 mils to 72 mils 

4.5 mils to 12 mils 

4.5 milsto 7 2 mils 

4.5 mils to72 mils 

6.0 mils to 9..6 mils 

6 .0 mils to 9 .6 mils 

6.0 mils to9..6 mils 

6 .0mils to9..6 mils 

6 .0 milsto 9 .6 mils 

6.0 mils to9..6 mils 

6.0 mils to 9..6 mils 

6D mils to 9 .6 mils 

6.0 mils to9..6 mils 

6.0 mils to 9..6 mils 

6D mils to 9.6 mils 

6.0 mils to 9.6 mils 
6.0 mils to 9.6 mils 

6.0 mils to 9..6 mils 

6 .0 milsto 9 .6 mils 

6.0 mils to9..6 mils 

6 .0mils to9..6mils 

6 .0 mils to 9 .6 mils 

6.0 mils to9..6 mils 

6.0 mils to 9..6 mils 

60"F :t 2~F 

60"F :t 2~F 

60"f ± 2'F 
60"F :t 2~F 

70"F :t2+F 

70"F :t2~F 

70"F:t 2~F 

70"F :t 2+F 

SO"F :t 2~F 

80"F:t 2~F 

SO"F :t 2+F 

SO"F :t 2~F 

90"F :t2~r 

90"F :t 2+F 

WF:t 2~F 

90"F :t2+f 

l OO"F:t 2+F 

l OO"F:t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 
l OO"F:t 2+F 

60"F :t 2~F 

60"F :t 2+F 

60"F :t 2~F 

60"F :t 2~F 

70"F :t 2+F 

70"F:t 2~F 

70"F :t2~F 

70"F :t 2+F 

80"F :t 2~F 

80"F :t2+f 

80"F :t 2+F 

80"F :t 2~F 

90"F :t2+f 

90"F :t 2~F 

WF:t2~F 

90"F :t2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 
l OO"F :t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

60"F :t 2+F 

60"F:t 2~F 

60"F :t 2~F 

60"F:t 2+F 

70"F :t2~F 

70"F :t2+F 

70"F :t 2+F 

70"F :t2~F 

80"F :t 2+f 

80"F :t 2~F 

80"F :t2~F 

80"F :t 2+F 

90"F:t 2~F 

WF:t2~F 

90"F :t 2+F 

90"F:t 2~F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

l OO"F:t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

60"F :t 2+F 

60"F :t 2~F 

60"F :t 2+f 

60"F:t 2+F 

70"F :t2~F 

70"F :t 2+f 

70"F :t 2~F 

70"F :t2~F 

80"F:t2+F 

SO"F:t 2~F 

80"F :t2~F 

SO"F:t ;;:~r 

90"F :t 2~F 

90"F :t 2+F 

90"F:t 2~F 

90"F :t 2~F 

l OO"F:t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

l OO"F :t 2+F 

Diriaate fn• Sample 
<c-... w .... s-.•> 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :1: .5 inches 

l 2 inches :t .5 inches 

4 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

12 inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

l 2in:::hes :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

12inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

12inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

12inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 ino::hes :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

12 inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2 inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2 inches :t .5 inches 

4 inc:hes :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

12inches :t ..5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

l 2inches :t .5 inches 

4 inches :t .5 inches 

6 inches :t .5 inches 

8 inches :t .5 inches 

12inches :t .5 inches 

w._ 
(Raap = 1-%2 wata) 

NUC 
(2-P.iat C•znctioa) 

....... 
Ro .... 
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Mirror Image

 
Figure D-4: Angle Designations for IR Illuminators 
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Test Panel Design #1A Lab Induced Corrosion – Filiform Exposure

3 inches

6 
in

ch
es Scribed Region

2024-T3 Clad Aluminum

Filiform Exposure:

This design shows corrosion 
due to filiform exposure. The 
duration of filiform exposure 
per ASTM D2803 is 1000 
hours. This scenario will 
show filiform corrosion 
along the scribed region and 
under the primer + topcoat.

 
Figure D-5: Panel Design #1A 

 
 

 
Figure D-6: 1951 USAF Glass Slide Resolution Target (Negative) 
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Figure D-7 and Figure D-8 illustrates the curvature of the P-3 fuselage at fuselage station 
(FS) 901 and fuselage station (FS) 1117 respectively. 
  

 
Figure D-7: P-3 Fuselage Contour Scenario #1 - FS901 (Radii = 68 inches) 

 

 
Figure D-8: P-3 Fuselage Contour Scenario #2 - FS1117 (Radii = 48 inches) 
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Figure D-9 shows the calculations that were required to generate a scaled down test 
article, which were based on the calculations shown in Figure D-7. This test article will 
simulate the curvature of the fuselage that will be encountered on the P-3 aircraft during 
the Dem/Val. 
 

 
Figure D-9: P-3 Fuselage Contour - Test Article for Scenario #1 
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Figure D-10 shows the calculations that were required to generate a scaled down test 
article, which were based on the calculations shown in Figure D-8. This test article will 
simulate the curvature of the fuselage that will be encountered on the P-3 aircraft during 
the Dem/Val. 
 

 
Figure D-10: P-3 Fuselage Contour - Test Article for Scenario #2 
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Figure D-11: Sample Required to Resolve Curvature of Camera Lens Issues (FOV) 
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Table D-4: Specification Table - USAF Glass Slide Resolution Target 
Number of Lines per mm in USAF Resolving Power Test Target 1951 

(Edmund Optics Incorporated Stock Number NT36-275) 
Group Number 

Element -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 
2 0.28 0.561 1.12 2.24 4.49 8.98 17.95 36 71.8 
3 0.315 0.63 1.26 2.52 5.04 10.1 20.16 40.3 80.6 
4 0.353 0.707 1.41 2.83 5.66 11.3 22.62 45.3 90.5 
5 0.397 0.793 1.59 3.17 6.35 12.7 25.39 50.8 102 
6 0.445 0.891 1.78 3.56 7.13 14.3 28.5 57 114 

Substrate 1.5mm (0.06") soda lime glass with beveled edges 
Flatness 0.0001" or better 
Surface Quality 40-10 
Coating Vacuum-deposited durable chromium, density 3.0 or greater 
Minimum Resolution Group -2, Element 1 
Maximum Resolution Group 7, Element 6 

 
Table D-5: P-3 OML Paint Scheme - Laboratory Panels 
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E.1 Navy P-3 Coating System Samples 
 
1P = .9 mils 
2P = 3.2 mils 
1P1T = 2.1 mils 
2P1T = 4.16 mils 
2P2T = 4.61 mils 
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Figure E-1: Spectral Signature of Navy P-3 Coating 
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E.2 Filter Evaluation 
 

Issue: 
IR filter optimization activity was performed based on the transmission spectra of 

the P-3 paint scheme (see Figure E-2).  Selection of the optimized filter was conducted at 
FLIR/Indigo Operations in Goleta, California.  Several possible spectral filters were 
considered.  Figure E-3 illustrates DHR spectra for individual candidate spectral filters. 
The filters were installed on a filter wheel that was connected to a laboratory Merlin® 
Mid IR camera (liquid-nitrogen cooled).  Figure E-4 illustrates the filter evaluation setup 
whereby a sample was imaged using both a standard Merlin® IR camera and a Merlin® 
IR camera equipped with a filter wheel.    
 

 
Figure E-2: Improved Spectral Window for IRRIT 
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Filter Evaluation
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Figure E-3: Spectra of Filters Evaluated 
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Figure E-4: Filter and Camera Comparison 

 
 

3.75-5 μm: OPTIMIZED FILTER3-5 μm: STANDARD FILTER

Sample
(w/2 Layers Aircraft Primer + 2 Layers Camouflage Aircraft Topcoat)

 
Figure E-5: Optimized Filter versus COTS Filter 
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Figure E-6: Rtools Results 

 
Figure E-6 represents images that were obtained using the RTools software. In 

addition to optimizing the IR camera filter, it was also thought that the RTools software 
would be able to generate superior images compared to the previous method which was 
to capture them directly from the IR camera and store them as digital files. However, the 
results concluded that the RTools software, for this particular application was of no added 
benefit to the Dem/Val, and actually complicates an otherwise simple process.  

Figure E-6 also shows the results of the optimized filter system, which cuts off the 
lower wavelength glare allowing the camera to be more sensitive in the 3.75 to 5 µm 
window. It was found that the 3.75 -5 micrometer filter produced the best contrast 
between corroded and non-corroded surfaces as seen in Figure E-5.  The final selected 
filter was incorporated into the Merlin® Mid IR camera.  Indigo measured the spectral 
response of the specialized filter system. Figure E-7 illustrates the normalized 
performance of the Merlin® camera lens system with the specialized filter. 
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Figure E-7: Spectral Response Curve for Optimized Filter 

 
Indigo-measured spectral response curve for filter-lens system to be incorporated into the IRRIT 
camera. 
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E.3 Free Standing Films 
 
Types of Free Standing Films (FSF) used are illustrated Table E-1: 

MIL-PRF-85285, Deft APC Color # 36118 
MIL-PRF-85285, Deft APC Color # 36173 
MIL-PRF-85285, Deft High Solids Color # 36293 
MIL-PRF-23377, Deft Primer Type 1 
TT-P-2760, Deft Primer Type 1 

 

Table E-1: Type and Thickness of Free Standing Films 
Free Standing Film Thickness Measurements 

Coating # of 
Layers 

Thickness 
(mils) 

Thickness 
(mils) 

Thickness 
(mils) 

Average 
thickness 

(mils) 
1 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.40 
2 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.63 
3 2.0 2.5 2.2 2.23 

MIL-PRF-85285, Deft APC Color # 36118 

4 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.70 
1 1.9 1.8 2.0 1.90 
2 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.50 
3 3.7 3.8 3.4 3.63 

MIL-PRF-85285, Deft APC Color # 36173 

4 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.67 
1 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.87 
2 4.5 4.2 4.5 4.40 
3 5.3 5.2 5.4 5.30 

MIL-PRF-85285, Deft High Solids Color # 36293 

4 5.5 5.6 5.6 5.57 
1 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.30 
2 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.47 
3 3.9 4.2 4.0 4.03 

MIL-PRF-23377, Deft Primer Type 1 

4 4.5 4.8 4.4 4.57 
1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.40 
2 2.9 2.6 2.7 2.73 
3 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.00 

TT-P-2760, Deft Primer Type 1 
 

4 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.70 
 
 
Standard FTIR transmission scans were performed on a Thermo Magna 550 FTIR 
Spectrometer.  The wavelength range of the scans was 1.78–15.3μm.  The area of interest 
for these films is in the range of 3-5μm.  The samples were prepared by painting 12 inch 
square polyethylene bags.  The paint coatings were cut and peeled off the bag once they 
were fully cured. 
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Figure E-8: FTIR Results of MIL-PRF-85285 (Color #36118) 

 
Figure E-8 illustrates the dark camo gray topcoat has a big transmission drop off with 
increasing film thickness. 
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Figure E-9: FTIR Results of MIL-PRF-85285 (Color #36173) 

 
Figure E-9 illustrates the light camo gray topcoat is a little more transmissive than the 
dark camo gray when comparing thicknesses. 
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Figure E-10: FTIR Results of MIL-PRF-85285 (Color #36293) 

 
Figure E-10 illustrates the high solids topcoat and as coating thickness increases, 
transmission capability in the 3-5μm wavelength region decreases.  This spectra is on the 
same scale as the primer FTIR spectra.  A typical coating of 3 mils yields about 70% 
transmission. 
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Figure E-11: FTIR Results of MIL-PRF-23377 

 
Figure E-11 illustrates the thick primer has very little transmission in the region of 
interest (3-5μm).  If the 23377 primer is properly applied on the aircraft, the Merlin® 
MWIR camera should be able to image through to the substrate. 
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Figure E-12: FTIR Results of TT-P-2760 Type I 

 
Figure E-12 illustrates the 2760 primer is just as transmissive as the 23377 primer when it 
is thin.  Note the large absorbance at 3.4μm. 
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E.4 Ergonomics 
 
Issue: 
The purpose of this test report was to investigate methods of improvement regarding 
ergonomics and the IRRIT system. During initial technology demonstrations it was noted 
that the IRRIT system operator could only hold the camera for short durations (minutes) 
before becoming physically fatigued. Packaging the MWIR camera into a smaller/lighter 
system will improve ergonomics (Figure E-13, Figure E-14, and Figure E-15).  
 
In general, it is good practice (ergonomically) to use the largest appropriate muscle 
groups available when muscular force is exerted. However, the initial set-up of the IRRIT 
system required the operator to hold the camera. Holding the camera caused fatigue in the 
users arm and shoulder muscles. This led to mounting the IRRIT system on a 
vest/harness and also on a tripod. Implementation of the vest/harness and the tripod 
occurred during the Navy P-3 Dem/Val. Previously, the operator could only hold the 
IRRIT system for a matter of minutes before becoming fatigued; with the use of the 
vest/harness the operator was able to use the IRRIT system for hours. Mounting the 
IRRIT system on a tripod (Figure E-17) or harness/vest (Figure E-16) requires little to no 
effort (physically) on the operator.    
 

 
Figure E-13: Camera Dimension Comparison (View 1) 
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Figure E-14: Camera Dimension Comparison (View 2) 

 

 
Figure E-15: FLIR MilCam w/IR Illuminators and LCD 
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Figure E-16: User with IRRIT Equipment Mounted on Vest/Harness 

 

 
Figure E-17: User with IRRIT Equipment Mounted on Tripod 
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E.5 CARC Coatings 
 
Issue: 

The purpose of this test report was to investigate the IR transmission of various 
CARC coatings. These CARC coating are on almost all of the Army land and air 
platforms/vehicles. Free standing films of these CARC coatings were required for Fourier 
Transform Infrared (FTIR) transmission testing. These free standing films were also 
placed in front of the Merlin® Mid-Wave IR Camera (3-5 micrometers) with an IR 
source in back of the film. This will test whether or not the IR source can be detected 
through the free standing film via the Merlin® Mid-Wave IR Camera. Results were 
documented and are summarized in this report. 
 

 

The list of the CARC free standing films used in this report is as follows: 

Table E-2: CARC Free Standing Films 
Coating Specification Color # Manufacturer Coating/Film 

Thickness 
MIL-C-46168 Type IV Green # 34094 Sherwin Williams 3.3 mils 
MIL-C-46168 Type IV Black # 37030 Sherwin Williams 4 mils 
MIL-C-46168 Type IV Black # 37030 Sherwin Williams 9.3 mils 

MIL-C-53039A Green # 34094 Sherwin Williams 6 mils 
MIL-C-64159 Type II Black # 37030 Sherwin Williams 5.6 mils 

 
 
Two different free standing film thicknesses of the Navy P-3 topcoat were also included 
in testing for comparison purposes. They are as follows: 

Table E-3: Navy P-3 Free Standing Films (for comparison purposes only) 
Coating Specification Color # Manufacturer Coating/Film 

Thickness 
MIL-PRF-85285 Type I Gloss Gray # 16440 Hentzen 2 mils 
MIL-PRF-85285 Type I Gloss Gray # 16440 Hentzen 4 mils 
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Figure E-18: FTIR Transmission Results of CARC Free Standing Films 

 
Figure E-18 depicts the transmission spectra for the CARC free standing films compared 
to the Hentzen P-3 topcoat.  The 46168 Black (both thicknesses) is not plotted as its 
spectra is zero in the 2-6μm range.  
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Figure E-19: FTIR Transmission Results of CARC Free Standing Films 

 
Figure E-19 illustrates the expanded transmission scale of the CARC coatings FTIR.  
Note the scale of the % transmission. 
 
The FTIR spectra illustrates the opaqueness of the CARC coatings in the 3-5 wavelength.  
This confirms the poor imaging performance of the Mid-IR camera utilizing the IRRIT 
methodology.  We can not “see” through these coatings. 
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An additional test was utilized to determine the effectiveness of imaging though the 
CARC coatings with the IR camera. 
 
A standard halogen light was used as a source to view the paint films with the Merlin® 
IR camera. The IR camera was set up to view the light source. The paint films on the 
plastic substrate were then introduced between the source and the IR camera. Photos were 
taken for no film in the FOV, Hentzen 2 mil P-3 paint film (single and double layer), and 
for a single layer of the CARC 3 mil 46168 Green top coat.  

 

 
Figure E-20: Schematic of Free Standing Film Test 
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Figure E-21: No Sample Between IR Source and IR Camera 

 
 

 
Figure E-22: IR Camera Detects IR Source through 1 Layer of P-3 Topcoat 
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Figure E-23: IR Camera Detects IR Source through 2 Layers of P-3 Topcoat 

 

 

 
Figure E-24: IR Camera Cannot Detect IR Source through CARC Coating 
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Figure E-25: IR Camera Cannot Detect IR Source through CARC Coating 
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E.6 IR Camera Resolution Study 
 
 
Fixture to Hold AF Target Specimens 

A test set up was designed for the test program that fixtures the AF target sample produced to 
establish if the lens and FOV are uniform over the whole FOV. This is needed to confirm the 
uniformity of the field so that detection thresholds of various corrosion defect sizes can be 
established with accuracy. The test fixture was utilized in the Lab and produced images indicating 
the degree of distortion. The section, FOV Testing for Image Resolution and Quality, below 
illustrates some of the images produced in this on going study. 
 

 
Figure E-26: AF Target Distortion Test 

 
Figure E-26 illustrates IR Image of a 3 inch square Air Force resolution target.  A 2 layer 
coating of the P-3 paint scheme covers this sample. The center of the sample was 
translated to the edges of the FOV of the camera.  The smallest resolution pattern was 
maintained in the camera’s FOV. 
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Figure E-27: AF Target Resolution-Distance Test 

 
Figure E-27 illustrates IR Images of painted AF Target Standard taken from differing 
camera to sample distances. 
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Figure E-28: Filiform Coupon Resolution-Distance Test 

 
Figure E-28 IR Images of P-3 painted filiform coupon taken at differing camera to 
sample distances. 
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Figure E-29: Corrosion Coupon Resolution-Distance Test 

 
Figure E-29 IR Images of P-3 painted corrosion coupon taken at differing camera to 
sample distances. 
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E.7 IR Reflectance vs. Blackbody 
 
 

Thermal Analysis Conducted Utilizing a Controlled Water Bath 

The contrast issue was studied with a very accurate and uniform surface temperature 
controlled by a water bath as illustrated in Figure E-30, as well as directionally controlled 
IR heaters in which the wattage could be precisely controlled along with angles and 
measurement techniques to control the direction of the IR flux off the illuminators. 

 

An analysis of substrate temperatures was conducted to ensure the temperature conditions 
which may be encountered at the depot inspection areas would not degrade the 
performance of the IR camera corrosion detection system. This was accomplished by 
using a bath of water with enough thermal mass so that the temperature does not either 
cool down fast of heat up fast. Hot water was first added to the tank and the temperature 
of the painted corroded face that formed one of the faces of the thermal bath was 
monitored with a Raytech® Laser Pyrometer.  Since water was directly against the face 
that was being observed a very close and uniform temperature was observed. This 
allowed for controlled analysis of the thermal illumination necessary to observe the 
corrosion. The first runs consisted of Blackbody observations of corrosion at elevated 
temperatures. The corrosion being more emissive than the surrounding metal (aluminum) 
appeared white under the IR camera and in fact was self illuminating. As the water 
temperature dropped the intensity of the blackbody self-illumination also dropped.     

 

It was found that even at elevated temperature conditions found in the blackbody mode, it 
was possible for the IR illuminations lamps to override the effects of the blackbody 
condition and turn the corrosion observed in the IR camera from white to a dark 
condition, as normally seen in the IRRIT mode. It is important to note that the thermal 
conditions of the substrate will dictate the amount of illumination wattage of the heaters 
required to over-come the blackbody effects. In any case, the amount of wattage required 
to put the IR camera over from the blackbody mode to the IRRIT or reflectance mode 
was low and hence, the contrast issue should not be considered a problem in the 
inspection process, provided the illumination procedures include the use of controlled 
angled IR sources adjusted to optimize the image contrast.  
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Figure E-30 above illustrates the laboratory set up used to analyze the temperatures that 
are likely to be anticipated during inspection demonstrations at warm climate areas (e.g., 
Jacksonville, FL). A water bath was used to control the surface temperature of the epoxy 
primed (MIL-PRF-85582 Type I) and polyurethane topcoated (MIL-PRF-85285 Type I) 
corroded panels illustrated in Figure E-30. The monitor to the left of the IR camera was 
used to continuously monitor the corrosion image real time during the temperature 
analysis. A number of IR photographs were taken to understand the potential effects of 
temperature on contrast. 

 

Additional testing was accomplished on a heavily corroded standard panel produced with 
the aid of ASTM 117 salt fog and Clorox® bleach. The following images illustrate the 
effect of a 95°F substrate temperature that has been primed and painted with a P-3 Orion 
equivalent finish system. As was illustrated in Figure E-31 (B), the corrosion can not be 
detected under certain illumination conditions with certain substrate conditions produced 
by the Blackbody emission for the corrosion when illuminated with IR heaters at 4.35 
watts. Figure E-31 (A) illustrates the corrosion, as light in the blackbody mode, as the 
corrosion in this mode emits more energy than the surrounding non-corroded areas. Note: 
No illuminators were used for the imaging of Figure E-31 (A). 
 
Heavy corrosion is illustrated by the light squares and the tapering rectangle to the right 
in Figure E-31 (A). In the blackbody mode corrosion gives off or emits more heat than 
the surrounding un-corroded aluminum structure. This physical transfer of heat is clearly 
seen as the corrosion appears white indicating a higher heat flux. Disregard the narcissus 
effect, which is an optical phenomenon of IR scanning systems which describes how a 
detector can look back at itself or view a mixture of active scene and itself for certain 
angles of scan. In Figure E-31 (A-C) the lens reflects off the substrate, as illustrated as a 
small black dot with a larger black circle surrounding the black dot. 
 
Figure E-31 (B) illustrates the effect of almost zero contrast which is produced when both 
the corroded surface and the non-corroded surface give off approximately the same heat 
flux. This occurs when the blackbody heat flux from the corroded area is equal to the IR 
reflected flux of the non-corroded area. The competing modes of detection cancel out the 
contrast so the corrosion is not longer apparent, but in fact it is still present under the 
coating. 
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Figure E-31 (C) illustrates the effect of the heat flux when the IR reflected heat flux is 
greater in the non-corroded area of aluminum than from the corroded area, which appears 
cooler or darker. Note: Corrosion does not reflect IR, as well as the surrounding non-
corroded areas. This demonstrates that the 95°F blackbody emission from the corroded 
area is over whelmed by the 7.7 watt illuminator source. In the example illustrated in 
Figure E-31, the surface of the aircraft is 95°F. The heat source is required to be at least 
7.7 watts as oriented in the test to assure corrosion is detected by the IR illuminator 
system. Conversely the wattage needs to be less than 4.35 watts and preferably zero watts 
to observe the corrosion under the coating in the blackbody mode. 
 
Conclusion: This study concluded that if the IR heat flux of the corroded areas equals the 
IR heat flux of the non-corroded areas, the corrosion would not be observable and hence 
the corrosion would not be detected through the coating. However, this study showed that 
a solution to this would be to increase the IR heat flux that is emitted from the IR 
illuminators, thus overpowering the blackbody effect. This solution would then allow the 
user once again to detect the corrosion via the IRRIT method. In most practical situations, 
the hanger temperature would not exceed 95° F degrees, and hence IR illuminator 
wattage of 7.7 watts would totally eliminate this problem.  
 

 
Figure E-30: NGC Laboratory Bench Top Set-Up 
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Figure E-31: Heat Flux Effect on IRRIT 
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E.8 Investigation to Correct Auto-Gain Image Issue 
 
Issue: 
Auto-gain tends to favor bright surfaces (bright surfaces are defined as reworked 
material, cadmium plated fasteners, and any other highly IR reflective surface), this 
results in the surrounding area appearing darker. However, if corrosion or other defects 
are present in this dark area they can be easily missed or go undetected via the IRRIT. 
 
Solution: 
After reviewing video data that was recorded during the 2nd P-3 Dem/Val (Tail #772) it 
was determined that by adjusting the contrast and brightness on the monitor the dark area 
becomes bright (the original bright surface also becomes brighter). This results in 
successfully detecting any corrosion or other defects that might have been missed if no 
changes were made on the monitor. 
 

 
Figure E-32: Auto-Gain Issue 
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E.9 AF Coating Scheme’s and CPC’s 
 

Corban 35 CPC was sprayed on a 2” x 2” piece of 23377 free standing film.  The coating 
dried under a hood for 2 hours.  The primer film thickness is 1.3 mils.  The estimated 
thickness of the Corban 35 is 1-1.5 mils.  A reddish discoloration can be visually 
observed on the surface of the free standing film. 
 
Standard FTIR transmission scans were performed on a Thermo Magna 550 FTIR 
Spectrometer.  The wavelength range of the scans was 1.78–15.3μm.  The area of interest 
for these films is in the range of 3-5μm. 
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Figure E-33: IR Transmission Results for Free Standing Films and CPC 

 
Two samples (an unsprayed free standing film and a film that was sprayed with Corban 
35) were measured via FTIR.  There were no additional spectral features introduced in 
the particular wavelength range (3-5μm). Overall transmission of the Corban 35-sprayed 
sample was reduced, most likely due to the additional thickness of the sample. 
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E.10 3-D Imaging 
 
Background: 

The current IRRIT system can easily detect corrosion surface area; however it is 
limited in its ability to detect corrosion depth due to the MWIR camera depth of field. 
The depth of field for MWIR camera systems is limited by the camera’s ability to focus 
uniformly along a Z or vertical axis, similar to standard optical systems. This limits the 
ability of the observer from focusing on the bottom of non-flat planes such as a pit or 
bottom of a scratch and at the same time focus on the detail of the top of a scratch or pit. 
This is a classical optics problem, which can be solved by taking multiple images while 
scanning vertically up from the bottom (or down from the top) of the pit to the top and 
capturing a series of images and then reconstructing those images by means of an 
algorithm that results in one image with an improved depth of field. A multi-focus 
HIROX 3-D microscope (refer to Figure E-34) is used with software technology to 
reconstruct multiple focused visible images into one clear image with an improved depth 
of field. The 3-D IRRIT (refer to Figure E-35) exploits the same software technology 
(and technique stated above) used in conjunction with an MWIR camera (rather than a 
visible camera) to capture a series of IR images.  
 
Description of 3-D IRRIT: 

This innovative focusing idea, 3-D IRRIT, can be described as a method to 
observe, through organic coatings, detailed images utilizing multi-focused images in the 
MWIR and reconstructing them with an algorithm to obtain a clear image that is focused 
from the lower plane to the upper plane. This invention has particular applications in the 
aerospace industry. The stripping of organic coatings for aerospace structures is not only 
very expensive, but causes a great deal of pollution. If the technology of image 
enhancement utilizing this algorithm is combined with an MWIR system to detect 
corrosion, cracks, scratches and pits under coatings, an improved system will allow for 
enhanced inspection capabilities. This new method for inspection will give the user or 
inspector a capability to make structural decisions about the integrity of structure such as 
aircraft or other structures with out having to remove organic coatings. Previous MWIR 
reflective systems utilizing detectors have not been able to image with this improved 
detail which is needed to make better structural assessments as to depth, morphology or 
topography of a structural surface. Current MWIR systems assess details without the aid 
of this new technology, which makes them inferior to the newly proposed system with 
the improved imaging capability. The user will have more useful information to make 
informed decisions regarding structure, and this will save more pollution and cost less to 
inspect aircraft and other aerospace structure than in the past. This method is significantly 
improves and enhances existing conventional MWIR inspection systems such as an 
MWIR system that uses reflectance as the mode of inspection. By taking multiple images 
at different focal distances and reconstructing the images by using the focused portion of 
each image by means of an algorithm it is possible to not only reconstruct an image with 
superior depth of field, but to be able to rotate this image to measure the shape and depth 
of the topography. 
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Procedures: 

• Mount Merlin® MWIR camera on adjustable stage controlled by a micrometer. 
• Remove the standard 13 mm lens from Merlin® MWIR camera and replace with 

4X IR microscope lens. 
• Power-On Merlin® MWIR camera and with the power switch on back of camera. 

Thermal cycling will be loud for 10-15 minutes as the Stirling cooler engages.  
• Turn on HY1802D power supply to power IR illuminators and set dial to selected 

voltage and current. 
• Once the Merlin® MWIR camera has cooled down, an image will be observed on 

the monitor. The Merlin® MWIR camera should be allowed to stabilize for 30 
minutes for best performance. 

• 3-D IRRIT follows the same calibration methods used in standard IRRIT (refer in 
Appendix A).  

• Place sample in front of the Merlin® MWIR camera and adjust IR illumination.  
• Utilizing the Merlin® MWIR camera by taking multiple images along different 

evenly spaced locations along the Z-axis. Determine top and bottom planes and 
the interval of Z axis steps. Images are saved and captured at different evenly 
spaced locations. The 4X IR microscope lens is required for enhanced 
magnification and to demonstrate improved depth of field.  

• Captured IR Images (jpeg format) will be blended into a single focused image 
based on the highest contrast area. At the same time, each image has height data 
embedded. Using the HIROX software algorithm to construct a de-blurred image 
with improved depth of field. 

• The above procedure was repeated with a laboratory manufactured pitted sample 
and an actual Navy E-2 aircraft fastener head sample.  

 
Results:  

Laboratory testing was performed to show the feasibility of using the IRRIT 
camera system to acquire data resulting in an improved method to image pits, cracks and 
other structural defects through organic coatings. This 3-D IRRIT technique was tested 
on two (2) samples. The first sample was manufactured in NGC’s laboratory with a 
corrosion pit; the second sample was a painted aircraft fastener head from an actual Navy 
E-2C. These samples were both investigated by the 3-D IRRIT with a 4X IR microscope 
lens was substituted for the standard 13 mm lens on the IRRIT camera (refer to Figure E-
35). The camera system was then mounted to an adjustable stage controlled by a 
micrometer (refer to Figure E-35). 
 

Figure E-36 illustrates a painted aluminum corrosion coupon (pit) that was 
mounted to a fixed stage and the IRRIT located and focused to view the top surface 
(Figure E-36 (A), starting image). The camera stage was then moved in small increments 
(25 µm), with an image acquired at each increment step, through the depth of the 
corrosion pit (Figure E-36 (B), ending image). Image processing software (as available 
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from HIROX) was used to build a composite focused image of the corrosion pit (Figure 
E-36 (C)). 
 

Figure E-37 illustrates a painted aircraft fastener head from an actual Navy E-2C 
that was mounted to a fixed stage and the IRRIT located and focused to view the top 
surface (Figure E-37 (A), starting image). The camera stage was then moved in small 
increments (100 µm), with an image acquired at each increment step, through the depth 
of the fastener stamping mark (Figure E-37 (B), ending image). Image processing 
software (as available from HIROX) was used to build a composite focused image of the 
corrosion pit (Figure E-37 (C)). 
 
Conclusions: 

Using the 3-D IRRIT does allow for improved or enhanced images, as shown in 
Figures E-36 and E-37. However, the 3-D IRRIT requires additional work to be 
considered field ready. Specifically, a narrower depth of field IR lens system and a 
mounting reference system (mounted to aircraft) with a fine micrometer movement in 
order to accurately acquire the depth data (and for the software to accurately process IR 
images). The current IR optics (used in this test) have too great a depth of field. The 
smaller the increment of distance between images (or vertical displacement), assuming 
the IR optics have the shallower/narrower depth of field, the higher the resolution of the 
focused image will be. 3-D IRRIT as compared to standard IRRT provides an enhanced 
image for engineering investigation but does not lend itself as a rapid inspection 
technique (due to the time required to obtain the quantity of images at one location), thus 
the 3-D IRRIT is not considered a viable inspection method for depot/production use at 
this time. 
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Figure E-34: HIROX 3-D Microscope Set-Up (Visual Microscope) 

 
 

HIROX 3-D Microscope Set-Up (Visual Microscope) 

Uncoated Pitted 2024-T3 Almninum Coupon 

Focused Image 
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Figure E-35: 3-D IRRIT Equipment Set-Up 

 
 

3-D IRRIT Equipment Set-Up 

Adjustable Stage Controlled 
by a Micrometer 

- ..... 

4X IR Microscope Lens and IR Illuminators 
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Figure E-36: 3-D IRRIT Images: Pitted Coupon 

 
 
 

3-D IRRIT- Pitted 2024-T3 Aluminum Coupon 

(Coated with MIL-PRF-85582 Epoxy Primer and MIL-PRF-85285 Polyurethane Topcoat) 
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Figure E-37: 3-D IRRIT Images: Fastener Head 

 
 

3-D IRRIT- Aircraft Fastener Head 

(Coated with MIL-PRF-23377 Epoxy Primer and MIL-PRF-85285 Polyurethane Topcoat) 
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APPENDIX F DEM/VAL PLAN DEVIATIONS 
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F.1 Navy P-3 Dem/Val Plan Deviations 
 
Deviation #1: Quantity of Aircraft (Navy P-3s) to be IRRIT Inspected. 
Initial Navy P-3 Dem/Val Plan, Section 3.6.3 (Amount/Treatment Rate of Material to be 
Treated), stated “A random sampling of at least three P-3 aircraft with similar paint 
schemes will be used to demonstrate and validate the IRRIT. The object/goal of the 
Dem/Val is to inspect a combined total surface area of at least 600 square feet of P-3 
surface.” However, due to the large quantity and quality of data and positive results that 
the IRRIT system yielded from the first 2 aircraft (P-3s) it was considered to be of no 
benefit to do a 3rd aircraft (P-3). The reduction in the quantity of aircraft to Dem/Val the 
system also resulted in a reduction in surface area that was inspected. The Dem/Val plan 
states that a minimum of 600 square feet of P-3 surface shall be inspected; however, in 
reality 300 square feet were inspected. 
 
Deviation #2: Locations to be IRRIT Inspected. 
Initial Navy P-3 Dem/Val Plan, Section 3.6.5 (Experimental Design), stated “The lower 
section of the inner port wing made from corrosion prone aluminum alloy 7075-T6 will 
be inspected between the forward and aft spar and Stations 65 and 147.  The fuselage 
section to be inspected is manufactured out of aluminum alloy 2024-T3 and located 
approximately between Stringers 10 to 25 and Stations 850-1050.” However, due to 
NAVAIR Jacksonville production schedule and time available on the aircraft (P-3) it was 
determined that the available time would be better spent to focus on the lower section of 
the inner port wing. This determination was based on access time to the aircraft.  
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F.2 USAF KC-135 and B-52 Dem/Val Plan Deviations 
 
Deviation #1: Locations to be IRRIT Inspected. 
Initial OC-ALC KC-135 and B-52 Dem/Val Plan, Section 3.6.5 (Experimental Design), 
stated “the primary targets are the longerons (heavy lengthwise structural members) at the 
bottom sides of the bay and the light aluminum panel ceiling of the bay.” However, due 
to OC-ALC B-52 production schedule and time available on the aircraft (B-52) it was 
determined that the longerons had the same coating/finish scheme as the ceiling panel, 
and the IRRIT was successful in identifying corrosion beneath the paint in that area. The 
final determination was based on access time to the aircraft.  
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APPENDIX G ENDORSEMENT LETTERS 
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G.1 Navy P-3 
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G.2 Navy E-6 
 

 
 
 

leUer of Endorsement 
FROM: IE5 6 FST RCM Lead 

19 Jan2007 

TO; NAVAIR JAX 4.9,7,6: JDM E Banfor (WP-0407' Principle lrwC~tstlgaL"Ot) 

SUBJ: INFRARED R£F'U~CTANCE tMAGING THROUGH AIRCRAFT PAINT 
SYSTEMS 

1. The E~El Fleet SLJWOf'\1. Team IE.,glneeoog Office has rev.ewed technical 
l11formation and witnes.se<:l fJeld demonstratlollS asS<Jciated ft"ltl.h i11frnred 
Jrna"Qinf:l of corrosioll lh.rougll aln;;r.a11 p.abl\ sy5lems. Thi5 lecfl111rjlogy has 
demonstrate<! lhe capability to detecl a111d iJlilE!ge 5Urfi1Ce corrosion in an 
~ndustrial erwlronmant vml e utlrrilng a commerdaiLy avallebl'e off-lh&-SheU 
(COTS) mid-I R came-Iii. 

2. This lectmolog~ tJas stloWJl ap!)llcabiflty and promise ror use at IE-6 fie'ltl 
locations to ascert.aill Ule cullen' condition and Integrity or lhe OML ooa1rn$J 
sy5tem, for an engtneeri1119 di$JX1sillon. or required mallltenallCe and/or pe.u'll 
lnterval . 

3. P"leas.a CQflblcl me Jr rull'tllerr nformalfan ls reGufred . Tel: (904) 311·1538. 

Slncorely, 

Dom:Jltl Tnest 

i·fl FST Supportability Deputy/ 
RCM Lead E11giJteer 
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G.3 Navy T-45 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Letter of Endorsement 

FROM: T -45 FST 

TO: NAVAIR JAX 4.9.7.6; John E. Benfer (WP.0407 Principle Investigator) 

SUBJ: INFRARED REFLECTANCE IMAGING THROUGH AIRCRAFT PAINT 
SYSTEMS 

1. The T -45 Fteet Support Team Engineering Office has reviewed technical 
Information and witnessed fJetd demonstrations associated with Infrared 
Imaging of corrosion through aircraft paint systems. This technology has 
demonstrated the capability to detect and Image surface corrosion In an 
industrial environment while utilizing a commercially available ol-the·shelt 
(COTS) mld-IR camera. 

2. This technology has shown applicability and promise lor use at T-45 field 
locations to ascertain the current condition and integrity of the OML coating 
system, lor an engineering disposition of required maintenance and/or paint 
interval. 

3. Please contact me if further Information Is required. Tel: (904) 317·1911 . 

Slnoerety, 

~~ 
T-45 Senior RCM Engineer 
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G.4 Navy Materials Engineering Division 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FROM: 

TO: 

SUBJ: 

Materials Engineering Division (AlR-4.3.4) 

NA V AIR JAX 4.9.7.6; John E. Benfer (WP-0407 Principle Investigator) 

INFRARED (IR) REFLECfANCE IMAGING THROUGH AIRCRAFf 
PAINT SYSTEMS 

II April 2007 

I. AIR-4.3.4 has reviewed technical information and witnessed 6eld demonstrations associated 
with infrared reflectance imaging of corrosion through aireraft paint systems. This 
technology has demonstrated capability to detect and image surface corrosion in an industrial 
environment while utilizing a commercially available of-the-shelf (COTS) mid-IR camera. 

2. Scheduled maintenance processes that involve stripping paint from aircl".tft surfaces or 
disassembling componentS for corrosion inspection can be reduced or eliminated using this 
technology l>Y providing enhanced inspection capability in support of ground support 
equipment (GSE), weapons, avionics and component product lines. The availability of a 
quick, reliable, and simple nondestructive technique that can detect and characterize 
corrosion hidden under aircraft coating systems, would reduce inspection times and costs, 
and reduce hazardous waste generation from paint and depaint operations. 

3. This technology is also capable of providing enhanced inspection data and documentation 
associated wilh eorrosion-relaled failure analyses, engineering inve:~tigations, und research, 
development, testing, and evaluation (RDT&E) programs. Continued research in this area 
could lead to the development of a system that significantly improves the corrosion 
inspection process and thereby reduces the risk of failUI'e in aircraft structural component and 
u ltimately improve flight safety. All new and legacy platforms can benefit from Ibis 
technology; therefore, ALR-4.3.4 recommends both the continued investment into this 
technology, as well as, the immediate application where applicable. 

4. Please contact me if further information is required. I can be reached at (904) 542-4521 x 101 
or by e-mail at john.yadon@navy.nlil. 

~;~don 
Mateli&.ls Eugiu~Xri• •g (AlR-4.3.4) 
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G.5 Coast Guard 
 
To: John Benfer  
Cc: John Speers, John Weir 
From Rusty Waldrop USCG NDI Program Manager 
Subject: ESTCP (IRRIT) USCG Dem/Val 
 
Summary: 
 USCG ARSC EISD AAB NDI has been an active participant in a cross service 
program that includes corrosion detection under aircraft coatings. The program is known 
as “Environmental Friendly NDI for Corrosion Inspection through Coatings”. This 
program has been in extensive planning with the AAB since April of 2003. The 
technology utilizes the reflectance properties of corrosion to be detected by means of 
thermal heat transfer. The reflectance of the surface corrosion would give definite 
contrast to the reflectance properties of the aircraft coatings and other organic or 
inorganic aircraft substrates thereby making the corrosion detectable by means of a 
thermal IR camera utilizing long wavelength of the IR light spectrum. Team participants 
of the program are Mr. John Speers of Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WP-AFB), Mr. 
John Weir of Northrop Grumman Bethpage Long Island NY, Mr. John Benfer of 
NAVAIR Jacksonville FL, Mr. Steven Chu and Mr. David Allen of ASM Management. 
Beside myself another participant of the USCG AAB Materials Engineer is Mr. Sam 
Benavides.    
 The initial concerns over the ability to detect corrosion under coatings were paint 
thickness and the ability to detect the reflectance properties of the corrosion with a gloss 
topcoat applied. Glossy paint enhances the reflectance properties of the topcoat and with 
this will also reduce the absorbance properties of the coating substrates there by reducing 
and possibly masking the reflectance properties of the underlying corrosion. Utilizing a 
gloss meter the glossy measurement of a USCG HU25 aircraft was in the range of 72-90 
specular gloss at a 60n degree angle of incidence while the acceptable limit of other DoD 
military aircraft is in the range of 0-5 specular gloss at a 60-degree angle of incidence. 
The cross section thickness of the HU25 aircraft can be in the range of 3.0 mils to 13 
mils. The USCG ARSC does not de-paint the aircraft upon every depot induction. The 
aircraft appear to be de-painted every third depot induction. During the 2 depot 
inductions the aircraft is scuffed up, primed and painted adding layer upon layer of 
primer and paint whereas the other military entities de-paint upon every depot induction 
giving these aircraft coating thickness around 5 mils. This scenario gives the USCG 
HU25 a heavy thick topcoat substrate scheme compared to the other military entities.  
 To prepare for these rather extreme parameters it was requested by Mr. John Weir 
that we develop some test panels with USCG aircraft paint scheme including the 
thickness that are normal to USCG aircraft. The USCG AAB was tasked to supply test 
panels with known corrosion painted to the USCG aircraft specifications. These panels 
were supplied to Mr. John Weir for IR camera optimization prior to attempting detection 
of corrosion on a USCG air vehicle.  These test panels although not to USCG aircraft 
paint thickness parameters were still supplied to Mr. John Weir for camera optimization.   
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 USCG AAB arranged for HU25 aircraft 2103 to be used for the USCG mini 
Dem/Val.  
Sandia NDI Validation Center located in Albuquerque, New Mexico is host to the aircraft 
and hanger. The contact at the NDI validation center is Mr. David Moore. Sandia was 
task to evaluate the paint thickness of aircraft 2103 to verify the measurements are 
representative of USCG aircraft. The paint thickness of the 2103 was in the medium 
average range of 8-11 mils with some areas of 6 mils and other areas of 13 mils but for 
the most part between 8-11 mils. This aircraft is a good representation of the USCG 
HU25 air vehicle fleet. Sandia was also task to have the aircraft cleaned and hangered for 
our validation process. Sandia met their obligation with bonuses for the team we were 
offered a conference room for the entire week including projector and video hooks ups.   
 The teams’ visual evaluation of aircraft 2103 was first performed identifying 
visible indicators of corrosion and numerous areas were identified. Visual indicators of 
corrosion are blistering / peeling paint/ rough surface. Most of the zones appeared to be a 
mild surface corrosion with a few zones showing signs of mild-to-severe surface 
corrosion. Once the areas were identified they were labeled into zones and digital real 
images were acquired prior to IR and de-paint of the zone. This was an important step 
prior to evaluating without knowledge. This step allowed the team to understand the 
camera and its capabilities and gain knowledge of the Reflectance properties of the 
corrosion under a highly reflective thick cross section coating structure. The mild 
corrosion was most important for it allows the team to prepare the inspection parameters 
to a more sensitive Reflectance indication.  

Several issues arose during this process: Should the team prescribe to a scanning 
speed? Should the team prescribe to a specific distance of camera to aircraft skin defining 
a certain “Field of View” (FOV)?  The concern over a calibration and / or reference 
standard also was discussed. What type of calibration should be designed or should there 
be a reference standard? In the NDI arena there is a contrast between the two where a 
calibration standard is designed to ensure the instrumentation is working has designed 
and set to a specific sensitivity a reference standard is specific to what the inspector is 
evaluating for such as in this case mild-to-severe surface corrosion. It is possible to 
design both into one standard thereby having a calibration / reference standard. The 
preliminary step of visual, digital images, IR and the de-painting opened engineering 
discussions that in all probability will direct to a more ground standing document.   

The IR of the visually detected corrosion indicators was impressive for the team 
was able to adjust the thought process to what Snell Infrared preaches “To Think 
Thermally”. The team was able to build the characteristics of the thermal Reflectance 
corrosion indicators in the human database. The team also detected more corrosion in 
these zones that went undetected visually. Zone 3 was the most impressive because 
forward of the visual indicators the IR camera demonstrated the ability to show more 
surface corrosion some slightly more severe and other less severe with resolution to 
distinguish the two different surface characteristics.  All of the visually detectable 
corrosion indicators produce Reflectance indications that had a good contrast to the 
reflection and Reflectance properties of the glossy coating scheme.  
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     A bonus to the program Sandia NDI validation center thermal expert Joe 
Dimambro offered to image the corrosion indicators with the thermal acquisition system 
known as the “Thermal-Scope” system designed by Thermal Wave Imaging. This system 
utilizes the same IR camera as the teams. The camera is a Merlin® MWIR camera 
developed by “Indigo”. The thermal-scope system applies a pulsed heat source by way of 
a Zeon light source. The principle behind this system is to propagate heat into the 
component and through the thermal heat transfer detect the “delta T” (ΔT) (temperature 
difference) of the good material verses the corroded material. This technique was able to 
distinguish some of the corrosion but not with the reliability of the passive camera.  My 
conclusion on this is that the acquisition and gating system needs to be adjusted to detect 
the “ΔT” right after the pre-flash envelope of the system reducing the Time-vs. -
Temperature ratio. I believe the thermal scope system is set up to detect indicators that 
require more penetration into the component developing more of a time–vs.-temperature 
ratio. 
 The completion of the image acquisition was followed by a de-painting of all the 
visual indicators for the purpose of verification of detection. All zones produced 
corrosion that can be identified with the passive camera. The corrosion detected by the 
camera and not detected by visual means was also validated as surface corrosion. 
 The next process was to evaluate a portion of aircraft 2103 without any visual 
indications. The area of concern needed to meet a certain criteria. The area had to be 
representative of the aircraft paint scheme and cross section substrate thickness. The area 
could not have any visual signs of surface corrosion as described above. The area had to 
have a high gloss finish. The area the team deemed to meet our specifications was the 
right hand outboard upper wing surface. The scanned area is about 9’ sq.  The team 
detected several areas that appeared with a Reflectance thermal signature indicative of 
surface corrosion. These areas were marked and organized. The areas marked 
demonstrated no signs of visual corrosion indicators. We followed the steps of the first 
trail period and had Sandia representative Joe Dimambro perform a thermal imaging 
acquisition with the thermal-scope. This time there was a slight “ΔT” signature that was 
capable to be deciphered. The de-painting of these areas validated most of the calls. One 
area was a missed call this area demonstrated a previous reworked area of blending. This 
was probably done to remove corrosion at the last depot rework of aircraft 2103. The 
only answer I have for this detection is that the blended material concentrated a 
Reflectance signature similar to corrosion. With this said for the most part the system did 
detect surface corrosion under the coating as theorized it would.  
 
Conclusion: 
 The process works as described. The camera can detect corrosion under fairly 
thick cross sections of aircraft coatings using a thermal Reflectance signature.  
Recommendations; 

1. Develop a calibration / reference standard that can be used to ensure proper 
instrumentation and provide a signature indicative of surface corrosion. 

a. Mr. John Benfer's suggestion of symbols etch into similar metals 
appears to have the potential to decimate resolution between shapes.  
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b. Mr. John Benfer’s idea based on the Jaeger eye chart deserves a 
review. This I believe is a good suggestion, for it is, even though aided 
by instrumentation the inspection is still a visual with IR optics. This 
would have the credentials of obstetrician standards.  

c. I recommend researching the following ASTM: 
i. ASTM E 1213 Standard Test Method for Minimum Resolvable 

Temperature Difference for Thermal Imaging Systems. 
ii. ASTM E 1311: Standard Test Method for Minimum Detectable 

Temperature Difference for Thermal Imaging Systems. 
iii. Standard Test Method for Noise Equivalent Temperature 

Difference of Thermal Imaging Systems. 
These ASTM’s describe the minimum resolution of IR cameras and systems and may 
have the potential to be used as a source to reference and adhere to. The use of an ASTM 
credits the project with some meat on the bones and can rest any speculation from 
colleagues in the same arena once a final draft process is developed.  

d. I recommend that the terms mild, medium and severe surface 
corrosion be compared to a surface roughness measurement. This may 
be a means to quantify the corrosion better to determine if a removal 
process is warranted. This would not quantify area squared but it 
would be a way to measure severity of the surface corrosion. The 
camera can be used to measure area squared. Surface roughness can be 
measured in “Root mean squared” (rms) giving an arithmetic average 
of the surface roughness characteristics units are in the μ inch or μ 
meters.  The instrument used to measure the surface roughness is a 
“Profilometer”  

It is extremely important that a calibration / reference standard be developed prior to the 
next Dem/Val, which I believe is a P-3 aircraft at the NAVAIR in Jacksonville FL.  

 
2. During consultation with the team it was mentioned that the team might get 

one day to evaluate the P-3.  
a. I recommend an organized scanning plan be developed prior to the 

Dem/Val of the P-3. This plan should also be accompanied with a 
schematic drawing of the aircraft with station and butt line 
measurements for data collection.  

b. I recommend the team gather a day prior to the Dem/Val and take 
paint thickness measurements through out the aircraft such as USCG 
AAB did prior to the evaluation of the HU25 aircraft 2103.  

3. I recommend the same organization for any future aircraft such as the Air 
Force C-130. 

4. I also recommend that once a process is finalized and the team agrees to the 
procedure and application. That an unknowing non-participating NDI 
inspector be chosen to evaluate an aircraft after a prescribed amount of 
training.  

a.  I recommend this because the NDI arena is built and depends on the 
capabilities of inspectors that have acquired specialized training in the 
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application. This specialized training should have a curriculum 
developed prior to training an individual. The finalized procedure will 
not be utilized by a team of engineers that have the education and time 
to scrutinize the reflectance signatures, but will be performed by a 
level II inspector whom has no OJT hours in thermal IR, but given 
specialized training and designated has an operator till he/she acquired 
the hours to qualify for a level I and II status.  The inspector that 
actually interprets the system will determine the cost savings.  

b. This individual can solidify the ease of interpretation and use of the 
camera. All indications the inspector detects and calls should be 
categorized and verified. 

c.  The inspector also needs to call the severity of the detected surface 
referenced to the developed calibration / reference standard. 

 
Endorsement:  The system is quite impressive and does detect corrosion under the 
USCG coating scheme. I endorse the program up to this point and with what has been 
developed so far. The process needs to be refined with the recommendations set forward 
on the table for consultation. The instrument demonstrated the ability to detect corrosion 
under USCG paint scheme of cross section thickness greater than 8 mils. I believe this 
instrument and the application can be used in many capacities for the detection of surface 
corrosion not just to be used to prevent the de-painting of an aircraft but also on small 
components that would require de-painting for a visual inspection of corrosion.  The 
camera is easy to use, light weight and can be utilized in a timely manner. 
 
Rusty Waldrop 
USCG NDI Program Manager 
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G.6 Air Force 
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APPENDIX H COST ANALYSIS TOOL 
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1.0 Introduction 
This appendix describes a spreadsheet tool developed to assess costs and benefits 

associated with use of the Infrared Reflectance Inspection Technique (IRRIT) as an 
inspection tool to reduce costs associated with stripping and recoating Department of 
Defense (DoD) weapon systems and/or equipment items.  The purpose of this 
spreadsheet tool is to help maintenance personnel evaluate the feasibility of using the 
IRRIT camera.  As discussed in Section 5, the primary area of potential savings is related 
to in increase in the time interval between stripping activities by using IRRIT.  The 
assumption is that the IRRIT technology can provide the information needed to justify an 
increase in the period of time between “coating removal and repaint” events for a given 
type of equipment. 
 

Cost data was collected, along with engineering estimates and assumptions, for 
stripping and recoating actions performed on the OML of P-3 Orion aircraft maintained 
at Naval NAVAIR Jacksonville.  To develop this tool, these data, estimates, and 
assumptions were normalized to allow application to other equipment items, including 
other weapon systems and various types of support equipment.  However, the cost data 
will have greater accuracy when used to calculate costs for maintenance processes similar 
to stripping and repainting the surface of an aircraft.   The more variances between the 
process under consideration and the P-3 OML maintenance, the less reliable the results 
produced will be. 

 
As was the case for the P-3 analysis, this spreadsheet tool assumes that the baseline 

process includes a visual inspection of coated surfaces for indications of corrosion.  This 
analysis balances the costs of purchasing the IRRIT system and using it as a replacement 
inspection tool against the potential savings resulting from an increase in maintenance 
cycle times.  The assumption is that the IRRIT will allow deferment of maintenance by 
providing information on corrosion that could only previously be obtained after stripping 
the unit. 
 
2.0 User Data Requirements 
 
2.1 Information Provided 

The spreadsheet tool uses a combination of data obtained from past evaluation of 
the IRRIT camera and data to be provided by potential end users interested in specific 
applications.  The data already incorporated into the tool are based on information 
collected during demonstration/validation (Dem/Val) activities performed on the OML of 
the Navy P-3 Orion at NAVAIR Jacksonville.  These data include actual data either 
measured during the Dem/Val or provided by knowledgeable personnel from one of these 
maintenance facilities.  In addition, other data points were based on engineering estimates 
and assumptions. 

 
This cost analysis spreadsheet is based on surface area stripped.  All strip and 

repaint costs and values for the P-3 aircraft were divided by the surface area of the P-3 to 
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calculate a “cost per square foot” for the strip and repaint process.  Cost categories are 
described below: 
 

• “Equipment” – For ‘Equipment’ only the cost of the IRRIT camera is calculated, 
as painting and stripping equipment is purchased under all scenarios and therefore 
is neither added cost nor contributed savings. 

• “Labor” - ‘Labor’ is arrived at by taking the total number of man-hours required 
to inspect, strip, and repaint a P-3 aircraft, dividing this by the total surface area of 
the P-3, and arriving at a man-hours per square foot value.  The spreadsheet then 
multiplies the labor hours by the user supplied ‘Labor Costs’ (see Section 2.3) to 
determine labor costs. 

• “Materials” – Material costs are calculated by taking the cost of materials to strip 
and repaint a P-3, dividing this by the total surface area of the P-3, and arriving at 
a cost per square foot. 

• “Utilities” – Utilities costs are determined by taking the value of the total process 
time for the P-3 and multiplying this by a supplied utility cost per hour of process 
time.  The spreadsheet then converts this into a process time per square foot. 

• “EHS” – Environmental, health, and safety costs are based on the costs of 
disposal of waste produced during the strip and repaint of a P-3 aircraft.  In the 
same fashion as the other categories, these costs are calculated in terms of square 
footage.  In addition, the Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) emissions created 
by strip and repaint activities are calculated using the same surface area pro-rating 
processed as that described for the material costs. 

 
The values underlying these costs for the P-3 can be seen on the “Gen Assump” 

(General Assumptions) worksheet and the “Labor Hours” worksheet in the spreadsheet 
embedded in Section 5.0.  Values on these two worksheets should not be altered.  
Potentially, these values could be used as a template for conducting a more accurate 
weapon system specific cost analysis than the rough estimate provided through this 
spreadsheet. 
 
2.2 Assumptions for Spreadsheet Use 

Before a potential end user considers using the spreadsheet tool, certain 
assumptions must hold true (e.g., data collected can be used to modify maintenance 
interval).  Also, the end user must be able to provide actual data or reasonable estimates 
for use in the spreadsheet.  These fundamental assumptions and data requirements are 
listed below: 

 
• Information collected from the IRRIT camera can be used to justify 

increasing the interval between strip and repaints for units of the weapon 
system under consideration; 

• The costs and benefits of the purchase and implementation of a single 
IRRIT camera will be analyzed (multiple applications not considered); 
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• The baseline process includes pre-strip visual inspections to of the weapon 
system before strip and repaint; 

• The potential end user can adequately estimate the total surface area 
(square feet) currently stripped and recoated on an annual basis; 

• The potential end user can adequately estimate the current time interval 
between stripping activities for individual units of the weapon system or 
equipment; 

• The potential end user can estimate the potential increase in time interval 
between stripping activities allowed by the more accurate corrosion 
assessment through use of IRRIT and 

• The end user can adequately estimate the number of personnel who will be 
trained to use the IRRIT camera. 

 
2.3 User-Supplied Information 

In order to utilize the evaluation spreadsheet, the potential end user must provide 
certain information.  The first worksheet tab in the spreadsheet, labeled “Intro”, provides 
opportunity to enter weapon-system specific data.  A screenshot of this worksheet is 
provided below as Figure H-1. 

 

Figure H-1: "Intro" Worksheet for Weapon-System Specific Data Input 
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There are four pieces of information necessary to evaluate the IRRIT for a specific 
weapon system.  They are: “Baseline Surface Area Stripped Annually”, “Baseline 
Maintenance Interval”, “Labor Costs”, and “Number of personnel to train on camera”.  
The user can supply this information by entering numbers in the areas highlighted in 
green.  The areas highlighted in blue are calculated automatically by the spreadsheet. 

 
1. Baseline Surface Area  

Because this cost analysis spreadsheet is based on surface area stripped, the 
user must supply the surface area stripped per year for the weapon system under 
consideration.  To determine the baseline surface area stripped per year, the user 
should supply data for the green cells “units per year to be stripped” (the number of 
units of the weapon system expected to be stripped each year) and “sq ft/unit” (the 
surface area in square feet which must be stripped on each unit).  Using these two 
values, the spreadsheet will calculate the baseline area stripped per year.  This 
value will be referenced frequently in calculations.  If no value is supplied, the 
spreadsheet will default to the P-3 value of 162,500 square feet stripped per year. 

 
The Alternate Surface areas stripped are calculated by dividing the baseline 

maintenance interval by the alternative maintenance interval and multiplying the 
fractional results by the baseline surface area stripped to arrive at a new surface 
area stripped per year.  The spreadsheet calculates this automatically. 
 
2. Labor Costs 

Labor costs will differ from facility to facility.  In order to consider labor 
costs for a specific facility, enter the dollar value used for budgeting labor at the 
facility where the weapon system under consideration is serviced.  Note that this 
number should be “loaded” to include overhead costs.  If no value is supplied, this 
number defaults to a standard value of $65/hour. 
 
3. Baseline and Alternative Intervals 

Potential savings gained through use of IRRIT are assumed to be through an 
increase in the intervals between maintenance activities.  A longer maintenance 
interval for the same fleet size means that fewer weapon system units must be 
stripped and repainted on a yearly basis, with a corresponding reduction in costs 
incurred. 

 
The user must enter both the baseline maintenance interval as well as the 

estimated new maintenance interval allowed by use of the camera.  Because the 
potential new maintenance interval is unlikely to be set at this stage of the IRRIT 
evaluation, the spreadsheet provides the option of entering up to four new 
maintenance interval alternatives for comparison.  If use of all four alternatives is 
not desired, simply input no value for the alternatives not in use. 
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Options are provided to list the maintenance intervals in years or months or in 
a combination of years and months.  Default values indicate a current interval of 4 
years between stripping events with alternative periods of 5, 6, 7, and 8 years. 

 
4. Number of Personnel to Train on the Camera 

In addition to the capital costs of the IRRIT camera system, personnel must 
be trained in its use.  By entering the number of personnel to be trained, training 
costs are taken into account.  If no value is given, this number will default to four. 

 
3.0 Analysis Results 

On the tab marked ‘Summary’, the costs of using IRRIT technology, potential 
dollar savings from an interval shift created by use of IRRIT technology (if any), and 
potential VOC reduction and chromate use from an interval shift created by use of IRRIT 
technology.  This tab is illustrated in Figure H-2 below.  Note that the numbers illustrated 
are the results for the P-3 interval shift and will differ for differing inputs. 
 

 
Figure H-2: "Summary" worksheet with results 
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3.1 Costs 
Capital Costs 

The capital costs (illustrated in Figure H-1) are the one-time costs associated with 
implementation of the IRRIT technology.  This consists of the cost of the IRRIT camera 
and associated systems, which is listed as $87,600 under “Labor/Equipment”.  The cost 
of training personnel to use the camera system is listed under “Other”.  The cost of 
Labor/Equipment under “Capital Costs” will remain constant regardless of user input, 
while the cost of “Other” under “Capital Costs” will vary based on the number of 
personnel selected for training.  The baseline scenario, which does not include use of 
IRRIT, incurs no Capital Costs, because equipment is already owned and personnel are 
already trained. 
 
Annual O&M Costs 

The “Annual O&M” costs (also illustrated in Figure H-1) are the total costs to strip 
and repaint units of the weapon system each year.  For the baseline scenario, this is the 
user-supplied baseline surface area (square footage) stripped per year multiplied by the 
costs per square foot calculated from the P-3 cost analysis.  For the alternative scenarios, 
the alternative surface area stripped per year, which is calculated on the “Intro” 
worksheet, is used. 
 
Annual VOC Emissions 

The amount of VOCs emitted per P-3 aircraft stripped was calculated by first 
determining the volumes of paints, chemical strippers, and sealants used in stripped and 
repainting a single P-3 aircraft.  These values were then multiplied by the VOC content 
for the chemical used in order to determine the total pounds of VOCs released during 
each P-3 strip and repaint activity.  This number was calculated as “VOC emissions per 
sq. ft.” based on the surface area of the P-3.  For the baseline scenario, this is the user-
supplied baseline square footage stripped per year multiplied by the VOC emissions per 
square foot calculated from the P-3 cost analysis.  For the alternative scenarios, the 
amounts of surface areas stripped per year (calculated on the “Intro” worksheet) are used. 
 
3.2 Savings/Loss 

The third table (illustrated in close-up as Figure H-3 below) illustrates the savings 
or loss in dollars each year based on the maintenance interval reduction allowed by use of 
the IRRIT camera.  This is calculated by subtracting the yearly O&M costs for the each 
alternative from the yearly O&M costs for the baseline.  In the example given in Figure 
H-3 (based off the P-3), even a one-year extension in maintenance interval under 
Alternative 1 results in a cost reduction of $647,381 per year. 
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Figure H-3: Savings and Payback 
 

This yearly savings is used to calculate the “Simple Payback”, which estimates the 
number of years required for annual savings to recoup Capital Cost invested in the IRRIT 
system.  In the example given for Alternative 1 (one-year maintenance interval 
extension), the IRRIT system pays for itself in 0.16 years.  Note that this Simple Payback 
does not take into account inflation. 
 

In addition, the annual reduction in VOC emissions and chromate use are 
calculated.  Though this does not translate into a dollar savings unless the facility is near 
emissions limits and/or where permits are involved, it does quantify a significant 
potential environmental impact. 

 
4.0 Summary 

While this spreadsheet was developed using data, estimates, and assumptions from 
a P-3 OML application, variables that are significant drivers for coating application and 
removal (e.g., surface area, labor rate) have been “normalized” to allow use of this tool 
on other weapon systems.  Therefore, other end users interested in using the IRRIT 
technology should be able to use this tool to asses the feasibility of implementing IRRIT 
it in their specific application(s) – whether on aircraft, other weapon systems, or support 
equipment. 

 
However, the further the baseline process moves from P-3 OML application, the 

less accurate a predictor this tool will be.  The costs included are the costs for chemically 
stripping the OML of an aircraft and repainting it with a specific prime and topcoat 
process.  Stripping other varieties of vehicles or support equipment, even with a roughly 
similar surface area, may involve greatly varying amounts of labor and materials. 

 
5.0 Spreadsheet Tool 

Attached below is the tool for non-specific weapon systems. 

IRRIT Analysis 
Spreadsheet  
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GRAPHITE PAINTED PANEL AT 89°F, AT-CALIBRATION . 

FIG. 3 
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GRAPHITE PAINTED PANEL AT gooF, 84°F HOT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 4 

GRAPHITE WITH Cu FIBER PAINTED PANEL AT gooF, 
84° F HOT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 5 
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GRAPHITE WITH Cu FIBER PAINTED PANEL AT 74•F, 
84•F HOT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 6 

GRAPHITE WITH Cu WEAVE, PAINTED PANEL AT 91° F, 
AT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 7 
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GRAPHITE WITH Cu WEAVE, PAINTED PANEL AT 87°F, 
RT·CALIBRATION 

FIG. 8 

GRAPHITE WITH Cu WEAVE, PAINTED PANEL AT 82°F, 
AT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 9 
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GRAPHITE, PAINTED PANEL AT 90°F, AT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 10 

GRAPHITE, PAINTED PANEL AT 86°F, AT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 11 
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GRAPHITE, PAINTED PANEL AT 82°F, AT·CALIBRATION 

FIG. 12 
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GRAPHITE, PAINTED PANEL AT 78°F, AT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 13 
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GRAPHITE, PAINTED AND PRIMED PANEL: VISIBLE IMAGE 

FIG. 14 

GRAPHITE WITH Cu WEAVE, PAINTED AND PRIMED PANEL: 
VISIBLE IMAGE 

FIG. 15 
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ALUMINUM C2: VISIBLE IMAGE 

FIG. 16 

us 7,164,146 82 
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ALUMINUM C2 1x MAG. AT 77°F, IR REFLECTANCE IMAGE 

FIG. 17 
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ALUMINUM C2 1x MAG. AT 75°F, IR REFLECTANCE IMAGE 

FIG. 18 
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ALUMINUM C2 1x MAG. AT 84° F, RT-CAUBRATION 

FIG. 19 
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ALUMINUM C21x MAG. AT 78°F, RT·CALIBRATION 

FIG. 20 

.· . 

ALUMINUM C2 1x MAG. AT 72°F, RT·CALIBRATION 

FIG. 21 
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ALUMINUM C9 (LOW IR PRIMER) IR REFLECTANCE IMAGE 

FIG. 22 

ALUMINUM C9 (LOW IR PRIMER) AT 96°F, 
78°F HOT·CALIBRATION 

FIG. 23 
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ALUMINUM C9 (LOW IR PRIMER) AT 86°F, 
78°F HOT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 24 

ALUMINUM C9 (LOW IR PRIMER) AT 79°F, 
78°F HOT-CALIBRATION 

FIG. 25 
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FIG. 26 
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fe:1tUn."'$ of thl." obj1.oct bc.-10'>\' thl." tCillling ·withoul the 110.~ 

PIELD OF 1'1 m INVENTION 

1bc pn.'SCN iM'.:t~tion tti~W~l'tl ~ ch.~tion of :S'ructurnJ 
frotuf\."S. :'!tid tlk'>«' pc111kul:.uty relates 10 a syst<·rn wbich 
ulilil'~ bl'ltkbody s;,.-Jf.il!nminnlioo I() <>b5ctw ~~feci$ ood 
oilier suucrur:al (;,•'()tUf\'S of C'10111tcd obj«IS web M :alrcrnl\ 
i:\,nlpl)lloYI~. 

to sity oftr.Wisk-ntlk-ating ot IR itlumin.-.ioo ood niketancc
il'lla&i"8-The-optietll d£1C\'10r. sa-.'11 M aa IR <:am«a. n-r bC' 
IIJi~l rot lbc \\11\'~ic.'!liths • wbio:h the~-., rn:Jt~Tiul i$ 
~lbsulcuihll)' tr.u'ISP'JI'('liJ. tho.-«hy IDil:dtnizing til(' \'~ ing 
c:brity or th.:- def«l$ nnd f~urc!' unde-r lhc routing, t1nd 

llACKGROUNO INI:'QIU.tA'IlON 

u distinguisb.ing l.h~"m from any spuriotts r,~tuR.-s on the 'op 
surra~ ~f 1111.' «KUi.llg. ·n il! pr'l.'io.'tlt syst'-m t·.wbkog; l.l1e 
insp..'Ciic.ln qf $m:•ll or bfSI." IW<'S in f'\.'gl time, V~'itOOul 
1\."{Uirin@ ~"X i100~ ncqu.i~>it)oD. ~c t~~d i1J13:8-C 

Ai~rull tromronmts an: til.lbjcct ro con!Otoot lkg.rllocbtioo ::o 
slll:'h as rorrosion and ~rod:itlg ~\-.s.."d by <-•watoolnctnal and 
opmll io•~•l condition:,:. :\ll.llou};b lhc1J11plk11tionof('(l>lfing$.. 
tllk'll ns pnints. n.'<IUC4.os corrosic>n problem~ sublilunriully, 
t11ey ()'llk'tlll}' c-t~nnot di1nin.11c: them Clltird)•. furthemklf'l:l. 
Sin'$$ cxp."f'ic~ duri~ llighl c.1n n."$Uit in dnm:tJC which ~5 

o. ('IO()tii)$ or ruint coo001 miti$Uie. $"'h ns ~s do:r«l$ Md 
CT.)('l:ing.. In onlcr to L'tt>.un: lll:'lt ain:r.:ali 31'C l'l:':d)' &w llig!IL. 
rc.•riodic in~p«tioo11ure n'-'to."tt$o,,.Y· 

lnsp«tioo or &i«-r.lfl ('l()f'I){!OI)Cfl.IS trJdititoollll)' itldodl"S 
\ 'b\.131 i.II.,!X"('I iof1-. Wbt,l vis:1.0Uy UISp«tiQg :1i.R'mft c<!lllf!O• lO 
ot.'l\1$, tbt: C\XMill@: ~'CI 10 pro44'tt Ilk.• o;Qmpont.'fltS bl..w~ 
no obs~lc- bo.·cause it mt1y hi& stnxlumllk(\.~U or f~run-s 
tK.,K'<IIll the t1~1ing. It i~ thc.•rdun: "'""".._~,_.!)' to "rip till.' 
C\'IQ1f'OOC'tll ;)S...;cmbly « ai~m~fl in q~ioo of its f1.1int 
bcfon· a prop.""r ,·isual iltSpxtion <'110 bc !X'rfonm-d. Afl\.'1'· J~ 
.,..,1rd, 11 DeW CQ.'IIing of p:tint mU:St be 11pplicd. Thi.-s pro«'$$ 
r\.":;UJlJ in 5-Ubmtdi:ll C'X.pO:Jille< in tho,• f<lml Of Jaboc :kud 
l'll:tl~,;als. r.ci$C$ envirooml.'flllll CQtl«'nU, ~nod n.oquin'$ tl 
gl\-'\lt nmooot or time. 

Al'tln front the- iOC'IIIck-ncy of ' 'lsutll inspoction •nctbods. ~ 
lltiOiht't' p~lcm H tlul vi$\l:tl in'JI<."'."tioo ill ooc uho.-n)'il 
dJi.'tCiVI.", While n skill r1.11 ~o.")'O: rroy pio.i; llP DKl!St humon· 
' 'diMe do:fo.'CIS ... ·itb :. ~isr~i'll}' c:k'81W of coosistcn~-y. 
SOO)C <kf«llf moy be wry 1'11\1111 or IN: v.nclo..,. the $l,lrf11co: of 
~K' C(lrupotK'I)I, In tnlltly t':JSoeS lhcsc- dl.'f""s Y.ill $0 UIWIO· <1$ 

tifi-d b)· ' 'isu.1l ilup."'.1il'ln n.191rdk""s M lhe 5kill anod c.-xpe• 
ricnce of Ill.: obso.T\"1.,., 

Ln add~ioc'l to visual in.sr<,:tiOII-. llcti\'c- th<'m!OVo'lpl')' 
k-thniqw.~ h:l\'<' b\.'\.'0 prupo)led for inSoJM,-'ctiocl of v:Jrious 
compont:nl$.. On¢ s~h to.'thniqU~.: 1.11il i1.~ ~ tmnsil.'l\1 hcot .~ 
SCtln'" tO b£-;"1( I~ OOUIJ!OIIi:fll. foJk)\h'\1 b)' do.•U.-ttiOil o( tl 
tmn~icnl hc:1t sisn:1tu.rc C)ll liM! $U.rl:tcl." of llu~ C.'(ltnp,»lcnl to 
ikt("lttlinc lbe ~or :momatio.-s or do:fcc-ts. l·lo"''C'"Ct. 
SIA:'It t«:b:aiqud !'~:'quirt SJ!''tiali:o:d «.oquipt1~1~t a1"' routrols 
to St:lk'F.ltC tbc OC.'CC .. '$~ l~ic1U h~~ill$• ~uMl ~11"1.: iJI~'ffi· $ ~ 
ck"Ut ~US(' de1{'ttioo o f \be tr.msieflt tbl.mal si$f!atun:-con 
n...:juin: :1 lo'igllifklll'lt tln!OU:IIl O( liml."-. 

U.S. l>ublisbcd PDtcnt Allfl*i~'l.ll1ioc'l No. US 2004'00266"22 
AI disciOS..."$ t1 sys:to~.·cn for in1$g.lt.g cook"d wbstmtcs ""'bktl 
ulili;.:.::t ;tn infran..<d (IR) 1i$1JI liQUn.:~·. lllc IR lizhl: sbioo."' oo fO 
th¢ objl.'(l :nl is n:fkd~..:l &o o IOc-11l p!one Dml)'• Whi lo: a~eh 
a "5)' ) 1o:tll 1*1:1)' be useful 1\lr ">cnc appllc:llk>tlt. :In IR light 
t~Cl'ln.'" i$ n.oq11ircd and lhl." in.:idcnl IR r.Mii:lfion muKn"l:lkc 
two pas.~ t.hrou_gh tbc ooalitlg. FI.W"1bcrmon:-.:. ponioo of 
t11c inreidcnl n•di:llion 1n:1)' 1\'1\.'tt off the Ju.rf:•~'" or the 6.S 
coutin~ lll..wb)' ob5cl.lring Ill¢ itoo$C or Ill.: utllkrlyin$ 
sobslt'.m·. 

pruct-ssing c:quipmcut nod "51.'11\wilt'C. 
Allllspccl OflllC l'"$~'fll io\'i!Utioo is to pl\Wid¢ 11 tl)Ctbl)d 

~f insp«ti~ u (:t)ittc:\1 ob~t. Tbc nK-Ibod indtldo."$ ll)llin· 
1:1ining )"11~1nl i:tlly !'ll."""'.v 5blo: bl:u:klxldy r:ldiati<lll fmm 
the objc..'t, tr~d l$cl«1iO'i $1Rit1Ur.1) fe<thll'l.~ of the c.>bj«l 
utldtr lhc ('OO_tiQ3 baSl'd on llh: blockbody rOOimion.. 

Auot11~"'1" 3Spt.'('t of lbe fl"(':'~'tll inn'fltion is IU provide 11 
$)'SI~'fU ((It{ iJisp..'CfiB$11 coot\.'d ~~. 1lto: $)'SI~'tn ('()fllpri:i('$ 

ct:IC";·u:u ((If" nl3intaioing M~t6&muitlll)' ~:tdy swtc bbddxldy 
r.tdi:lfion from tbc objc.-ct, and Dte.11U &,do:ot~'Cfin3 stn•c:tui0\1 
fc:.tul\.'$ of the obj«1 Wtdcr lh: t'OtltiQS based on the- blac-1:· 
body radit!tit'lll. 

1\ funhrer uspcct oftbc pn..'IOCnt im·~'f'ltion i.s to rn.widc.- a 
systo.'tn r« itU:p.-«ing n coot«J olljC\"1 oomrrisi•-s a ('fllt)Ctl) 

stn.»etm·l'd a.nd lll"mnS'-<d to ~«t $lnlcturnl fo:ilfu.res of lhc 
obj«l Ulld..:r lhc OOQ_tin@ basl.'d oo S\tbslantillll)' s.rody s~at~ 
blt~d::body l'flllilltiotl go."".nctlltcd fn""lln tlk' obj«t. 
Tb~ u.nd ()tlbi.."''ll$p«l$ of Ute Pf"C'$'-'111 inve01ioo "'ill bo: 

100"' llppo.t\'•11 fro111t'-" tOikw.ii~t~ ~tirti(··~ 

ORJEJ: l)l;scRIPTION OF Tim ORAWIN(;S 

FIG. 1 iu sd"-'J:Utltic i11US.It:"11•1t'l of t1 S)'Sttm for cktc.x-Llng 
:«~IUr,lJ f~';MUn..'i or II C'<Xll~'<l Object utlli:r.in& bbd;;"body 
$0."Jf.i1Jumin:.l4ioo of tho: ob~'\.'1. 

to1G. 1 is n Kbcm:~tK flow di:•srnm illu.;l~ing !he do.'tc.'l: • 

tioo ofblacl:bo<ty rOOaat.ioo from an obj..."""' "" be iflS(K'('to.'Ciln 
fK'tonbtltt ""itJ1 011 ~'fllbodin~att of till• pn.'St'nt in'\'~'tll io". 

FlGS. 3- 16 tor.: blad:body illfran'd nKliation lii'Ul~WS; or 
~~~'CI '""'bite r:U~~:b ;and c:o;alo.'CI :lhlmimun !),)1'1."15 in 
~Otr"tblnoe ""''itb ' 'ariou!> ,-mbodil1't(flts or tbc pMK-m in\'I:'Jl· 
lion. 

t-1GS. 21a-J 11re vis.ble. IK rdk,;-l~~t~tt.and lk bbtk"body 
rndi:.tiQn inl.,St'$ of a a)Qio.<d nin.:raft panel with ri\1:15, 
sbouoing fcntun:s ~f the- riw:u uadc~lb the o."OOtiat~, in 
:MXClrdautt with :a blackbody ~l.f-lllu•ninatiotl t 1!'1bodimc-nl 
q f the.- rn-~nt im't'Oiic.>n. 

DIITAltED DESCR.IP'fiON 

FlO. I s..'beoiOMicall)' iiiUSIII)te!l o'l do."tc.~tion $)'S1f:al in 
:wxonbncc: witb 1111 emb()dimcnt qf(hc rn..'$COI in\·o:ntiooo. A 
fXXIkd ~1 10, $UCb as aaain:mft coo•J'IOI)C~. ~Omf10$il¢ 
p3il!d. r:~i.ul.'d p.'Uid. sbip hull. gruund \'tbide. llir\'"nft 
:t~o.'IT1bly, nirt"r:ll\ landing J;-1.":"11, niCI~Ik !1U"b!IIQ!c.•. hOIL"")'• 

t'(liUb bolld\XI a.ssetnbl)• Ot ll~ lik<'. iOI.'I"Udcl> 8 subSitato: ot 
al!j.c.'tl 12 :Iller:•~• p.:~r~i:dly c.'Oven.<d with ac.'l);ll ins I~ sooh as 
~i01. eoo~p,»ilt' nwtrix m:~c,"filtl ot tho: lil:~·. Ex.._mplo.'$ qf 
SOII'IC' -Sp(~ifiC C'Oatic~S itldl.ldc.o ('(IQ_tUtgS ll'llttiUrtl<'l\ln-xiiO lJjj: 
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fol)o.~ ,;r.«"lfie.uiolb IIMS 10.72; OMS 10.11: OMS· awo.cnr, aarcnJ\ abia or ~ Nmo.r l~ul'l' 

10-79. OMS to.t.O. Mtl.oi,Rf·ID77: MJL.-PRF-&SSIU. Room ~\ln."1 ~ ~l'n1b ,.,,dua a '*'Ill" or frL'III 

Md.-PRJ...SS~S Milt 11-l'·l7b0. Ill a:Wio!anco: •0 IIW' .. t.O to a.bou1 W f'. lii:M-c'!!'ft', ~ a.bo\~ or 

~ ·~~~~ llNUU ~ ~8 _..,. Mllil • "'ICC'_,. aut. Fur~ ... a.1cJ cwo•· 
..,.__.a~--- '' . ...,.;. • • i&Caftd (IR) ~ IR ' ~ ~ • .a..:.d ~ cw -~ il C'IOW 

dd«tot or W L~;Jr ~ 11w 1\111.* kiillf'C•-< ..., k l r r or .,." a. 
ID~e•t.lk~in,~d»c:~~ ~~o;am~ C'll~~ AJCb MIIOlHit-aldd .. IOIWI.t ~ 

ndQtiOil 0 (n.:m ,._,~, 12 D~'--d .n.a suboilar'd..ally and •;lf"~K'f ill clc$a1 or wpoinJ ft'p)llll. ltw "'n.~llll 
llteady M»c.•. M u..c'd b.."MA Ilk' lam Mt.tlbsbntsaJiy llilo&d)' ~\lA'- m,1y bo: \JIIO:O abo~"\! S()" f , C' ji. , tip II) 100 (If 
SQl~ bbc'kbOO)' mdiiMIOO .. llk.'OOJ tk nkJialliol'l IDIUI'DIIy Ul 
1\:l'fK'r:•l.cd from •1\00 4141)«1 Ill be ubp;.•t:to:d du~ to 1111 main· II C)-I ·· Or .. •wn hi~. 
kiWI« IIIII 1..-IUpt'f'liiU~ llbcl'\'1.' 1\'M,) dl."gR-'\.'5 Kdvi"- t)'J'i· In .Cl'OnS,•-=c wil.b 1100100 ~·mbodllfk.'fll Ct( dltc! rn. ..... l'll 
cally~t tOOII'II(•IItrt'nitUt\'tlf. \ligtll l)' Ck\'!Ml'd l£"ll'lp£'1'lltlln.' ln\t,ldCM'I, tbc Objt.~t 1(1 bt• imp;.'Ckod ~ ~ hckl IC INI '-'k'\' lll ('(l 

Sk-;tdy ~otill~~ bla.;l.bod)' mdiuli~•n tnultJ frucn 11uinl~inii1J •~,.~~'nlhln.•. ~·.g .. abow r\'IOm &cmp~.•nltuN, lc~ IUllhll.o~ln dw 

~ obja,'"l (If Q fll'oi"IIM lhcrci\( Ill II Sllbszalllillll)' unibn• I\ J\lbJUII~hlltl)' ¥lctldy ~k' blllekbody Nd'-'IUI)III S.ucb au 

k'.mpcrnluro, lA' -. Ul tlw • b,..'W.'C of ,i,..Ut¢'a .. tbmnal SA• ('lc\.11kod l~'lllfiMII'IW ll'lli)' be' up .0 11bo111 12(tt for ~'t, 

dictlu ~~ d~ c~ or port1100 ~r ba111 I)'P:IC .. b ... . ,..f'('o(fn-'\dl~uuht'll.liiO"'t lbcclt•ulol.'ld - .._ .... .., ... ..........,.,..., .................... 
S.I!ICC" dM:''*Jt'd ll ... 01' DtW l\'fiCJal ~we. d ftWI• .. ~ lo walipi. t.c. .. btM 1llrlr. 1lllmm.l b ... 

• ~ - of ..... iJU)· ...,. i&ae iJIW\'d "' Ld . ._ r-eb. ---ClNIIIIi:1 - - 1).(' 
(IR) Wxlk'd) *'-I,.,.,..,. 0 ··~ ... C!Oilila llwcld«tor 16-.,·$d«ci\"d)'dc1«t ~- cn\':,q 

14 auy be....._..,.~ at IOine'o(IW'IIII~C"< ·~"~••D:tadtt-c.oatillf 14 •~titJI) .,_,.. ................. * -'n'l)lrlf obJ"d ftiiU IDe bbc'klloll) 
tad:satim R. ~bill) Ofli!IU(' ~~IbM rray be- USof:d in lb.- PM-'ftll I• llrrllt ~. lkCOCIII~~~~S '" ~ 11101 ..._ .. ay 
~.VC~Iif11 1.& ~ JIJI'Iflo;·~n~ly IR·tn1nun1551, ·c io n:m1• JPQC· 1• ~~~~w 'IIIIIch dw: ·~ "- dlC' ~ ll 111.: *'~ 16 
WI bet~ Tbc llla'lbody f11dllltl00 D or tho:~ Cntl 11'1.1) l1~~;ll,tik any twl*bl~ <k.""i«' wdl as 1111 IR ttlllkMII, IR 

pl, .Cinlc lllc ll!plt¢' (Witllj ' " <0\'"-'"'lli llu: ObJ"-'1:1 12 ~nd d.,;t,,">f, Itt f~l pboo or dtc lik:c-. POtt'll:.ll11)1t.-. 111!.' I:AIIK'f'll 

f\.'\'O:Ul lfh: JIWf~ CNidihCII'I o f lbl: CJbj«l Jl \llllkr tlw 11\11)' ~llll WWJos ct diji1al <alll\'1':1, Md IWI)' ri.~-.d •hi I Of 

cooting 14. 'Jbt. nldluti..11\ U 1mn~1itt~ lbl'l.'lugb tbc C'OOtlng \ k.k-o lrnaw:w. lnfnwd ~t'lll!l may bt.' ~'\I, 1\)t \"111111\pk. 

14 iubull t~)otod torl'l.'l\ kk lta'ol)!.l.~ (ron' lhl'.k'lf·illucninatl'l!l lo ('<llfll'ftl' v.bid1 dctocl mid·inr~rod radiud~ln, ~·Ill-· l.-\ i'-'1!. 
objc..'\"1 Jlth:11 R."'.'t'lll SU'f dl•rt'('l~ MICll M ~ioll. Cftl(l;f y,-.n·k~lw bciV.l"'.''l ubcM.II J and abo111 S llliM)ftll., Sl.dl 
lltld pili. all ¥.t•llll• Clllli.'f •IN!. I U1111K-~[W\'~ Wldcr tlll.'roatlflg mld·IR V.ih'lic*'glM b:M! bl"a1 foond IU rn'\lt.~ee n.•lbth~ly 

1 • • lllo: oA;ocl 1! 11) be llbopt-'l.'tc."d ~II('$ obloC.'ll"'-..bac b)''" 4111"' inWI,8C't ...... b .minlm~~l intcdetmoc rl\"111'1 K"'mllt)-pct 

OVo'IIIR tlldiiUM n. -.tuct. ., a f..-tion oftht lttllf'Ctlllft o f COM•• Olht-r iDf'171R\i QI[II;T",i$ IIICI~ twr-iftlhlmd 
orw~ 12 ~~ tal'llftt •WI daM-~~ bd'tllc.w ~ 0 1 ..w 

A' .,.. .. • no 1. • ot,m 12 ., k ~ ...,. .,.. ' a.nou. _. ~ c:amm~~ • .,.hid dmxt 
~ , .... _,1""" of ~~ntnlnl ~.'IlK~ •M~ bn'a~ ahoul 3-.dalloul tz-.""',.. 
~_, k~o.lhuur~(l(dlrollt«< ll -'.."'1 s. .w.uo. 10 1k Cllllla'a 16. ~ blkh a.d;.w 

--~ l.t. Of.., k~~ k~oftk ,ollr\An (M..,.•) mykpoAII»:d•ibrQIIColpD; 
obJM 1!. h,~"UUIIpk. wt-~ l:l mykpnl'\U.'\1 • oflbot W..lboldy ~ 8 kc•t'l'n throllj<\.i ll IIIII tht 
oa 1iw.- Nrl'~ of dw oll~<et ll ~ t~ ~ U .,.~ 1 & Suc:h lilkTJ :u:xlor pullinK."n lilA)' NmM'~t 11 
Eltmlpt..~ of .surra..~ r, .. ~,~n., 22 illdudo: illdicia ~h ~ po.)r(•~>n oUac: ltbd:body l'lldiall.,.._ o ll.rwi.na \lolt'o~o-tl• ... a1 
alpWo!tk.-ric •Yfllboh, fllo1ltl.i. cok.,, part IWmbcn.. b.Jr Y.tlteh ~~COOling 1.a U fMJIIl.'lr.lfllf\llft'fll. 
~ Md ~~ lik~ The oltJ«·I 12 11:111)' a lw incllllk att~tr~ 
dc(~~t"S\Jdl~tj ~'\lm.liioll 24, piH 26, '"'*'j.a l8. 1!1>ut''$· and <I\ 11w di.'IW1or 16 IIIII)' i01:l* II J'O'f'I:O.bk! (If flltU\llbl~ 
ulll._., ~tructun•l <k(«U. ru ~'"n in l'l(i. 1. the alljt·<·l 12 ('lutl\'N ""'"' • • band·hcld c.ntncnor tl a uwn•l1u•t n~ay tw 
1113)' a l.;o incltlde flrOCIUmJ f~'>llun'S l)clow tbc ~~~ ofl!w ll'IOUMil'(l (1ft II lrircxl <If tbc likcdY!I ~II) btl ti'I0\~'\1 b)' !IK'M' 

obj«t ll, tuch '* OOt'N"IQ" u. «ad:$ J". oot~~ilt of • ISJ!II fe~~hU\' Olld.'or 11 tilt fcauft. 
niaftlnx•u•~t•fl"' J6 •ld pltf 26, l• a«o~~ \torlh M aubodlmcnl oftht• pt\"~1 l•\ewt• 

FIG. :Z liChc-matiCa.ll) •llwlnlla • bbd;body ndi•ioo .,.. tlillll, IlK' dci«1N i~DaF of cbe obj<a l l , wl~hfttl 1M 

~«1lo0n pn~li .. ~ ..... ~ ofdv ~ tW..'tllnll biii«S. Mil) bC' ~ ..... "'""" 
presmt le\'mt..._-. l.lld..boct) radul-. &om aa Clbj«t ~ f'lll"e....,.. hY n.aplc. are~ i~ IIWI) bt f'-"1""' 

asdtc-C'<IIIcd oaj«t 11 *""• iaftG 1 is~ 10 a Mt'\1 '"-..:lllb«ob,ea Allibr_,_.CC'llk'd~ ._,. 

dcknor :iuct. 1t • IR (.a&. f\ftcr dm:\,.._ •--c-f a..... 10 bt t+?wn") fm: ttl&~ It) ~ • 
6c- C'OIItC'd ot1Jca 11. ....... llnldw.al ~of taC' ' ' wbMMl...U, ck~·•Rfcn:Dcoor•,•*'Q-..dot,«< 
objM II llldtT Jhco ~ ... I" -rkdispb)~ .-101 ~IMJ"'.'k'd..--'ot.......-d"~ Ml)'k 
~ In :dilibl'lto. lk MNp~ hi)' b..- lnm.mlllkod b) any p«~. Th: n:(amo:c •mage--t • 11'11: •"'~ couW 

$ui&~blc IDC\liU .wch • nx lnliMl('l. -. in:kss. Qblc: or be ~DK'd inflo a cbcllbr.»C' IRd • t"Omf*i'!iOA lhiJCko 

SfltCIJic._, f.:lr dtirl;)) Mdor -~~1M *'Y do.-sitt'llloe:ltion. b-.'1•l'l'll thf.o ~r,'l\'1~~ i~ and tht inu~,~,e m'flk'd rmat 
ln ~~~ •ltb lUI ~,llbodutl\'111 oftllc pn."lK'nt inwn· .,, ~int \ll'lii."f l\":'it. A~'«,c:lbility ('nl~,a nlukl bel prepro-

rioo. the A~o'\11.1)' ~o&u~ lll...:kbody flllliutkm H rrom lb.: obj~..~t s,na•l'l•ll'-'d 111 v. .. iL lllllli.:o;.'q~C.'lbl~:~«~jm.JIJ ~ hlghfi$llt,-d Ue 
to~ inqM.'C'I~'\1rnay b..• I!,\.,1Cfll1l'\l b)' hokling tbc obj\.-ct ul 1\."ii arl(l ll«qqlllbl" aA·il~ ill 81'-"'"· Other coi~V!I ~'Oukt be 
mc>m tcmp:mll,ft, Tho \'fllltl., ('<bJI.'CI may b..• en:1intuincd a l n ~l\'1.:"-'11. •• ~dl. " 'ch IllS WJY !« un ~1\'il f\'q\lltitlll rtii.IN' 

substatuialty uclibm •~,tp:nlun: tJI ('( JW"at room tMip.'tll· e\llltJI!tio.m, 

flirt'. A~ ttiC\1 bcn:vl. d~e ~¢nl'l '"'rln• lccnpcr..tun:o- ene;m~ tbl: •' l'h<t f.:lliO'I\ 1flg t'XImtpk$ are mlcnck'd 10 tiiUJ.I"*'C 1J~ 

~ndi .. .mbieflllm'lf'MIC~~« fourNI tn an.,~ web • a '~ .,f'l'C'lJ oftbc ptaent iiWC'IItioo tnd ~ l'lfC , .. ~'OCtcd 
~ laborawy, Pf\.~ llclbty .... ~. haa,~P. '-J 1~1 tht IIOOPC' ofW U,..a~~a. 
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E:.0\MPLU I 

t\J ,oown ic• JlJ(i . J . :·• p.:~:in\00 jl,l".lpllilc p.'lllel c:l'lcllprijhlg 
~'f!OXY ~hi11." \lo itb at1 (-p<)Xy pMK'f tuld tn•tll:ltll." top COOl 
p:li.nt .... ~t imag.~'\l .... itb lll mid·l~ ~iun-.n :11 tbe .... -:i\d~'flgth 
of) to S m ,_.f'Ol'ls. Outing the in111ging p~wss. ~ ~•K-1 was 
bcld at 890 F. 'l'bc po.nd "''ti subj«k'd to a room ll.'t'Of'ICr.Mtlt'l.· 
calibtatioo whida ill\\"ltvOO OOjusti~ pix;:l int<-nsity 10 mak" 
focul Jill••~~: unifoma ond litll.':lt within $0.:'k.'l.'1\.'d room 1~'111· 

10 
pc.'I'UU,Jil! (Kr) C<11ibr.1tioo. 

As ~'II iB FIG • .a. a paint((! gr..pbitc p;uk'l «~rnptisin$ u 
Cf!O.X)' grnpbit¢ ~ cpoX)' prim~T qad ~lbl,u)e IOJ'I C.WS P,'lifl• 
Wllll inweg.:d with a mici-IR cnmeru utu wmX"I~'fll(lh of J to 
5 mk-n'IW with the 1'1~1 b..-lcl:lln tcrnpcr.ltutC;)f~ E The 
p:uwl Wll$ 11oubj<.'\:1l-d In hot c~•l ibi'O\Iiunlll :1 lttnpcrnllltc ofKA" 
F. '11K' bcM eahbr.ltiotl ~ i twoh-cd :'ldjwdug pixd :0 
intl..u.ity to cnakc f()(';)l platiC utlirC!nil atld lit!C'a.r wbbin 
scl«to.-d 84" P. (';)lildtioon. 

hXAMI'lJ! l 

A~ ,.Jli('y,\'11 itl I~I Ci . 5. a(:()rlllpMilc panel CU~upri~ing l-pt»()' 
g.ropbit<- and l:wnitlatOO C'Ofl~t fi~.r plliMOO "'ith CJII)X)' 
pri.um :.ad UMbalk" 10p ¢0011 was in~OO w~b a •nicJ.LR 
cat~k"t:'l • • a wa,•d<-Jlgtb or l .... S mfcrol)!;. with lhe pat~C"I JO 

m.;,.irll:.iDCd 111 " tm'J!Cn'''tl.! of 90' E Tbc pmxl ~~~~s $\•b· 
jeclt:d to lk1t e~~librutio.Jn nt 8J" F., n.; cb«ilx'd <tbo.wc. 

EXAMPLB4 

As shoY>ll in FIG. 6. a )XIintcd grnf\lliie :uMJ OOJ'lf'C' fiber 
p.'IBI.'I ~>intilnr to the poo..-1 o( Exoo~,pk 3 w;~s in:wg«<llll a 
tempcr:lt~.W or 74" F. 'lbc r:•m'l 'll'aS Mlbj<.'C'I<.-d tc.> IK!4 

calibnuion 11t $4° Jr. 

EXAMPLe.$ 

" 

M sllo;lwn in FIG. 7, ~ I>Jik'l C'OO!prisioa <.'fiOlQ' p-11phitc 
with 11 lumin01!<.-d capp;.or \\at\'<' paink"d wjth l-pt;X)' prinl('r <II$ 

atld ur\.1l1:1tl(• tl>p ('()QI Wit!< im:lg(-d at ll C..'Jil'P.,TJIUt\! of()J0 Jl, 
'Ill(' pw1l'l Wll* w bj<.'t1l" 10 r<lt>ll'l k'll'lp:!r:llll«' c:tl1br:1ti011. 

EX.t\MPI E6 

A$ ~IKto\'11 i.n FIG. 8, a pg~inl«l VJphile a nd a'lf!pcr Wt.\:1\'C 
p:·uK·I si.11'1i.l:lr 10 lhat ()( ~nl.pk S \\'aS imag. .. -d ill 87° F. uftcr 
fOOUl(('ll'll'('rolUIX' t'3Jibr.ll ioll.. 

EXA~1VLE 7 

A:t ,;lto:M'I1 in l;l(i. I I , a p;unh."d sroph1t..• p:nwl $illli.lar !111 
thlll of Exootplc 3 was itl~!'-'d at S6" f. nRcr room t4'm+ 
~"fttluro calibnuioo. 

UXAMPU; 10 

As ~hown in Jri(L 12, :1 p1in!OO gr.1phitc p:m\.'1 $imi.lnr ro 
tha1 or Bxrunrks S and 9 "'llS im.'I@Cd t t sz• F. •fi« l\lOOJ 

ll't'll(llTMUrt calibr.JJioo. 

EXAMPLE II 

1\.s ~>t..lwn in FlO . 13, n ~int<d puphitc: fllllk.-l 11imilar to 
tb:.t of Ex:.nlplfs 8. I 0 was itll:lgtd a1 78• P. afi« room 
ICIIIIK'f:tl\11'\! Q )ibrJ'tioo. 

As shown ita FIG. 1~. a palk':l rornprisia~ ~X)' jr,n~pbilt> 
Yi"M pritl..:-<1 wilb epOxy pritiKT t11wl p;!int<'d wilb <"fl(IAY 
prim« Wid 111\."t));,BC top coat on the riJ:!bt $ido: of the r»n..-1. 
PlG. lol is .a "isiblc i ll'lilgt of ll~e J'(linK'C.1 and priml-d po.nd. 

ll.XAMPLE 13 

A$ $boY.'J1 in FlQ. 15, a p;!OCI CIQfltpri~i Q1l v-•phite witll 
<q!p4~ '~~'-~'.:WAS rrin)C(f with ~'1'0X)' prim« in klw'-'t right 
band si& laid f!{li11t<.-d IA illl UN iliiW' l(lp ('()QI il'l Uf!per right 
o fp:1ncl. In PIQ. IS, tho.o Jd't side of the p;uxl i,; unpriniCd 
aud uopaint«< • ..-.·hile the ritht side is prin~ Md poj11t1.-d. 
FKi, 15 j( <1 vi(WII in~:Ji.: ofUIC! ();)~'lei . 

FIG. 16 is a vis-ibk i.tuuge or oo atutuinwn roncl com· 
prisi~ a col'r\'d..."'<l aluminum substr.tte oo:ncd with <'POX)' 
prim .. -,. a nd Ul'\.'l hano: tl.l<p <.'(K'' · 

BXAMPLE IS 

FlO, 17 is !Ill IR NOt~.:WI)Q(' ill'l'lgc or dk! l\'llk'l or 
l£.lt:&n1rte 14 :.1 7,. 1 ... 1'hc IR rdk'Ctlll..-1 icnngc was gc•.er.ll l\:1 
by fl:lk'C~i~ IR rndiucio.Jo ofl'lhc ~umimun $\lb$lrate lktoxt· 
itt& li)C: ret"k"CII.-d l'tletg)' ill :.n IR C".tmel'3 or detcceor. 11~e 
film)Sioo 6 indk:•k-d in tbrit arc:·1s. 

HX.AMPLE 16 

FIG, 18 i~ nn IR rclk"t&i!IKlC illll.l~ or lhe l\o1BCI or 
l~atnpk 141a.l.:o:n ?S" 1~. The- roll'OSioo i:s ildi~t .. -d il1 tb.d: 
;11\.':,lf, 

f<1G . 19 i$ a bbc~· r.tdilll-..,n imu$e m:llk in lk""CCIf· 
dooce with 1~ pn:s<-n& iO\'("tlli.oo or d1e too~l.'d a luminum 
pail.'! af lh:un1pk 14. '!'be p:ltlcl w11t maintaicK-d :1t a 
I<.'Otpcr.tt\ln.' ortw" F. with n rooon• tl'Otpo.~"n.' calibnatklfl. 

t\:s SIKNI'II ir!JI((j, 9, a Ill in ted gt'.Jphi!t: and CC!pp:! WGWC 
p;u.el sicnilat 10 tb!ll or Bxilnlpk's Sand 6 wus i.ltll'IScd l1l 82° 
F. llftct f\'1011'1 tcmpcrorure c-alibr .. tiOIL fO The oorrosion is indiC'MOO i.n li~t an..'a9. 

~\s sbw.n in FKI. 10. lin <,,X)' gropbitc pumi rai•llcd 6.S 
with "f!!X)' rrin'll.T and I.W'I:'tht11~ lOp COM \\'ti in~a&OO ~~ 000 
F. atkr l\'l01t1 tC111pt.~r.mm: callbr.~tioiL 

FlO. 20 is a bb(kbody rodi111ion lmag_e made in 31X()t· 

d:lnc.: "ilh the )lf'C::'Cnt im·('Jilk\a ~~r the cootl-d alumi••~n1 
px~t.•l or l~mrlo: 1 J, ut 73" F. ,.,;lh u room tcmp:Ql\lre 
ealibroti<m. 111.- rorrosiocl is indicbtOO ill ligl1t :'11\.--all. 
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l"l(i. 21 it a hl:d:b<Kiy r.Kh:llion im:agc ~e in ucror-
dlmec with lh¢ l'f\'SCOI itW~'t'llion Of lhc 4:001«1 oftaninWll 
r:u.c-1 of E:u!ntpk lo!. u1 1Z. F. with a 100m lf:ttlii'.'I"Jturt· 
c;alil)mtiQn. The corrosic)n is iDIIita$t.<d in li$ht 111\'.;'lf.. 

llXAMl'Lf: 2() 

FIG. l:Z i~ an IR rl.'fl.xt31'1C~ imagj,': of a rotrol.kd ahuni· 
nurn ~nd cn:•lt'<l wilh un l'JI(IX)' klw IR prim<.T and ureth:mc 
IIOJII:OOI. Tbl; JR n.-l .. '<:li.WCC imO¥..-YI'JS o~lo: b)' n:lk."CCitl¥ lR 
radialion oft' t.l~ cooloC'd aluminum subnrocc and dc'll-cting 
lho: n:lkct(.'d (.'t~y in uu lR tl,lll)l,'t".J, Tbo: oorrosioo is 
ind~tOO in dark at\'all, 

Flfi. 2.\ i5 :. blndbudy mdi:11ioo irnngc pnxtoccd in 
~~o.--.:on:II•Dei.' with the ~'t'lt in\'\'t'ltion U•k<.'ll from tbc woe 
rrlu\Cd IWid 1\)j) roatcd alunt.itii.Wll ran<'l doserilw.'<l in 
lh.:unpl.- 20. Tbc bbcldxM!y r.tdiatioa pnx-odun.· YI':I::J P'''" 
reo~ 111 %"F. witb a 1r F. hoc ~libr.tlioo. nu~~ioo 
h il)djc;lk-d i11 lig,lll amu. 

8 
An •h~1n1• ofUl~~ ~'Ill bbckbody $0-irilhtmiD;ttion 

.syst~-m is tbnt \'Ill inck"JK--nd~'llt iR ill\lminatioo 9001'1:¢ is Mt 
1~"""-.'\!1. be ll()tnC' ~-z..'l<. 3fl ObJC'i."'" IK r.~thlllionllt lllnbJ('I'It 
lootpm~turo nmy ~ sutr~i""t to \'lllkw.• ima~ng ohl~objoxt 
through IlK- coatitlg. wbik- in othc1 s.iru3lioas modo.'ftlh~ 
lk'lltina_. o ftb.... objl-ct loa ~l isJuly clf.."Vtlttod tcmrcrnttft' D\;1)' 
be clc$in.bJ~". St~t:h bc.uti~ CliO be :.chic.,..·C(I twtllf\lllly_. .: .... by 
Wtllight. or by :1 b«<t gun. llclT1t~l blanb'tt. nn II~ l~tl:ltnp. 

cw by otlx...- m<.~l~ Ul:1t produce u Jubl!tanti;•lly Jto:dy •:ct..-.1~ 
to tootpmnuf\" or mc obj«t.. 

Anolhc-r •h·nnt:1s~ urth.-prc,;cc1t bl:lc:tb:ld)' 11)'.$1cm it til;! I 
tb.- IR mdUtioo ooly h.1.s t1> m:tkc ooc r;•$S through lho:
roati~ 11ti~ b IMI'C dllrit.'l'lt Cl'llllpal\.<d 10 JR 1\.'fleetatiiX 
•~~bni'luat. i11 \lohic:b IK r.ldi:oti'"' frutn 11111 extcm:1l illwni• 

u l\3tl)l" must fin;t P,."fldmtc the: coo tin'- 1\"tltxt ofl'tb: sti!stnlto: 
cw obj~-cc aOO paj.!. lh~ the """littg ll$1'1in .. An lldditior~o~l 
ndvttnt"S"' or111e rn..-,;cot bl:lcklxldy m1.-tbod is the 1\.-duction 
or climiB.nion of me 0011ing $Urf!k't' refl~ioo. IB tl~e 
n:flL\."UDCC ml-tbod. IR <."'ll.'fl!Y jj; t'(_.·ik-r:t~'\1 otr th.- <-O:.lil'l{l, 

::o " 'rf(k."l: p.1rtit'lly OOscurins tbc im11ge Crom tbc sl.lbstn~~ 
utliknK'I'lh. 

Wlli:'te:lil p:lltk'\IL'lt emb:ldiments n( thi1; im'Cntkltt luw 
b...~u d4$-tibl.-d ~b<wc ror r~ orillustn lioo. it will bo: 
~\'idttll to thoso.-skilled in tbc 1111lhat IIW'lK'tOUS variati«tsof 

~5 1bl: <t.:lllil$ o f lbc ~'1\1 invention muy bC' made: "''itbout 
d<r;lning from the in\'~'lllion m: d¢1in<d io lho: $1Pfl','OI.kd 

<-bitliS. 

FIG. 1., i' t1 bla~-tbod)' mdiotioo imngc p-od~ in 
ile\'()f\JiJ,)('< "'ith tbe pt\-st't'lt l•w-o.'tltkmlllktn ftoc.- tbc :Jat•* 
rrinx'CI 111'11.1 tc,>p ~do:l nlurnin .. n r:~nd dc$crilx.oJ in )0 

Exarupk 20. Tbt b\llcl.:body rodi.l1ioo pro«dun: "''aS pt·r· 
(¢mlcd M 86° f. with a 7~ F. hoc C':llibnuioo. Th~C'<ll"roSioo 

11K- itwc:nt ioo cbinK'd is: 
I. A ttlCthod o( itt>po.'C1ing :1 coo ted objt. ... 't. tllot' t~.CdtOO 

ccncrwisins: 
tn.'lintaioi~ .subsu.Otiall)' .s.to,ady sun~ bt.:L:body r.tdiation 

from tbe object: arid 
is iCM.icuK-d in ligJu orw.'ln. 

11_."(._\MVI I~ 1.1 " 
lktec~in:s ~niCtuntl rl.'llfl.IICS aft be o bjc:ct 1101kr thl.-~-

1•1¥ bi!)l.'\1 oo tl~oe Wad.bWy ntdlati..,.l_. 
'l. Tbo mnhod or claim 1. v.hct\-in lh;.• objc('l is bdd at 

1\)(11'1\ kucpcmlure to m:1ifll:1in tbeo .,ui»tmttiull)' $k':1dy it~e
bbc:kbody r.Mli:llioo. 

.l . Tbc II)~'IIIQIJ urcL-.im 2. \lo"lt~'fl.!in the A)()m l"'II!""IOIIUN 
FIG. 25 is ~ bllld:body rodi:niotl itlUI~ prodlk'<-d in 

IIO.~IIXC witb tbC Jlf\.~'llt ill\'l.'flliQI\ tllkCII from the Q.lllC 
rritrK'd 3fld top 0).'1100 :tlurnim .. , fllll'l('l <kscri~1 in 
l~:tacupll: 20. '11.c bbc;·kbody r.tdi31ioa pro«dun: "'"'*" per
f~ Ill 79° f_. with 11 7$0 F. hoc ~libr.Uioo. Th~· c.'«'fWiOO 
is indic31Cd in light 3t<'.u. 

~ i!> rt~..lm about 32 10 about 80" P 
4, Tbc ll'l\1bod of daim I. wtk'f\•in lhl: objo:t is tH.'k121 M 

dii.-v;!Kod 1\'lrlpLT.tiUI\' lo.'l 111<'li11lilitl tl.c !>ubStailli:J.IJy stWd)' 

~ne blacl:bod)' ndi:1tioo. 
5. The IIU'IhOd or claint 4. 'llfl~'fcin the eiC\'llk.'d li.'lnJICrll• 

<~$ 111n.• is l;.'$5 1h11n Pbout 12()0 F. 
6. 'rhc- ml'lhod of ~bim 4_. wfli."f\.'"in t~ ~k"\'ltU!d u.•mpcr:t .. 

ture is (rouu about 80 to 3boU4 I I a* F. PIG. Ui is~ \'is:ibk inU~g<· or du: rritnl.'d :11k11op <00tl.'d 
alwuinum p:u1el nfl!x.:.tnpl..s 2() tu 2.1. 

1 bl: f<ln'gl)ing c:utnpk-s &rnon,.r.nl: tl"'! blitd:body t)'pl: 
IR r.td~tion i$ COflo'lbk.· of possiQ$ t1wuj!b OOQti~ IAAd 40 
ri'Odu!:ing oo itnng~.·. ExK·tnal Blwnil'lalio•• is noc t~:quirru. 
i.e._. lh,_. p;11t11 :u·c scl(,ilJuminlllinty 

A bolted ulutllillllll'l ail\"nnfi pano:-1 v.-'lliS OOOil-d wilh Epoxy 
primer MII...I'IU' ·2.ll77rYI :md Urt1h:ulC MIIA'RI~· 
8S28.Sn'l pninl. ns $00\o;n in AG. 27" . h wus inSfJ\.'\.'1~-d 
us.i~ visibk im:Jgltlg (FIG. l7b). IR 1\'fl"Ct:lt!C\' itnllsing 
(FI(i. 27l")_. nod IR blatkbod')' im:lii~ (l:l(i. 27J). 'l'bl: fO 
bbd;bod)' sdf-illwnilllltioo inu~ wns lWIIk with a mMJ.lR 
~KT.t llitll \1."3'\'~'kl'l&tb d( 3 to S tnitrons. Outing the bL-tCI: 
bc_.xly imnsin& p«Jel~, Ul,_. r;t.int<.-d uhcmimun r.and Wllll held 
:n llto:1llp('tfltUf\"OrM to9S• t:. As$hau."ll in FIG. '!7;/.do..'Uiils 

7_. 'llw: m~1.bod or cbim 4. wh~'«in the c:IC\'ttk,:d ttmrcrJ· 
lUI\.' it ll).'lirtl.'li:n~-d by CXptding IIIIi:' Olljcoet 1¢ So\lnliglll. 

s . The ml'lllo.'ld or cbin• "· "'lll"n'"in tbc ck"\\:IK'\1 tL1ttpcr:·c· 
h,lN i5 mnint.1incd by h<.-a~tin& lh~ nbjl."d wi1h 11 hcnt S'ln_. 11 
11('.,"11 Jamr atd'or n tbc-nrwl blank~ 

9. The n>~:thOO or clnim I. wbl.•f\ill lh¢ ~RICIWIII k'IIU.ln:-S 
o f the objl-.:"1 at\' <k:t<~t«l usitig bn infr.l.n.'d ~'allt.Cr.t. 

I 0. 'The mctbod or d sinl 9. wh\.-n.i11 the itlfr.w(-d atructll 

dct<.'"' mid·inr,._..rcd r..:lintit'!n lc:IVing wan~l~'tljl,lh~ tx.'tY.cen 
~~~~~~~tStllkNn~ 

II. lb: melhod or d aim 9. wbcn.'in the inffl.J.Nd cNJwra 
dnMs nt"l'll'·illftan..'d tOOilltion ha\ ing "''ll\i'lct~gtltS bt.""'«o 
:tlx!ut 0. 7 !Wid ubQut J nticroos. 

12. 1llC m~-.bod I)( ebint9. v.h\.'r\i11 tbc inrl'lW'I:d ctunl:rl 
<Jd~">IS fN·infrun."" rudQtioo l~vit)8 \lo'a\"CI\'Il@:lhS bc.1Vo«D 
$boUt 3 3l'ld ~bout 12 m.ic.'I\'IM_. 

l .l .llK- t'IX1bod of dtlinl I. wbctdn tM stnk'lur:d k:ltW\'S 
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14, The .m-thodofcl,.im I, wbt.'l'rin 1bc sln~eturall~l\11\.'11 
of~ obj«l ~We &1~'1~-d usi .. llll'IO\'Ilbk ewn~'Q. 

1 S. ll!C m~'thnd ()( d:lim 14. v. ho.•rdn ll•~· enuvabk-eiln~l 
is ~ llwd·bcld CM.Crn. 

16. '100 1tl1.'thOd of daiil) I., ,"' IICf'l.:itllbi: IJ'IOW.bk- CntiKTI'l 
i~ n_,.1ntcd ut ., Jingl~ iQ..""::IIlon dW'in$ the det~'-.4iQa. u.nd 
incii.Mks "' roo r~...-uA: :ancYor n li.ll r~:.mure. 

17. 111£' em'thodofclaim I. "'herd . .- the Slnl<:hlr.tl fct.llu\.'!1 
ofthto ohjl'CI nre det«1t'<l u~:ins u c.:uncm and 11 filter lcltllll-d 
in an oplicolj:Otb bt!W;.'\,.--tl lh¢ obj«'t and t~ ca1ntta. 

18 . 'rbc ntellmd ofcl:1im 17, "'114Tl'in tbc l'ilt.cr remU\'1.'1111 
pc>t1ioo of the bl~Kkbody r.IIC.Ii:•lioo b:•"ins WJ'\'ck.oogths ut 
Wbicla tJ11.' mMint if OOI~II'MS"p;Wnt. 

19. "lliiC 1m1bod e~f c:laim I. wbl.·n.; •• tbc lili\II:IUro~l fllllun.':' 

10 

10 
JO. ·n~~: mo.'thod "fcbim I, wb .. Tcio 1be objo.., ('()lllpri5CS 

M all'\'lr:tfl Ol'le'llpll)(.'lll. 

.l J . lbc: m .. 'tbod of d.:Um J , wb\'n.-io lht: co.1tini C<lm;priKS 
J~OI. tJ (\)lllpo<Sil\' tullltill. lli.JI\-rill\. priOk'f, lvp ~~ ~ldlof 
intcnnl'-'iat .. • l'MIUigl. 

J2. Th.: method of clnirn I, f1J1bcr romrrisiott disJib)iQg 
till imflgt o f Lhc obj\.'(:1 il)(>kJdi•l& tl"' dl"'-'CI('lt structur.1l 
fe:lt\IN$,. 

33. 11k' mctbod of t>bitll I. f11111tK--r oot~)Jit'islng storing an 
in~:~gc af lhc OOj...:t inclucling the dct .. 'dl'\1 ~ruc111t:d fe~l;• 

IUI\'S, 

of lbt.· obj«:t arc ck'SI.'(tt'd u:>iog a cnmcro nnd a polari7<'r u 
Jon,t«J i11 341 (f(!Cfc.tiJ p<ltb b...'tW('(>I\ tbc objt_'CUIIxJtik'C-tutkT.l, 

.1-4. 1~ mt."'\OOd o( ('bim ), 1\trtb:r Wml"ri ~ing lml.imil· 
ling .n image of thl: OOj«t indOOing tbc d,'t~~k-d struc•ural 
l'c:mm:~ 

10 , The nK1hQd c.>fc la im I, wbl.'fl..;n tbc ~tlniCfllr.llll;..;~l.-n..'ll 

C\Jinrnsc dcf«•s. 
Zl. 111~· nk-tiiOd of cbint I . \\hcrdntbc di:ftotU: Ill\' on tl 

swf.:.cc of lh¢ obj.:c't Ul~"f tht.- cooting. 
ll. 111~ method of claim l l . "'kt\."'in 1bc surfaox dd .. ""s 

camprifc O:lm'l!linn, cr.td:"', pk11 mkL'Or SCIU3~-
l.}, lb.: O)CihQCI ofctnim 20, wbl..-n.'in 1be ci.!fcclSrw under 

:r. surfttee tlf ~~ objc<'L. 
24, Til¢ n)CI.bodofcluim lJ, wt u.'fl.•io lbedt.o(.,.-.;ticornpri:w 

rot'l\ls-ion. c:rucl:s t~Ddlor ' 'OWs. 
25. 111(' cncthocJ o f daim I. v. bl-n.i 11 tbc S:lnK:Cu.rJI f~~ntn.>j 

comprise ~urfocc featu.n;os oo 11 Acrllcc.! "f the obj.~t under 
till:' <'«<ling. 

35. Til¢ m .. '1bod of cbim .lot. wbl.'~in th.: in'!'g.: is
tran~tl'lincd 0'1''" tbc itl~tll(·l. 

.16.111.:- mc.1h00 af claim I, fir.rtbt-r oomrrising a1rnp.:1ring 
a.. imagt" of Llk' 0~1 ibC~ding d.c ck~•«< 5lrucnual 
(e:ltUn."S with 11 reference imngc. 

31.11lc ~11)01.1 of c-lairu 35. wbl:rcin lbt' rokl\."fKX' im:.tg~: 
~5 is gci'ICr.•k.'\1 fro1n :UIIlotbcr nbj .. "CC 'icni1:1r tn til(' c.'U:'•kd ()bjt'C'I 

lbut i:s 1iUb51antinlly fn."'C "" d!-fc.<cl$. 

26. 'fhc •J)(•IJKXJ of cL;im 25. whcn.-ict lltc Sollrflk'<' f«~IUn.>j lO 
comrf'ise iDC.liciA. 

.l!t ;\ $)'~Cm for in~-.:tin$ II CQated OOjocl comrris.Tilf 

ll:!l'atl$ ~ m:cinllliu.in:g 5U\>sl:ttui:llly ~1 .. -..ty 5latc black· 
body rndbtMJn fMm the l>hjl<ct: and 

lnl'allll ft>r dct«tin:g11tn.IC.'Iuml fc:1twcs o ftbc obji.<ct und .. .., 
the t'i»ting hm•c.'\1 Clfl ll1c bl:lckfxldy r.tdi:1til)n. 

21. 111e ruo:tbud of d aicn 26. v.bcrdll tl~ lndkb rocll· 
r ri:s..o:. ulpls:.numcric ))'mbols. nw.rb or c~ 

28. TOO lfll.'lbodof cl:r.im 1. v.tK·rdn tOO ~IJ\Jcrut:ll fC'ill\11\'l> 
OOII'lpti:seo (;.'111Ut\'S under 3 Stltfbct' Of lbc ~1. 

2~. Tbc nto:!tbod C)( cL'Iim Ul, wblwio ~~ fc:.-ln-"$ C()lll• 
rri:So: conlpo.silc l('i.nfon.X'flli.'Witj; ;111d/0r '"'mposil>:' nwtrix 
l'llo'lll-riill~ 

J9.t\ S)'l>lo:~n for in~pcctina :1 c:o.,t~l ·~jt'Ct (X)nlpri(i~ :1 
ctlll'li.T.l SlnlC1UI\-.d :wid l\rronso."<<to dc.1«1 )ti\ICiutal G."ll.tun:.-s: 

U Of the Obj.x1 Ulwi..'f llle C'<Xlli.ng bas.<.'(( 00 SUb!>IOOtilllty stctldy 
S$l1tc blao.'t.:bOOy r.Jdialioo ~~•K111t .. ~ from lbc Obj\'\'1, 
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SI1ECl'llAL f'IL1't~ l~ SYSTf:.\1 FOR IN"J.ltAREI> 
1)1.\GLNG OJ! SUBS'I'ltt\'rt:S 1'1UWUC.II 

COATIS(;S 

CROSS·REFERENCB TO REI..All:O 
APPLICATION 

[800 I) 'l'bis ilpfllic::nioo is t1 OOIILirtu.tiClrn·ill·pdl1 (lr U.S. 
:.pplicmion Ser. N~. 10t'971.217 fik-d 0."1. 21, 2(1().1., which 
is il'lQ{)I'JXIMI.'d ~in by ~k·l'\'l'N).', 

CoOVERNMEN'r CON'!Mcr 
[ 0001 J 'lbc Unl!OO SllllCS (jo,)WM!l)Cm hils «nt~in ~u: to 
thj$ inv~ntioo rumi:IOI I() Cc.llllr.ICI NQ. DACA 12·99<" ·011 
awnnk" by SI:RJ)P. 

rll~l J) OP Till~ INVENTION 

[0003) 'lltc pre.sc.'flt inn.'fltion rei:Jtl'll to im.:•sin,g u( il.lb• 
611';tt.:S tlwugh OOQiings.. and 1nore rattiC\lbrty t\'l>lt~~ to 11 
spo.""Cir.ll !liter syst\"lll fur it•frolt(-d iol3gi.ng of dd;.X'ts and 
Olhl'Y t>~n~et•wl f..s•tu.rt!i of ~ .. -d OOj«lll sucb as nin:n•A 
C\."\Jnroooots. 

BACKGROUNI) INH)R.M.A'OON 

(ooo.&) t\in:rllft C'Oillp.'llll.'tiU :•rc subj«1 10 CMSiatll dc~~P· 
dulkm 6-.di :16 ~:orro:sioa nod crod:iJtg cal.tSO.-d b)' «wiroo
tnc"nl81 :tnd O(K'f"..l:ioo:ll c~wli1ioos, Ahbough lhc :.wJjc:nioo 
of cu:ll ing.~. lltK'h lr'l p:1inls.. 1\.•duc~ wrn.Mion probkm"' 
SllbSI;)llli;)lty, lltl..")' typiC;JIJ)' C'.IIMOI climin;l(< tlll.'m ('ll(ircly. 
F\artl•c-n•)()f'C. str1.'iS <·xpo:rit,K't'd dw-ing flight t>llil rt-sub in 
dllt03$1.' whkh n ~ini Q( paint e~moot mit·i~t c, web II$ 

Sit\'$$ dc,-(~,."1:t~ ~•.cl CTOlCki~. In ofdr.'t to 1.'I'IS:Ill'¢ that air\-rJf\ 
;u~o• r«tdy (.,.. flight:. p..,;ootc iuspc.octii>IU a«' u;.•«SSil•f)'. 

(~] lns:~""'ioo of • itcrofl <Ompotk.'llts troditioo:lll)' 
iududc:i vi:)tml U,,.JX-'"''im!. Wbt_, , \iSually i!Up(..:.1i.ngai.rtmfi 
comJIC)tlo.'l'lb. the ~ins US&.-'d II() prolt<cl the romponents 
~m~.-s tm obscldc ~usc i t n~y bldo: Sln.IC'Iuml dc-fo.X1S: 
or f~.'-'31~ b~.·nc·;ltb tbc C(l:'•ting. It i~ tbt-refOf\" lk.'C\.""ii~ry Ill 
sllil" ll1o: CJOOlponcnt ~membly or ail\.nll in qvescion of it~ 
p;IUII bf:fon: ;1 p«~pcr visu:J.I inSjX"'.'Ciocl C'-lln be pa-IOttnOO. 
1\1k1"o1o~rd. ;1 DC\\' cootin~ I)( p<~int m~t be l1Pfllio."<<. 'l'bis 
S"I'IX'dS t\":S\1115 in s:ubstattl.i:ll espcnsc in ci!C' fo.1nn or lllbor 
atlll ltlllkri.'llll. l'it~'l' \.'tt\ in'liUilCitl;d o.'\llliC'Cms. and K"quin.s ll 
@NJt t~moooc or tim.:. 

(0004] Ap.'lrt fNm the imilidml:y or \-iJWI in'fll'CtWitl 
rno:1bo<ls:. oi'IO(bcr problem is d»• \'is:unl insp..·•,:1ion is oot 
a.l\\'a)'S elf~.,-.i\,~,.•. Wbik • sl:illful '-')'C 11'1!1)' picl: up mos. 
bwn:.,.•visibloe dl.·l~"d$ with a S31is-f;xl!Cll')' dq;n-'C or oon~i$• 
~Dey. $1.)mi: do.:rc:cll u:~~•y ~ , .t.,·y smull « li¢ Wldt-r cbc 
s:ur&cc of cbc OOittpc'li)C'nl. h1 11'11l.il)' C41s.N till.~ dcf~.-cu y,liJ 
tt9 tllli)C)Iioc:d by vi~~:•J insp:ctiOB 1\.'~.nrdk'$$ of lite likiiJ l.tJid 
~.-xpcri('tll"¢ o r tbe o~"'·,·r. 

(9007) lo nddition to vi~•aJ ins-po."CCioo, ~i\-c tbcnno~· 
rby '''(h.»qu~ lww-: h«ft rl'l)potl«l ror impcctio••ohnrioos: 
l'Oinpl)lu.'fllll. One .s~K·b ll'\ilniquc .. mzl~ il li'.>.Wt,•t heat 
~trre to bcitt tlr compotll.'tlt, rolk)wcd b)' <ktt.'ttioo of n 
li'I'IOSicnt bc:.t sii!}Wtl.lre 00 liM: ~utfutt or tlu: OOiri(IMOOt tO 
dl1t'lll'liilc d!¢ pc\Sl'ilel' or :ltll.iCW!llei or d¢f«'tll. llowcw·r. 
swh ccx-1\niq\14:$ f«t\lirc $pccilltil'~.-d «Po•ipnK'nl nod cont,.,ls 
(!() g<tl.cttllt' cliO:' tl«\.'1:~· ltlliiS.k-lll h~ing. tll.cl til\' itldli· 
cient bt'Cl1Uf,Cdl'4l'l.1ianoftl~e lraW:il'l'lt llll.'fm:d ,;ipiUI\' CliO 

f'l.«qui~ n s:ign.ific.'lt nmounc or ti•nc. 

Dee. 28. 2006 

[0008} U.S. 1\lbli""'-d Pnt¢1\1 Appfi.. ... ioo No. US 200&1 
0026(;22 AI. ~~o1lkb is iilCOrp<lr.lll-d bo:rcin b)• ~f<Crc~»:. 
dlsc:IO$Ci a S)'sll'ltl for irt•:•gii)IJ 'Wk"<< $'11b.s.tmcl'5 "'bich 
\ltiJU.~ 11n infrnl\.-d {IR) ligllt $0\ltOt'. lk IR li$bt Shil'IC$ on 
lhe objt'\'C and ill rcfJ.."C''l-d 10" foct~l rb•"-" Arr"Y· 

(0009) US. aprlk:llklo &-r. No. 101'971.21'1 dhdo~ a 
$)'1ill'fl) for do.'k'C1itl8~NCI\Inl) defectS IWid tC:It\IN:S or l'\)llk<J 
substrot<-t usillg a bl3tCkbody ~X"I r-illu•nllmion k'<:bn.iqll\". 

{0010} 111 .. pri.'S<'Ilt in''tlltiot'I I!OJ9. "'-""'" tkwiOJX-d io "'""" 
or the fon.'g(ling. 

SUMMARY 0~ 'lllt; INVI!N"I'ION 

(0011] ()I)C t'tltbodimcnt ofliiC' Pf\"'So."'l'll ill\'<'lllioo utili:te5 
1he subsl..'lntially:IIC;Idy.WIIC !o."'np;.Y:.lun: M:. ttall-d ~>bjl,'1, 
ir'l <OOjW'!CtiOII wjlb tift <lpliCtiJ do.'11.'\-.iol'l S)'Sk'l'll. 10 So:'k"1:'· 

li\~l)' vk'Yo' dd Ccb and f~.'U1ul\..,; or t11oe clbjt<cl below tl1e 
<.WiiB$ widlOII'I tl~e m~i•y or 1rnnsi~'llt hto;~tin~ « IR 
iJhU'IIil~l~l <ll.ci n:ik't-'tll.llti.X' h1.agil'lg_ 111(' (Jfllieal d~1('(:00t. 
~b a~ au IR cauwm. lnll)' be ltlill>t\-'d rcw tbc ~~o':lwlcngtbs 
al <Ab;cb thc('();)ling tn111 <'fia.l is !<UbStMILially ti'OOS:Jl'l~nt, AI 
k-a« ooc '"'ITI)W ba•Mtv.•idtb ~p«u-..1 opcic-nl fi.ltcr is posi
tiQn~.-d !)t•tw .. "Co th~ 611b$1r..-e ;~nd lhc (ktt<cll.lf. Th¢ fllll"'' 
sigui!ktlt~ll)' lin~·~.'!~ ''kwi•~g clari•y of tbc (k:{~,.,'ti t~nd 
(ciltuti."S W1dl:r lhc tt'lltiog.. :l:nd d~ingu.i>l~ ll1o.'l'11 rrolll 
spuriotlS kat~~ oo the cop $Utfi•c.: or tho: coo1i~. Tho: 
S)'SI~"l'll oo:.bk"$ lbo: ir'ISf'k.'\'Ciotl of UI~O or ~~~ 111\.'\lS ift M l 
tim¢, wilhuout n:quiri.ug t.'U!npl1.-:< i n.:~J;c :KXJUisition. ¥ltnrJOS¢ 
:utd ima~ proo."'eS.Sill$ t-quipiDI.'fll and tiOitw;~r¢. 

[0012} Anolb~T\-mbo.xlima'lt ortbc rf'l.'$1,.'fll itl\'cntion ~ 
\ -Kk'll 11 .,.y;a,,.n indudins ll1e usc o( IR illu•ni:nati.ua foe 
i~ntJ l.hc SUtf.'ICC Of Ot $UbsCt:IIC tbO)IIgb a QC,Xlliog 00 I hoe 
Mlb-.HroK'. t\n itlfr.lr('d ligha K~ut\"'\' is JXricili<laN 10 (all 
inrrJ.t\"<< llsbt UpOtlllll.• ~ubslr:'dc- 10 cw.uc 1\.-tk<-'ltd ligbl. A 
do.-'11.'\!tot Sl)l::h US 3 focul r l.-.no: lim:)' mli)' be.• po6ilitoncd In 

t\'Ccivo: tiiC' r~:f'oo!OO 1igh1 and g.ct'ICI'II\1.-' " ' ' itun~ l~tcfrum. 
At 1~ .. 1 01~ narrow l»ndwidth $poxlr;d optic:•! fll t~:r iJ 
~itio:IDI.'d bf:fy."'((11 tbc 5Ubs1rJtC and 1.11~ dct«'tot 10 flaS:S 
wawk:ng~M of tht ~i~t\.-'d light "'hkb 1'("\'..-al StruetMtl 
f.e;ltllt\'$ or thr: .subslrntc. 

(0013) An 3$1)«1 o r the PN'Sl'"' ill''<'uliotl is 10 pnwido: o 
~)"'l\.'1'11 fl>r ilrlllgh•g the ,., .. rae., ... or a lo'l.lblo'tml¢ through a 
cooti~ 01'1 tbc Sllbl!itncc.. Tbe 6f'$lm1 I.'OI'Iij'lriS<$ il do."C«tOt 

~itiom-'d to ro.'-""i"e inrrot\.'d rOO:i:.ti.:ln frot~l ~~~ sl.lbs~n~~e 
$Cirlilce, nnd at ~- one nnrrow l).andwidlb spo.~lr.d optic;~! 
lilt~.T lx."'w'-''1'1 tbe $1lb$ttalc ond the l.k1~'1or to r:•si infr.II'W 
"'ll\'l:k.-ngtM fn'ltl1 3.15 1n S.O •nkrom~.1t."'ll 10 d~C &. .. (of:W)r. 

(0014) Ano:llh"T tiSf'C.'\!C of th¢ l'f'.'Sl't'll irwrotion i~ eo pro
vlcJc a tl)(1hod for iln:.gi:ng the surfu«. of n sub~rJ.t.-duoogl• 
., ~•il18 oo 1be s•tnll~". 1k nlti."tbod comrris~ J!CDi:'r.ll itl;@ 
inrrol\'d ligbl liool !he s:llbslr.lll"• filt{-'ri.l)$ the infrot~."d ligbl 
with 11 IJ:lm)v. b:md'widtb filter "'hkh p:l~\.S W'ilwlent;tbs 
wi1bin a rongc from 3 .75 to 5.() micron:H."'C1$. Qfld 1\.'Cl;\;na 
lhc tiJitl\.'d inrrot\'d lig.ht 01'1 a 1-kt« tor. 

[OOIS] lh,'SC nOO olh~'t' !IS:~J of the 1\f\Si..'t'il irw~.onlion 
"'ill be mo~ ~'fit fl'Oln •he rollo\\·i~ dl"'§Crip:iocl. 

ORIEl: DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

{0016) ··rG. I b a fl:lu.'l'l'-l:lic d lustmtitln or;, -")'atl.m roc 
df:tt"1:,in~ $1NCl\lt~d ft"(ITW\'S of 3 COOt\.-d obj«l ~onili:f.ipg, 
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~'BCinltC 1J11: Ofl!XIic CQO,Iio$ 14 (!()\'~'til~ lho: objt..;C J 2 (t.lld 
~·;,·ul lbc sutface <.'Oilditiotl of the- objc(-1 U utl(k..., IIM" 
ro;•tins 14, '(he rmfi111ion il lr:uwnit1«1 1Jln>lis~J lhc CQ(Iting 
14 iHhU$ \IS<.·~ho rro\'ide in~~ froro the $-elf· illumin:.u~-d 
obj~'Ct 12 thi•t 1'\'\X•al any do:f«'IS swlloo: OOf'Y\)~ion. cr..e-ks 
and pit$, 11'1 well us ot~ $ln~ebcml fc:•tnn."$ uldl..-r the C<IQiing 
14. Tb('ob;t«t U to bl.· i1~t«l b«ooW$obSt·,..-abkb)' it~ 
own IR ndintion ll, "'hich i,; 11 functian <tftl~o: k'niJICrnfut\' 
oftl1c objo:t 12. 

( 00.\ I ) As $boY.·o io F-1 c;. I, tbl: OOjcc.:c 12 ec> be io'fl'-..._.,.._'(1 
l'llay incl\t!k \'ariooS l)>p(":S Of S(l'\l('tUraJ fc(ltut\'S. ' ('b(• stri.IC· 

tur.d fe:.tun."ii tnll)' b£' Joc.tt~<d on tbe surf3«' <tftbe objl.'l."' 12 
\uXS..'f tbl: co:•tins I.a. or may ~ loc.ntc:d bo.-luw the 1011rf~ of 
tbco ol,;~.-"1:1 12. Ftw C:(.tunpk. l>Wfac: ... kat~JN:~ 22 nlily be 
rruvickd con lht..· •·urf;ao qf cht· obj .. :d 11 be"'"· ll~C cc.xlling 
14. E.~·unr~s of surf.-.ce fe31uf\"s 22 intlu& iDd~ia s~b as 
nlplwlumo.Tic ,ymhot~. no~lli. ~'1'. p:1rt ntcmbcn:. b.lr 
~'tdcs and Ilk· like. The objccl IZ nt!l)' t ljO include jijcfoc.: 
dd~'\.'t!l: .s.ueb as C\"ltr\)S;ion 2.&. pl!S 26. ctatks 28. Sl)ug.o.s. a.ud 
o1h~.,. $tnl~llml do.•l«-1$. M $-ho111·n in f."IG. I, 1bc OOjcc• l 'l 
1'113y al~ it~eludc Stn)."'lurol f~.-'3fum below !he surC&cc ofd)t· 
objo.'d 12, :mcb :~ rtlm)!l:illn .ll. (.T.Jd:~ .l4. ootllpcbitc 
r¢iofOfQI.nl\'l'llS J6 Md pit$- 26. 
LOOJlj FIG. 1 nlw.'t11:)\kall)' illu;trocc::s a bl.xi:bod)' rod~· 
tioo ck1c<~ioo ~'S in ai!<'Ot\iru·~tt wilh 111'1 c;ubodi~nt of 
tlu.~ p~li<Cill in\'O:IIIicln. lll,~ekbody Qd.i:,tion from :en objt'Ct 
SIX'h .tlstl~ CCIIII~ objoc:t I 0 s;ho'II'D ill f.'l G. I is ltaliSI'Il.ined 
lhtOOjl)a a tlilm'lw b3ndwidtJa tilw:r to a <k't('CIOI' ji,J('h :J~$11 IR. 
cooM:ru. Afkr dcl«lM.m. liB imn~ of tho: CWIICI.i objo.'Ct 12, 
iiK'Iodi~ s~uml f<-<trul\~ of ~ ob~,, 10 u1~., tbc 
o.'(,;eting 14 11\:1)' be di:spl:t)'o.-d nndfcw :.IC!I'I.-d. In :.cldition.. tbc 
imagt n~ be cronsmin<d b)• M)' suicabk mo.";lRS AA~h M lbc 
lllt('l'UC'I. Y.in:k·ss. C$ble or $;tlldli1c for displa)' aodfor stor· 
n~ ut uny d~in.<d lotulion. 
[OO.U] In act'IONaoce wkh :a11 ;.-.nbodillll.'l'll of the.· pt\'$(111 
in''~'fllio1~ ll,.._. .>IC:'1dy .>~:ne blacl:body r.ldi.'11io11 0 fn'lln tbc 
ob~'CC 10 tx: ins))«lcd ll'\11)' be $CO'-'f'lltl.'l.l b)' hokli .. 1bc 
objt'\'1 a1 room klllr<"rot~. Tbc ootire objtct tiWI)' tM.· 
n~ainbined ut 11 $.\lb$lnrrtillll)' unifonn tcrnp;."''llhln.'al « eM.'llr 
1'000'1 fl.'lnJil'I".''CIM't'. As IIS\-d bt'l\;0. tbc K'tn'l .. 1\)CII:n IMif'""ta· 
llltt'' ll'll.'all!l: !he SUtl'\)W.diclg llillbit.'lll ~lllfl'.TJIUI"C bU'IlJ ill 
at1 ""'-'~ $tl(b as. n t~ti~ btbor.uory. prod~ioa facility. 
w.:.l\-bouS<·. hM~g<"1. t~itslrip. t~irerolt ~abin or .:.mbk111 C"St<'· 

rior t~mJ!''QI\In:. R.oom t.cm)X'ftltnMi ut~: t)'pic:•tly 'll'ithin " 
r.w~geof fi'OOiabout (iO 10 about 80" P, I·IO'IIC:\'¢r, l<mpo:ta· 
tui'C$ :'1b0vc- l'lr bciO'II' :ij:l.leb a r.Jng<• cn;·,y o:i~. l~or <::<:t111plo:. 
in C'Oid ~·IWin>lll'lll:'nls $UCb as llnbegt«< h:.lllgc:rs or V.l.W· 
bouse$ ln oold 1\--g;oliS. the t\Xllll 1\"'''lfiM'IUI'I.' m.~y be 32• P. 
or iov.'t'l'. In w;1nn t"JI\'ironmt-nl~ sud!~~~ Dl)rl•:liNVnditlorn.-d 
hno:&"'" nnc.l v. \ltl.ilo~ in ~ 01 tropic11.l 1\'gions. 1bc 
"I'OOIIIIo.'ll'l(lt'f'.l.IW\•" n~y be 'ot.'CII abo\\!' 8()') F .. ~·.g .. up 10 

100 nr 110° F .. Cll' C\~1 higm'l'. 

(QO,l-f) hi ;.\Wrdili'K't \'\i\11 aiiOIII .. T .. '\Ubodim..-fll i>f lbf: 
p~:o;t'lll inwelti<ll'l. Ill.._. objt'(:l tl} be: ittiJII.'Ck.-d is bl.'ld :II :1n 
~·k\';llt .. 'd l¢111)l<'mlun:~ C<t!-., .:.bo·w 1\)0(11 ll.'lllfl"l'l"•rul\'. to 
tu3il'llai•l !be l>UbSI:ltltiall)' s.te\11dy At~!<' blact.:body l'lkli:etion. 
S.~eh oo c-k..,•uted ICmll"'f'•h•l\! mny 1M: "P l() ;eboul 110"' F. <or 
bi~'I'.I)'PK:DII)' in~ l'ai)$C:Offrom 8() to n00.1t II(P F. Tbc 
ek\'3! .. -d tetllJ!'T.Itun: n~y bo.- cuain.tah~t~.-d by ilt'l)' suila:bk 
mo.~. such D$ cx~lt\" to $1lnli~t. bc:ll ~· Inc l-.n1p, 
lll('tmill blllllk¢1. hot J*'lts. bllll\.'10 eonwct :.11d tbc ljkc. 
(OO.lS} 'IlK' dck'Ciac 16 m:•y ""k'Cii\'cly d.'to.'-1 rndi:•tian :11 
~"Majn w:.\'dMglhs a. v.hic-h l.be: C'llllting 1-4 l$ su~mially 
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IIW!Sp:).N'DI. bl this tlllll\lta', lb.: C'OOtillg 1-4 ~ 1)()11 $llb6c!Wl· 
lillll)' lnK·rf~.-'1\:' with tbc image frocn tbc obj<-ct l l . 11..: 
do:tt'Ctl;>r 16 ~N~Y inc41dc unr $Uitublc dCYjc(o SI.W..illl$ un IR 
CIIID~'Q, IR dd~'o.'$0r, IR fcx~l pl111.c or lbo: like:, f(l( cx::m)J)k. 
tbc cmru.n n~y be an llnt~log or digital .. ·::an:.cro~. :1tld nUl)' 
n.'Cord $1ill « v~ im:1st$. 'I~ do.'toclc.ll' 16 mory include a 
ronabk- or n~l;c calfk.'f'a $1.K'-h a:s u lnnd·bcld <-nffl('ra ot 
:ac:1n1cn th:11 ll\11)' bo.-moue1to.-d 011 u tripod<w dK' likclh:et ~~ 
be lnO\ '«< by ITH.'OOS or ll ~n fi.~lllA! OOdf<or a tilt (~";ll\11\!", 
ll~fran.--d ~1'\'19; 1'1»1)' be ll~-d. l\1r <:Xa1t1pk. ¢.tlr\er.lS wbl¢11 
dc(t'CI mid·infr;w.-d r.tcli:ltic111. o.·.g.. b:wing 'IIJJWk'I'ISths 
~Wt'tO n~1tl .. d ubool S mktoos. SIXh mid·IR Y."'3\'o,.."
leng~bs b.w~ be\.-,.. bll'ld 10 pt\xii.K'<' relativdy sbarp lmtlg<"S 
witb ntinitunl intcrf~n:I)(.'C from ~\~:r.1l1ypcs; ofn,x1ting5. 

(0<136) lo :.dcJjt_ion 10 !he ¢311)1;1'3 16. til(' Mti\)W bllnd.,.,•idlh 
1111~.,. 15 is J."'$;.iocH.-d in Ilk! optical 1-\llth of Ilk! bbckb<M.ty 
r.tdiatioa 0 betw~.-,'l'llhc uiJ:jl't.'l 12 Mid liK· d~'to.-tltll' 16. ,,.. 
n:II'T(m' t1:1nd\l.ill1h f'llll.!l' 15 ti'mtn~ porliurw oflhe bi:J:"\:. 
body tacliacio1• 0 ba\'ing w~"~k't'lglbs a1 whicb the ~t'<!lir'lg 
I .& iS IIIOO·In.IIS~n:l'll. C.!-. "11'X"Jo.'()gth~ b¢1o.'lw ),7 Or 3.7~ 
cnicromcc .. -n we n:mo,·cc1. nod wr.wk"Q&ths aOOvo: S.O 
mj,ci\)GI('t,"tS :wx~ f\'t'll~ow<d. 

(0037) In lii.'C<ordnn.."l: 'll'ilh a~ anbodimcnl of !.h.:- rn.~nt 
iO\'Cllioo. Ill¢ fil~t~rW i~ <of Ilk! O~t 12. indOOi .. tl~e 
&.~l"'-'k-d ~lnX'I Ur.1l f.clltun.':i. n~y be <:ump3n.-d v. ilh :1 ~f~T· 
C:OCC: i~·· ror ~XIamp)o:,. ~f\'fl.'fl¢0: imt~SC: nwy 1M: S~"lll."''· 
*'.:-<~ from nootlk-r objC¢1 similttt lo.'l tho: «>aiOO ~~tOOt is 
l:tlOYon to he sub$t:enlillll)' fnxo of dek,'l:t. 1\y comr:•rins a 
A•b$U•nlinll)' ~ICcc .• fn.-e n."f,'m'lc-o: obj('CIIO tbc eoo-tc..-d OOj«l 
bclng it1Spo."C'100. ctlilftUll Of IIUIOIIIlUO.-d l"'\':JiootMlCI!l: nla)' be 
p;.'l'l0nned. The rd~'fl."'li:C i1n:1ge u:f<.'CI ti 11..- ~lllnd:1rd roukl 
II¢ rn.11ropnm..-d ir'lllo \11 dm •• ~bas..- and a comparison 013<1¢ 
btolw~.._.n the n:f~orec~ im:.gc- and tbe im,,gc au.~ fmm 
~01 \Uxl'f !<.'$1. Acn-pt•bilit)' crit~"''i11 could be prep~ 
gt:Ul11t1C\.1 fiS wdl fot I."XMll'lk-. Ul*«'fllabk ate)$ (OO)d be 
bigbJighl.._-d ia n.'\1 lllkJ :IC\."qll:'lb)e :li\.',U i ll gr\'\'11, Otll~T 

ooiOI'l QO\l)d be ""I~'CCo:d, \IS wdl, si.K'h as gny iOr an Ul\.':1 
n.-quiri.llt~; l'lll.'lt\' i.'\'UIIlatioa. 

[OOJS:) FIG . .l ill'llt>IM~ !ltiQibcr li)'6tcln for dc:cec~ing 
ftn»etuml f~'31U.I\.--s o f a ('I{)Qted obj'-'1.'1 .,...hicb utiliz~~ IR 
ilb.lnliDAtic)ll wll.l ., ll."ll'f''\\ bat)l.twidl.h liii~T 111 ~"' 
y, -ilb !11'1 anbodii'IK"nl o f tlw:· inwt1ti01l. All inft'\\1\.--d lisbl 
..OO.rn' I 00 is uso.-d tl.l c-.a;.t infr:cn.-d light I 0 1 il'l tltc di.t1·~·1iun 
o f a wb$trol¢ 102 whidl is coo.tc..-d. Priot 10 1\'(llt..-bing !hi: 
sub$1.rot<= 101. t~ inft'.ll\'<1 ligb1 101 1'1118)' op1iona.Uy rass 
throujb a tirll polnril!~T 10.\. The fi~ pol:•riZt'f' 16,l if 
Clp.'fllli\'0: 10 polllrit.c the infrorod Jijbt IO 0 rlrll $C.'ic¢tcd 
polarit)'. 

( OOJ!)) Ligl~t tt-J\(.('t¢d_ b)' liK' substr.lll." tftQI,"3 n"ik~tcd 
liaflt I B.a. The wlk'Ct«.. ligllt 11).1 Jlo'I$SO:$ through nnortion:d 
s..'"«<d po.lariz~" 105. 'rhc Sf.'l.--o1wl p()lari7.C'r lOS is opcr.niw 
10 pOheritc the rdlwK-d lig.l1t 10 a &~:roncl !ldt'Ck.-d p<~t:.rit)'. 
F« instan«:.tbe st'<»Jld rol:wi;o..,.,. 105 may bcc:onlitt\11\-d to 
polariJ:<· lbe rellcck-d lig.hl 104 i11 a din.'o."'liotl Optl(lt.il(' to 11'*1 
o fl'in;:l fl."k'Ck'CI din.'Ciioo, a nt~."lltod knQ'II'II It$ c-roo;5o'pcoWi1)'· 
lll Ibis C.'i~. li£11' of the pobrity modul;)l~-d b)' the fin;c 
pC'!Iibri.t.tt I OJ will tal,)l pan throogh the s«>Wd pOI.'lrh:.cr I 05. 
Polariz~"f'$ mil)' not be no.'o."C:$Slll')' io numy inslaa«'$ lx<:ll~tso: 
010$t "-'3tia~ are not polari~ i1' till)' c~-nain otil.'l'ltllioo. 

(00.&0) Th.- f')t1ion or lhe ~fk~...:t lit;ht 104 which was 
~lll'Ck.-d nfl' of n.'gtlbr area,. nflhe M1b.str.1tc 102 "ill n.'t11in 
1bc pol.~ril)' m~lntOO by 1bc 11rst rolarit~"'' 10) and ~ben.-. 
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fon: will noc rass thtoogb l.lu: s..wod pobrizer ID5. Bow
'-"'w· the rooioo of tbc 1'\"ik'<'t('l(l light UN " 'hicll was 
rdkctcd offc,fi fi\.'SldN Ut\.'tt$, IIUCh ••scc.>m.llll'-'n C)r rust, will 
buw: an nh««l polnril)' aDd will ttwm.•fol'\: ~ss dtrougb tbc 
second p:>il•rit.\-T I 05. Additioallll)'. thhi Opf~IWII pOiiui:t.atJcMI 
t«hniqu~ can n.'<luce lic.:llt~Tin.J by pigmcnt11 in the cqutins 
which 1\.~llt!l inn cl,...1n.·r i roag~ of the substrat~·. 'lbu~ ottl)' 
tlu: porti.:~n oftltc n.·IL"X"t..'CIIi~t 1 Dol ,.·hich w:1.i rdk<ct .. 'CI <•lr 
of im';llubr '-ro:•s of~b: subsu,.e 10·2 Y.i ll ~s.s through tbc 
S«'<!•ld J101iltii'.o.'1' l OS. The fitsc poltlril>:r IOJ a~~d S«''Old 
pbl:1ri1.~T 105 1113)' tberc(OI'\' llp.TJIC' in llltKicln 10 bigblij;!lt 
d~~: at\~ or lhe ~bstrJte 102 v.1aieh a~X~ imgubr lk.,-oos.e 
they arc ~ « otbl:rwist dilttl~OO. Ad<litior13.lly. the 
r<>l:•rity modubl .. , i b)• t~ f~t rolari'!\.T IOJ O\o1Y l)c con· 
fi$un:d 10 \tllow v~itl! of the wb.strttK- 102 31: \•llrious 
lc\'CI$. 'l'hi$ is b\.~11$4:' ll$bt of il p>laril)' pU.rnlld 10 the 
SlibSit'dl\.' IOl "''ill ll)Ml l"Mil)' t\:1k'Ct olf of tbc C«JtiJ'll,. 
wblk llsJu of a rolarity ~"tldicula.r lo.l the substroK· 101 
will mQre e;1sil)· pi.'OCII'l.UII" tbroup the ronting 10 th..: ~~b

SIMc- bcnc·:.tl1. :\ C'C<M'di:ngly. it is po!l!liMc to.l &x-us M <'itber 
the ;nur:·ICc ~~r lhc lllillltnrtc i1selr or ~,., tbc '"rfi1~x- of tbc 
croti n~. 'Ibis tJM:Ibodo~· may ~>¢ ~~'mbincd "'i1b tbc 
cros:s-pol3ti1)' tl~·t.bocl d..-scrib.."d abi.W<' itl or<kr tU alb:'ul('(· 
r:1nin 1b r ICllllln"tt ()(the ¥U~Irnlc at u p.-wtiotulur lco.·d . It 
s001.1kl be OOCol.-d lhlit • hbough the lin;t rot3ri;.:~,. I~ and 
k'COid pulill'it.cr I Q5 may be USo.-d in the Cu>J.iuc1 dl~-d 
and ar.: thl.·n:fon: ~"~~' in~ rot~'1ltiaUy P«f,mod cmbodi
mcm. tlk:y af\· ,_,. l'll"'.'C"SS31)' 10 the fui'IC.'tion o f che pNS('rlt 

in''<.'lll iun. und n~.-'1.-d l'Mit be i.ncludo..-d. 

(1)0..1 1] In 31.Wtd:lrwx witb the pt\'S('III itwentioo. the 
t\~1('(! ligl1t lo.& pasSCS: llll\'lugb a 1~ ~idth 

optK-.ul fih~"'' 106 Jimibr t() the n:urow b;u1dwidth lllt~"'' IS 
Pf\.''lo'iously d,"SCnll<d. C001i.ngs used oo. for iost;).ll~X, nircmft 
~'OinJIOIK'f'IIJ a11d a~nbiMs :Ire gcD<--r:dly <k·i ignt-d 10 be 
opaque in chi: vi-sib!~· n1~..: of li$bt. Ofkn. d)Cy nn: IDOh: 
ll':'IOSJiilt\'flt in tbe infr.lt\"Xl m~ of light. AC('()tdii!g,ly. 
CCI1:1 i11 Wll\\!ll'fl$1h$ of lighture lnC)I'I: likely tl,) Jl:lli$ lh""ljh 
the I';Wiilli «> be r.;Oect«< b)' the $tlb~mw bl:!k'<~lh. The 
iu:.agc Cn.-:Jll:d b)• tbc ponionuftbc retl .. 'Ctl:d ligl1t 104 havil18 
tiK"::C wuwlcn.glbs will repn."$4.-'t'lt au im:e~c prin.uril)' of tbc 
substr.u .. ~ I Ol i•ut~ld of tlk.· ~ing oo d)C subsl111tc. It is 
thcreim' d'-"'inltk tc~ fiX'I£S an ti~C:JC \\'3Wicngths' In tbc 
~~tusioa of others. nOO •hey tk.wm,.. the ~IC\.''h.od "'':.'·<'· 
kngtlw r:•~l b)' lbc enrruv. bandwidth uptkiil lilt'-"1' 106. 
The lih~"'' I 06 01..''<1 oot be n ~>ingk littA:r, but CQIIJcl ~a "-T~'$ 
of fihffi. in or&r 10 t3iJor tk· bandpass w~velct'lgth 10 .a 
SP,."Ciiie \\-a\'Ck'l'ltl-lb t:ll)iC. 
(01)..11] Subs4-qucm w P'S.Sitlg ttll\'lugh ~~ till(~ 106. the 
t\"fkoctcd lishl I o.& readlt s 11 ddl'CCOf io tbc fonn of a fl'lel'll 
pb.n>: 108. A focol pllllll: PITU)' (ooc 5bo"'ll) is posilic-ll<ld ut 
a focal p!lllll.' 108 OOt tlx- rru~ of r.,.,.,d\·in£ 311 id_.g<l b)• 
the n.il~"dl-d li:ghl 104 :et the ')C:el pl:enc 108. S.rochmel 
(('!)11.1n.'l' of the ¥UI»tn1te 101. suo:fl ~s cru..-ts 110 Md 
OOtN,iollarc o,.isibl._. itlthl~ itfl!lgl' Jl)l). Tb(t forol phu.c !ttr'j)' 
is Opi.-rtllin· II.) tuk~ thi$ im;t.,C S4'0Cnll~ it II$ II rOO~Iph. 
imugc oo un LCI) displ:)f. Of otl~'f\li;se ~~'tit it oo n 
hwuiln•vi~·wnbll." nk'dlWI) . 

(~Jl ·nM: follo..,·ins c:w.mp!..'¥ llf'e intcotkxl co illustrutc 
tile \ 'ariOtiS IISp."(''S of tbc rn.~·ttl il'l\'Ul1iOO and :are lliOC 
in t~'f'lllo:l .._, limit the~ of the in\·cntion. 

J;:XAMI)I.Ji l 

(CH)44] An ulnminwn r:uwl «llll~-d with MiliUII)' Cit:Kk 
f:po!()' l'rimct. M lL-J>.tnnTYI nnd Miliury Grode 1~1)'· 
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urethllDC Top Co:u, Mll.-PRF-35185 TYI ~~~ing n IOQI 
tbidooessof apfln)xim:nety 2.1103.3 tllils (0.002Jto0.0033 
thoUS)Ind$~,>f nn irld!) WliS imug00 with ll $b\od:1rd m.id•WIJ\'C 
Mcffif11'W IR (."nmcrn with the $til~ o f <k'tl,'1ioa limits C>f 
tbt (()('31 plllm' il1 the mid•Wil\'e. The p:lllli."l \\'alj: illutnio:·otcd 
wilh IR ndi:elion. A liltcr o:.lfiiJ!ril<ing 1n1.dtipk fihcn: ~u,;na 
an adjuS'Iabk bru.clwidth was uS4'd 10 ~..: itiWI£CS • • 
.scttinp of3.-S mic:nlml'tt-.,.,._ 3.5-·S n•icroml'k'n;, :end 3.7S·S 
ll'licromct~"''$. DuriQ.I!. the illlll$in¥ Jl~• the f"llld \\~S 
bdd#ltroo•n tcanp<·MllreOtapproxi•nlltcly10to7$° F. f'1G. 
S ~~the n.'l'ultf: witb tbt- l·S •nicron'K.1« til!« : f"J(;. 6 
$hoW$ the 1\'SUhJ ..,·itb tl~..: ) .5-S microolCII."''' fiJt~'f: tmd f-lG. 
7 sho"''S tbl: t\":SUhs "''hb liK' 3.75~5 tuiCI'00)(1(1' filler. 11tc 
fiw-•f'C'$ si\Q'o\· the imf'ro\\.<o:l clfl'CI of sl:111: rem(wal. fo' IG. 5 
siJou; $ lhc b_.<,S(>Iilk" image fl~tei.'\1 b)' tl1e Sta.lldllrd ll'lid· 
Yi:lW M~'ff ln 1 "' IR Ctun(.'f'.l. 'lltii itn:'IS"£ h:l$ ii$ni.fkanlly 
itK"n.'3s:i.-d brighu~CSS C<le'l~ ~ lhe Otbcr im:tgcs. 11~e 
brisJUIK'SS is d~.te ill ran tO the n.11l-nioca Off dK· C~tin$ 
s-~rll10:. This rcl\ection is a •t back by the IOO\iQ3 the filtl"'' 
u; ;,-oow l"rotll 3.0 10 3.5 microns. liS sMY.n in f iG. ' · 
:\dditian:lll)' 11lO\'ing !he lihcr window ur Wt .l.75 mkn,I'IS 
signif~Cnnl l)' ~-Mane~,; 1bc windo\o., us mtlf\1: gl:an: is 
1'\',no,·«L Tbt· titttt windo\\'$ sii()Uid be utti•niz.."i:: 110t ooly 
I«·~ ClNOCI':I :.nd (I.)C:II riJ~~~c. bul nbC) IQr tl..e IR tr.ll""' 
1nissioo v.i odo"" of the coo~in@.. 'Ibis pt'OC'<SS tnuy be 
rep«tt.."'Cllllltil lht IR (,k'l¥)' n.'Cl~.tet.ion l'mnl 1!1c gll:lre doc~ 
not \o;"'Wr.JIIt un)' n)()fl: J)n~ tm)()Vul from the imugc of th¢ 
etl~Jk"''a, 

(0045) i!xruuplc I \\ lti n.-pc:ek'tl, CX«'pl the altuni•• •lll 
pane-l wns ro.'lt<d "'ilh two «*S of Militlll')' Grode Epoxy 
l:.riii)Cf'. MIL-f*RF'·2337TfYJ :.nd t\\0 cot~ts of Military 
(iraclc Polyl•n..•'f:IUflclQp Co:el. MIL·PRF<{ISWTYJ ba\ifli 
~ towl toppt\tti rrot~· tbicknc:ss. of 4,2 to 6.6 mils (0.0046 10 
0 .0066 tMui:ud ohn inch). t-1<':. 8 ~s tlx- t\"::ulti .., ilh 
tb..: 3~5 mieroa>Ct~~r liltt:r. Jt!G. 9 ~0\\'$. tlk.· n.-s11lts "';th th¢ 
:u .. .s mii."t\)((loo."1~"1' 11it'-'f: 3l'ld FIG. II) sho"''S tbc signifiauuly 
impm \W re.wll~ with the J.7S.5 min\"'mdl"'' filter. 

(0046) fo'I(;S. S-10 iUUs;tMC tbe intpt\'1\'t:d COOIJtiSI tbal 
c:m be~"-"''" aill"'' !he im:o rpar:ditln o(tl~e narrow b::endwidll1 
fil1~"1' of the rn."SCIII inV('tltion. In addiliM I() " Jf.iiJwnina
lkln and lk·illumlcl:lllioo t«bniqu~':i. the presmt M rrov. 
~dwidth filler is nl<sQ •~rr)) ic.llblc tc- nc1iw tbcnnogr.~pby IQ 
itnptO\'(' «''llti'\'ISI and fid<"li1)• Of ill'l:l&i.'S prodi.KX'd fn)U) tllC 
lbsh h1mr p~VC('$$. ·lbc in-.:•p;t'$ procl~e.:d by acli,·c tho.,.. 
·~pby ..w~ olso be o f d~ r..!l'l'-'"tllll!X mo& or illll•!es 
product'd froan the thmnogn.phk oooling n!Ode. as a fooc· 
lic.ln nftime. 

( 004 7) \Vlu.wtiS f"''r1it:'ulllr ~,tlbodJII'li.'t'lt:s of tbi:i ill\ 'l'f'llioll 
haw btocn dl'l'Crib..'<d :ebuvc fllr putpt~ or ilhwl~ioo. it 
.., ill be evilil1 to d~O<S~· skill~od in the an tbm num~"'''US 

\'tWI111i<lfts of d~· ck·tails of d~· pn'SC.III k!\'CIUioo nuy be 
m11dc witOOut dc)»>liQ.I!. from t.hc i.n\'Cntioo ~ d~'fill<.'Cl in the 
;.Pfl'.'tll.kd cl\lims. 

I . A ,;)~tern lOr imaging the-¥urfi~ecofa ,;nb5tr".t.tc thMigh 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

TI1e present invemion relates to a system for imaging the 
surface of a substrate through a coating on the substrate. The 
system includes an infrared light source positioned to cast an 
infrared light upon the substrate to thereby create reflected 
light. A focal plane array may be positioned to receive the 
reflected light and generate an image therefrom. At least one 
optical filter may be disposed between the substrate and the 
focal plane array so as to pass only coating transparent 
wavelengths of the reflected light along an optical path 
between the infrared light source and the focal plane array 
thereby visually revealing irregular stmctural feamres of the 
substrate as at least one image. 

31 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMAGING OF 
COATED SUBSTRATES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica
tion Ser. No. I 0/213,599, filed Aug. 6, 2002 now abandoned. 

STAT"EMENT RE: FEDERALLY SPONSORED 
RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT 

The U.S. Government bas a paid-up license in this inven
tion and the right in limited circumstances to require the 
patent owner to license to others on reasonable terms as 
provided for by the terms of Contract No. DACA 72-99-C-
0011 awarded by SERDP. 

BACKGROUND 

ll1e present invention relates generally to analysis of 
substrates which are coated, and more particularly to a 
system and method for imaging the surface of a substrate 
which is coated through the coating for the purposes of 
detecting mst, pitting, corrosion, cracks, scratches, gouges, 
and other stmcmral imperfections. 

Aircraft components are subject to constant degradation 
caused by environmental conditions. Various agents includ
ing moisture, dust, wind, solar radiation, and air pollutants 
cause damage to components in the form of rust or corro
sion. Although the application of a coating, such as paint, 
reduces these problems substantially, it typically cannot 
eliminate them entirely. Moreover, other causes such as 
stno.-ss experienced during flight can result in damage which 
a coating of paint cannot mitigate, such as stress defects and 
cracking. While the occurrence of these forms of damage is 
to be expected, the particular rate at which any given 
aircraft's components degrade is highly dependent upon the 
particular environment of the aircraft and the circmnstances 
under which it operates. This is readily apparent at aircraft 
maintenance depots, where maintenance personnel some
times have the oppommity to view two aircraft of similar 
make and age. In many instances, the need for repair or 
replacement of components is much greater l(>r one such 
aircraft than for the other. It is therefore impractical to rely 
upon projected maintenance schedules in detennining when 
an aircraft will need repair. The only effective way to ensure 
that aircraft are ready for flight is through periodic inspec
tion. 

Using traditional methods, inspection of aircraft compo
nents is accomplished by means of visual inspection. When 
visually inspecting aircraft components, the coating used to 
protect the components becomes an obstacle b~'Cause it may 
hide stmctural defects beneath. It is therefore necessary to 
strip the component assembly or aircraft in question of its 
paint before a proper insp~-ction can be perfonned. After
ward, a new coat ing of paint must be applied. Obviously, 
this process results in substantial expense in the form of 
labor and materials, and likewise requires a great amount of 
time. It has been estimated that an aircraft spends twelve 
percent of its life in some fonn of maintenance or inspection, 
and billions of dollars are spent on aircraft maintenance 
every year. Apart from the inefficiency of visual inspection 
methods, another problem is the fact that visual insp~'Ction 
is simply not as eOective as might be desired. While a 
skillful eye may pick up most human-visible defects with a 
satisfactory degree of consistency, some defects may be very 

2 
small or lie under the surface of the component. In many 
cases these defects will go unnoticed by the nak~-d human 
eye, regardless of the skill and experience of the observer. It 
is therefore desirable to devise a method for analyzing 
damage to aircraft components without the need to strip 
paint from the component or rely upon the hwnan eye alone. 
Some inventions offer insight into how this problem might 
be solved. 

tO One such invention is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,426, 
506 entitled OPTICAL METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
DETECTION OF SURFACE AND NEAR-SUBSURFACE 
DEFECTS IN DENSE CERAMICS issued to Ellingson, et 
al. The invention described therein employs a laser of a 

t s wavelength calculated to penetrate the surface of an object 
to be analyzed. The laser is passed through a polarizer before 
being reflected by the object, and through a second polarizer 
afterward. When striking the object, that portion of light 
which strikes irregularities is reflected at an altered polarity, 

20 
while the portion which strikes regular features is reOected 
at its original polarity. The second polarizer is configu red to 
detect this difterence, and the system generates an image 
reflecting it. In order to generate an image of an area, the 
object to be analyzed is secured to a molmt capable of 

25 
translation and/or rotation and controlled by a computer or 
similar device. The object is moved about 1mder the laser 
beam, to thereby be scanned. The most obvious disadvan
tage of this system is that in order to perform area analysis, 
a motorized mount typically must be used. This appears to 

30 
preclude the possibility of a hattd-held unit, and the system 
would be highly impractical when applied to components or 
assemblies already motmted on aircraft. Another obvious 
disadvantage is the method is not used to see surfaces under 
organic coatings and the wavelength of the laser light will 

35 
not penetrate coatings or polymers. 

A second related invention is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,682,222 entitled STIMULATED SCANNING INFRA
RED SYSTEM issued to Smith et al. The invention uses a 
collimated energy beam, such as a laser, to heat an object to 

40 be analyzed. Because objects radiate infrared light when 
they are wann, an infrared detector can then be used to 
detect the heat of areas of the object relative to each other. 
For instance, because areas which are cracked will heat at a 
different rate than other areas, they can thereby be distin-

45 guished. "lhe obvious disadvantage of this system is that the 
object to be scanned must be heated. For various reasons, 
methods involving heating the object to be analyzed are not 
ideal. For instance, a thennal shielding component of an 
aircraft with a coating of paint would pose a particular 

50 problem for tlt.is system. The component is specifically 
designed to be difficult to heat, and any source powerful 
enough to heat the component would likely damage tbe 
coating of paint. Tlt.is patent additionally utilizes a technique 
of thermography which does not relate to IR imaging of 

55 substrate surfaces under organic coatings. 

Still another related invention is disclosed :in U.S. Pat. No. 
6, 184,528 entitled METHOD OF SPECTRAL NONDE
STRUCTIVE EVALUATION issued to DiMarzio, et al. The 
invention disclosed therein employs an infrared light source, 

60 such as an infrared laser, to cast infrared light upon a 
substrate. Reflected light is measured as a function of 
wavelength to obtain reflectivity data. The reflectivity data 
of the sample substrate is compared to reflectivity data of a 
control substrate. Correlations are then drawn between di f-

65 ferences in order to determine the presence of corrosion. 
This invention achieves some oft he objectives of the present 
invention, but will not detect the full range of stmcntral 
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features detectable by the present invention and does not 
provide a visual image of the substrate. 

It is therefore desirable to devise a system and method for 
analyzing substrates free of the aforementioned drawbacks 
and, funher, improving upon previous systems in terms of 
efiectiveuess and resolution. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

ln accordance with the present invention, there is pro- tO 
vid'--d a system for imaging the surface of a substrate through 
a coating on the substr<~tc. Coatings typically found on 
substrates are designed to be opaque in the visible range of 
the spectrum, and are often more transparent in the infrared t

5 area of the spectrum. An infrared light source may be 
positioned to cast infrared light upon the substrate to thereby 
create reflected light. A focal plane array may be positioned 
so as to receive the reflected light and generate an illlage 
therefrom. At least one spG'Ctral optical filter may be dis-

20 posed between tl1c substrate and the focal plane array so as 
to pass only coating transparent wavelengths of the reflected 
light along an optical path between the infrared light source 
and the focal plane array thereby visually revealing stntc
llJral fcatur~ of tht:: substrHtc as at lt::ast one image. A 

25 multiplicity of optical filters disposed between the substrate 
and the focal plane array may be employed which arc 
operative to generate images in a plurality of selected 
wavelengths for imaging structural features of the substrate. 
A multiple imaging device may be placed into communica-

30 tion with the focal pl1mc array for silllultan~'Ously imaging a 
plurality of stntctural features of the substrate. 

Fun her, a computer may be employed which is combining 
and cnl1ancing images generated by the system to thereby 
generate collective images of selected structmal features of 35 
the substrate. A computer programmed with substrate pal
terns for color~oding selected structural features of the 
substrate within the illlage based on the substrate pattenlS 
may be provided so as to provide visual categorization of the 
stntctural feantrcs. Additionally. a position sensor may be 40 
employed to mark referettce points on the surface of the 
substrate so as to store coordinates of structural features of 
the substrate. A computer formed to compare images gen
emtcd at sck'Cted wavelengths in a feedback loop may be 
provided so as to automatically enllance image quality of 45 
irregular selected strucmral features of the substrate based 
upon preselected enhancement criteria. Advantageously, the 
infrared light source, the focal plane array and the at least 
one optical filter may be collectively fonued with a hand
held device so as to be transportable by as single human 50 
operator. 

4 
The iturared light may be reflected from the substrate to 
thereby create reflected light. Only coating transparent 
wavelengths of the reflected light may be fi ltered. The 
reflected light may be received on a focal plane array and an 
illlage may be generated from the focal plane array so as to 
visually reveal irregular strucmral feantres of the substrate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing 
executed in color. Copies of this patent with color 
drawing(s) will be provided by the Patent and Trademark 
Office upon request and payment of necessary fee. 

FIG. I illustrates an embodiment of the system and 
method of the present inventions 

FIG. 2A is a visible image of an unpainted selectively 
corroded a luminum substrate on a chemical film treated 
(Ref. Mil-c-5541) aluminum coupon; 

FIG. 28 is an IR image of the same aluminum coupon as 
shown in FIG. 2A. However, in this case the substrate or 
aluminum coupon has been tested with 0.006" (6 mils) of 
primer and top coat. The corrosiveness was made visible 
under the coating by means of the system and method of the 
present invention: 

FIG. 3 is an IR Image taken of a fatigue crack on a hole 
radius and made visible nnder a coating by meatlS of the 
system and method of the present invention: and 

FIG. 4 illustrates the reflectivity principles behind the 
present invention in the form of a graph illustrating sample 
plots of reflectance versus wavelength for a luminum com
ponents. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now to the drawings wherein the showings are 
for purposes of illustrat ing embodiments of the present 
invention only, and not for purposes of linliting the same. 
FIG. J illustrates an embodiment of the system and method 
of the present invention. An infrared light source J OO is used 
to cast infrared light 101 in the direction of a substmte 102 
which is coated. In an embodiment of the invention, prior to 
reaching the subst.rate 102, the iturared light JOJ may pass 
through a first polarizer 103. TI1e first polarizer 103 is 
operative to polarize the infrared light to a first selectG-d 
polarity. 

Light reflected by the substrate creates reflect(.-d light 104. 
ln an embodiment. the reflected light l 04 passes through a 
second polarizer 10S. The second polarizer l OS is operative 
to polarize the reflected light to a second sek'Ctcd polarity. 
For instance, the second polarizer I OS may be configured to 
polarize the reflected light 104 in a direction opposite to that 

The system may also include a first polarizer disposed 
between the infrared light source and the substrate for 
polarizing the infrared light to a first selected polarity. 
Additionally, a second polarizer may be disposed between 
the substmtc and the focal plane array for polarizjng the 
reflected light to a second selected polarity. ·n,e first selected 
po larity and the second selected polarity may be oppositely 
configured so as to prevent reflected light corresponding to 
regular feantres o f the substrate from being received upon 
the focal plane array. The polarities of the first and second 
polarizers may be rotatable so as to selectably provide a 
plurality of po larities for imaging irregular st rucmral fea
tur(.'S from the substrate. 

of first selected direction, a method known as "cross
polarity." In this case. light of the polarity modulated by the 
first polarizer 103 will not pass through the second polarizer 

55 10S. According to basic principles of optics, the ponion of 
the relk:cted light I 04 which was reflected off of regular 
areas of the substrate 102 will retain the polarity modulated 
by the forst polarizer I 03 and therefore will not pass through 
the second polarizer 10S. However, the ponion of the 

In usc, there is also provickd a method lbr imaging the 
surface of a substrate through a coating on the substrate. The 
method includes directing infrared light upon the substrate. 

60 reflected light J 04 which was reflected off of irregular areas, 
such as corrosion or rust. will have an altered polarity and 
will therefore pass through the second polarizer l OS. Addi
tionally, this polarization teclmique can reduce scattering by 
pigments in the coating which results in a clc:trer image of 

65 the substrate. l11Us. only the portion of the relk'Cted light I 04 
which was reflected off of irregular areas of the substrate J 02 
will pass through the second polarizer l OS. 111c first polar-
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izer 103 and second polarizer 1 OS may therefore operate in 
tandem to highlight the areas of the substrate 102 which are 
irregular because they are corroded or otherwise damaged. 
Additionally, the polarity modulated by the first polarizer 
103 may be configured to allow viewing of the substrate 102 
at various levels. This is because light of a polarity parallel 
to the substrate 102 will more easily reflect off of the 
coating, while light of a polarity perpendicular to the sub
strate I 02 will mo re easily penetrate through the coating to 
the substrate beneath. Accordingly, it is possible to focus on tO 
either the surface of the substrate itself or on the surface of 
the coating. Of course, this methodology may be combined 
with the cross-polarity method described above in order to 
enhance particular fean1res of the substrate at a particular 
level. It should be noted that although the first polarizer 103 15 

and second polarizer 1 OS may be used in the fashion 
described and are therefore present in a potentially preferred 
embodiment, they are not necessary to the nmction of the 
present invention, and need not be included. 

Subsequent to passing through the second polarizer 105 20 

(if present), the refl~-cwd light I 04 passes through an optical 
filter .1 06. ·n,e optical filter J 06 is operative to filter out all 
except selected wavelengths of the reflected light 104. 
Coatings used on~ fOr instance, aircrnfi components and 
assemblies are generally designed to be opaque in the visible 25 

range of light. Often, they are more transparent in the 
infrared range of light. Accordingly, certain wavelengths of 
light are more likely to pass through the coating to be 
reflected by the substrate beneath. TI1e inlage created by the 
portion of the reflected light 104 having these wavelengths 30 

will represent an image primarily of the substrate 102 
instead of the coating on the substrate. It is therefore 
desirable to focus on these wavelengths to the exclusion o f 
others, and they become the selected wavelengths pass~-d by 
the optical filter 106. TI1e optical filter 106 need not be a 35 

single filter, but could be a series of filters. 
Subsequent to passing througl1 the second polarizer 1 OS 

(if present) and optical filter 106, the reflected light 104 
reaches a focal plane 108. A focal plane array (not shown) 
is positioned at a focal plane 108 for the purpose of receiving 40 
a n image 109 created by the reflected light 104 at the focal 
plane 108. Strucntral feantres of the substrate 102, such as 
cracks 110 are visible in this image 109. 1l1e focal plane 
array is operative to take this image 109 and generate it as 
a photograph, image on an LCD display, or otherwise 45 
represent it on a 1nunan-vicwable medium. 

FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 3 demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
system and method of the present invention. FIG. 2A is a 
visible image of an m1painted substrate, in this case a 
chemical film treated (Ref mil-c-5541 ) aluminum coupon. 50 

The strucntral features of the substrate are visib le to the 

6 
a corroded aluminum component with the same layer of 
paint and primer. By comparing the plots 400 and 401 a 
difference will be seen between the two plots 400 and 401 
in the area between approximately a wave length of 3.5 
microns (higher reflectance) and a wave length of 5.5 
microns, with a dip at approximately a wave length of 4.4 
microns. TI1e first plot 400 is stronger than the second plot 
401 because the uncorroded aluminum reflects a higher 
portion o f the infrared light passing through the paint than 
the corroded aluminum does. 

1b e above describes a basic implementation of the present 
invention. The invention may take a variety of embodiments 
designed to provide additional features. For instance, depen
dent upon the coating used on the substrate or upon the 
particular strucntral features in which an operator has inter
est, it may be expedient to view the substrate in a variety of 
wavelengths. The system may therefore include a multiplic
ity of optical filters which may be manually or automatically 
changeable in order to accomplish this objective. Likewise, 
the polarity of the polarizers may be rotatable in order to 
provide imaging of the substrate in a variety of combinations 
o f polarities. As an additional modification, the provis ion of 
imaging at a variety of wavelengths and/or combinations of 
polarities could be accomplished by means of a multiple 
imaging device. This would allow the system to create a 
plurality of images simultaneously for rapid processing. In 
this respect, the multiple imaging device could process and 
generate images at several differeut wavelengths and polari
ties. 

Following the above line of additions, the system could 
include a computer for processing the inlages provided by 
the system in order to provide improved images of selected 
irregular structural features o f the substrate. As will be 
r~-cogniz~xl by those in the art , a given structmal feature o f 
the substrate will be more readily observable in certain 
wavelengths and/or combinations of polarities than in oth-
ers. The computer could contain a database of information 
with respect to which combinations were effective for view
ing, for instance, corrosion. The operator would then simply 
indicate to the computer that he desired to view corrosion, 
and the computer would automatically select the combina-
tion or combinations appropriate to so doing. Additionally, 
images or signal taken in theIR from the surface or intemal 
to the coating may be substrated out as background signals 
to enhance images taken on the substrate to be inspected for 
an improved composite image of the substrate surface. 

The computer could additionally be progra=ed to rec-
ognize selected structural features of the substrate. As will 
be apparent to those in the art, this can be accomplished by 
means of software operative to search for substrate patterns. 
Such substrate patterns may include specific corrosion char-
acteristics, extmsions and inclusions of the su rface and other 
characteristics which indicates that the substmte is damaged 
in some manner. Once identified, the features could be 

human eye. FIG. 2B is an image of the same Alodined 
aluminum coupon. llowever, in this case the substrate has 
been coated with a 0.006" thickness (6 mils) of primer and 
a top coat. The strucmral features of the substrate are only 
visible because this image was generat~-d using the system 
a nd method of the present invention. FIG. 3 is an image o f 
a fastener hole, with a crack in it made visible by means of 
the system and method of the present invention. Experi
ments proved delectability of cracks as small as 0.030" in 
length and pits as small as 0.001" in diameter. 

55 labeled for the user. For instance, the computer could 
provide color-coded images of the substrate. The color
coding could operate as a function o f featttre type or level o f 
stmcntral integrity. In the former case, the computer could 
assign, for instance, red to corrosion and black to cracking. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the reflectivity principles behind the 
present invention in the form of a graph illustrating sample 
plots of reflectance versus wavelength for alm11inum com
ponents. 1be first plot 400 is for an uncorroded a luminum 
component with a layer of primer and paint having a total 
thickness of 0 .0037" (3.7 mils). The second plot 401 is for 

60 In the later case, the computer could assign, for instance, red 
to wtdamaged portions of the substrate, yellow to moder
ately damaged portions of the substrate, and blue to seri
ously damaged portions of the substrate. In any event, the 
computer operates to perform a preliminary analysis which 

65 may be useful to the operator. 
The system could incorporate an automatic feedback loop 

driven by hardware or software, operative to rapidly find the 
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best combinations of wavelengths and/or polarities for view
ing the substrHte, or selected stnJctural features of the 
substrate. The computer would experiment with various 
combinations and use the above mentioned identification 
techniques in order to detennine which combinations were 
working most effectively. It could then rapidly determine 
which combination or combinations were most appropriate 
for the task at hand, and automatically employ those com
binations. 

Furthermore, the system could comprise an automatic 10 
pointer device opemtive to generate an alann or automatic 
notification when selected stmcmral feamres are observed. 
This could take the form of software operative to impose a 
crosshair on the image or sofuvare or hardware operative to 
automatically zoom on selected stmctural feamres of the ts 
image, for instance. The latter would be highly usefi.Il in 
applications where it is necessary to analyze large objects for 
potentially subtle signs of damage. The operator could move 
the view of the system over the object and, when the system 
detected a defect of below a preset visibility threshold, it 20 
would automatically zoom in on the def~'Ct in question to 
e nsure identification of the defect. 

In fi.Jrther keeping with the above line of improvements, 
a position sensor could be included in order to store coor
dinates on the substrate for future reference. Tite coordinates 25 

could be identified, for instance, with respect to a reference 
point on the substrate. In this example, the position sensor 
could record the coordinates of the system on the substrate 
as a fi.mction of distance to and direction from the reference 
point. Marking by the position sensor could be accom- 30 
plished automatically by a computer, or could be perform
able by the operator. 

Still a further embodiment of the invention would provide 
a communications device, such as a conununications port or 
transmitter, operative to put the system in communication 35 
with an external device or network. Including a communi
cations device collld enhance the usefi.J!ness of the system in 
many ways. For instance, an external computer could con
tain a database of coatings available on the market. In order 
to inspect the substrate, the operator would first identifY its 40 
coating and send a query to the external computer. The 
external computer could then provide the system with infor
mation as to which combination of wavelengths and/or 
polarities was appropriate in order to ellectively view the 
substrate. A furtbcr improvement would use the system's 45 
own imaging system to automatically assess features of the 
coating and send values with respect to these feamres to the 
external computer. The external computer could compare 
these values to values in its own database and identifY the 
coating itself before sending the relevant data. This would 50 
eliminate the need o f the operator to idemify the coating in 
question. 

8 
to be in the substrate in ord.er to ensure that physically 
irregular but appropriate features were not identified as 
damage. 

It will additionally be apparent to those in the art that the 
images generated by use of the system and method of the 
present invention may be further operated upon in order to 
provide additional infonnation. For instance, a database 
could be established for the purpose of storing images taken 
of a g iven substmte over time. 111c images so stored could 
be compared, for instance by a computer, in order to assess 
the rate at which damage was occurring to the substrate. The 
approximate time at which the substrate would become 
unsuitable for use could therefore be extrapolated, and 
projected repair and maintenance schedules developed. 

Still a fi.trther embodiment of the invention would use the 
infrared light source to cause the substrate to emit light. This 
could be more easily accomplished if the infrared light 
source were a laser. Certain stmcl11ral feamres of the sub
strate will have different chemical compositions than the 
undamaged portion of the substrate. They will therefore emit 
light of di Oercnt wavelengths than the undamag~'(] portion of 
the substrdte. The system could therefore be configured to 
view, lor instance, corrosion by means of selecting the 
selected wavelengths with respect to the wavelength of light 
emined by corrosion on the substrate. A filtered IR light 
source (spectral/polarized) could also be used in the embodi
ment as just described. 

Obviously, any of the above described feal11res could be 
combined. For instance, the aforementioned damage-over
time analysis method described would be particularly useft1l 
in combination with a position sensor as described further 
above. Additionally, while the present invention has been 
described in connection with inspection of substrates for 
damage, it is <mderstood that the invention may be employed 
in a variety of applications. For instance, the present inven
tion could be used to read serial codes or other identifying 
marks on substrates. 

Additional modifications and improvements of the 
present invention may also be apparent to those of ordinary 
skill in the art. Thus, the particular combinatjon of elements 
described and illustrated herein is intended to represent only 
certain embodiments of the present invention, and is not 
intended to serve a limitation on systems and methods 
within the spirit and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
I . A system for imaging the surface of a substrate through 

a coating on the substrate, comprising: 
a) an inkared light source positioned to cast infrared light 

upon the substrate to thereby create reflected light ; 
b) a focal plane array positioned to receive the reflected 

light off the substrate surface and generat ing an image 
therefrom; and 

c) at least one spectral optical filter disposed between the 
substrate and the focal plane array so as to pass only 
coating transparent wavelengths of the reflected light 
a long an optical path between the infrared light source 
and the focal plane array thereby visually revealing 
stmcntral feanrres of the substrate as at least one image. 

2. The system ofclaim l , further comprising a multiplicity 

Another use of communications capability would be to 
allow an operator to call up remotely stored control images. 
The control images could be either images of an undamaged 55 

substrate of the same design or the same substrate at an 
earlier time. The control image could be displayed on the 
same screen as the image then being generated in order to 
allow convenient comparison by the operator. Tite generated 
image could additionally be compared to the control image 60 of optical filters disposed between the substrate and the focal 

plane array for generating images a plural ity of selected 
wavelengths and for imaging strucntral features of the 
substrate. 

by hardware or software operative to identify discrepancies, 
in order to fi.uther clarifY which stmcntral feamres of the 
substrate were irregular. This latter method would be par
ticularly helpful in siruations in which the substrate has, in 
its undamaged fom1, peculiar features which may otherwise 65 
appear to be damage. The computer could use the comrol 
image as a mask to eliminate all stmcmral feamres expected 

3. ·n ,e system of claim 1, further comprising a multiple 
imaging device in comnumication with the focal plane array 
for simultaneously imaging a plurality of stmctural feamres 
of the substrate. 
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4 . The system of claim 1, further comprising a computer 
combining and erthancing images generated by the system to 
thereby generate collective images of selected strucrural 
features of the substrate. 

10 
18. The system of claim 9, wherein the infrared light 

source, the focal plane array and the a t least one optical ftlter 
are collectively fonned within a hand-held device transport
able by a single human operator. 

19. The system of claim 1, further comprising a commu
nication device for transferring the revealed strucmre fea
tures to a remote human viewable medium. 

5. The system of claim 1, further comprising a computer 
programmed with substrate patterns for color-coding 
selected stmcrural feamres of the substrate within the image 
based on the substrate patterns so as to provide visual 
categorization of the strucrural features. 

6. ·ne system o f claim 1, further comprising a position 
sensor for marking reference points on the surface of the 
substrate so as to store coordinates of stnJctural fean1res on 
the substrate. 

20. The system of claim 1, further comprising a conuuu
nication device for trans ferring the revealed stmcture fea

tO tures to a database. 
21. The system of claim .1, further comprising a commu

nication device for transferring the revealed stmcntral fea
mres to a database. 

7. The system of claim I , further comprising a computer 
comparing images generated at selected wavelengths in a 
feedback loop so as to automatically enhance image quality 
of selected strucmral feamres of the substrate based upon 
preselected enhancement criteria. 

22. A method of imaging the surface of a substrate 
15 through a coating on the substrate, comprising: 

8. The system of claim I, where in the light source, the 
focal plane array and the at least one optical filters are 20 
collectively fonnt:d within a hand-held device transportable 
by a single luunan operator. 

9. The system of claim 1, filrther comprising: 
a) a first polarizer disposed between the infrared light 

source and the substrate for polarizing the infrared light 25 
to a first selected polarity; and 

b) a second polarizer disposed between the substrate and 
the focal plane array for polarizing the reflected light to 
a second selected polarity. 

a) directing infrared light upon the substrate; 
b) reflecting the infrared light from the substrate to 

thereby create reflected light; 
c) filtering to pass only coating transparent wavelengths 

of the reflected light; 
d) r~-ceiving the filtered refle-cted light on a focal plane 

array; and 
e) generating at least one image from the focal plane array 

so as to visually reveal stmcntral features of the sub
strate. 

23. The method of claim 22, further comprising compar
ing a plurality of images generated upon the focal plane 
array as a function of time to thereby establish a rate of 
degradation for the substrate. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the first selected 30 

polarity and second selected polarity are oppositely config
ured so as to prevent reflected light corresponding to 
selected structural features of the substrate from being 
received upon the focal plane array. 

24. The method of claim 22, further comprising selecting 
the coating transparent wavelengths from a database storing 
reflectivity characteristics of coatings found on substrate. 

25. ll1e method of claim 22, further comprising compar
ing the generated images with a pre-selected control image 

35 to thereby identify irregular stmcntral feantres of the sub-11. Tite system of claim 9 , further comprising a multi
plicity of optical filters providing imaging at a plurality of 
selected wavelengths so as to form an image of a plurality 
o f stmcture feantres from the substrate. 

12. Tite system of claim 9, wherein the polarities of the 
first and second polarizers are rotatable so as to selectably 40 
provide a plurality of polarities for imaging stmcntral fea
ntres from the substrate. 

13. The system of claim 9, further comprising a multiple 
imaging device in communication with the focal plane ar ray 
for simultaneously imaging a plurality of structural features 45 

of the substrate. 

strate. 
26. The method of claim 22, fbrther comprising: 
a) directing the infrared light through a first polarizer 

before the infrared light reaches the substrate so as to 
polarize the infrared light to a first selected polarity; 
and 

b) directing the reflected light through a second polarizer 
before the infrared light reaches the focal plane array so 
as to polarize the reflected to a second polarity. 

27. TI1e method of claim 26, wherein the first selected 
polarity and the second polarity are oppositely features of 
the substrate from being received upon the focal plane. 14. The system of claim 9, further comprising a computer 

combining and enhancing images generated by the system to 
thereby generate collective images of selected strucmral 
feamres of the substrate. 

IS. The system of claim 9, further comprising a computer 
programmed with substrate patterns for color-coding 
selected stmcrural features of the substrate within the image 
based on the substrate patterns so as to provide visual 
categoriz...1tion of the irregular stn1cn1re features. 

28. Tite method of claim 26, fi.trther comprising compar
ing a plurality of images generated upon the focal plane 

50 array as a ftmction of time to thereby establish a rate of 
degradation for the substrate. 

29. The method of claim 26, fiJrther comprising selecting 
the selected wavelengths and llrst and second selected 
polarities from a database storing reflectivity and character-

55 istics of coatings found on substrates. 
16. The system o f claim 9, further comprising a position 

sensor for making reference points on the surface of the 
substrate so as to store coordinates of strucntre feamres of 
the substrate. 

17. Tite system ofclaim 9, further comprising a computer 60 

comparing images generated at a plurality of selected wave
lengths and selected polarities in a feedback loop so as to 
automatically enhancing the image quality of selected stmc
tural features o f !he substrate based upon selected criteria. 

30. ·n,e method of claim 26, further comprising compar
ing the generated images with a pre-selected control image 
to thereby identify irregular stntcntral feamres of the sub
strate. 

31. The method of claim 22, further comprising transfer
ring the generated images to a remote hwnan viewable 
medium. 
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION IN Oil 

1. General 

a. Ensure each trainee has a 
currant worft record ::ha< documents <he 
me;;tlod{s) in which they an~ receiving 
::raining. Daily E-t~tri~s are required 
unJess the v101k is roepeti:i•1.e in nature. 
When work is of a roepeti~ive na::ure. one 
entry per week is suff.deot. 

b. Certiflcationlre-eertificat'.on fot 
!eve~ I, II and Ill shall be lAW 
references (a), (t) and (u) .md the 
American Socie<y tor Non-Oestructtve 
T estng (ASNT) for tihe fol lowing: tiqu:d 
pt-ne:;rant (L. T), magnetic pa!Wie (MT), 
eddy cur;e.nt (ED. tul~rason5c (UT). 
radiography (RT} temper etch (TE) and 
infrared (IR) inspee:ion me:hods 
recommended prautices. 

2. Cer-iiicaf.on Reguiremems 
Education. Tra'ning and Work 
Sxpaience. :nd:viduals ccmidered for 

cenificaton shall recei'Je s.vfiiciem 
fom1a! ::rain:og to be-c.ome proficient wi<h 
principles and practioees of the 
app!icab~e test me;hod lA\\' reierence 
{v}. The ;;rain:tlg prcg:ram shall inc..'ude 
fl~ruction in imrod~icn to defects in 
ma:erfa!s; basic NDJ principles. 
products, equ:Pm.-en<:. cper<ning 
procedures .md !est techn;ques 
enooun:ered fl a specific assignmem: 
applicab!E bcal ins:ruc.ion. 
specifications and codes. The following 
are minimum requirements for training 
and experience: 

a. Level I. Shall have sufficient 
tra:tling and indoctrination in the 
applicab!E- me1hod to have passed ::he 
applicab!e qualification exams lAW lhe 
following: classroom. general NOI wcr): 
experience hours an.d OJT are the 
min:mum requirema1ts for Ieveii 
certificaOOn. 

METHOD CLASSROOM OJT IN METHOD GENERAL NDI WORK IH 
EXPERIENCE ANY METHOD 

PT 16 hours 130 hours 

MT 16 hours 65 hours 

ET 40hours 400hours 

UT 40 hours 400hours 

RT 40 hoots 400hours 

TE 4 hours 30 hours 

IR 4 hours 24 hours 

b. li:l£iU1. ln.div iduajs shall have 
comp!e:ed the following :o<al hours in 
trainflg (includ'ng any Ieveii training) foe 

65 hours 

65 hours 

65 hcurs 

200 hours 

200 hours 

130 hours 

130 hours 

:he applicable me::hod and general NO! 
wcr): experience: 

Enctosu.re (7} 
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CLASSROOM CLASSROOM OJTI.N GENERA L NDI WORK 

METHOD Levell Direct acc ess METHOD IN EXPERIENCE ANY 

(Without le~}ll Level l METHOD 
experioence ex perience experience (No Ieveii certl 

PT 16 hcu:rs 32 hcu:rs 270hours 400 hours 

MT 16 hours 32 hours 400hours 530 hours 

ET 40 hours 80 hours t 200 hours 1600 hours 

UT 40 hou.rs 50 hours t 200hours 1600 hours 

RT 40 hours 80 hours \ 200 hours 1f.OO hours 

'TE 4 ho1.1rs 8 hours 60 hours 400hou.rs 

' IR 4 h.o1.1rs 8 hours 48 hours 400 hou-rs . . . lnth•tidua.s must be ceruf1ed 1n two c ,her me1hods • 

(I) ln<frv;duars shall have 
comp!e~ed one of :;h:e following level II or 

LEVEL II 
METHOD (+) 

METH OD WITH NO 

&quivaltnt work &xp.:rienci (non· 
current) in :he applic:able me:hcd and in 
conjuncrotl with the le•1el of educadon 
a1tainetf as shown in the be!o-.., chart 

METHOD (+) MIN THREE YR WITH 
TECHNICAL ACCREDITED METHOD 

COLLEGE DEGREE ASSOCIATE' S DEGREE SCIIEHGRG DEGREE 

PT 4years exp 

MT 4· years ex:p 

ET 4· years exp 

UT 4 years exp 

RT 4 )'ears exp 

TE 4 )'ears exp 

IR 4 years exp 

(2) t evellll c:andidates shall be 
examined and certifi-ed by ASNT. 
Excep:ions to ;his requiremen1 are when 
no ASNT oer::if.ca iicn for an NDI meehod 
exists. tn those cas:es. local procedures 
will be deveroped. 

d . NO! rnstmstm tndhf.duals must 
a1 a mnimum meet one o f the fotlowing 

2 }'"ears exp 1-year exp 

2years exp 1-yeM exp 

2 }'-ears e:xp 1-year exp 

2 years exp 1-ye.l! exp 

2 ycars exp 1·year exp 

2 years exp 1-year exp 

2 y-:ars u p 1-year exp 

criteria in order to be designated as an 
NOJ ins<ructor. 

(1) Be certified to l e•1etltl irnhe 
method ior which :hey wl be designat~ 

ilstructcrs. 

(2) Possess the equivalent o f a 
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree in 
engine-ering. physical science. or 
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::echnobgy and have svfficiem 
kncw!edg:e in the method for whX:h they 
wilt be designated instructors. 

(3) Possess an associate's 
degree in physical scien~ ot 
::echnchgy and ha•;e a minimum of fwe 
years' experience, or equi'o'alent. as a 
!eveHI in the metho d for whicMhey mll 
be des.gnated instructors. 

{4) Pos~ss a minimum of 10 
years' experQe.nce as a level II, or 
equivalent in the me\hod for which they 
will be designated ins-tructors. 

e. Candidaies fOr NDI cer.iii03tion 
shall rtc~ve instruction in th~ fcfuwing 
prior to being certified: 

{ 1) Standarda.a5on and calibration. 

(2) Operatrom of applicab!e test 
equipmem. 

{3) Specific toest procedures. 

(4) ln:erpreto.tionlevaluation of 
::est resu:ts. 

(5) Safety. 

(6) Appfk:abloe codes. 
specificatfons and s.1andards. 

i. Train'ng f'inal Examina:ions. An 
ind:vidual nws; pass a f.ilal exam 
(minimum sccre oi 70) in order 10 rece;ve 
credit for a blo~ of tra3\W\g hours. Such 
examina&lns given in «llljunC'!ion vi:h 
training shal no: be us~ ~o sa:isfy any of 
':t'le qualfficafon examinaf:oo require· 
mems.. This requiremem is appl~ ::o 
all tr.i'nirlg whether for initial qualifiC3i ion. 
remedial. or continuing educaiion. 
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g. Pre•;ioos Expoerience/T rainm . 
Previous experienc~ or 1ra~ning a1 other 
facil i~ies mus1 be substantiated and 
verified in wriiing by lhe previous 
employer(s) and the ind:vidual tested to 
determine corrll)e::ence a; pte'liously 
certified levels ;offlhp a given NDI 
me:hod. As a mini n um. ind\•iduals 
mus:: pass the appf10able written. 
practica1 and physkal examinatons. 

{1) Certifica:ion ExamS\afons. 
Exams to verify both physical and 
techn:C-3! quali5cafons shall consist of 
physical. visual aooily, general. specific 
arn:l practical exams. The examination 
questfons for each !e\'eJ shall be repre· 
senia.iiw: of the k.nowledgf and 
profi~noy required. The candidate for 
certi5cati:on mus1 achie\'e a minimum 
grade o; 70% on ohe· general and 
specific qualifica':ion exams. They musl! 
deto:¢'1 all discontinuii ies or condi~ions 

specified by the tev~l l!l during the 
pcacticaj exam and ach:eve a minimum 
score o! 70% on the remmder oi ;he 
practica' exam. The· cand5date rnusi 
have an ove-rall average scoce of no less 
than 80% in order !eo be ~gible tor 
certification. All exam scores sh.rl be of 
equal \\'eight in de:ermining lhe a .. -erage 
score. Ma:eria!s Engineering Division 
{cede 4.'9.7) ma.y call for re-e.xamina;ion 
of NOI personnel and may recommend 
certificat'.on be revoked. or that 
personnel receive a-ddi:ionalira'ning a.nd 
re-examination. 

(2) Physical. Annual physical 
exams consis1 of radiation physicals 
lAW NAVA!RINST S.100.8A Radiological 
Affairs Support Prog.ram. urine testing, 
blood oount. ProstatE Specif.c An:igen 
(?SA). hearing and wision as directed by 
:he a;tending physician. Exam requi'ed 
for re< ertification. 

Enclosure (7) 
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(3) Visual Acuit·l. Yeariy 
examination conducted to ensure 
natural or corrected vision meets the 
following minimum l'equirements: 

(a) N ... gcVjsjpo At leas< one 
eye, Jaegar 1 at not less than 12 inches. 

(b) Coler Percepti.on. Must be 
capable of dls<ingvishing and 
d] feren1ia1ing beW1een colors vsed in 
::he methcd(s} to be cert£fied. 

(4) r.:eoerp l This examina:ion 
shall b~ clos~d book for alll~v.a-ls. 11 $hall 
oonsis-1 of quest!.ons 00'\fef'ing !he cross
section of the applicable method ai the 
appropria:e revet Questions. answers 
and references fl the applicable 
supplen1eni or other sources may be 
used in developing examinations. A 
minimum cf 40 questions shall be used 
::o :est each fevel oi certifica:ion. For 
le\•el l:l. ~he general exam questions shall 
address general knowledge ci o:her 
methods as v;e.J as ;:he method for which 
cert'ficat'.on is sovgtnt. 

(5) Specific. Th.is examination for 
al levets shall be closed book and cover 
the specif.:C..iions. codes. equipment. 
cpera:ing procedures and ::est 
::echniques ~he cand5da:e may use in the 
performance of their dutiE-s. A minr num 
cf 30 ques::ions shall be used for the 
speci:IC examinafon at each level. 

(6) Prac:ical. This examinafon 
shall consis.1 of a dem1onstraticn of 
proficien.cy by the candida:e in performing 
tasks that are typica3 of those to be 
acoompfshed in !he perlonnance of 
hisJher du:ies. T es.l samples used in :he 
examinaf.on may be· actual hardware if 
::he cand'.date is required to demonstrate 
profid:ency fl lhe applica:ion of the 
process and interpreting results or 
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in:erpreiat'.on cf • nages only. 'Nritten 
checkists cc·.•ering the topics deta~d 
be!'_ow shall be de•.·eloped by ::he !evel l:l 
~o enSU"e adequate coverage and ~o 
assis• in the adminisb'a:ion and grading of 
fhe examina:ion. 

(a} Level l. Candidate sha~l 
demonstrate proficil?.ncy by using the 
appropria:e method ·to exami"te at leas-1 
one test sample for each :echn:que to 
be vsed and document the resul;s. T es'! 
samp!es shall represen1 produe1s 
normally processed. Checklist shall 
addrHs profiei~ney in th~ USQ of 
procedure-s and equipment or ma:erials, 
adherence ~o procedural details, and the 
docurnemation oi the resu:-ts. If the 
candida:e is ~o accept produCJ:s. then the 
checklist shan a~o in clude proi iciency fl 
the in:erpretafon an<l eva~afon of 
Wtdications. 

(b} Level l I. Candida:e shal 
demons::rate proficiency by using the 
appropria:e me::hod to examine at least 
one ::es1 sample for each ::echnique. 
Cand:date shall imerpre<. eva.\rate, and 
documenu <he reSttts. of the examina:ions 
of :est samptes. At least nvo test 
samples shall be evalua:ed for each 
n1e::hod. Test samples shall be 
repre-senia:ive of the products nom1a!ly 
processed. Check5s-t shall i'lclude 
proficiency in ::he vse of the procedl.ll'e"s 
and eq~rnent or ma:erials, adherence 
1o procedural details, and the acc.M"acy 
and comp!eta"Less of interpreta:ions and 
eva!ua:ion of indications. 

(c) I ev e3 Ill Cand:date shall 
demonstrate proficil?.ncy by preparing an 
NDI procedure appropria:e to 
employer's requ:remenis. Candidates 
required to inspecl o r evalua:e products 
sha!l demonstrate profiCiency in 
performing such ta.sks. Chec);l}s< shall 
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address <he prac:1ical and technical 
adettuacy of the procedures prepared 
by the candidaie and, when applicab~. 
dte adequacy of th~ interpretation an-d 
evalua~on of indicafons. If th~ 
candXia~e has pre\•iously developed 
satisfactory procedures. it is not 
necessary to develop another one for 
the pr.1C(ical exam. The results ci 
practical exams sha~l be documemed. 
Procedures deve!'oped for a previous 
emp!oyer can be us.ed to satisfy 1his 
requirement if thet.r .adequacy can be 
•:erified and documen:ed. 

3. Re-Certification ReguTemems 

J . Levell and Uvil ll Re· 
Cer<ification Requirements 

{1) Maintain eeliification currency. 

(2) Pass annua! physical and 
vision scre-ening requirem.ems. 

{3) Pass g~neral. specif'c and 
prac;ical exams (test to be adminis:ereO 
no sooner than 30 d ays prior tote-· 
cer.if.:cation). 

(4) Re--cerft,· every i ive ~rs. 

(5) Complet~ '!he ioUO'Iofng 
number of con:inuil"'g edu--..ation (CE) 
hours prior to re-certit:ca!ion: 

METHOD RE UIRED CE HOURS 
PT • 
MT 4 
ET a 
UT 16 
RT 16 
TE • 
IR 4 
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(6) Coottluing educafon hours 
may be comple::ed any <irne du-ring the 
fi~year re-cenifica;icn cycle. 
Con:inuing e<ktca.:ion curricula shaJ 
pro\f.delensure ~DI ceniiied personnel 
are provid~ timely and useful 
infonna:icn rela::ive to curren1 NOI 
practices. proo:tfure:s and equipment 
\~'here possible. enh-ance ;he skills and 
abilities of NOl cenif:.ed personnel, and to 
con:inua~ improve fhe process of NO I. 

b . 1 f l.'f l 111 Re4c~rtitirwjon 

Reg ujr .. m ems 

(1) Maimain c:er<ification currency 
for ASNT!Iocal reqvi.rements. 

(2) Re-cet\ity every five years. 

(3) Re-ceP.ify via ASNT or local 
requireme-nts where no ASNT 
requirem-ents exist. 

(4) Pass annual vtsion scr-eening 
requirements. 

4. Pmsedm es 

a. Mate-rials :Engineering Division 
<cede 4.2.7> NDI Program Manager 

(1) Approve written and practical 
exa!'ns. 

(2) Provid~ technica1 expertise. 

(3) Provide signature au;hcrity fcc' 
graming NDI oertif.ca;icn. 

(4) Maimain !eveJ ill ASNT 
celiifioaf.ons. 

(5) Pro..,ide engineering suppor. 
as necessary. see reference (v). 
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b. CMdida!e's Supervisor 

(t) Ensure NOI cand)(fates 
compre:e all certif.cation requi-emems. 

(2) Ret:;uest re·cerfflcation via 
memorandum to the lndus:rial Qua'ly 
Management Division (code 6.4.1) ND1 
Cenification Program Manager. 

(3) Ensure NDI Work. R~ds. 
NAVAIROE?OTJAX 4855!65. ar= 
complei ed' by NOI poersonnel and 
ion\'ardE'd to the Common Industrial 
Programs O:visicn (code 6.2.5). 

(4) Ensure ea-ch <rainee bas a 
curre-nt work rQconL 

(5) Ensure a:tisans perlom1/ 
document one job in each NOI method 
(Level I and l evel II:} every three momhs 
a~ a mitimum to rema:n currem. 

c. fndvsirial Oualiw Management 
Division foode 6.4.1 l HOI Certmcai:ion 
pmeq m f.bn;,qer 

(l) Rev5e'N c~nification 

docomentation for qua!i~y requirements. 

{2) Sign applioab!e certification 
documentaton. 
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(3) Maimain NDI Special Process 
Certf;ication in TMSIEC+ database. 

d . Common Industrial Programs 
Division Cspd;:. 8 2 5 } Nao-DegmstN~ 
~xcm!natjqo ShM (rode B 2;:, 2 25l NDI 
Instructor 

(1) Prov:de oon:inuing educaf:oo 
(raini'!.-g and OJT for !~\'el l and &=.vel !! 
cerof-.:af:ons. 

{2) Provide reomedia! <rain.:ng 
when ihe results of ge-neral. specific. or 
practica) exams indicate the need for 
additional tralling or as re-qu:Ced due <o 
fQQaDack. 

(3) Admin:S;er and evalua:e 
general. speci5c and practical e-xams. 

{4) Revise (whh the ooncutrence 
of lhe HOI ?rogram Manager) general, 
specific and prac::ical exams e•1ery t:ve 
years. 

(5) Maintain cenificationlre· 
certificaf.on records lAW reference (u}. 
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I. I ntroduction. This work package provides 
information for the usc of infrared thermography 
(mid-IR rcncction) for the detection of metallic 
corrosion through organic paint systems applied 
10 airc raft. components and avionics equipment. 
This inspection technique is appl icable for use at 
Organi:tnt ional, Intermediate, and Depot levels. 

2. I nfrared T hermography l)cfined . Infrared 
thermography is the process of acquisition, 
analysis. and interprcltltion of in frared ( thermal) 
energy radi<tting from a surface. 

3. Infrar ed T hermography Techniques. 

a. Passi ve Thermography. Passive thermography 
involves the usc of an TR camera to detect 
thermal energy from any material above 0 Kelv in. 

b. Renectancc Tbcnnography. Rcncctance 
thermography involves the usc of external rR 
emitters to generate IR rcnectance energy from a 
metal substrate, quite often through organic 
coatings. 

c. J-la,<.h Thcnnography. Flash thermography 
involves the usc of a nash bulb 10 impart heat on 
an object. As the heat is absorbed into and 
emitted from the part, an IR camera records the 
hem transfer. 

4. T hermal Energy Concepts. 

a. Energy. F.nergy is the abi lity to do work. 
There arc many different forms of energy and 
each one can be converted tO a different form of 
energy. 

b. !.!£lll. Ileal is the thermal energy that people 
sense. It is the result of a temperature difference 
between two materials. 

c. Temperature. Temperature is the 
measurement of the random movements or 
dissociation of the atoms and molecules of a 
material. As the mo lecular dissociation increases 
in a material. the temperature of tbc material 
increases. If the molecules of a malerial are 
moving. the material is said to have thermal 
energy. T he lowest possible temperature is 
absolute 1ero. or 0 Kelvin, where no moms or 
molecules arc moving. Nothing exists at 0 
Kelvin. therefore all objects emit some form 
thermal energy. 

5. I R Science Fundamentals. 
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a. The Electromagnetic Spectrum. The 
electromagnetic spectrum comprises all forms of 
energy. The spectrum spans from low energy 
rad io waves to high energy gamma-rays. Visible 
light that human beings sec is ncar the middle of 
the spectrum m roughly 400 11111 to 750 11111 

(0.400 ~111110 0.750 J.lm). Infrared light or 
radiation exists t11 longer wuve lengths than 
visible light between approximutc ly 0.700 ~tm to 
12.0 ~un. Refer to fi gure I for the spectnm1. 

-

Figure I : Electromagnetic Spectrum 

b. IR Waves. Generally. IR waves arc classified 
as ei ther mid wave or long wave. Mid wave !R 
radiation is found around the 3 ~1111 10 5 J.lm range. 
Long wave lR radiation is found around the 8 
um to 12 J.lm. M ost thermography systems arc 
designed to measure in the long wave IR band. 
However, recent emphasis has been placed on 
mid wave IR due to the abi lity of the energy 10 
transmit through cenain opaque materials. 

c. Visible Light. Visible light is di fferent than 
infrared light in that the latter cannot be seen 
wi th the naked eye. Infrared cameras only detect 
infrared energy and not v isible light energy. 

d. Conservation of Energy. The first law of 
thermodynumics states that energy cun neither be 
created nor destroyed. This means that any 
incident infrared energy on a materials surface 
musl be absorbed. rcnectcd, or transmitted by 
that material. The following equation states the 
relationship: 

a + p +-r= l (I) 

c. Absomtinn (a). Absorption i s the fraction of 
incident infrared radiation absorbed by a material. 
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f. Rellectance (p). Renectance is the fraction of 
incident infrared radiation renected off a surface. 

g. Transmissivity (T). Transmissivity is the 
fraction of incident infrared radiation transmitted 
through a material. 

h. Emissivity. Emissivi ty is equal to the 
absorpt ion of a material. The amount of energy 
a material emits is dependent upon this property. 
In general, materials that do not have a high 
emissivity are shiny, smooth metals. M easuring 
the correct emissivity is critical to obtaining 
quantitative accuracy. 

Certain material s may be opaque but have a very 
high transmissivity. This property of some 
organic coatings comes in handy when 
inspecting metallic substrates for corrosion. As 
it is explained later, corrosive products and non
corroded metal substrates have different 
emissi vities, wh ich al low mid wave thermal 
imaging systems to detect corrosion underneath 
certain organic coatings. 

6. Corrosion. 

a. Corrosion Defined. Corrosion is the 
electrochemical deterioration of a material or its 
properties due to its chemical reaction with the 
surrounding environment. This reaction occurs 
because o f the tendency of metals to return to 
their naturally occurring state, usually oxide or 
sulfide ores. For example, iron in the presence of 
moisture and ai r will return to its natural state, 
i ron oxide or rust. Aluminum and magnesium 
form COITOSion products that are white ox ides or 
hydrox ides. When a water so lution containing 
soluble salts is present, COITOSion of many alloys 
can occur easily at ambient temperatures. This 
type of COITOsion can be effective ly treated by 
maintenance personnel as d iscussed in this 
manual. Corrosion can also occur in the absence 
of water but on ly at high temperatures, such as 
those found in gas turbine engines. However, the 
most common type of corrosion (and the one that 
can be most effectively treated by maintenance 
personnel) is electrochemical corrosion. 

b. Effect on M il itary Aircraft. 
Maintenance of military aircraft and avionic 
equipment requires knowledge of why metals 
corrode and materials degrade. T he theory lies in 
the definition and description of mechanisms that 
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cause equipment to fail in field service. 
Corrosion is the chemical or electrochemical 
deterioration of a material. This deterioration is 
complex in nature because of the various types 
of corrosion, the frequent simultaneous presence 
of several types of corrosion, and the design 
characteristics and maintenance/environmental 
factors that make aircraft and avionic systems 
susceptible to corrosion. 

Corrosion can cause complete failure of 
equipment or undesi rable changes in electrical 
characteristics. It is a process that is active on a 
24 hour basis. Equipment does not necessari ly 
have to be installed, operated, or resident in a 
particularly harsh environment. Some form of 
con·osion will take place even in near ideal 
environments. All personnel should recogn ize 
that corrosion is the natural continuing process 
of material s returning to their normal state. 
Inadequate corrosion prevention and control will 
ultimately affect equipment l ife cycles, 
downtime, and overall system reliability. 

7. Infrared Inspection of Corrosion. 

a. IRRIT. Current NDI methods are inadequate 
in detecting relatively small concentrations of 
corrosion products at the metaUpaint interface 
through an intact coat ing system. Most common 
methods are useful for crack detection, however 
they tend to concentrate on detecting significant 
amounts of bulk corrosion and defects in 
stmctural members and require coating removal. 
The infrared renectance imaging techn ique 
(IRRIT) provides an alternative method that 
would enhance or replace other corrosion 
inspection methods by its ability to detect 
relatively small concentrations of corrosion 
through the coat ing system. 

b. lRRIT Background. lRRIT was suc.ccssfully 
developed under a previous Government contract 
managed by the Strategic Environmental 
Research and Development Program (SERDP) 
Project PP- 1137 under the Secretary of Defense 
Oftlce with Northrop Grumman Corporation 
(NGC) as the prime contractor. The technology 
exploits the difference in infrared renection 
properties between con-oded and non-corroded 
metallic surfaces. Infrared (lR) radiation from 
maintenance facility lights, the sun, or a low
wattage lR heater illuminates the area to be 
observed. TheIR passes directly through the 
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coating :tnd then rcnects off the metallic 
substrate back through the coming and into an TR 
camera. Since the corroded areas do not rcnect 
the IR energy as well as the non-corroded areas, 
a piciUre or im:tge is generated by the lR camera 
much the same as observing the corrosion under 
slandard visual techniques. 

c. Inspection llllervals. Inspection iruervals, 
methodology. and equipment arc prescribed in 
appl icable mairHenance manuals, (derived from 
commercial, depot engineering data, and end
user input) inspection work cards or checkli st 
Al l requiremems perlaining to inspections arc 
normally accomplished concurremly to avoid 
complica1 ion in scheduling and comrolling the 
required maintenance. The typical inspection 
concepts for aerospace vehicles arc period ic. 
phase. isochronal. phased depot maintenance 
(PDM) and aerospace vehicle manufaclllrc 
maintenance. The weapon system manager 
establishes the necessary control s to ensure that 
the periodic. phase. or isochronal inspections arc 
nccomplishcd at or ncar the scheduled due time 
as authori/ed in appl icable technical manuals or 
approved waivers. System engineers and the 
using activity have the primary responsibility for 
the safe operation of aerospace vehicles. systems, 
and components. Systems managers and 
engineers with authority may increase the 
frequency or scope of scheduled inspections or 
individual inspection requirements for temporary 
situat ions. Scheduled deviations beyond what is 
authori7.cd in weapon system specific techn ical 
manuals must be approved through the weapon 
system program oflice. 

All activities arc responsible for properly 
phasing the accomplishment of addit ional or 
replacement inspection requirements resulting in 
changes to scheduled inspections and 
maintenance manuals. Determine the interval for 
accomplishment of :my new inspection 
requirements by comparing and aligning the 
aerospace vehicle~. systems. and components 
inspection cycle with the interval prescribed for 
the new requirement/process. 

8. Recommendations Based on I nspection. 
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a. Strip and Repaint Entire Aircraft. After 
analy..:ing data collected from IRRIT inspections. 
system managers can enhance current inspection 
methods, eliminating unnecessary stripping and 
repainting. System managers can shill paint 
intervals, for example from 6 ye:trs to 7 years, 
defer or reduce rmtintcmmcc to large sectional 
repairs/small spot repairs, or shift from schedule 
based maintenance to conditional bused 
maintenance, stripping and repainting as needed. 
on case by case basis. 

b. Scuff-Sand and Topcom Small Areas. Recent 
advances in coating technology created by new 
performance standards has led towards the 
application of more durable coatings with an 
extended service life ( IO+years). As the aircraft 
painted with extended life coatings approach 
their PDM cycles. IRRJT provides technicians 
with a reliable and rapid method to ascertain the 
condition and integrity of the coatings and 
substrate without stripping of the coatings. 
M anagers have the option of scuff-sanding and 
top coating instead of a full strip and repaint. 

c. Spot Strip and Repaint Small Areas. IRRITs 
ability to detect re latively small amounts of 
corrosion through coatings. will lead to reduced 
maintenance through early detection and 
treatment of corrosion in its infancy ~tages. 
Technicians can selectively sand, spot repair. and 
locally touch-up affected areas. 

d. Strip and Repaint Large Local Areas. Use 
IRRTT to inspect coatings on aerospace veh ic les, 
systems, and components during PDM. licld 
level maintenance, or at any phase or juncture in 
an inspection cycle that requ ires coating removal 
to ascertain substrate condition. Coatings 
conforming to the latest military Sf>Ccilications 
are formul ated to resist fad ing and chalking 
making it possible to scamless ly paint large 
sections of the aircraft while able to match 
existing paint. 

9. Manae:ine and Monitoring Versus 
Repairing Corrosion. The unique ability of 
TRRIT to image corrosion through coatings in 
realtime. display. and store images enables 
technicians to make immediate decisions. or send 
images for engineering disposition. Properly 
identified and cataloged inactive corrosion sites 
encapsu lated under an intact coating system may 
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not require repairs. only increased monitoring 
using IRRIT. 

In some instances the corrosion remova l process 
of grinding and sanding, espec ially on critical 
substrates, may actually cause more damage and 
stress to the substrate than the corrosion. 
Engineers using continuously updated IRRIT 
data to determine disposition may decide to hold 
maintenance for PDM (if aircraft is c lose to 
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PDM), or impose n ight restrictions unti l proper 
repair/rep lacement can be accompl ished, 
enabling aircraft to remain in service. 

10. Materials CompatibilitY. During 
demonstration and validation of lRRIT, topcoats 
and primers were evaluated for compatibility 
wi th the IRRIT system. Table I shows the 
materials tested. The 
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a e T bl I M . I atena san d IRRITC ompatJ I 1ty "bT 

Topcoat 
MIL-PRF-85285, Ty I 
Hemzen Color 16440 
DEFT Color 36375 03-GY -292, Color 
35237 03-BL- 1 59, Color 36320 03-GY -287 

n MJ.L..C-27725 Fuel Tank Coating 0 
3 

""0 a 
~ 
..;: 

APC 

top row 1nd1cates the matenals wnh the h1ghest 
compatibi lity with IRRIT. 

I I . Aluminum Substrate. A luminum and its 
alloys arc the most widely used materials for 
aircraft construction. Aluminum is highly anodic 
as evidenced by its position in the galvan ic series. 
However, the formation of a tightly adhering 
oxide film offers increased resistance under mild 
corrosive conditions. The COITOsion products of 
aluminum arc wh ite to gray powdery materials 
(aluminum oxide or hydroxide), which can be 
removed by mechanical polishing or brushing 
with abrasive. It is anodic to most other metals 
and, when in contact with them, galvanic 
corrosion of the aluminum will occur. 

Aluminum alloys are subject to pilling, 
intcrgranu lar corrosion, intcrgranular stress 
corrosion cracking, and corrosion fatigue 
cracking. In some cases. the corrosion products 
of the metal in contact with aluminum are 
corrosive to aluminum. Therefore, it is necessary 
to c lean and protect aluminum and its alloys to 
prevent corrosion. Since pure aluminum is more 
corrosion resistant as well as being more anodic 
than most alloys, aluminum alloy sheet stock is 
often covered with a thin layer of nearly pure 
aluminum called alclad. 

Whi le fully intact. the alclad layer is very 
resistant to corrosion because a very adherent 
oxide film rapidly forms on its surface to protect 
it. Alclad is easi ly removed by harsh treatment 
with abrasives and tool ing, exposing the more 
corrosion susceptible aluminum alloy ba~e metal 
surface. If the break in the alclad layer is small, 
the ale lad will sacrificially corrode and protect 
the exposed base metal alloy because it is more 

Primer 
MIL-P-23377 
MTL-PRF-85582 Ty I Epoxy Primers 
Deft 44-GN. 71 Deft 44-GN. 7 

() 
0 
3 

""0 a 
~ 
..;: 

TT-P-2760 Elastomeric Polyurethane 
Primer 

anod1c than the alloy. In such areas, chenucal 
conversion coatings. paints, and corrosion 
prevent ive compounds are especially important. 
In a marine environment, all aluminum surfaces 
require protect ion. 

12. Procedure. Corrosion inspection shall be 
performed utilizing mid-IR (3- 5 11m) infrared 
imaging cameras. Inspection shall be performed 
on surfaces free of external contamination, such 
as, dirt. grease, oil, etc. When possible an 
aircraft wash should be scheduled prior to the 
inspection process. Camera operation shall be in 
accordance with the equipment manufacturer's 
instructions and guidelines. Corrosion 
identification shall be performed in accordance 
with NA 0 1-1 A-509. Disposition of corrosion 
shall be in accordance with NA 0 1-1 A-509 or 
other program speci fic technical data packages. 

TR Illumination - Illuminators must supply 
sufficient illumination in the 3-5 micrometer 
range. Sufficient illumination is defined as 
enough illumination to penetrate the coating 
system and rellect off the substrate to the camera 
system detector array. 

Acquisition System - Includes the IR Camera, 
lR Illumination source, and a data ac.quisition 
system, which can be a digital video camera 
capable of storing still and video images onto 
recording media. 

Once IRRIT system is operating, make necessary 
adjustments according lO inspection environment. 
TRRTT Operation Standard: A standard is 
required to check operational abili ty of IRRIT, 
and to ensure all internal camera settings are 
appropriate. Recommended operational standard 
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is the usc of a commercially avail ab le camera 
resolution standard (Air Force Target Standard) 
coated with the applicable coating system 
representative of the material for inspection. 

13. Health, Safety, and Environmental 
Consi der ations. While the methods, 
appl ications, and processes described or 
referenced i n this document may involve 
exposure to hazardous materials, this document 
does not address the handl ing of hazardous 
materials. It is the sole responsibil ity of each 
user to ensure fami l iarity with the procedures for 
safe and proper exposure, handl ing, or use o f any 
hazardous materials and to take necessary 
precautionary measures to ensure the health and 
safety of all personnel involved. 

Wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE), (c lothing, gloves, apron, eye protection, 
etc.) approved for materials, procedures, and 
too ls being used. Contact supervisor for 
guidance. If necessary, contact the local 
Bioenvironmental Engineering or Safety Orfice 
for guidance. 

14. Appendix 

15. Gl ossary of Terms. 

Atmospheric Attenuation. The amount of 
radiated IR energy that is absorbed by the 
atmosphere. It is a funct ion of the temperature 
and humidity, partic les in the air ( i .e. fog, smoke, 
smog, etc.) and wavelength, among other factors. 

Critical Dimension. The dimension of a target 
used i n calcu lating the DRI performance. It is a 
function of length, width and height, as well as 
what face of the target is presented to the imager. 

DRI (Detection-Recognition-Identificat ion). A 
method of characterizing the range performance 
of a thermal imager according to a standard set 
of criteria using a standard atmospheric model, 
and a target of alternati ng black and white stripes 
(cyc les) at different temperatures. 

Detection. The minimum distance at which an 
imager can reproduc.e a single cycle (black/white 
str ipe) of a target. Typical ly used to represent the 
distance at wh ich the imager can lirst detect a 
given target. In addition to the imager, the 
detection range is also a function of the target 
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size and tempera lUre di ffcrencc form the 
background. 

Field of V iew (FOV). T he area in space that is 
seen by the lens of a thermal imager. Usually 
expressed in degrees, and spec ilied for both 
horizontal and vertical dimensions. The FOV is a 
function of the lens. 

FLIR92. A set of standards defined by the N ight 
V ision Laboratories for calcu lating DRI 
information. 

Focal Plane A rray (FPA). An integrated ci rcuit 
wi th a two dimensional matri x of detector 
elements that sits in the local pl ane of the 
thermal imager. A n imager that uses an FPA is 
referred to as a staring imager because the entire 
array stares at the scene to collect IR energy to 
make an image. 

Hyperfocal Distance. The distance beyond which 
al l objects are in focus when an imager's focus 
adjust is set to infin ity. 

Infrared Imager. An Instrument that col lects 
infrared energy and produces a video image 
where the gray scale values correspond to 
differences in temperature. 

Infrared. The portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum located just above Yisible light. T he 
infrared spectrum ex tends from j ust above red 
(0.7 micrometers) to about 12 micrometers. 

Instantaneous Field of V iew. A measure of the 
spatial resolut ion of an TR detector. It is defined 
as the angle seen by an individual pixe l in the 
FPA. 

Kelvin Temperature Scale. Absolute temperature 
scale related to the Celsius (or Centigrade) scale. 
0° Kelvin (absolute zero) is equal to -273° C. 
T he units o f Kelvin are equal to Centigrade 
degrees. Theretore. room temperature (23°C) is 
equal to 296° K. 

Long Wave Infrared (LWIR). The section of the 
infrared band from 
7 micrometers to 12 micrometers. 

M icro-Cnoler. A miniature Sterling Cycle 
coo ler used to provide cryogenic temperatures 
for the Focal Plane Array. 
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Micrometer (urn) or Micron. One millionth of a 
meter (10-6m). Units arc used to express the 
wavelength of light. 

Milliradian (mr). A measure of angle equal to 
one thousandth of a radian (I rad ian= 180°/pi) . 
Typically used to express the lFOV of an imager. 
I mr = 0.0573°. 

Mid wave Infrared CMWIR). The portion o f the 
infrared spectrum from 3 to 5 micrometers. 

Minimum Resolvable Temperature Difference 
(MRTD). A figure of merit for a particular FP A 
based imager, it defines the minimum 
temperature difference that can be r~solved by 
the detector. 

Narrow Field of View (NFOV). In a dual field o f 
view lens, the NFOV is the smaller of the two 
fields (more magnilication) and is used for 
detection at longer ranges. 

Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference 
(NETD). A tigure of merit for an FPA based 
imager, it detines the temperature difference that 
produces a signal just equal to the RMS noise 
signal. 

Non-Uniformity Correction. A buill in correction 
routine that calculates a set of field correction 
coefficients to apply to each pixel in the array to 
normal ize their response for a given scene 
temperature. 

Pixel. Abbreviation for Picture Element. or each 
individual element that comprises a picture. 
Typical FPAs are arrays of 320 x 480 pixels, or 
256 x 256 pixels. 

Rad ian. The angular measurement equal to the 
ratio of the arc length o f a ci rcle divided by the 
radius. A circumference of a complete circle is 2 
pi times the rad ius, so a complete circle (360°) 
equal 2 pi radians, and pi radians= 180°. I 
radian= 5?.3°. 

Recognition. The distance at which an imager 
can resolve three cycles across a given target. 
Typically used to define the distance at which an 
imager can distinguish between a truck and a 
tank or a car. In addition to the imager, the 
recogn ition range is also a funct ion of the target 
size and temperature difference from the 
background. 
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Short Wave Infrared (SWIR). The portion of the 
infrared spectrum from 0.70 micrometers to 3 
micrometers. 

Wide Field of V iew (WFOV). In a dual field of 
view lens, the WFOV is the wider of the two 
fields (less magnification) and is used for 
observing a wider field of v iew. 
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L.1 Introduction 
In a supplemental effort, the IRRIT system was applied to an additional set of 

commonly used coatings to determine, in the laboratory, the performance of a MWIR 
camera on these coatings. The list of coatings tested is as follows: 

 
• Corrosion Preventative Compound (CPC), SO SURE® MIL-C-85054B 

Type I Class 134A 
• CPC, LEKTRO-TECH, Inc., MIL-L-87177A Type I Grade B 
• CPC, SO SURE®, MIL-C-81309E Type II Class 2 Grade 134A 
• CPC, LHB Industries, MIL-PRF-32033 
• Rain Erosion Coating, LORD Corporation, Lord M 1433 (MIL-C-85322) 
• Low Temperature Cure Powder Coat, Crosslink Powder Coatings, Inc. 
• Self-Priming Topcoat, Deft TT-P-2756 Type I (3 colors) 
• Advanced Polyurethane Coating (APC), Polyurethane Topcoat, Deft, MIL-

PRF-85285 Type I (3 colors) 
• Anti-Chafe Coating, PRC-DeSoto 

 
L.1.1 Background 

This expanded investigation is a result of an October 2005 visit to the Warner 
Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC). At WR-ALC, it was determined that the 
existing IRRIT system had some difficulty with thicker darker outer mold line (OML) 
coatings (refer to Appendix B for details on the WR-ALC trip). Specifically, the FED-
STD-595 colors 36173, 36118, and 36375 of the APC or Extended Life Topcoat (ELT) 
version of MIL-PRF-85285 Type I. 

One product of the WR-ALC visit was an investigation of free-standing films based 
on typical USAF OML paint schemes by FTIR transmission analysis (detailed in 
Appendix E). The FTIR transmission analysis of the free-standing films proved that 
insufficient MWIR is transmitted through the USAF OML paint schemes (refer to 
Appendix E.3). This led to redirecting the USAF OML effort to a USAF inner mold line 
(IML) at Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center (OC-ALC) and the feasibility of using the 
KC-135 IML and B-52 IML as candidate aircraft for IRRIT inspection.   

In addition to the films studied following the WR-ALC visit, other films were 
identified for future investigation. This appendix details the results of that follow-on 
investigation. ESTCP provided additional funding for this supplemental effort. 

 
L.1.2 Selected Coatings 

Table L-1, below, illustrates new coating systems that were tested with the IRRIT 
following the submittal of the final report. Table 2-3 in the main body includes the 
original list of examined coating systems and their performance, while Appendix B lists 
some of the coatings identified for future investigation. Associated discussion about the 
general performance of MWIR (3-5 micrometers) with respect to typical organic coatings 
is found in Section 2.4.2 of the main body. 
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The coatings listed in Table L-1 were selected because they represent coatings that 
generate substantial waste material when removed, and thus a maintenance scenario 
based on IRRIT can generate substantial pollution reduction benefits. These coatings 
were also selected because they demonstrate the utility of IRRIT, and thus aid in the 
transfer of IRRIT technology into service. 

The APC or ELT version of MIL-PRF-85285 was selected for this study because 
these topcoats are currently used on USAF aircraft. The APC coatings are widely used 
OML coatings and thus produce a large quantity of waste when stripped. Demonstrating 
that IRRIT can effectively see through APC coatings would greatly expand the 
applications for which IRRIT may be applied. Figure L-1, below, shows the potential 
pollution savings accrued by being able to expand IRRIT use beyond those coatings 
previously identified as compatible to include OML APCs. 

 

Figure L-1: Potential Savings Accrued from Demonstrating APC Compatibility 
 
NAVAIR is currently evaluating COTS low temperature cure powder coatings for 

aerospace applications and requested that IRRIT’s performance against such powder 
coatings be assessed. Should the powder coatings be accepted and IRRIT able to view 
through the coatings, this would offer an additional expansion in IRRIT applications. 

The anti-chafe coating was examined because of its widespread use in aerospace 
applications. 
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Table L-1: Additional Paint and Coating Systems Tested with IRRIT 
Type Manufacturer Specification Color # (FED-

STD-595) Part # Thickness 
(mils) Section 

SO SURE® MIL-C-85054B Type I 
Class 134A N/A NSN: 8030-01-

347-0979 
N/A* L.2.1 

LEKTRO-TECH, 
Inc. 

MIL-L-87177A Type I 
Grade B N/A NSN: 6850-01-

328-3617 
N/A* L.2.2 

SO SURE® MIL-C-81309E Type II 
Class 2 Grade 134A N/A NSN: 8030-00-

938-1947 
N/A* 

L.2.3 
CPC 

LHB Industries MIL-PRF-32033 N/A NSN: 9150-00-
458-0075 

N/A* L.2.4 

Rain Erosion 
Coating 

LORD 
Corporation 

Lord M 1433 (MIL-C-
85322) N/A NSN: 8010-01-

054-7228 
~20 L.2.5 

Powder Coat Crosslink 
Powders, Inc. N/A Gloss White 6191-61003 5.2 L.2.6 

1.34 
2.82 Gloss Gray 

16440 03-TY-400 
4.34 

L.2.7 

1.84 
3.30 Flat Light Gray 

36375 03-GY-369 
4.96 

L.2.8 

1.62 
2.92 

Self-Priming 
Topcoat Deft TT-P-2756 Type I 

Flat Dark Gray 
36118 03-GY-381 

4.74 
L.2.9 

1.44 
2.88 Flat Medium 

Gray 36173 99-GY-001 
4.84 

L.2.10 

1.66 
2.66 Flat Dark Gray 

36118 99-GY-13 
5.54 

L.2.11 

1.84 
2.76 

APC 
Polyurethane 

Topcoat 
Deft MIL-PRF-85285 Type I 

Flat Light Gray 
36375 99-GY-003 

5.22 
L.2.12 

1.62** 
2.1 Anti-Chafe 

Coating PRC-DeSoto N/A Light Flat Gray N/A 
2.1** 

L.2.13 

Green Shading = IRRIT had success with this thickness of coating 
Red Shading = IRRIT had no success with this thickness of coating 
*The CPCs had no measured thickness; it was evaluated while on 2.8-mil polyethylene. 
**This anti-chafe coating had an additional “Post-It” note sheet between the test standard and camera. 

 
 
L.2 COATINGS RESULTS 

In Sections L.2.1 through L.2.13, two forms of results are presented: plots of the 
percentage of IR light transmission through a freestanding film of the specified coating in 
the range of 3-5 micrometers and, in some cases, IRRIT images were taken of 
freestanding films suspended partly in front of a standard U.S. Air Force glass resolution 
target. Such a target is shown without an obscuring coating in Figure L-2. 
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Figure L-2: IRRIT Image of a USAF Glass Resolution Calibration Target. 

 
L.2.1 SO SURE® MIL-C-85054B Type I Class 134A CPC 

 

 
Figure L-3: FTIR Transmission Through SO SURE® MIL-C-85054B Type I 

Class 134A CPC on 2.8 Mils Polyethylene, and 2.8 Mils Polyethylene Baseline 
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L.2.2 LEKTRO-TECH, Inc. MIL-L-87177A Type I Grade B CPC 
 

 
Figure L-4: FTIR Transmission Through LEKTRO-TECH, Inc. MIL-L-

87177A Type I Grade B CPC on 2.8 Mils Polyethylene, and 2.8 Mils Polyethylene 
Baseline 

 
L.2.3 SO SURE® MIL-C-81309E Type II Class 2 Grade 134A CPC 

 

 
Figure L-5: FTIR Transmission Through SO SURE® MIL-C-81309E Type II 

Class 2 Grade 134A CPC on 2.8 Mils Polyethylene, and 2.8 Mils Polyethylene 
Baseline 
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L.2.4 LHB Industries MIL-PRF-32033 CPC 
 

 
Figure L-6: FTIR Transmission Through LHB Industries MIL-PRF-32033 

CPC on 2.8 Mils Polyethylene, and 2.8 Mils Polyethylene Baseline 
 

L.2.5 LORD Corporation Lord M 1433 (MIL-C-85322) Rain Erosion Coating 
 

 
Figure L-7: FTIR Transmission Through LORD Corporation Lord M 1433 

(MIL-C-85322) Rain Erosion Coating 
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Figure L-8: IRRIT Image of Target Through ~20-mil Lord M 1433 Rain 

Erosion Coating 
 

L.2.6 Crosslink Powders, Inc., Low Temperature Cure Powder Coat 
 

 
Figure L-9: FTIR Transmission Through 5.2-mil Crosslink Powders, Inc., 

Powder Coat, Gloss White 
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Figure L-10: IRRIT Image of Target Through 5.2-mil Crosslink Powders, Inc., 

Powder Coat, Gloss White 
 

 
Figure L-11: IRRIT images surface in high detail under thick powder coat 
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L.2.7 Deft TT-P-2756 Type I Self Priming Top Coat, Gloss Gray 
 

 
Figure L-12: FTIR Transmission Through Deft TT-P-2756 Type I Self Priming 

Top Coat, Gloss Gray 
 

 
Figure L-13: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.34-mil Deft Self-Priming 

Topcoat, Gloss Gray 
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Figure L-14: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.82-mil Deft Self-Priming 

Topcoat, Gloss Gray 
 

 
Figure L-15: IRRIT Image of Target Through 4.34-mil Deft Self-Priming 

Topcoat, Gloss Gray 
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L.2.8 Deft TT-P-2756 Type I Self Priming Top Coat, Flat Light Gray 36375 
 

 
Figure L-16: FTIR Transmission Through Deft TT-P-2756 Type I Self Priming 

Top Coat, Flat Light Gray 36375 
 

 
Figure L-17: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.84-mil Deft Self-Priming 

Topcoat, Flat Light Gray 
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Figure L-18: IRRIT Image of Target Through 3.30-mil Deft Self-Priming 

Topcoat, Flat Light Gray 
 

 
Figure L-19: IRRIT Image of Target Through 4.96-mil Deft Self-Priming 

Topcoat, Flat Light Gray 
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L.2.9 Deft TT-P-2756 Type I Self Priming Top Coat, Flat Dark Gray 36118 
 

 
Figure L-20: FTIR Transmission Through Deft TT-P-2756 Type I Self Priming 

Top Coat, Flat Dark Gray 36118 
 

 
Figure L-21: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.62-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Dark Gray 
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Figure L-22: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.92-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Dark Gray 
 

 
Figure L-23: IRRIT Image of Target Through 4.74-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Dark Gray 
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L.2.10 Deft APC Topcoat, MIL-PRF-85285 Type I, Flat Medium Gray 36173 
 

 
Figure L-24: FTIR Transmission through Deft APC Topcoat, MIL-PRF-85285 

Type I, Flat Medium Gray 36173 
 

 
Figure L-25: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.44-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Medium Gray 
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Figure L-26: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.88-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Medium Gray 
 

 
Figure L-27: IRRIT Image of Target Through 4.84-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Medium Gray 
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L.2.11 Deft APC Topcoat, MIL-PRF-85285 Type I, Flat Dark Gray 36118 
 

 
Figure L-28: FTIR Transmission through Deft APC Topcoat, MIL-PRF-85285 

Type I, Flat Dark Gray 36118 
 

 
Figure L-29: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.66-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Dark Gray 
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Figure L-30: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.66-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Dark Gray 
 

 
Figure L-31: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.66-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Dark Gray 
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L.2.12 Deft APC Topcoat, MIL-PRF-85285 Type I, Flat Light Gray 36375 
 

 
Figure L-32: FTIR Transmission Through Deft APC Topcoat, MIL-PRF-

85285 Type I, Flat Gray 36375 
 

 
Figure L-33: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.84-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Light Gray 
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Figure L-34: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.76-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Light Gray. Note Diagonal Wrinkle in Film. 
 
 

 
Figure L-35: IRRIT Image of Target Through 5.22-mil Deft APC Topcoat, 

Flat Light Gray 
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L.2.13 PRC-DeSoto CA8110 Anti-Chafe Coating, Flat Light Gray 
 

 
Figure L-36: FTIR Transmission PRC-DeSoto Anti-Chafe Coating, Flat Light 

Gray 
 

 
Figure L-37: IRRIT Image of Target Through 1.62-mil PRC-DeSoto Anti-

Chafe Coating, Flat Light Gray (Lower Right) and PostItTM Note (Top) 
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Figure L-38: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.1-mil PRC-DeSoto Anti-Chafe 

Coating, Flat Light Gray 
 

 
Figure L-39: IRRIT Image of Target Through 2.1-mil PRC-DeSoto Anti-Chafe 

Coating, Flat Light Gray (Lower Right) and PostItTM (Top) 
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L.3 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the data acquired from the free-standing films (both the IR transmission 

scans and the IRRIT images), it has been concluded that the IRRIT system had success in 
imaging through all of the coatings tested when applied to the proper military 
specification thickness (i.e., 1.7 to 2.3 mils for MIL-PRF-85285 Type I). These coatings 
include the following: 

 
• Corrosion Preventative Compound (CPC), SO SURE® MIL-C-85054B 

Type I Class 134A 
• CPC, LEKTRO-TECH, Inc., MIL-L-87177A Type I Grade B 
• CPC, SO SURE®, MIL-C-81309E Type II Class 2 Grade 134A 
• CPC, LHB Industries, MIL-PRF-32033 
• Rain Erosion Coating, LORD Corporation, Lord M 1433 (MIL-C-85322) 
• Low Temperature Cure Powder Coat, Crosslink Powder Coatings, Inc. 
• Self-Priming Topcoat, Deft TT-P-2756 Type I (3 colors) 
• Advanced Polyurethane Coating (APC), Polyurethane Topcoat, Deft, MIL-

PRF-85285 Type I (3 colors) 
• Anti-Chafe Coating, PRC-DeSoto 

  
However, on USAF aircraft the thickness of the APC’s (or ELT’s) were sometimes 

seen in the range of 2-3 times the proper military specification thickness (based on 
coating thickness measurements that were obtained at WR-ALC and OC-ALC). 
Therefore, in scenarios where the coating thickness is above the proper military 
specification thickness, the IRRIT system compatibility must be evaluated on a case-by-
case basis. In the case of APC Color # 36173 and APC Color # 36375, the IRRIT system 
had success in imaging a thickness of up to 5 mils.  Although, the darkest of the APC’s 
tested, Color # 36118 only showed success up to 2.66 mils. The IR transmission data 
illustrates that the thicker and darker coatings do not allow high percentages of MWIR to 
transmit through them, these same coatings also when imaged with the IRRIT system act 
as filters, sometimes blocking either all or a large percentage of the MWIR. It should also 
be noted that the coatings tested were in the form of free-standing films. In the case of the 
APC’s or ELT’s which require a primer, the addition of the primer would lower the 
percentage of the MWIR transmission. 

In conclusion, this appendix illustrates that the IRRIT system could be used for 
inspecting aircraft that utilize these specific coatings when applied to the proper military 
specification. In this scenario, the IRRIT system stands to offer a substantial amount of 
pollution reduction.  

 
 
 




